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Editorial on the Research Topic

Use of the RE-AIM Framework: Translating Research to Practice With Novel Applications and

Emerging Directions

INTRODUCTION

In 2019, we initiated a call for papers to contribute to a Frontiers of Public Health Research
Topic on the use of the Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance (RE-
AIM) Framework. In part, the Research Topic was intended to celebrate 20 years of planning and
evaluation using RE-AIM and underscore new research directions. More importantly, we saw the
need to document how the framework continues to be adapted, evolve, and provide opportunities
in emerging areas. Of key importance is speeding research-practice translation and studying the
process that leads to more efficient movement of evidence-based principles, programs, and policies
into sustained community and clinical practice. What follows is an overview of the excellent
submissions we received that document lessons learned, adaptations, and innovative uses of RE-
AIM, as well as highlight the framework’s potential to advance science, quality of practice, and
population health.

The Research Topic and resulting papers are grouped into four sections: (a) Introduction; (b)
Use of RE-AIM in Community Settings; (c) Use of RE-AIM in Clinical Settings; and (d) Emerging
Directions in the Application of RE-AIM. The Introduction section kicks off the collection with a
paper led, fittingly, by (Glasgow, Harden et al.), on how the RE-AIM Framework has evolved over
the 20 years since the seminal American Journal of Public Health (Glasgow, Vogt et al.) article
was published in 1999. This is accompanied by an insightful commentary from Dr. Kurt Stange
that highlights the value of using RE-AIM and its contextual extension, the Practical, Robust,
Implementation, and Sustainability Model (PRISM) to “shine light on multilevel context” and
solve real world problems, such as advancing health equity, in a meaningful and sustained way
(Stange). We round out the Introduction with two papers summarizing goals, resources, benefits of

6
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application, and future directions for RE-AIM by members
of the National RE-AIM Workgroup (Smith and Harden,
Harden et al.). These papers, along with the RE-AIM website
(www.re-aim.org), provides readers with current definitions,
examples, and resources for applying RE-AIM.

The second and third sections of the Research Topic are the
Use of RE-AIM in Community Settings and the Use of RE-AIM
in Clinical Settings, respectively. Papers in these sections include
international studies focused on physical activity promotion in
Brazil (Benedetti et al.) and work environment improvements
in Denmark (Munch et al.). There are exceptional exemplars
across these sections (Balis and Strayer; Balis et al.; Ball et al.;
Wilcox et al.) to guide readers about the application of RE-
AIM when planning, implementing, and/or evaluating specific
interventions intended to improve effectiveness on participant
health outcomes. There are also some thoughtful manuscripts
illustrating qualitative and mixed methods approaches, and one
applying RE-AIM in an iterative fashion to support ongoing
improvements in implementation (Ball et al.; Kwan et al.;
Glasgow et al.; Prusaczyk et al.). Finally, these sections conclude
with an informative article about how to integrate an additional
implementation science theory with RE-AIM constructs (King
et al.).

Our Research Topic concludes with a collection of papers
that reflect Emerging Directions in the Application of RE-AIM.
Two studies and a commentary, focus on applications of RE-
AIM (Baumann) in the areas of environmental health (Quinn
et al.) and health policy (Toyserkani et al.). They provide
interesting and novel adaptations that offer opportunities for
replication and further evolution of the framework. This section,
and the entire Research Topic, concludes with two papers that
provide extensions to RE-AIM. One integrates Proctor’s et al.
conceptualization of implementation outcomes (Reilly et al.),
and the other integrates PRISM and RE-AIM factors to advance
sustainability and health equity (Shelton et al.). The papers
in this section are strong examples of how RE-AIM can be
conceptualized, re-conceptualized, and expanded to address and
resolve. As called out in the Introductory commentary by Stange,
these papers astutely address the wicked problems affecting the
health and equity in our society by taking the path that creates
and supports a high, robust, and sustained level of public health
around the world.

It is our hope that this collection of papers provides
concrete examples and guidance about how RE-AIM
can be used to advance science and improve the public

health impact in our communities, both nationally
and internationally.
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The RE-AIM planning and evaluation framework was conceptualized two decades ago.

As one of the most frequently applied implementation frameworks, RE-AIM has now

been cited in over 2,800 publications. This paper describes the application and evolution

of RE-AIM as well as lessons learned from its use. RE-AIM has been applied most

often in public health and health behavior change research, but increasingly in more

diverse content areas and within clinical, community, and corporate settings. We discuss

challenges of using RE-AIM while encouraging a more pragmatic use of key dimensions

rather than comprehensive applications of all elements. Current foci of RE-AIM include

increasing the emphasis on cost and adaptations to programs and expanding the use of

qualitative methods to understand “how” and “why” results came about. The framework

will continue to evolve to focus on contextual and explanatory factors related to RE-AIM

outcomes, package RE-AIM for use by non-researchers, and integrate RE-AIMwith other

pragmatic and reporting frameworks.

Keywords: RE-AIM, evaluation, external validity, dissemination, implementation

INTRODUCTION

The RE-AIM framework (1) was developed to address the issue that the translation of scientific
advances into practice, and especially into public health impact and policy, have been slow and
inequitable (2–6). RE-AIM and other models (7) have helped balance the traditional focus on
internal over external validity. Unique features of RE-AIM include an explicit focus on issues,
dimensions, and steps in the design, dissemination, and implementation process that can either
facilitate or impede success in achieving broad and equitable population-based impact.

The seminal RE-AIM paper (1) has been cited over 2,800 times, and the RE-AIM framework
has been applied to study planning or evaluation in over 450 publications (7). RE-AIM is one of
the most frequently used frameworks for planning and evaluation of grant applications at most of

8
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the leading U.S. health and medical research agencies (8) and
has been used widely (nationally and internationally) (9, 10)
and across populations, settings, and health conditions (11–24).
Generally, RE-AIM does seem to translate and be useful in the
different countries and cultures in which use has been reported.
Some international applications include low- andmiddle-income
countries (25) including Australia (26–30), the Netherlands (31–
34), and Brazil (35, 36). One interesting application was the use
of RE-AIM to help plan and evaluate interventions to reduce the
use of coal-fired indoor cook stoves in Africa (37). In this article,
we summarize the history of the RE-AIM framework, discusses
current applications of RE-AIM for research and practice, and
outline opportunities for future application.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

The dimensions of the RE-AIM framework were originally
introduced to encourage scientists to be more transparent and
consider internal and external validity across pilot, efficacy,
effectiveness, demonstration, and translational research (23, 38).
Most peer reviewed publications previously emphasized
efficacy, leaving researchers, and practitioners with little
information about the generalizability of the intervention
context, implementation personnel and conditions, and findings.
The main goal from its conception was to improve assessment
and reporting along the five RE-AIM dimensions, not necessarily
intervening to improve all dimensions (see Table 1).

The RE-AIM dimensions include reach (R), effectiveness
(E), and maintenance (M)–which operate at the individual-
level (i.e., those who are intended to benefit), and adoption
(A), implementation (I), and maintenance (M), which focus
on the staff and setting levels. Setting-level RE-AIM factors
are often multi-level and address context and external validity
issues important to population impact. For example, settings
may include clinics, schools, or worksites nested within
communities or larger systems, and within these settings are
nested clinicians, teachers, or human resources staff responsible
for implementation.

All RE-AIM dimensions are complex, but implementation
currently has the most indices. It focuses on fidelity to an
intervention: the extent to which the program is implemented
consistently across different settings, staff, and patients. It
also includes adaptations made (58) and costs from multiple
stakeholder perspectives (59). Maintenance has indices at
the individual- (long-term effectiveness) and setting-level
(sustainability after original research funded is completed).

The framework’s operational components have been
increasingly applied over the years. For example, in the past,
studies reported participant characteristics that differed between
study conditions or between those retained and those lost
to follow-up. However, studies using RE-AIM compared the
representativeness of individuals who enrolled in a study to the
characteristics of the intended population. These comparisons
used in RE-AIM studies increased understanding about access,
awareness, appropriateness, and likely generalizability of
recruitment strategies and intervention approaches.

In the past, clinical effectiveness research focused relatively
narrowly on physiologic outcomes. RE-AIM expanded this focus
to multiple factors that impact public health. This approach to
assessing broader impacts aided in understanding comprehensive
effects of a program on quality of life, including unintended
consequences (e.g., increasing health inequity or the social stigma
of labeling someone with a chronic condition).

There have been several literature reviews on use of RE-
AIM (11, 42, 52, 60–62). The most comprehensive reviews have
spanned the literature from 2000 to 2012 or 2015 (10, 42,
52). Notably, these reviews of different content areas reached
similar conclusions: that adoption and maintenance, as well as
representativeness across individual- and organizational-levels,
were reported far less frequently. They identified frequent issues
with confusing different dimensions, in particular reach (at
the individual-level) and adoption (at the setting-level). These
observations are not limited to the United States alone.

To enhance development and application of the framework,
several scientists contributed to a RE-AIM research consortium
funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (63–66). This
work led to the development of a website, www.re-aim.org,
in 2004 (64). The website serves as a repository of various
resources and tools including self-quizzes, checklists, figures,
tables, measures, tips for using RE-AIM, and increasingly,
other social media tools. These are available to facilitate the
operationalization and application of RE-AIM across diverse
interventions, settings, and populations. To enhance a dialogue
within the broader research community, monthly webinars are
held about RE-AIM related issues; archived recordings are
available on the website (www.re-aim.org).

FROM PAST TO PRESENT

Below, we summarize five general areas currently being examined
using RE-AIM (Table 1). The first is to understand andmaximize
the potential of RE-AIM to assess adaptations prior to, during,
and after program implementation (54, 55, 67). Adaptations
naturally occur during the implementation of programs (68).
Mittman et al. (69) suggest that instead of ignoring or suppressing
this phenomenon, we should find ways to document and assess
these changes. Recent Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute (PCORI) Methodology Standards (70) suggest that
adaptations should be systematically documented. RE-AIM
has great potential to provide guidance about documenting
adaptations. It can also provide guidance about how to evaluate
the impact of these adaptations, as well as their purpose (58).
RE-AIM has been used to expand the widely known Stirman
framework (71) on adaptations with additional components to
address “who, what, why, where, and when” questions (67).
RE-AIM considers adaptations in a longitudinal, multi-method,
and multi-level manner and includes data collection at multiple
time points and from multiple stakeholders, using multiple data
collection approaches (54, 55, 67).

Second, there has been a recent focus on more qualitative RE-
AIM assessments. Most evaluations and uses of the framework
have emphasized descriptive or quantitative data, often focusing
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on key aspects such as the percentage of potentially eligible
persons or settings that participate. A qualitative focus as
presented byHoltrop et al. (72) can enhance understanding about
what happened as well as the “how” and the “why.”

Third, we recognized the need for more pragmatic uses of the
framework rather than trying to comprehensively assess all RE-
AIM dimensions in all applications, especially when not having
many evaluation resources (67, 73). All studies or evaluations,
and particularly those without large evaluation budgets, do
not need to assess all components of RE-AIM. Rather, they
should address those components most valued and appropriate
for their particular question, setting, stakeholders, and stage of
research. An a priori decision should be made, however, to
select the dimensions on which to focus for evaluation and
on which to use for planning and improvement (i.e., beyond
the evaluation scope). In some cases, the decision to capture
all five dimensions is made a priori to understand individual
impacts, contextual implications, and feasibility of ongoing data
collection. This is demonstrated in two recent applications of RE-
AIM before, during, and after program implementation—and on
limited funds (74, 75). Both applications highlighted the need
for stakeholder buy-in (54) and operationalization (67) of each
dimension that holds value for these stakeholders.

Fourth, assessment of costs, from the perspective of multiple
stakeholders and across the various RE-AIM dimensions, is
another area of emphasis (5). Building upon earlier work by
Ritzwoller et al. (76), recent RE-AIM cost assessments have
focused on the multilevel nature of implementation, different
stakeholder perspectives, and cost estimates for replicating a
program or policy in different settings. Rhodes et al. (59)
have provided templates to assess costs at the patient-, staff-,
clinic-, and organizational-levels. Costs to deliver programs are
associated with activities to address and enhance each RE-
AIM dimension (Figure 1). In the future, we anticipate more
consistent reporting of costs and burden and more frequent
comparative effectiveness research about cost-effective methods
to enhance value and various RE-AIM dimensions.

Finally, Glasgow et al. (77) have recently advocated for an
extension of RE-AIM concepts and dimensions, termed an
Expanded CONSORT Figure to enhance transparent reporting,
and potentially, replication. The goal is to expand the CONSORT
reporting criteria required for randomized studies (78) to (a)
include factors related to setting and staff level participation and
representativeness, which begin before individual participants
are recruited, and (b) extend the temporal focus beyond the
end of a study. The expanded CONSORT figure and a related
downloadable template summarize issues of exclusion and
inclusion criteria for settings (e.g., communities or healthcare
networks) and delivery staff, [e.g., evaluating the percent and
characteristics of settings and staff that participate or do not
(adoption)], reasons for participation or non-participation, and
intervention sustainability after project support ends (79).

Based on these observations, we have developed a new RE-
AIM figure to highlight the various changes to the model, as
well as new emphases, including explicit inclusion of costs and
adaptations, as shown in Figure 1. The figure also emphasizes
key multi-level contextual factors (both the internal and external
context) that influence RE-AIM outcomes as discussed below.

Two crosscutting issues are: (a) that it is critical that there
is alignment across setting and context, the intervention and
implementation strategies; and (b) it is important to include
qualitative assessments to determine how and why various RE-
AIM outcomes are produced.

WHAT WILL THE FUTURE BRING?

With the historical context and current application of RE-AIM
in mind, we outline five future directions for researchers and
practitioners interested in using RE-AIM.

First, there have been recent calls to more explicitly
describe strategies and context (80, 81) as well as test
mediating relationships between implementation strategies
and implementation outcomes (82). We also see this as an
emerging area for RE-AIM. The most well-articulated attempt
to do this so far is the Practical, Robust, Implementation,
and Sustainability Model (PRISM) (83, 84) that focuses on
specific contextual factors from external macro-level factors
such as policies, guidelines, and incentives, to more local
organizational-level factors. It focuses on the fit between the
characteristics of an intervention (i.e., Rogers’ constructs of
relative advantage, complexity, compatibility, observability,
trialability, and cost) (85) and the particular intervention
and implementation system. A somewhat unique factor of
PRISM is its focus on enhancing setting-level maintenance
characteristics by addressing the “implementation and
sustainability infrastructure”—including job requirements,
ongoing audit and feedback, and institutionalization of
intervention activities (84, 86).

Second, mixed-methods should be used across framework
components to identify explanatory processes across RE-
AIM dimensions. To date, quantitative measures alone have
been insufficient to strongly predict dissemination (reach
and adoption), implementation, and maintenance outcomes.
Using mixed-methods approaches can help identify factors
that are causally related to different RE-AIM outcomes in
different situations (72). Qualitative information integrated
with newer predictive modeling approaches should provide
more detailed guidance about actions that can be taken
to enhance outcomes by addressing empirically-derived
causal relationships.

Third, we encourage more iterative applications of RE-AIM
and use of the framework during the implementation period,
not just for initial planning and summative evaluation. Rapid,
iterative use and analysis of brief practical measures of RE-AIM
factors can inform adaptations (55, 66, 71). In brief, RE-AIM
can be used as part of a participatory approach (Estabrooks
et al., under review), to determine which dimensions should be
assessed, described, or targeted for intervention. For example, a
recruitment strategy may need to be adapted over the life-course
of an intervention (to improve reach) or a new training strategy
may be employed (to improve adoption and implementation).
While often examined and interpreted independently, these
adaptations can work together to be empirically robust and
practically meaningful.

Another issue to be addressed is use of RE-AIM by non-
researchers and groups such as state health programs or
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FIGURE 1 | Revised, enhanced RE-AIM/PRISM 2019 model.

program evaluators without substantial funds (grants/contracts).
Using RE-AIM in low-resource and real-world settings can be
challenging but successful (2). Preliminary findings assessing
such use are that RE-AIM is used widely, and seems to be
relatively intuitive, but there are challenges implementing it at a
detailed level and assessing all components. The development of
user-friendly tools and aids using human centered design, as well
as more examples of the application of RE-AIM for such users is
an important future direction.

Finally, we think there is great opportunity for RE-AIM
to be used in combination with other approaches such as
the Pragmatic Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary
(PRECIS) model (87, 88), where RE-AIM factors can be
combined with the PRECIS-2 dimensions to determine
how pragmatic a study is and how generalizable it is likely
to be. Such use is illustrated in a recent systematic review
by Luoma et al. (89), who demonstrated how reviews can

simultaneously summarize effectiveness (using Cochrane-
type criteria) and pragmatism (using a combination of
PRECIS-2 and RE-AIM factors). RE-AIM and its Expanded
CONSORT extension could also be integrated with the
Standards for Reporting Implementation Studies (StaRI) (90)
or other dissemination and implementation (D&I) research
reporting criteria.

CONCLUSION

RE-AIM has been applied in research and practice for 20 years.
Although its original components have remained, much has
been modified and evolved to address emerging issues such as
adaptation and dissemination costs. We expect that RE-AIM will
continue to evolve to better address and enhance its original
purpose—to increase the prevalence of relevant research that
can be applied broadly across a wide variety of populations and
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settings to achieve a large, equitable, and replicable public health
impact. We invite researchers and practitioners to contribute
to the expanded use of RE-AIM before, during, and after
intervention delivery.
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A Commentary on

RE-AIM Planning and Evaluation Framework: Adapting to New Science and Practice With a

20-Year Review

by Glasgow, R. E., Harden, S. M., Gaglio, B., Rabin, B., Smith, M. L., Porter, G. C., et al. (2019). Front.
Public Health 7:64. doi: 10.3389/fpubh.2019.00064

INTRODUCTION

As a boy, Charles Marlow, in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, is drawn to explore “blank space of
delightful mystery” on the map of Africa. By the time he’s old enough to take on the adventure,
the blank space now has river names on it, and he’s charmed by the uncoiled snake of a river that
promises an easy path into what has become “a place of darkness.”

As young investigators, we typically begin with a desire to map, and perhaps to conquer, blank
spaces of delightful mystery. We steam boldly up the mighty waterways of well-traveled theory
and methods that take us toward the heart of darkness. If we’re adventurous, we ignore our
advisors’ advice and trundle up a tributary. But mostly, we stick to the main channels. We colonize
without understanding. Through our colonization, we see the barriers to our dominance, while
our theories and methods leave us blind to the motivating delights that await understanding in the
murky context.

For more than two decades, the RE-AIM framework (1) has been a bonfire in the
decontextualized darkness of health improvement interventions for which rigor is defined by
the tenets of internal validity. By providing a framework for also paying attention to external
validity, RE-AIM offers a lens for refracting and widening the laser focus of reductionist research
to shine light on the multilevel factors that influence health and health care. Its extension to PRISM
(2, 3) provides the methods and framework for assessing additional contextual factors essential
for researchers who want to illuminate the real world impact of health interventions. Recent
applications that use RE-AIM iteratively go even further in trying to make implementation science
more rapid and relevant (to stakeholders), and aligned with recognition that context is dynamic,
and our models, evaluations and interventions need to evolve as contextualized understanding
advances (4).
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Stange Heart of Darkness

TABLE 1 | Two paths to taking on a complex problem in health or health care.

Stepping stone along the

path

Path to short-term career success Path to make a difference for a wicked problem

Pilot study Discover the answer. Assess complex interactions

Hypothesis Linear causality Complex, multilevel causality

Funding Likely Unlikely

Intervention RCT Adaptive RCTs, interrupted time series…

Assessment Quantitative Quantitative & qualitative

Outcome Decontextualized answer proven or

disproved!

Understanding of complex interacting factors + early insight into what might

work in what situation

Dissemination &

Implementation

Call for simple dissemination Call for iterative implementation & shared, contextualized learning

Speaker circuit Bask in the glory of having the answer Very little audience for a complex answer

Effect on the field Frustration that things don’t replicate,

and we don’t know why

Continued learning of how the system works and what the lever points are

in different evolving situations

Next step Move on to the next big thing while

the complex problem gets worse

Incremental change until the a tipping point is reached, resulting in progress

on the complex problem

Tenure Granted Denied

Relevant literary quotation “The horror! The horror!”

Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness

“A mosaic is a conversation with time.”

Terry Tempest Williams, Finding Beauty in a Broken World

AN INVESTIGATOR’S PATH

The Table 1 on the next page shows two possible trajectories
for a junior investigator’s pathway—from pilot study to tenure.
The path on the left is a tried and true trail to success by
focusing on a narrowly-configured problem. It ignores the
messiness that is the focus of RE-AIM. The other path, on
the right, has more short-term risks. It probably is a bad
career move. But is has the potential to make a difference
in the wicked problems facing health and health care (5). It
considers the multilevel contextual factors addressed by RE-AIM
and PRISM.

The path to short-term career success is the hero’s journey
to find the answer. A pilot study identifies a single promising
mechanism. The hypothesis of simple, linear cause and effect is
easy to explain, and appeals to reviewers and funders. Testing
the hypothesis uses the gold standard method of a clinical
trial—and all the messy contextual factors are washed from
view by the miracle of randomization, allowing the investigator
to isolate the effect of a single factor in the rarified group
of people willing to leave their intervention choice up to a
coin flip. The quantitative assessment of an outcome that can
be easily measured leads to simple story of what needs to
be implemented and disseminated more widely in the now
evidence-based intervention. The possible dead end on this
pathway is the dreaded null trial, and the lack of contextual
understanding can leave the investigator floundering as to a next
step. But a positive trial leads to fame by proposing a simple
answer to a complex problem, and the focused research and
funding record make an easy case for tenure. It is a while before
systematic reviews of dozens of similar trials that have launched
other careers lead to the conclusion of “great heterogeneity
of treatment effect. More research is needed.” By the time it

becomes apparent that the lack of contextual information in such
trials makes it impossible to do more than speculate on what
that next research should be, the investigator is on to the next

big thing.
The parallel path toward making a difference for a

wicked problem attempts at the outset to assess complex

multilevel causality. It often involves less easy-to-explain
research designs such as interrupted time series, and often
integrates quantitative and qualitative methods. This research
approach challenges the zeitgeist of rigor as rigid adherence to
a priori hypotheses—by trying to capture inductive, participatory
learning along the way. These studies are challenging to
fund because they threaten an easily-ordered worldview.
But when interventions show an effect, such studies gather

sufficient contextualizing information to be able to do more

than speculate on what might work in different situations.
And if no treatment effect is identified, their contextualized

understanding points the way toward new interventions,
iterative implementation, and shared, contextualized learning

that represent how knowledge of complex systems actually
advances. These kind of results seldom lead to early acclaim,
but continued learning of how the system works, and what

the lever points are in different evolving situations, leads
to incremental change in a learning community, until a
tipping point is reached, resulting in real progress on the
complex problem.

I have followed both these pathways in my career—
brandishing the first path, secreting the second. I mentor
many junior investigators who want to do more than look
under the lamppost. They want to peer into the heart of
darkness of wicked problems. I have to advise them to frame
their research around the narrative in the left column of
the Table 1, while trying to develop the story on the right.
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The path on the left is the better career move. It garners
the external markers of success that allow the work to
continue. The trick in doing this stealth research, is to not
be sucked into the illusion that reductionist success is the
real goal.

I have managed to be successful by telling the story
on the left while living the one on the right. That
success has included tenure, many invitations to speak
and to influence, sustained funding, appointment as a
distinguished university professor, and membership in the
National Academy of Medicine. I have been sustained by
tremendous colleagues who have played this game together,
sustaining each other in the narrative on the right, while
living the lie on the left. But I wonder how much more
could have been accomplished had we been able to tell the
real story all along. I don’t want the next generation to
have to live the lie, but rather, to overtly track the truth of
complex systems.

DISCUSSION

Our natural human hunger for the simple story makes it
challenging to take on the more multifaceted plot line. But
RE-AIM and PRISM help us to tell the real story. They shine
light on multilevel context from the outset, rather than as an
afterthought. Assessing that context means that we can take on
the real problems affecting the health and equity of our society,
rather than their decontextualized, reductionist shadows.

Let’s mainstream the narrative that RE-AIM and PRISM allow
us to tell. If we do, we will make much faster progress on
what matters.

The alternative? The horror. The horror.
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The National Working Group on RE-AIM Planning and Evaluation Framework (herein

Workgroup) was established in 2004 to support the application of the framework

and advance dissemination and implementation science (D&I). Workgroup members

developed and disseminated products and resources (and continue to do so) to advocate

for consistent application of RE-AIM and allow for cross study comparisons. The

purpose of this paper is to summarize key Workgroup activities, products, and services

(e.g., webinars, consultations, planning tools) and enhance bidirectional communication

between the Workgroup and RE-AIM users. The ultimate goal of this work is to serve

as a forum for dissemination to improve the balance between RE-AIM user demand

(needs) and the currently limited RE-AIM Workgroup supply (consultation and resources)

to demonstrate and expand the utility of RE-AIM as a D&I planning and evaluation

framework. A summary of resources is provided as well as specific examples of how

the Workgroup has been responsive to user needs.

Keywords: dissemination, implementation, resources, application, synopsis

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

Dissemination and implementation (D&I) research is designed to facilitate integration of research
into practice and policy and study the process by which this occurs (1). D&I science includes
a number of models, theories, frameworks (herein models) to guide D&I science activities that
have become much more prominent in recent years (2, 3). However, researchers often struggle
operationalizing these models in their work (3). Resources and guidance are needed to support
both researchers and practitioners to apply D&I models to their work in a meaningful way. In
response to this need, a number of training programs were developed to support immersion in
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D&I models, methods, and measures (4). These trainings
typically combine in person and virtual meetings, mentorship,
reading lists, and webinars. Evaluations of these trainings have
been positive, but they have limited resources (i.e., mentors,
funding, time) and therefore, limited reach among people who
wish to apply D&I models in practice. To respond to these
demands, several research groups provide a suite of materials
to introduce and guide the use of specific D&I models (5–8).
The suite of options typically showcases websites, webinars, static
materials, and opportunities for consultation (7).

This suite of D&I model resources should have capabilities
to reach and be useful to a large number of researchers
and, of equal or greater importance, be understandable and
useable for practitioners and healthcare teams. These resources
should also provide user support to ensure adoption, consistent
application of ideas, and, when necessary, appropriate adaptation
of model implementation. This paper is centered on one of
the most frequently used (9–11) D&I models, RE-AIM (reach,
effectiveness, adoption, implementation, and maintenance) (12)
and the various activities conducted since 2004 to provide general
and tailored guidance and support for the operationalization
of RE-AIM.

RE-AIM was developed in the late 1990s with the intent
to support the translation of research to practice and policy,
to improve the impact of health promotion and prevention
efforts (4, 9, 12–14). The RE-AIM website, initially funded by
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, was developed in 2004
to enhance understanding and transparency of the framework,
provide application resources and address commonly asked
questions (8). The website has consistently included RE-AIM-
relevant papers, presentations, definitions, and checklists. Over
the years, interactive materials have been developed including
self-quizzes with feedback and suggestions, webinar viewings,
and RE-AIM calculators. With limited funding, the website
has been continuously supported by RE-AIM investigators,
called the National Working Group on RE-AIM Planning
and Evaluation Framework (herein the Workgroup). Members
of the Workgroup consist of senior investigators who have
applied RE-AIM since its inception and early career researchers
who studied and applied RE-AIM in graduate school. This
Workgroup is similar to other research or professional networks;
membership is not exclusive but rather driven by shared tasks and
mission (15–17).

The purpose of this paper is to summarize key activities,
products, and services (e.g., webinars and planning tools) that
the Workgroup offers. By doing so, Workgroup members invite
RE-AIM users to provide feedback and recommend additional
resources that could contribute to advancing D&I science. Some
key efforts of the Workgroup are summarized including: (1)
website resources, evolution, and future directions; (2) papers,
presentations, and webinars; and (3) consultation experiences
and offerings (e.g., grant consultations, trainings, and practice
facilitation). It is our intent to connect those applying RE-AIM
in clinical, corporate, or community settings with necessary
resources, and also inspire others to apply the model, share new
applications, and communicate additional needs. The ultimate
goal is to serve as a forum for dissemination (18) to improve the

balance between RE-AIM user demand (needs) and the RE-AIM
Workgroup supply (offerings) to promote usefulness of RE-AIM
as a D&I planning and evaluation framework.

GOALS OF THE WORKGROUP

The mission of the RE-AIMWorkgroup is to implement a robust
and evolving framework to advance science, enhance practice,
and influence policy through collaboration and training. In
addition to collaborative research to advance RE-AIM, members
provide guidance for its use (particularly as related to its
evolution in response to new settings, purposes, opportunities,
data, and challenges) (9), In a recent summary of the RE-
AIM framework over its 20 year history (9), published by the
Workgroup, a number of suggestions for future use of RE-
AIM were put forth. These included (1) enhanced reporting
and evaluation of implementation context and strategies; (2)
application of mixed-methods research designs; (3) more rapid
and iterative use of RE-AIM; and (4) combining RE-AIM with
other relevant D&I and pragmatic frameworks and approaches
such as the Pragmatic Explanatory Continuum Indicator
Summary (PRECIS-2) model (19, 20). These suggestions were,
in part, in response to the needs of RE-AIM users shared with
members of the Workgroup—via email, in person conversations,
or website requests. By way of example, one Workgroup
member recently consulted on a project reviewing physical
activity self-management for patients with spinal cord injury
that applied both PRECIS-2 and RE-AIM (21). This led to
development of a new data extraction tool, discussions among
co-authors on the nuances of the RE-AIM framework, and swift
responses to peer review journal manuscript reviewer comments.
To further reporting and evaluation, two members of the
Workgroup completed a study to qualitatively identify and assess
the planning, implementation, evaluation, and dissemination
using RE-AM and the Practical Robust Implementation and
Sustainability Model (PRISM) extension of the framework across
four health services intervention projects in the Veterans health
administration setting. PRISM is a contextual expansion of
the RE-AIM framework which includes theoretical constructs
hypothesized to be predictive of each of the RE-AIM dimensions.
The constructs include intervention characteristics, recipient
characteristics, implementation and sustainability infrastructure,
and external environment domains (22, 23). Results of the
Veterans health administration projects pointed to the need
to engage key stakeholders, assess how an intervention “fits”
the targeted system, and to adjust/adapt over time and for
different settings as keys for the success of dissemination and
implementation efforts (23). An ongoing effort of a sub-group
of Workgroup members is using a protocol to apply RE-AIM
iteratively to inform adaptations during the implementation of
health services interventions across four health services research
projects. This effort starts with periodic evaluative reflections
by the implementation team for the project including ratings
on the importance of and progress on the various RE-AIM
dimensions. This exercise is followed by the selection of and goal
setting around one to two RE-AIM dimensions that are most
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important at the given time of the project and could benefit
most from improvement. Examples include the selection of and
goal setting on RE-AIM dimensions of (a) “reach,” with activities
identified as better specification of target audience or eligible
population at each implementation site, outreach to sites to assess
barriers for increasing recruitment of eligible participants; and
(b) “effectiveness,” to align original implementation and clinical
outcomes to better match changed organizational priorities.

RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES

SUPPORTED BY THE WORKGROUP

Overview of the RE-AIM Website
The purpose of theWorkgroup website (www.RE-AIM.org) (8) is
to support and connect those in need of explanation or resources
to apply the RE-AIM framework. Specifically, the Workgroup
website introduces the framework and supports implementation
researchers and practitioners with guidance on application
and reporting of framework dimensions. The site contains
a collection of tools as well as contextual and measurement
considerations when using RE-AIM in implementation research
(see Figure 1 for illustration of website homepage). For example,
it has a full description of each RE-AIM dimension, the
methods to conduct research and planning for each, and
publications about how these methodologies are applied. Finally,
the website serves as an intermediary to connect users to
other implementation resources such as the National Cancer
Institute’s Research-Tested Intervention Programs (RTIPs) and
Implementation Science websites (24).

Who Is Using the Website?
Google analytics software was added to the RE-AIM site in
January of 2015. Data are tracked to monitor the number of
sessions started, unique users who access the website, the number
of page views, average time for each session, and which pages
have the most visits and downloads. From January 2015 toMarch
of 2017, these data were reported quarterly, and since April of
2017, they have been reported monthly. In 2015, there were
3,387 unique users and 3,531 sessions initiated. The website usage
has increased over time and in 2018, there were 32,793 unique
users (36% increase from 2017) and 48,236 (31% increase from
2017) sessions. Since early 2017, the majority of the sessions,
come from the United States (69%), followed by Australia (19%),
United Kingdom (9%), Canada (9%), Netherlands (4%), and
Germany (2%).

Page Visits
Most users start with the homepage (Figure 1), the “What
is the RE-AIM framework?” page or the “Frequently Asked
Questions” page. The next most frequently visited resources
are the “Measures and Checklists” and “Applying the RE-AIM
Framework” pages. Unfortunately, there are no current means to
capture patterns/pathways of navigation of RE-AIM site users,
though understanding this information could aid in improving
the user experience.

Resources, Tools, and Guides
A variety of both static (stand-still, downloads) and interactive
(listserv, webinars, planning tools) resources are provided on the
site. The website includes links to other relevant D&I resources
such as cfir.org (Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research website), reporting guidelines from CONSORT (25,
26), Standards for Reporting Implementation Studies (StaRI)
Statement (27), and ways for site users to find evidence-
based interventions [e.g., through Research Tested Intervention
Programs (RTIPs)]. Another primary resource is the RE-AIM
Planning and Evaluation Tool, which was iteratively developed
to assist users from various sectors (e.g., research, public health,
healthcare) to consider the RE-AIM dimensions and enhance
implementation over time. Launched in June 2017, the updated
planning tool is a portable document format (PDF) instrument
organized to provide prompts for consideration related to
common challenges to successful application of RE-AIM. The
tool prompts users to consider to whom the initiative will appeal
(Whomdo you plan to reach andHow do you define the intended
beneficiaries?). For effectiveness, the planning tool prompts users
to consider: “What might be the unintended consequences or
outcomes? What has gone wrong in other similar initiatives?”
An adapted version of these considerations is presented in a
manuscript outlining the iterative use of RE-AIM before, during,
and after intervention implementation (28). A detailed example
of applying the planning tool across clinical, corporate, and
community settings can be found in Harden et al. (28).

RE-AIM Publication Tracking and

Repository
A graduate research assistant conducts a monthly PubMed
search for “RE-AIM” so users can better understand the breadth,
scope and content of RE-AIM publications. See Figure 2 for the
number of publications on RE-AIM, by year. In total, the RE-
AIM framework has appeared in over 500 publications since its
initial publication in 1999, with vastly enhanced publication rate
beginning in 2009. The website includes a search feature for users
to identify papers through keyword search, such as topic or target
audience (e.g., physical activity, youth).

WEBINAR SERIES

The RE-AIM Workgroup and website also host and post
recorded webinars featuring speakers that discuss the use of RE-
AIM in research and in practice, and address questions from
the audience. Each webinar is ∼1 h in duration, and usually
follows the format of having a moderator introduce the topic,
prepared remarks from the main speaker, reflections from other
Workgroup members, and time for open audience questions and
discussion. From 2015 to present, there have been 27 webinars
with an average of 26 live audience attendees. One of the most
popular webinars to date, was delivered in January of 2018.
It was titled “Reflections from the field: RE-AIMers reflect on
annual D&I meeting” (10th Annual Conference on the Science
of Dissemination and Implementation in Health) with panelists
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FIGURE 1 | http://www.RE-AIM.org website layout.

FIGURE 2 | Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance (RE-AIM) Framework Peer-Review Publications—frequency by year (1999–2018).
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sharing their top lessons learned, experiences, and tips for the
annual meeting.

CONSULTATION AND PRESENTATIONS

Members of the Workgroup have provided a number of tutorials
and workshops on the application of RE-AIM for target outlets
such as the Society of Behavioral Medicine (sbm.org) and
American Public Health Association (apha.org), national non-
profit and federal grantee meetings in aging and public health.
Members of theWorkgroup also provide educational workshops,
guest lectures within the U.S. and internationally (in person or
via the online platform Zoom) to a variety of audiences (e.g.,
undergraduate kinesiology students, graduate implementation
science courses, grantee meetings, and professional forums with
service organizations) and on-line technical assistance (please
see website under the publications and presentations sections
for examples of these efforts). While not unique to the RE-AIM
framework specifically, many Workgroup members are included
as co-investigators or consultants on grant proposals and funded
projects to bolster the application of RE-AIM. An early example
was the “adoption” of the RE-AIM framework by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention Healthy Aging Research
Network as a way of understanding the impact of promoting
physical activity programs for older adults (29). Workgroup
members have advised national funding agencies on the use of
the RE-AIM framework leading to its recommended or required
inclusion in the grant applications as well as technical assistance
to grantees in its practical application (30).

PUBLICATIONS

Complementing the more than 500 publications referencing the
RE-AIM framework, core Workgroup members have recently
published two key collaborative summary papers. One paper,
describes the past, present, and future application of the RE-
AIM framework (9). The other describes the iterative application
of RE-AIM in clinical, corporate, and community settings (28).
Workgroupmembers have also collaborated on the application of
RE-AIM in a multitude of research projects and publications and
provided crosscutting resources including: (1) several literature
reviews of use of RE-AIM in different content areas and settings
(10, 13, 31, 32); (2) how to operationalize RE-AIM in pragmatic
and more practitioner-friendly language of who, what, where,
when, why, and how (13); (3) use of RE-AIM to evaluate
statewide walking programs in Extension (33); and (4) editing
a RE-AIM-based Research Topic in the journal Frontiers in
Public Health.

This wide array of publications demonstrates the utility of
the framework to address scientific questions across a variety
of dissemination and implementation outcomes. Specifically,
the framework has been used to guide the development
and assessment of interventions that expand beyond simply
improving effectiveness—to include an explicit focus on
improving individual and organizational-level dissemination (34,
35) of evidence-based approaches (i.e., reach and adoption,

respectively) and improving implementation quality, costs,
and likelihood of organizational sustainability (36, 37). It is
also possible to categorize publications by different levels
on a translational research spectrum from efficacy (38), to
effectiveness (39), to dissemination (35), to sustainability (40)
across a variety of intervention types—program, policy, systems,
and environmental changes (41–43). Indeed, the accumulation
of literature demonstrating the utility of the framework
matches the promise to improve planning, evaluation, and
scientific advancement in health promotion of early RE-AIM
articles (44–46).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Members of the National Working Group on RE-AIM Planning
and Evaluation Framework are committed to advancing D&I
science through the rigorous application of the framework
and related approaches across a wide variety of research
areas. This involves continuously evaluating the framework’s
utility for planning and assessing different interventions and
implementation strategies, and in diverse populations and
settings. We are also continuing to push the boundaries of the
framework and test its scope of applicability, and are open to
making modifications to address evolving issues (9). Such D&I
work is notably complex, but critical to understand a program
or policy’s ability to be easily adopted and adapted, reach those
most in need, ensure that it is delivered with fidelity, and that it
can produce replicable and long-lasting individual and systems-
level improvements.

Shoup and colleagues’ network analysis of RE-AIM
framework use commented that researchers publishing on
RE-AIM were part of an “invisible college” (47). Since 2004,
members of this well-connected RE-AIM college have worked
to ensure that RE-AIM use is not restricted to a small set
of individuals, but instead focused on sharing resources,
experiences, and novel applications of the framework. The
RE-AIM website and its offerings (webinars, consultations, tools,
and resources) are one strategy to disseminate information and
seek two-way communication with RE-AIM users. Researchers
and practitioners are encouraged to contact the Workgroup
regarding resources and needs through theWebsite (http://www.
re-aim.org/contact/).

The Workgroup has focused on making RE-AIM accessible
and adaptable across contexts including clinical, community, and
other pragmatic settings (28). To accomplish this flexibility, the
Workgroup is open to feedback through a variety of formats
including contact tools on the RE-AIM website, active presence
at conferences, webinars, and presentations.

To support the new research and practice directions
summarized above (e.g., enhanced evaluation of contextual
factors impacting RE-AIM dimensions; increased application
of mixed-methods approaches; more rapid and iterative use
of RE-AIM; and combining RE-AIM with other relevant D&I
and pragmatic frameworks) we anticipate providing additional
resources, application guides, new website features, and more
concrete examples of new uses of RE-AIM.
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We welcome reader input on these directions and resulting
new resource needs. Designing features based on user feedback
should enhance the usefulness of the framework and its website
(48, 49).

CONCLUSIONS

This article summarizes progress by the RE-AIM Workgroup
and the open-access resources that the workgroup has developed.
The use of RE-AIM has moved beyond its original intent—to
improve how programs are evaluated—to being a cornerstone
for how programs and research are planned and evaluated,
including the implementation phase. The continued popularity
of RE-AIM can be attributed to the applicability of the
core tenets of the RE-AIM framework across population and
settings, its relative ease of use, and understandability to
stakeholders (30). We do not see RE-AIM as static, but
anticipate that the framework will continue to evolve based on
advances in D&I science, to meet user needs and address new
applications. For the last 10 years, Workgroup members have
used limited resources to ensure that the RE-AIM framework is

disseminated to researchers and practitioners. That said, there
are ongoing opportunities to enhance the resources, tools and
guides provided; therefore, through this paper and our mission,
Workgroup members encourage users to take a proactive part in
RE-AIM’s continual evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

Two decades after the introduction of the RE-AIM Framework (1), its utility for intervention
planning and evaluation remains as relevant as ever. Applied widely across time, space, and
discipline, RE-AIM has become a “household name” among researchers, practitioners, and
government officials. For the last 20 years, this framework has structured funding initiatives,
course curricula and trainings, and community and clinical efforts. RE-AIM has also been
the focus of hundreds of published studies. However, despite RE-AIM’s operationalized core
elements and mainstream presence in research and practice communities (2), misconceptions
about its application persist (3–5). Although RE-AIM was developed as a planning and evaluation
framework, it is often inappropriately viewed narrowly for evaluation use only. Although its use
for evaluation is valuable and highly recommended, the versatility of the RE-AIM framework
is diminished when only envisioned for a single purpose. This article promotes the need for
full comprehension of the framework to ensure it is appropriately used for its range of utility.
Further, it encourages researchers and practitioners to proactively access the vast collection of
RE-AIM resources in anticipation of potential challenges, disruptions, and delays caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic.

ENCOURAGING FULL COMPREHENSION OF A FRAMEWORK

Dissemination and implementation science is an emergent field with a challenging taxonomy
(6–8). The science itself stemmed from many fields (9), resulting in over 100 theories, models,
and frameworks (TMF) with similar, yet distinct, constructs. Numerous attempts have been made
to guide the understanding and selection of TMF (2, 10–12). In a recent scoping review by
Esmail et al. (12), RE-AIM was miscategorized as an evaluation-only framework. This scoping,
which resulted in a published exchange with the RE-AIM developers (4, 13) about where the
confusion originated and who was accountable for misconceptions about the RE-AIM Framework.
Regardless of this debate, we contend that the onus of contend that the onus of properly

27
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using TMF remains with the scientists and practitioners who
aim to apply TMF. For example, numerous studies have cited
use of RE-AIM before, during, and after implementation, prior
to the Esmail et al. (12) scoping review and after the 20-
year RE-AIM review (4). Additionally, there is a vast collection
of publicly-available RE-AIM resources compiled online to
help researchers and practitioners comprehend and use the
framework for all phases of research and practice [https://www.
re-aim.org; (14)]. Resources include, but are not limited to,
webinars, slide decks, definitions, guidance about measurement,
and qualitative interview prompts. While these resources are
encompassing and should be utilized by RE-AIM novices and
experts alike, they also evolve alongside the needs of those in the
field, new discoveries, trend shifts, and adversities.

PROVIDING STRUCTURE DURING THE

COVID-19 PANDEMIC

These unprecedented times of the COVID-19 pandemic
reinforce that efforts to develop, deliver, and evaluate public
health initiatives require robust and flexible frameworks.
The intermittent and area-specific lock-downs, shelter-in-place
orders, and infection surges, coupled with newfound evidence
about virus transmission and innovations for contact tracing and
symptom identification, makes this pandemic the unfortunate,
yet ideal, time to dispel misconceptions, and capitalize on
RE-AIM’s spectrum of iterative uses.

In response to COVID-19, many researchers and practitioners
are curtailing their service provisions and limiting the physical
contact needed for meaningful interactions between providers
and clients (e.g., data collection, risk screening, educational
efforts, and intervention delivery). While such disruptions are
occurring for efforts across all age groups, many are pronounced
among demographics at higher COVID-19 risk, such as older
adults and those with chronic conditions. As such, there is an
onslaught of new, non-conventional and translational efforts to
meet the needs in our “new normal” (15, 16). Organizations
like the Administration for Community Living, National Council
on Aging, AARP Foundation, and Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention have “answered the call” in our time of need
to recommend strategies to alter person-to-person interactions
to reduce COVID-19 exposure and transmission (17). However,
despite “distanced connectivity” efforts (17), many researchers
and practitioners are being challenged to take the “human” out
of “human services” while maintaining a semblance of structured
planning or evaluation. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the
adoption of a flexible and robust planning and evaluation
infrastructure is needed for optimized outputs and outcomes.
However, TMF used during tentative times must be reactive
to changes in the field and adaptable for rapidly evolving
circumstances, unforeseen delays, and risk surges. Researchers
and practitioners are encouraged to be simultaneously proactive
and reactive when using the RE-AIM Framework during
COVID-19 (and beyond), which includes a series of iterative
reflective and active processes (assess, plan, do, evaluate, and
report) at each temporal starting point (18).

In some instances, our recommendation for rapid,
rigorous, and responsive efforts that apply RE-AIM to guide
decision-making during the COVID-19 pandemic are already
underway. The Test-to-Care Model underwent a rapid 3-week
demonstration trial (19). Using program data, surveys, and
informal interviews, this model was found to be feasible and
acceptable for supporting patients from socioeconomically
vulnerable populations during self-isolation and quarantine.
In another example, New York City primary care facilities
developed processes to guide patients through a video-delivered
primary care practice appointment (20). The team applied
RE-AIM and found significant differences in terms of reach and
representativeness (i.e., patients were more likely to be younger
adults, women, and have commercial insurance). Outside
of these efforts, other research teams have adapted existing
in-person interventions to be delivered via online platforms
(17). The use of RE-AIM can guide decision-making about
“what works” and “for whom it works” regarding new and
existing interventions translated to meet demands during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Utilizing RE-AIM, or other TMF, can
also assist researchers and practitioners to identify changes in
health-related outcomes and indicators over time and compare
differences between interventions pre- and post-pandemic (in
terms of their reach, adoption, implementation, effectiveness,
and maintenance).

DISCUSSION

During the COVID-19 pandemic, thoughtful planning
remains essential to the development and employment of
meaningful initiatives and evaluation efforts. Despite persisting
misconceptions about the RE-AIM by some (10, 12), the majority
recognize the robust and versatile utility of this framework across
the life course of research and practice initiatives (7, 8, 18, 21, 22).
To reinforce the proper use of RE-AIM, we offer the following
recommendations: [a] Be an active teammember and proactively
think through problems and solutions; [b] Use myriad available
resources, not just the top-cited article in a quickly executed
literature review; [c] When assuming the scientific role on a
participatory team, incorporate strong and thoroughly vetted
empirical knowledge; [d] When making decisions about how
to adapt an intervention, use TMF (e.g., RE-AIM) to guide
decisions before, during, and after implementation; [e] Be a
wise consumer of TMF and utilize all high-quality resources
available to ensure their use is optimized and appropriate; [f]
Although we often need to make decisions rapidly, be responsive
to evolving circumstances, and take action quickly, we must
not lose sight of what is necessary and relevant. The quality or
scientific rigor of research should not be lessened because we
are working in “real-world” settings where things can be chaotic
or messy. Rather, we suggest taking a deeper look into what it
means to be robust or rigorous in our efforts. We contend that
being rigorous does not make us rigid, and being flexible does
not make us flippant.

Now, more than ever, we must attempt to be purposeful
in our efforts to improve human health. We must capitalize
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on known best practices and apply TMF capable of meeting
our research and practice needs. TMF must be structured, yet
remain flexible, and nimble. As researchers and practitioners
using TMF, we must do our due diligence to understand the
application of the framework, know its boundaries, and apply
them appropriately. We must recognize the temporal iterations
needed when initiatives reach critical decision points or are
met with successes or challenges. The utility of the RE-AIM
Framework lies with its robustness and vast application, despite

misconceptions about it being inappropriately viewed narrowly

for evaluation use only. Taking time to learn about the full scope
of TMF is essential prior to their use in research or practice.
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Introduction: Health promotion delivery systems are increasingly being asked to

implement policy, systems, and environmental interventions (PSEs). However, evaluating

PSEs is challenging, especially in low-resource community settings. This paper describes

the use of RE-AIM to evaluate a physical activity PSE delivered through University of

Wyoming Extension and highlights challenges and opportunities in pragmatic, real-world

program evaluation.

Methods: Extension health educators adapted a point-of-decision prompt intervention

encouraging stairway use through posters, called Take the Stairs, Wyoming! Reach

was assessed through estimates of daily traffic, effectiveness was assessed through

opportunistic interviews, adoption was calculated as the number and proportion of sites

that agreed to hang posters, implementation was calculated as the proportion of sites

with a poster in place at a 2-weeks follow-up visit, and maintenance was assessed

through 6-months opportunistic interviews (individual level) and proportion of sites with

a poster in place (organizational level).

Results: Overall, the posters were widely adopted and most posters were implemented

as intended. However, capturing reach, effectiveness, andmaintenancewas challenging,

as health educators found the evaluation burdensome. Therefore, it was difficult to

determine if the posters were effective at increasing physical activity levels.

Discussion: Suggestions are provided for capturing reach, effectiveness, and

maintenance data in community settings. Future efforts are needed to create evaluation

tools to pragmatically measure effectiveness of PSEs on changing behaviors, as well as

to prioritize program evaluation in Extension.

Keywords: PSEs, RE-AIM, extension, evaluation, point-of-decision prompt, physical activity

INTRODUCTION

Health promotion delivery systems are increasingly being asked to implement policy, systems, and
environmental interventions (PSEs). PSEs, such as creating or improving places for physical activity
(1) and providing healthier food and beverages in schools (2), focus on changing the environment
to support healthy behaviors. One system tasked with implementing PSEs is the nationwide
Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension System (Extension). In Extension, campus-based
specialists support county-based educators who deliver programs in agriculture, natural resources,
4-H/youth development, community development, and family and consumer science (3). Within
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family and consumer science, Extension delivers health
promotion programming addressing physical activity (since
2014) (4) and nutrition.

With its roots in home economics and agricultural education,
Extension has a long history of implementing individual-
level educational programs; however, implementing PSEs is a
relatively new focus area. One driver of this change was the
2014 release of Cooperative Extension’s National Framework for
Health and Wellness, which outlined health promotion efforts
based on the social-ecological model that included both “healthy
and safe choices” and “healthy and safe environments” and
identified PSEs as Extension priorities (5). Another factor is
the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act, which was released in 2010
and required the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
Education (SNAP-Ed, administered by Extension in some
states) to implement comprehensive, multi-level interventions in
addition to direct education (6). Lastly, funding opportunities
available to Extension (e.g., Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention grants) have shifted focus to increasing access to
healthier foods and places for physical activity in an effort to
create long-lasting health impacts (7).

Implementing PSEs in community settings has the potential
for broad impacts on population health (1). However, evaluating
PSEs can be challenging, as it is difficult to determine who
is influenced by PSEs and track changes in their behavior.
Evaluation of health promotion interventions (both PSEs and
individual-level interventions) can be especially challenging in
low-resource community settings (i.e., those that may not have
funding or personnel dedicated to program evaluation) (8, 9).
One challenge is that PSEs that were not designed and tested
in community settings may include evaluations that are difficult
to replicate (e.g., using many hours of observation pre- and
post-intervention) (10). Adding to this challenge, interventions
that are designed and evaluated in community settings as part
of funded, researcher-initiated studies may also be difficult
to replicate. Without funded research trials and dedicated
evaluation staff, programs may not have the institutional support
to be widely adopted and effectively evaluated, and consequently
may not achieve the desired results (9).

Another challenge is that existing PSEs evaluation measures
often only capture adoption and implementation at the
organization level rather than measuring behavior change.
For example, the PSEs listed in the SNAP-Ed Toolkit (a
repository of practice-tested interventions used in SNAP-Ed) are
primarily evaluated through indicators such as organizational-
level adoption of nutrition or physical activity supports (11). The
SNAP-Ed Evaluation Framework does include individual-level
behavior change indicators; however, they are primarily designed
to evaluate direct education (11).

While evaluating the impact of PSEs is difficult, it is necessary
for stakeholder and funder accountability (12), as well as
demonstrating the public value of federally funded programs,
like Extension and SNAP-Ed (13). The reach, effectiveness,
adoption, implementation, maintenance framework (RE-AIM)
has been suggested for robustly evaluating PSEs (14), as well
as for planning and evaluating Extension programs (15, 16).
RE-AIM has been used for pragmatic program evaluation in
community settings (8) and may help practitioners overcome

the challenges to evaluating PSEs by providing a comprehensive
evaluation framework. The purpose of this paper is to describe
the use of RE-AIM as a planning and evaluation framework for
a physical activity PSE delivered through University of Wyoming
Extension (UWE).

METHODS

Setting and Intervention
In Wyoming, five county-based Extension health educators
deliver programs in three initiative areas: healthy eating, active
living, and food safety; each educator covers multiple counties.
Additionally, Cent$ible Nutrition Program (CNP) educators
are located in most counties and are federally funded to
serve limited-resource audiences through SNAP-Ed and the
Expanded Food andNutrition Education Program (EFNEP). The
Extension health educators identified a need for an intervention
to increase physical activity levels that was feasible to implement
with a small number of Extension health educators covering
the state. Collections of evidence-based interventions were
searched, and point-of-decision prompts, recommended by
the Community Guide (the Community Preventive Services
Task Force’s list of evidence-based strategies and interventions)
(10, 17) were selected. The prompts encourage stairway use
through posters to increase physical activity levels (18–20). The
posters were adapted to give them a more modern look (see
Figure 1). UWE program funds were used to print posters for
statewide dissemination.

Implementation Process and Research

Design
The Extension health educators partnered with CNP educators to
implement the intervention, titled Take the Stairs, Wyoming! As
there was no database available listing all buildings with elevators
in the state, each Extension health educator worked together
with the CNP educator(s) in their area to identify businesses
and organizations with elevators. Wyoming is a large, rural
state with primarily small cities (95% of Wyoming cities have
a population under 10,000); this made it possible for educators
to identify buildings in their counties with elevators based on
local knowledge.

Data were collected through an observational design. Both
Extension health educators and CNP educators were asked to
approach the identified businesses or organizations in their
counties to hang the stairway posters and collect initial data
(reach and adoption). After the initial visit, Extension health
educators were responsible for completing data collection
(effectiveness, implementation, and maintenance) through 2-
weeks and 6-months follow-up visits. Educators were asked
to implement the intervention between February and August
2018. The University of Wyoming Institutional Review Board
approved this study.

RE-AIM Measures
Detailed aims and outcome measures for each RE-AIM
dimension are described below and summarized in Table 1.
Means and standard deviations of continuous variables and
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FIGURE 1 | Take the Stairs, Wyoming! posters.

frequencies and proportions of nominal variables were calculated
in SPSS (IBM, Version 25).

Reach
Each business or organization was asked to provide an estimate of
daily traffic. For example, this could include average daily patrons
at a library.

Effectiveness
Extension health educators conducted opportunistic interviews
(i.e., using a convenience sample of all individuals who
walked past the poster) (21) for 1 h at each poster site

at a 2-weeks follow up visit. The opportunistic interviews
consisted of three questions: (1) “Did you see the poster?,”
if yes, (2) “Did you feel that your behavior changed in
response to the poster?,” and, if yes, (3) “How did the
posters change your behavior?” This evaluation measure was
selected after reviewing evaluation methods of all the literature
that was included in the Community Guide recommendation
and was selected as the most feasible. The other studies
included in the Community Guide used up to 9 h of pre-
and post-implementation observations, which was determined
not feasible due to competing demands on Extension health
educators’ time.
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TABLE 1 | RE-AIM dimensions and measures.

Dimension Aims and Outcome Measures

Reach: Number and proportion

of individuals exposed to the PSE

Aim: To monitor and evaluate

exposure rate

Outcome Measure: Number of employees,

building residents, clients, or daily traffic

Effectiveness: Impact on

primary outcomes, quality of life,

and unintended consequences

Aim: To confirm the effectiveness of the

POD prompt posters at increasing

stairway use

Outcome Measure: Opportunistic

interviews after 2 weeks

Adoption: Number, proportion,

and representativeness of

settings who deliver the

intervention

Aim: To evaluate setting adoption rate

Outcome Measure: Proportion and

proportion of organizations/businesses

that adopt the POD prompt posters

Implementation: Degree to

which intervention was delivered

as intended and the costs

associated with continued

delivery

Aim: To determine the degree to which

POD prompt posters are delivered

as intended

Outcome Measure: Number of posters in

place after 2 weeks

Maintenance: Long-term

change in individual primary

outcomes as well as extent to

which delivery/ implementation is

sustained over time

Aim: To determine the degree to which

stairway use is sustained at least 6

months following intervention

Outcome Measure: Opportunistic

interviews after 6 months

Aim: To determine the extent to which the

posters are sustained after 6 months

Outcome Measure: Number of posters in

place after 6 months

Adoption
Adoption was calculated as the number and proportion of
businesses and organizations that agreed to hang the posters.

Implementation
Implementation of the intervention (fidelity of posters
implemented) was calculated as the proportion of sites that
had a poster in place at the 2-weeks follow up visit to each
poster site.

Maintenance
Maintenance was assessed at a 6-months follow up visit to
each poster site through opportunistic interviews (individual
level) and the proportion of sites that had a poster in place
(organizational level).

RESULTS

Eight Extension personnel approached businesses and
organizations to place stairway posters across the state:
three Extension health educators, four CNP educators, and one
campus-based Specialist within the Department of Agriculture
and Applied Economics who volunteered to assist. Posters were
placed in eight of the state’s 23 counties.

Reach
At 38 of the 47 poster sites (81%), the estimated daily traffic
was left blank or recorded as unknown, varies, not sure, or not

available. Of the nine sites (19%) that did provide estimated
daily traffic, an average of 99 (SD ± 127) individuals per site
were reached.

Effectiveness
Opportunistic interviews were conducted at 10 poster sites
(21%). Across these sites, 42 interviews were conducted. Twenty-
four interviewees (57%) responded “yes” to question one
indicating that they had seen the poster. Of these twenty-four,
eight (33%) responded yes to question two indicating that they
felt their behavior had changed in response to the poster. Of
those eight, five (63%) responded that they had taken the stairs
more often (e.g., “I came in with bags and would have taken
the elevator, but saw the sign and took the stairs.”). Three (38%)
indicated a change in their thoughts rather than their behavior
(e.g., “It made me think twice about taking the elevator.”). Of the
16 who indicated they had seen the posters but their behavior
had not changed, 11 provided unsolicited feedback indicating
that they already take the stairs (e.g., “I always take the stairs.”)
and three indicated that they had thought about changing their
behavior (e.g., “I thought about it more seeing the poster.”). See
Figure 2 for details.

These data were used to iteratively improve the intervention
during the implementation phase (22). For example, when
interviewees indicated that they had not seen the posters, this
information provided an opportunity to place additional posters
in locations that may have been more visible. This can be seen as
a real-time adaptation to the intervention.

Adoption
A total of 32 businesses and organizations were asked for
approval to hang a poster. Of these, all but two (94%) provided
approval, and a total of 44 posters were placed. During 2-weeks
follow-up visits to these buildings, three additional posters were
placed for a total of 47 posters.

Implementation
Two-weeks follow-up visits were conducted at 42 of the original
44 poster sites; no additional follow-up visits were completed
for the three additional posters placed during 2-weeks follow-
up visits. Of the 42 follow-up visits completed, 29 posters (69%)
were still in place. At two sites where the posters were no longer
in place, staff reported the reason (e.g., the elevator was no
longer working).

Maintenance
As no follow-up visits were conducted, maintenance was not able
to be reported.

DISCUSSION

Overall, the posters were widely adopted by the businesses
and organizations that were approached and most posters were
implemented as intended (i.e., still in place after 2 weeks).
However, capturing reach, effectiveness, and maintenance was
challenging. Taken together, these results suggest that the posters
may not have been effective at increasing levels of physical
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FIGURE 2 | Results of opportunistic interviews (N = 42).

activity through increased stair use, but it is difficult to determine
due to the limited data. The challenges experienced with data
collection as well as suggestions for improvement are presented.

Data Collection Challenges
Determining reach was difficult, as most staff at the participating
businesses and organizations were unsure of daily traffic.
Additionally, proportion and representativeness (e.g., age,
gender) were not captured, so it is unknown if the intervention
reached those most in need. While a limitation for impact, this
type of barrier is not uncommon in pragmatic settings, as this
study actively worked in organizations focused on their own daily
activities rather than those specifically recruited for research (23).

As for effectiveness, there were multiple issues with data
collection. Three Extension health educators and the Specialist
completed the 2-weeks follow-up visits, but only two of them
completed the opportunistic interviews. Via email, one who did
not complete interviews reported that it was too time consuming
and not a good use of her time. Of the two staff members
who did complete opportunistic interviews, at four sites they

were not completed as they were not able to obtain permission
from staff at the business or organization. Additionally, at six
of the sites where interviews were conducted, the interview
period lasted for less than the prescribed 1 h; one Extension
health educator reported that this was due to time constraints
when traveling to distant sites. Of the 42 interviews that were
completed, only five interviewees reported an actual change in
behavior as a result of seeing the posters. Additionally, as the
majority of interviewees who had seen the posters indicated
that they already take the stairs, the targeted population may
not have been reached through the poster intervention. In the
future, a follow-up question for those who saw the poster but did
not change their behavior may be useful to provide insight into
improving effectiveness.

The issues faced in collecting effectiveness data also made
collecting maintenance data challenging; if staff experience
difficulty with data collection methods at the start of the
intervention, it is likely that they will continue to struggle with
completing evaluations 6 months or more post-program. No
staff completed the prescribed 6-months follow-up visits, so no
maintenance data were able to be reported.

Challenges in Evaluation
The barriers experienced in evaluating this PSE—especially
effectiveness and maintenance data—are common among
community organizations, as they often do not have the
means to monitor impacts of PSEs on behavior change (14).
Overall, more work is needed to evaluate PSEs in low-resource,
community settings. Organizational changes, along with more
feasible measures, could improve PSE evaluation in the future.

Need for Organizational Changes
One of themain barriers in this study was the lack of adherence to
data collection by Extension health educators. Indeed, Extension
struggles with program evaluation; collecting empirical data on
behavior change as a program outcome is still relatively novel
to the system (8, 9, 24, 25). In the case of PSEs, which are also
fairly new to Extension and more difficult to evaluate than direct
education interventions, matching evaluation methods to staff
resources and expectations is key (Balis et al., under review).
While this intervention was selected and planned by a fellow
Extension health educator through a participatory approach
(26–28), the evaluation was still considered a burden. This
perception of evaluation as onerous highlights the need to change
Extension culture to prioritize time spent evaluating programs
rather than only time spent delivering programs. However, part
of this burden must still remain on intervention developers
to continuously consider the feasibility of the intervention’s
outcome measures.

Need for Feasible Measures
To improve data collection adherence, feasible measures that
are less of a burden on staff need to be available. Intervention
developers should consider including pragmatic, low-cost
evaluation measures with their interventions for community
organization staff to select. For example, with additional
funding, infrared people counters or open/close sensors on
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doors throughout adoption organizations are relatively low-cost
solutions that could be used to collect pre- and post-intervention
data. These types of measures reduce staff time while providing
an estimate of people using stairs and also estimate (if placed
at multiple levels) how many flights of stairs individuals will
use. Additionally, they would provide an objective measure of
physical activity rather than the subjective measure used in
this study. These feasible, objective measures need to be tested
and, if successful, included in program repositories (e.g., the
SNAP-Ed toolkit and evaluation framework) (11) to be used
by professionals in community-based organizations. Finally,
engaging in partnerships may also reduce evaluation burden.
For example, students could complete observations or interviews
for research experience; however, this can present an obstacle
for Extension interventions that are located throughout the
state rather than clustered near campus. Partnering with the
organizations and businesses that adopt stairway posters and
training their staff to collect effectiveness and maintenance data
(e.g., through systematic observations) could also result in better
data completion (14). The intervention may have been improved
by engaging these stakeholders during the planning process.

There were some limitations to this study, including small
sample sizes and incomplete data collection. However, we believe
that it is important to include these data in an effort to
highlight the reality of real-world program implementation and
evaluation. There have been calls from organizations such as the
National Institute of Aging (29), funding announcements from
the National Institute of Health (30), and commentary pieces
from the New England Journal of Medicine (31) that all discuss
the various important reasons for conducting pragmatic research.
To summarize these points, the real world does not conform
to the unrealistic expectations of a randomized-control trial,
and while these trials are incredibly important during efficacy
testing, it is equally important that intervention are adaptable to
real-world uncontrolled settings. The barriers within this study
highlight these pragmatic needs.

Overall, RE-AIM was a useful tool for both planning and
evaluating this intervention; as recommended, it can also be
used after delivery to iteratively refine the intervention (22). For
example, for the next iteration, the needs of Extension health

educators who did not adhere to data collection procedures can
be considered to tailor the evaluation plan to better meet their
needs or provide training and technical assistance. Additionally,
future iterations could be adapted through RE-AIM to reach
businesses and organizations with populations that do not
already take the stairs (e.g., through engaging the organizations
to complete pre-intervention observations).

Implications for intervention developers include providing
PSE evaluation tools that go beyond assessing adoption
and implementation and are feasible to use in low-resource
community settings. Using pragmatic measures (32) could allow
community organizations to confirm effectiveness of PSEs while
also collecting data on the other RE-AIM dimensions to ensure
these interventions work in the “real world.”
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Background: Explored the role of public health centers in the delivery of physical activity

programs to older Brazilians.

Methods: Total of 114 older adults (81% women) from public health centers across the

city of Florianopolis, Brazil, were randomized into three groups: behavior change group

(n = 36), traditional exercise group (n = 52), and control group (n = 26). The behavioral

change group included 12 weekly meetings (2 h each). The traditional exercise group

offered a 12-week exercise class. Individuals in the control group participated only in

measurements. Program evaluation included a mixed-methods approach following the

RE-AIM framework (reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation, and maintenance).

Trained interviewers conducted 12 focus groups and 32 interviews with participants in

the program, professionals delivering the programs, community health workers, and local

and city administrators overseeing public health centers. Participants completed health,

quality of life, and fitness assessments at four time points.

Results: The study reached 11.5% of the eligible population in the community. Older

adults’ resistance to change and limited understanding of behavior change science

by public health center staff hindered program reach. Physician encouraging patient

participation and personal invitations by community health workers were perceived

as favorable factors. Results of program effectiveness and maintenance suggest that

behavior change strategies may be better suited than traditional exercise classes for

decreasing sedentary time and increasing moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, as well

as improving participants’ quality of life. Only 14% of public health centers in the city

adopted the programs. Heavy workload of health educators delivering the programs

and limited physical space for program delivery were barriers for adoption. The fidelity of

program delivery was high and indicates that the programs are culturally-appropriate for

the Brazilian context and feasible for implementation by local health educators.
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Conclusions: Our findings support the potential for dissemination of behavior change

and traditional exercise programs to older adults through public health centers in Brazil.

REBEC: RBR-9pkxn2 (retrospectively registered) Register April 20, 2019.

Keywords: physical activity, community, intervention, RE-AIM, public health center, behavior change, sedentary

behavior

BACKGROUND

Regular physical activity (PA) has been associated with
maintenance and improvements in functional capacity and
quality of life in older adults (1). Current guidelines suggest that
older adults should strive to achieve 150 min/week of moderate-
intensity aerobic activity, in addition to muscle-strengthening
activities 2 days/week. Balance exercise is also recommended
for many older adults as a way to prevent falls and fall-related
injuries (2).

In Brazil, the 1990’s were marked by an increase in
physical activity promotion for older adults, when the Federal
Government, States and Municipalities began subsidizing
exercise classes to individuals for free or at low cost. The
majority of these classes involved structured exercise programs
(3) led by physical activity professionals or trained volunteers
(4). In this article we refer to structured, instructor-led physical
activity programs as “traditional” exercise programs. Common
examples of traditional exercise programs include aerobics
classes, aqua aerobics, team and individual sports, dance, and
muscle-strengthening exercise. With an average of 30 older adult
participants per class, these classes have the potential to help
many older adults achieve the recommendation for PA, as they
meet two to three times per week for an average of 60min each
time (4).

Despite the governmental efforts supporting the
implementation of traditional exercise programs for older adults,
PA participation remains disappointingly low across Brazil.
For instance, the Brazilian national public health surveillance
system (VIGITEL) assessments between 2011 and 2016 found
no significant increases in leisure time PA, and reported that
only 22% of adults 65 and older meet the recommendation for
PA (5, 6). The surveys found that PA decreases with age and
confirmed that Brazilian older adults are a vulnerable group for
physical inactivity and related chronic diseases and conditions.

Research findings on the health impact of traditional exercise
programs show that they are most effective when people
participate regularly (7). Unfortunately, most older adults do
not participate regularly in traditional exercise programs, which
limits their effectiveness in increasing PA levels and providing
health benefits. Additional limitations include low reach and high
cost of these programs due to space, equipment and the need
for instructor compensation (4). Although traditional exercise

Abbreviations: PA, Physical activity (PA); HCs, Public health centers; SUS,

Unified health system; TEG, Traditional exercise group; BCG, Behavioral change

group; CG, Control group; FGs, Focal groups; BMI, Body mass index; SED,

Sedentary behavior; LPA, Light physical activity, MVPA: Moderate-to-vigorous

physical activity.

programs continue to be widely offered across Brazil, particularly
at public universities, public health centers, and other public
spaces, it is questionable whether or not this is a cost-effective
strategy for PA promotion among older Brazilians (4).

In recent years significant attention has focused on the
study of behavioral factors that increase the likelihood of
an individual initiating and maintaining a regular program
of exercise and PA. Research in this area suggests that
incorporating a comprehensive behavioral management strategy
in PA interventions can help maximize recruitment, increase
motivation for exercise progression, and minimize attrition (8).
Behavioral strategies include conversations about PA goals that
are personally meaningful to individuals and help them find ways
to make PA part of their lives (9).

The aging of society brings both opportunities and challenges
for many low- and middle-income countries like Brazil. A new
paradigm in health needs to be adopted, one that focuses on
the prevention and management of chronic disease through
healthy lifestyle strategies designed to maintain independent
living and promote quality of life. In addressing this complex
public health challenge, there is a need to bring community
resources together and utilize systems that touch people’s lives,
including community and public health care settings. Public
health centers, referred in this manuscript as HCs, are an example
of a community health strategy sponsored by the government
that has been Brazil’s primary health care delivery strategy.
Although most of the health services provided by HCs focuses
on primary health care, prevention programs focusing on healthy
lifestyles are increasingly being offered to communities.

In this article we describe our efforts to implement “Active
Living Every Day,” an evidence-based program conceived and
broadly disseminated in the United States, that incorporates
behavior change for the promotion of PA (10). The goal of
this study was to evaluate the potential of public community
health centers for the delivery of traditional exercise classes and
behavioral change programs for the promotion of PA among
older Brazilians. This evaluation was guided by the RE-AIM
framework (11, 12).

METHODS

Under the Unified Health System (SUS), cities across Brazil
support teams of multidisciplinary professionals at local HCs to
provide health care at no cost to about 4,000 people living in each
neighborhood or community. Each team has a physician, nurse,
technical nurse, and, at least, five community health workers with
some also including nutritionists and exercise specialists.
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FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram of study participants in an intervention of health centers (HC). Florianopolis, Brazil, 2012.

This study took place in Florianopolis, Santa Catarina, a city
with ∼500,000 inhabitants in Southern Brazil. In Florianopolis
there are 50 Public Health Centers (HC) divided in five health
districts. The implementation of our project started with an
initial meeting where the study was presented to all five health
district coordinators. Of those, two coordinators (districts North
and East) demonstrated interest in participating in the study.
A total of 20 HCs belonged to districts North (n = 11) and East
(n= 9), but not all of them had the physical structure and human
resources to offer the programs. Thus, a total of six HCs were
involved in the study and randomized to one of three groups

(Traditional Exercise Group—TEG, Behavioral Change Group—
BCG, Wait List Control Group – CG) stratified by health district
(see Figure 1).

PARTICIPANTS

Study participants were men and women aged 60 or older who
had no severe physical and/or mental health impairments and
had not participated in physical activity programs in the past

6 months. Exclusion criteria included: history of heart attack
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and/or stroke in the past 6 months, cancer diagnosis and/or
other severe medical conditions. Strategies to recruit participants
included local media advertisements, flyer distribution, referrals
by HC team members during medical appointments and home-
visits by community health workers.

A total of 114 older adults were enrolled and assigned to one
of three groups based on their home HC assignment: traditional
exercise, behavior change, or waiting list control group. After
initial group assignment, an orientation session to explain the
study was offered to all interested older adults. Those interested
in joining the program, completed the enrollment process,
signed the informed consent and scheduled the appointment for
baseline data collection. The protocols were approved by the
ethics committee of the Federal University of Santa Catarina
(CONEP n. 480560 and CEPSH n. 2387/2010).

GROUPS AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Behavior Change Group (BCG)
The BCG participated in a behavioral change program that was
adapted from “Active Living Every Day,” or ALED (13). ALED is
an evidence-based program conceived and broadly disseminated
in the United States that assists individuals to become more
physically active. ALED is structured into 12 weekly meetings of
1.5–2 h duration. The sessions follow a series of topics related
to behavior change with the goal of achieving a more active
lifestyle (Table 1). Meetings were conducted by nutrition or
exercise science professionals already working at the HCs who
received specific training to facilitate the program. An agreement
was established with Human Kinetics R©, copyright holder of
ALED, for using the program in Brazil. It included training of
program personnel, rights to adapt/translate ALED into Brazilian
Portuguese. ALED was linguistically and culturally adapted by
Benedetti et al. (4).

Traditional Exercise Group (TEG)
Participants in the TEG received a 12-week exercise class
conducted at the local HCs. The classes were held three times per
week for 60min duration. The classes included a 5- to 10-min
warm-up, 25min of aerobic exercise at 50–80% of max. aerobic
power, resistance training for 20min, and a 5-min cool-down.
Participants had their heart rate and ratings of perceived effort
tracked throughout the sessions (14). Classes were led by exercise
professionals employed by the HC.

TABLE 1 | Chapters of the Behavior Change Program—VAMOS—Brazil, 2012.

Active living every day program

Week 1. Ready, Set, Go. Week 7. Avoiding pitfalls.

Week 2. Finding new opportunities. Week 8. Step by step.

Week 3. Overcoming challenges. Week 9. Defusing stress.

Week 4. Setting goals and rewarding

yourself.

Week 10. Finding new ways to be

active.

Week 5. Gaining confidence. Week 11. Positive planning.

Week 6. Enlisting support Week 12. Making lasting changes.

Wait List Control Group (CG)
Individuals in the CG participated only in measurements,
without any intervention. They were asked to continue their
routine activities before the start of the study. At the completion
of the 9-month post-randomization assessment they were offered
participation in the TEG classes.

PROGRAM EVALUATION USING THE
RE-AIM FRAMEWORK

We chose to conduct a comprehensive program evaluation
including all dimensions of RE-AIM (11) using quantitative and
qualitative data. Accordingly, we assessed reach (participation
rate and representativeness), effectiveness (impact on health
outcomes), adoption (interest in the program), implementation
(consistency of delivery and costs), and maintenance (impact on
long-term outcomes, continuing to offer the intervention over
time). Our mixed-methods approach builds on successes of prior
studies that have focused on program evaluation (15, 16). Trained
research personnel conducted a total of 12 focus groups (FGs)
and 32 interviews including: the director of the City Health
Department, managers and the coordinators of HC/NASF Family
Health Support Centers, coordinators of the health districts,
exercise specialists and/or nutritionists working at the HCs, and
other HC staff members such as community health agents; in
addition to older adults participants in the program.

Reach
Described as the proportion of a target population that
participates in an intervention (17). We assessed reach using
quantitative data from recruitment, participation rate and
representativeness of the population. To calculate participation
rate, we used the number of participants attending the baseline
assessment, divided by the number of individuals potentially
eligible for the program. Additionally, barriers and facilitators of
reach were assessed qualitatively. Interviews with HC personnel
and city administrators sought to understand their perceptions
about older adult participants, HCs, and program factors that
could have influenced reach. Questions included: After the
advertising of the project, how many older adults came in
for the first meeting? How many older adults completed the
entire baseline evaluation (e.g., physical test and answered the
questionnaire)? How many older adults were engaged in the
programs at a rate >75% of attendance? How many older
adults dropped out the programs, meaning attending three or
fewer sessions?

Effectiveness
Measured at the individual level and reflective of the success
of an intervention in improving health outcomes (17). To
assess effectiveness, health measurements and questionnaires
were collected from participants by trained researchers at
two time points (baseline and immediately post-intervention).
Evaluation included a social-demographic survey, quality of life
assessment, anthropometric measurements and PA participation.
Additionally, we conducted focus groups (FGs) to understand
participants’ perceptions. Questions included: What did you
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(participant) think of the program? What are your thoughts
about program? How do you see your behavior (i.e., physical
activity) after participating in the program? Do you think you
are more physically active now? Has the program helped you to
improve your lifestyle? How about your quality of life, did you
perceive any changes?

Anthropometric Measurements
Weight was measured with the assistance of a medical weight
scale. Height was measured with a stadiometer. Body mass
index (BMI) scores were calculated and participants were
classified as underweight (<18.5), normal weight (18.5–24.9) and
overweight/obese (25.0 or more) (18).

Physical Activity
PA was assessed by GT3X and GT3X+ accelerometers and
ActiLife R© software was used to analyze the data. Each participant
was instructed to use the accelerometer for 7 days in a row,
removing it only to sleep, bathe or perform activities involving
water. The device was attached to an elastic belt and fixed in
the right side of the hip. Data were collected in a 30Hz sample
frequency and were analyzed using 60-s epochs. Periods with
consecutive values of zero (with 2-min of spike tolerance) for
60min or longer were interpreted as “accelerometer not worn”
and excluded from the analysis (19). Physical activity data were
included only when participants had accumulated a minimum of
10 h/day of recording, for at least 4 days, including one weekend
day. The time spent in sedentary behavior (SED = 0–99 counts
min−1) (20), in light physical activity (LPA = 100–2,689 counts
min−1) and in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA ≥

2,690 counts min−1) (21) was calculated adjusting to the valid
days and wear time. It was also analyzed the total time spent
in SED bouts and the time spent in MVPA bouts by the sum
of minutes spent in SED and MVPA, respectively, in periods
lasting ≥10 min.

Quality of Life
Quality of life was evaluated by WHOQOL BREF and OLD
questionnaire (22, 23). The WHOQOL-BREF instrument
comprises of 26 items, which measure the following broad
domains: physical health, psychological health, social
relationships, and environment. The WHOQOL-OLD
questionnaire comprises of 24 items which measure the
following domains: sensory abilities; autonomy; past, present
and future activities; social participation; death and dying;
and intimacy. Each domain provides an individual score.
Additionally, an overall score was calculated for each instrument
(WHOQOL BREF and OLD).

Adoption
Defined as the absolute number, proportion, and
representativeness of settings and intervention agents who
were willing to initiate a program (17). Adoption was evaluated
using information from our database regarding the interest in
adopting the programs, from regional district level through
HC staff. We explored program adoption within hierarchical
levels of the City Health Department using interviews and

focus groups. Questions covered topics related to: What is
your opinion about the program that was implemented in this
health center in the last three months? How did the program
change the health center routine? What do you think about the
background and experience of the professionals in the health
center and the degree to which they are confidently prepared to
offer the program? Do the professionals in the health center have
sufficient time available to deliver the program? What do you
think was the most interesting aspect of the program? How do
you see the benefits of the program? What do you think about
the program cost?

Implementation
At the setting level, implementation refers to staff fidelity
to the various elements of an intervention’s protocol. This
includes consistency of delivery as intended and the time and
cost of the intervention (17). We followed the implementation
strategies (e.g., training) suggested by the program developers
of ALED. ALED’s check-list include 24 questions regarding
implementation covering topics such as program fidelity,
instructor knowledge, classroom, schedule, participants
attention, attendance, among others. Programs implementation
was assessed twice at each program site by two independent
observers. In addition, interviews and focus groups with HCs
personnel sought to understand their perceptions about the
program implementation. Questions included: What was like to
teach the program? What was most difficult and challenging?
What was easy? What do you think motivates participation of
older adults?

Maintenance
Defined as the extent to which a program becomes
institutionalized or part of routine organizational practices,
maintenance also refers at the individual level to the long-term
effects of a program on health outcomes (17). In our study, we
focused on individual level maintenance. Similar data collection
described in the effectiveness domain was carried out at 3 and 9
months after the intervention was concluded.

DATA ANALYSIS

The demographic characteristics of the sample are presented in
Table 2. Reach was analyzed using two-way ANOVA and chi-
square tests to compare participants to those who declined to
participate for each group and each location. Adoption rates were
assessed by calculating the number of HCs that were approached
and those that agreed to participate; as well as by assessing the
percentage of professionals that agreed to deliver the programs.
Although there are amultitude of definitions for implementation,
for the purposes of the analyses, we focus on participation and
adherence. As such, implementation rates were calculated by
determining the proportion of participants completing at least
75% of program. Effectiveness and Maintenance were analyzed
following procedures for clustered randomized control analysis.
The generalized linear mixed model for repeated measures
was used to conduct individual level outcome analysis and
controlled the following characteristics as covariates (sex, age,
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TABLE 2 | Participants’ baseline characteristics by group.

Variable BCG TEG CG Overall Dif

Total number of participants n (%) 36 (31.6) 52 (45.6) 26 (22.8) 114 (100)

Demographic variables

Age, mean (SD) 69.7 (6.9) 71.3 (7.3) 67.2 (5.8) 69.8 (7.0) 0.055a

Female, % 75.0 82.7 84.6 80.7 0.556b

Education level, % 0.139b

No studied 5.7 7.8 3.8 6.3

Elementary school 51.4 68.6 76.9 65.2

High school 20.0 13.7 19.2 17.0

Higher 22.9 9.8 0.0 11.6

Marital status, % married 65.7 52.9 46.2 55.4 0.189b

Monthly household income, % 0.267b

<2 salaries 27.8 34.6 50.0 36.0

3–4 salaries 44.4 44.2 42.3 43.9

More than 4 salaries 27.8 21.2 7.7 20.2

Occupation, % 0.007b**

Retiree and/or pension 72.2 48.1 80.8 63.2

Active works 27.8 51.7 19.2 36.8

Health/behavior variables

Health Status, % 0.669b

Good 52.8 44.2 53.8 49.1

Fair 47.2 51.9 42.3 48.2

Weak 0.0 3.8 3.8 2.6

Disease, % 0.845b

Arthrosis 13.9 5.8 11.5 9.6

Heart Disease 25.0 28.8 19.2 25.4

High Blood Pressure 38.9 44.2 50.0 43.9

BMI, Mean (SD) 27.4 (4.5) 28.4 (5.5) 27.8 (3.0) 27.9 (4.7) 0.609a

Weight, % 0.233b

Normal weight 47.2 34.6 53.8 43.0

Overweight/obese 52.8 65.4 46.2 57.0

PA Level (min/week) (SD)

Sedentary time 498.5 (113.6) 529.8 (107.3) 522.8 (86.7) 518.3 (105.3) 0.391a

Light PA 315.5 (96.1) 301.6 (93.5) 292.8 (57.6) 304.1 (87.6) 0.600a

Moderate/vigorous PA 28.8 (24.2) 16.2 (17.9) 25.2 (26.1) 22.2 (22.6) 0.026a*

BCG, Behavior Change Group; TEG, Traditional Exercise Group; CG, Control Group. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
aAnova One Way (factor group).
bChi-square test.

The average of AFMV and occupation (ANOVA analysis) were larger in traditional groups than in the control groups (p < 0.005).

Florianopolis, Brazil, 2012 (n = 114).

schooling, sedentary time and PA in baseline). Additionally,
variables with significant differences between groups (Table 2)
were also included in the model as covariates. The Sidak post-
hoc test was used to compare difference between groups at
different assessment points. We used intention-to-treat (ITT)
analysis to keep all participants with non-missing baseline
outcome measurements.

Two Portuguese-speaking investigators transcribed the
interviews and focus groups and checked them for accuracy.
Transcript analysis was conducted in Portuguese. Deductive
thematic analysis was conducted to identify themes/quotes
within the RE-AIM model. A team of bicultural native
Brazilian-Portuguese and English speakers translated the
quotations through a translation/back-translation process to

ensure semantic equivalence across languages (24, 25). This
team reviewed each quotation for conceptual and normative
equivalence (adapting and dropping items as needed to address
cultural fit and social norms).

RESULTS

Table 2 presents participant (n= 114) characteristics at baseline.
Findings show a similarity among demographic and health
variables across the three groups (BCG, TEG, CG). Average
age was 69.8 years, the majority were women (80.7%) with
high school education or less (88.5%). Approximately, 57% were
overweight or obese with an average BMI of 27.9 kg/m2. There
was a high prevalence of chronic diseases with 43.9% reporting
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high blood pressure and 25.4% heart disease. The only significant
difference among groups at baseline was regarding occupation
and MVPA, where participants in the traditional group were
more likely to be working and were found to be engaged in less
moderate/vigorous PA.

Reach
Results are shown in Figure 1. Among the 4,071 older adults
across the six HCs, 985 individuals (24.2%) were considered
eligible for the study. A total of 114 individuals completed
the baseline assessment, representing a reach of 11.5%. Overall
49% of participants attended at least 75% of all sessions with
disengagement occurring mostly in the first three weeks of
the study (42%). TEG showed highest reach (15.3%) followed
by BCG (12.1%) and CG (8.1%), respectively. Several barriers
affecting the program’s reach were identified. System’s level
instabilities that often lead to inconsistent support for health
services was a common barrier mentioned in interviews. This
issue was captured in this quote from a community health worker
recruiter for the study: “We were having a lot of turbulence in the
unit [HC], we almost could not get involved. It was soon after that
we were without the doctor. And, after then, the doctor went on
vacation, so for me it was a very hard time to work.” (CCS BL).
Another barrier deals with older adults’ resistance to change. A
community health worker described “Older adults struggle with
new things. . . they fear if we invite them for something new, they
are scared. . . ” (ACS ST). A final barrier for recruitment was lack
of staff familiarity with behavior change programs. Innovative
and new to most staff in the HCs, the program was relatively
difficult to explain and to understand. A community health
worker described this concern when saying “Very often the team
could not understand the concept of the program [referring to the
behavior change program]” (PEFI).

On the other hand, several facilitators for reach were
identified. Doctors and other health professionals encouraging
patient participation was viewed as favorable in interviews. One
community health worker noted “The involvement of the health
team was very important” (PNS CAN). In addition, the program
materials were perceived to be attractive by participants. An
older adult participant said “It was very good [referring to the
program recruitment material], because for me it was essential,
you know why I do not live without it [laughs] that motivates
you there...” (BP3). Distribution of flyers and personal invitations
were effective ways to reach participants. This was illustrated
by a community health worker who stated “We have a definite
demand of people attending the center, we are capable of attending
a defined number, but by word of mouth the information gets
through and we will always have someone else attending, so
I believe there would be greater attendance, a bigger group”
(PNS ST).

Effectiveness and Maintenance
Table 3 reports the statistical summary of outcomes for physical
activity behavior, BMI, quality of life over a 12-month period
comparing the three groups (BCG, TEG, and CG). There was a
reduction in sedentary behavior after the intervention for BCG

(P < 0.05). This result was maintained at 3- and 9-month post-
intervention evaluations (P < 0.01). Participants in the BCG
increased their MVPA behavior at post program assessment, and
maintained their physical activity participation levels at 3-month
post-intervention. Neither the TEG, nor the CG, increased their
MVPA, experiencing significant declines in MVPA over time
(P < 0.05). No difference was observed among groups and no
time effect was observed in BMI. Participants in the BCG showed
significant improvements in quality of life (WHOQOL-Brief ) at
9-month post-intervention relative to baseline (P < 0.031).

Analysis of the interviews and focus groups suggest that many
of the participants perceived positive changes in themselves as
a result of participating in the study. One participant in the
BCG stated “I needed to be physically active, I thought that I was
limited by my illness, but I want to reach program targets and, I
started walking more” (12 BLP). Participants also described their
appreciation with regard to the program effectiveness. “Oh, I
learned a lot with the program, mainly the walking activities, it
was also good to know the number of steps we take, this device
(pedometer) is great” (P1).

The satisfaction with results achieved was noted by a
participant with cardiovascular disease and obesity, as follows:
“(. . . ) I started to take the program seriously (...) the activities are
important, today I feel satisfied with my weight loss, some people
lost five, ten and after until twenty kilos (refer the lose weight), a
little every day, I am very satisfied (14 BLP)”.

Adoption
The program was approved by the director of City Health
Department and by the management of NASF (Family Health
Support Centers). Three of the five health districts declined to
participate due to prior commitments or no interest in the study.
Of the 18 health centers located in the two participating HDs, six
agreed to participate in the study. Reasons for non-participation
included health educators declining to participate for work or
health reasons (n = 5), HCs with insufficient physical space
to offer the programs (n = 5) and, HC professionals simply
declining to participate (Figure 1).

These following quotations illustrate the heavy workload
reported by the health center teams: “The staff in this center is
already over committed, they cannot handle extra activities” (ACS
BL); “Everybody is busy an d overworked” (ACS ST); “I cannot
let the staff dedicate eight hours per week to the program during
the training period when the program is focused on only twenty or
thirty people and our demand is much greater than that and they
must take care of others areas” (G2).

Implementation
Two researchers with expertise in RE-AIM and the ALED
program assessed program implementation twice in each study
site. The evaluation for all items under analysis achieved an
average of 98% fidelity. The estimated cost per participant for
3 months in the BCG program was R$ 65 (about U$ 30) and
the TEG was R$ 50 per month (about U$ 23). Overall, 47% of
TEG participants attended at least 75% of the sessions compared
to 27.3% of their BCG counterparts. When managers were
questioned regarding the cost of the programs, they found it to be
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TABLE 3 | Estimated mean change in physical activity behavior.

Outcome variable Mean (SE) P-Value

BCG TEG CG BCG vs.

CG

TEG vs.

CG

BCG vs.

TEG

INTENT-TO-TREAT

Change in sedentary behavior, min/day

At 3 months −14.3 (56.3)* −4.1 (62.2) −25.6 (77.9)** 0.999 0.634 0.987

At 6 months −16.6 (46.0)** 16.4 (97.9)* −0.6 (80.1) 0.954 0.103 0.010*

At 12 months −10.9 (59.9)** 4.2 (78.6) −26.7 (68.3)** 0.976 0.216 0.520

Change in light PA, min/day

At 3 months −1.9 (30.3) 3.2 (57.9) 21.1 (40.5) 0.334 0.453 0.987

At 6 months 19.1 (40.1) −4.7 (51.3) 41.4 (70.5) 0.278 0.007* 0.435

At 12 months 2.4 (42.6) −15.0 (52.6) 10.1 (56.2) 0.855 0.068 0.588

Change in MVPA, min/day

At 3 months 4.8 (14.1)* 3.8 (23.9) −1.2 (21.0) 0.469 0.555 0.988

At 6 months −0.2 (17.8) −2.7 (10.5) −5.2 (15.1)* 0.357 0.789 0.646

At 12 months 0.6 (18.0) −3.6 (9.8)* −4.9 (20.3)* 0.219 0.965 0.168

Change in BMI, kg/m2

At 3 months −0.1 (0.3) −0.1 (0.7) 0.2 (0.5) 0.644 0.419 0.765

At 6 months 0.1 (0.5) −0.1 (1.2) 0.1 (0.7) 0.765 0.536 0.234

At 12 months 0.1 (0.5) −0.1 (0.8) 0.3 (1.1) 0.578 0.021* 0.346

Change in WHOQOL brief

At 3 months 2.2 (5.4) 2.4 (6.9) 1.5 (8.9) 0.467 0.876 0.865

At 6 months 1.3 (7.9) 1.4 (7.2) 0.8 (9.6) 0.534 0.423 0.234

At 12 months 3.0 (7.8)* 1.0 (6.6) 1.7 (10.3) 0.986 0.456 0.765

Change in WHOQOL old

At 3 months 2.4 (7.3) 1.5 (6.9) 2.7 (10.1) 0.943 0.965 0.942

At 6 months 2.4 (7.3) 1.4 (6.3) 4.4 (10.8) 0.673 0.897 0.761

At 12 months 2.3 (7.8) −0.1 (7.3) 2.9 (11.0) 0.996 0.767 0.611

COMPLETE CASES

Change in sedentary behavior, min/day

At 3 months −26.0 (75.2)* −5.4 (78.3) −29.3 (82.6)* 0.371 0.918 0.010*

At 6 months −27.2 (57.4)** 62.6 (130.9) 4.9 (74.9) 0.494 0.103 0.020*

At 12 months −16.7 (98.5)** −4.3 (83.8) −21.6 (64.7)* 0.567 0.308 0.057

Change in Light PA, min/day

At 3 months −26.0 (17.2) −5.4 (13.6) −29.3 (17.6) 0.999 0.619 0.748

At 6 months −27.2 (14.3) 62.6 (23.1) 4.9 (16.3) 0.375 0.256 0.027*

At 12 months −16.7 (31.1) −4.3 (15.8) −21.6 (15.7) 0.967 0.970 0.698

Change in MVPA, min/day

At 3 months 8.7 (4.1)* 1.5 (2.5) −1.3 (4.5) 0.010* 0.762 0.023*

At 6 months −2.8 (6.1) −4.4 (2.3) −3.9 (3.1) 0.083 0.245 0.087

At 12 months 2.0 (8.4)* −6.4 (2.3)* −2.1 (5.0) 0.069 0.546 0.013*

Change in BMI, kg/m2

At 3 months −0.5 (0.1) −0.1 (0.1) 0.2 (0.1) 0.883 0.997 0.998

At 6 months 0.1 (0.2) −0.2 (0.2) 0.1 (0.2) 0.996 0.876 0.965

At 12 months 0.1 (0.2) −0.2 (0.1) 0.5 (0.3) 0.679 0.786 0.987

Change in WHOQOL brief

At 3 months 4.4 (1.6) 4.1 (1.5) 1.7 (1.9) 0,678 0.564 0.998

At 6 months 2.9 (2.7) 3.1 (1.4) 1.6 (1.9) 0.996 0.876 0.896

At 12 months 3.7 (2.2)* 2.1 (1.5) 2.2 (2.5) 0.987 0.787 0.976

Change in WHOQOL old

At 3 months 4.8 (2.3) 2.5 (1.6) 3.0 (2.1) 0.987 0.645 0.654

At 6 months 5.0 (2.4) 2.1 (1.4) 4.9 (2.3) 0.675 0.786 0.876

At 12 months 2.3 (3.4) −0.7 (1.9) 1.9 (2.8) 0.986 0.876 0.054

BCG, Behavior Change Group; TEG, Traditional Exercise Group; CG, Control Group. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 Adjusted.

BMI, quality of life over a 12-month period. Florianópolis, Brazil, 2012.
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expensive, as shown by the following quotes: “. . . it is expensive,
considering what is financially available from the government to
each person, what is given to the cities, the fixed minimum wage,
which is very low, the program is expensive. . . ” (G1). “We would
have to quit a program like “Floripa Ativa” or the walking group to
include this new program. . . ” (PEF3).

DISCUSSION

This study evaluated the role of public health centers (HC) in the
promotion of physical activity programs among older Brazilians,
and compared the impact of two program strategies, behavioral
change and traditional exercise. The RE-AIM framework was
used to ground the evaluation of our programs. This framework
has been previously used to evaluate programs offered in real-
world settings (16, 26, 27). The use of RE-AIM in this study
represents an innovation in public health program evaluation in
Brazil. As stated by Glasgow, the knowledge generated by the
RE-AIM goes beyond literal translational research, and supports
program adaptations to various cultures and populations (11).

Our analysis investigated the reach, efficacy, adoption,
implementation, and maintenance of RE-AIM components
by collecting qualitative and quantitative data from program
participants and partners at the organizational level. Our findings
reveal both strengths and areas for improvement of the program
strategies, and identified important factors associated with the
utilization of public health centers in such initiatives.

Results revealed a limited reach of the programs offered at
public health centers, with participation levels of about 12% of the
older adult population. This finding suggests that future studies
should seek to understand better older adults’ resistance to
change, and to develop culturally-sensitive strategies to overcome
these barriers to reach. A systematic review published by Franco
et al. (28) on barriers and facilitators to physical participation
among activity older adults revealed that some individuals believe
that physical activity is unnecessary or even potentially harmful.
Others recognize the benefits of physical activity, but report a
range of barriers to physical activity participation. The authors
describe the importance of raising awareness of the benefits,
educating about incorrect perceptions regarding the risks of
physical activity, and improving environmental and financial
access to physical activity opportunities. While building on the
status and respect paid to leaders in public health centers to
promote reach, such as doctors encouraging patient participation
and personal invitations from community health workers.

The reach and representativeness of our program could be
improved with a stronger level of support from administrators
responsible for the planning and scheduling of health services,
so that the programs become less susceptible to systems-level
instabilities. While program participants presented very similar
demographic characteristics of non-participants, the program was
only offered to 2 participating health districts, so with three health
district coordinators declining participation, it led to 30 HCs
never having the opportunity to hear about the program. The
complex operational problems in SUS/HCs have been previously
documented (29) and the solutions require multi-faceted public
health actions. Reach and representativeness could be improved by
greater buy-in from operational leaders and changes throughout

the system to increase the number of health districts offering
the program.

Results of the program effectiveness and maintenance
assessments reveal trends favoring behavior change strategies
over traditional exercise classes. Behavior change programs were
more successful in decreasing sedentary time and increasing
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, as well as improving
participants’ quality of life. Overall, participants perceived
positive changes in themselves as a result of participating in
the programs. They reported satisfaction with program results,
improved awareness of the importance in being active, and
were able to find opportunities to be active in daily routines.
The effectiveness of the behavior change program (ALED) is
consistent with the study by Baruth et al. (30) who reported
clinically meaningful improvements in performance-based
measures of physical functioning. Dunn et al. (10) also noted
that a behaviorally based lifestyle physical activity intervention
can significantly increase physical activity levels. They concluded
that health care professionals who counsel their patients about
physical activity can provide options beyond traditional fitness
center–based recommendations.

Our results regarding program maintenance were promising,
as many improvements post-intervention persisted in follow
up. This is an important finding as maintenance has often
been an overlooked dimension of RE-AIM and a common
limitation of programs’ evaluation. Galaviz et al. (24) describe
important methodological limitations to the assessment of
maintenance, such as the low participation of subjects in follow-
up measurements.

We had an overall 14% rate of program adoption by public
health centers. This is somewhat disappointing, considering the
efforts by program developers in building partnerships with
stakeholders across all hierarchical levels within the local health
system. Our findings suggest that several organizational level
factors hindered greater adoption of the programs, including
heavy workload of health professionals delivering the program
and limited physical space for program delivery. Without
question, adoption depends on the commitment of local health
teams. Schrader et al. (31) raised concerns about workload of
health teams in Brazil that prevent them from engaging in
activities beyond the typical assignment. King (32) underscored
the importance of health care providers promoting physical
activity interventions for older adults. However, the culture of
managing chronic diseases at health care centers in Brazil is
often associated with more traditional medical or pharmaceutical
approaches including drug prescription (33). A deconstruction
of these health care settings is necessary to engage patients and
health professionals in health promotion and improve adoption
of such programs.

The fidelity of program delivery was high and indicates
that both programs are culturally- appropriate for the Brazilian
context and feasible to be implemented by local health educators.
Results showed that training of staff members was adequate
and effective. As Brazil is lacking evidence-based behavior
change programs for older adults, disseminating US-developed
health programs, such as ALED, seems a viable option. Liu
et al. have supported similar efforts in China (34). Additional
implementation factors examined in this study included the
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cost of program implementation, which placed traditional
exercise classes at an advantage over behavior change programs.
However, regardless of program type, administrators of public
health centers reacted negatively to any additional cost that
the programs added to their budgets or for participants.
This is clearly an implementation issue that requires further
attention. Finally, both intervention groups showed relatively
high disengagement rates (BCG 50% vs. TEG 37%) with
individuals in the BCG presenting lower rates of overall
attendance (27 vs. 47%). Nevertheless, our effectiveness and
maintenance results showing greater sedentary behavior, MVPA,
and quality of life improvements in BCG, suggests that the
behavioral modification strategies (tailored goal setting, self-
monitoring, action planning, feedback) presented at the on-site
meetings and throughout the written materials may have had
the desired impact in helping individuals engage in healthful
behaviors even when not attending sessions. These results are not
unlike current literature on lifestyle modification interventions
where a recent review on factor associated with adherence to
lifestyle modification programs for weight management found
adherence rates to vary from 20 to 80% of participants attending
three or less sessions (35). Clearly, attendance continues to be a
challenge for these types of programs and future studies should
continue to explore strategies to improve overall attendance rates.
In particular, the use of automated tracking tools (i.e., Fitbit,
pedometers) have shown some early promise (36). Translating
research into policy and practice is both a need and a challenge.
As described by Oelke et al. (37) there are many barriers to
disseminating and using research results in the Brazilian health
care setting, including little involvement of key stakeholders and
lack of partnerships between researchers and knowledge-users in
research process, low research budgets and limited support by
funding agency policies.

CONCLUSION

While participant attendance remains a challenge, this study
supports the potential for dissemination of behavior change

and traditional exercise programs to older adults through

public health centers in Brazil. Our study advances the health
literature by examining individual- and system-level factors
associated with the promotion of physical activity in this
aging society.
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In this study, we evaluated the dissemination of a digital checklist for improving

implementation of work environment initiatives in the Danish eldercare sector. We

evaluated the impact of the checklist using the RE-AIM framework. Initiated in 2016,

researchers and relevant stakeholders were responsible for disseminating the checklist

to all workplaces in the eldercare sector in Denmark through a national campaign. The

checklist guided the user to define an action plan to implement, and the checklist covered

11 implementation concept points that should be addressed to reach full implementation

of the action in focus. One year after the launch of the campaign almost all municipalities

in Denmark had visited the website hosting the checklist (96%), 17% of individual workers

within the eldercare responding to a union survey was reached, 4% (n= 199) of all eligible

eldercare workplaces in Denmark and 8%of all nursing homes had adopted the checklist.

Of the workplaces that used the checklist, 46% typed an action in the checklist. There

were 13% of the first time users that used the checklist twice and 29% of the actions were

revised (maintenance) after working with the implementation. Finally, the workplaces that

had used the checklist showed a higher prioritization of work environment compared to

workplaces not using the checklist both at baseline and at follow up. In conclusion, this

study employing various strategies, including a 1-year national campaign to disseminate

a checklist shows potential to impact implementation of work environment initiatives in

the Danish eldercare sector. While dissemination is satisfactory and likely to increase

further with time, more efforts is needed to ensure maintenance.

Keywords: re-aim, campaign, workplace, reach, adoption, maintenance, implementation, evaluation

INTRODUCTION

Currently many countries are facing shortage of healthcare workers, and the trends are forecasted
to continue (1). In addition, the demographic changes in the Western World mean that there
will be more elderly people with need for care. Thus, there is a great need for healthcare workers
being healthy and fit to care for the elderly. Both the physical and psychosocial work environment
is important factors for maintaining a healthy and fit workforce (2). Thus, several initiatives
have been introduced in Denmark to improve the work environment among eldercare workers
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(3–6). The effect of work environment initiatives has often been
reported in the scientific literature (7) and effective evidence-
based work environment intervention studies among eldercare
workers are available (3, 4, 6). A major limitation is the emphasis
on efficacy and effectiveness of the initiatives, with little attention
paid to the overall public health impact, which takes into account
the dissemination potential of the initiative—the extent to which
the initiative can be delivered to a large number of people and
sustained over time.

There is a huge challenge in translation of policies and
research knowledge into practice (8). Many factors can influence
whether the translation of research knowledge into practice
is successful and whether policies or evidence based practices
are accepted and used by the target users (9). Dissemination
of research findings is an important step to bridge the gap
between research and practice. Effective dissemination strategies
include formative research to customize dissemination strategies
to fit audience needs and preferences (10). Distribution strategies
should focus on ensuring that messages and materials from
research reach intended audiences by use of multicomponent
dissemination strategies, e.g., mailings, websites, publications,
webinar or in-person presentations, interpersonal connections,
and mass media among others (10, 11). To be most effective,
distribution should engage the channels that intended audiences
already trust and access for information (10). Thus, in a
recent initiative in Denmark, a checklist was developed in
collaboration with key stakeholders, to guide the implementation
of work environment initiatives in eldercare sector workplaces.
Given that the checklist is sector-specific for work environment
initiatives, and developed through systematic collaboration
between research and practice, it is likely to have high utility
and impact. However, to evaluate the impact it is important to
examine when, why, and how the checklist is spread to theDanish
eldercare sector, in particular nursing homes and homecare.

A commonly used framework in the evaluation of public
health impact of health promotion interventions is the RE-
AIM framework (12–15). The RE-AIM model offers a useful
framework for assessing the overall public health impact (12).
The model focuses on five evaluation dimensions: reach (i.e.,
proportion of the target population that participated), efficacy
(i.e., success rate at changing desired outcomes), Adoption (i.e.,
proportion of target settings involved), implementation (i.e.,
extent to which the program was delivered as intended), and
maintenance (i.e., extent to which the program becomes a part
of the routine) (12). The RE-AIM framework has been used
in various fields including the evaluation of clinical guidelines
implementation (12, 16, 17). To expand knowledge in the area
on implementation and dissemination of work environment
initiatives the five dimensions in the RE-AIM framework will
be investigated.

To ensure effective interventions and to improve the work
environment in the future, knowledge of the dissemination
strategies, the workplace adoption, the reach of employees,
the implementation and maintenance of these initiatives are
important. The aim of this study is therefore to evaluate
the dissemination and reach, adoption, implementation,
maintenance, and effectiveness of the checklist to improve

implementation of work environment initiatives among
eldercare workers in Denmark.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Setting and Population
The study setting is the eldercare sector in Denmark, and more
specifically nursing homes and homecare settings. In Denmark,
there are ∼5,000 workplaces within the eldercare sector that
employ about 100,000 eldercare workers in total.

Dissemination
Dissemination Object—A Digital Checklist
We developed a digital checklist in collaboration with key
stakeholders, which was connected to a specific developed
website (can be accessed on www.MEDvirknu.dk). The users
(primarily the occupational health and safety (OHS) groups) can
use it in their work environment practice when implementing
new routines, projects, or initiatives (termed an “action” in the
checklist) to improve the work environment. The development
and content of the checklist has earlier been described in details
(18, 19). In brief, the checklist is an interactive digital platform
and has 11 implementation concept points (implementation
concept points related to implementation, e.g., involvement of
relevant employees, supervisor support, allocation of resources,
etc.). First, the user has to log in with their affiliation, and then
choose the action they want to implement. The next step is
to go through the checklist, check the implementation concept
points they have covered already and pick the implementation
concept point in the checklist which they want to focus on to
fulfill implementation. After having gone through all the points
of the checklist, it is possible to print a diploma, tips and a
letter. The diploma works as a process document and includes
the work environment action, the implementation concept points
already covered, and the implementation concept point to focus
further on to make sure the implementation of the work
environment action is fulfilled. A supplement to the diploma
is tips covering how to begin and continue the work with the
chosen implementation concept point and the letter describes
in detail the checklist, the work environment action and the
implementation concept points and is used for circulation in the
management or among other local stakeholder groups to inform
them of the action and the implementation progress.

Dissemination Strategy
To promote the checklist, we planned a national campaign,
focusing at the eldercare sector and specifically the nursing
homes. The campaign consisted of digital elements (videos,
newsletters, social media, etc.), oral presentations (workshops,
train-the-trainer, training, and conferences) and paper elements
(printed checklist as postcards, magnets, letters, and magazines).
The researchers and stakeholders primarily drove the campaign.
The campaign was running for 1 year, starting the 4th of
September 2017 ending 3rd of September 2018. The website
remains open, regardless of the ended campaign.
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Design
In this prospective observational study, we used a range of
quantitative data collection approaches to accomplish the study
aims. We used the RE-AIM framework to investigate the impact
of the checklist. Reach is an individual-level measure of the
participation, and will be investigated by the proportion of
eldercare workers who know the checklist and the characteristics
of those who know the checklist compared to a reference group
(union members who didn’t answer, that they have gained
knowledge of the checklist during the campaign (answered no
or don’t know). In addition to this, reach will be measured as
number of unique visitors to the online checklist website (day
to day activity, accumulated activity, and geographical position)
during the campaign. Effectiveness will be evaluated in respect
to whether the prioritization of the work environment among
workplaces that know the checklist has changed. Adoption is
an organizational-level measure of the representativeness of the
setting, and will be investigated by the proportion of workplaces
who adopt the checklist (create an account and log into the online
checklist website) and their characteristics. Implementation
refers to the extent to which an intervention is delivered as
intended (dissemination) and will be measured at individual level
as whether the eldercare workers has seen a diploma at their
workplace. At the organizational level, implementation will be
measured as workplace activity at the online checklist website.
Maintenance is the extent to which the programme becomes
a part of the routine at the workplace and will be evaluated
by return/revised actions (repeated use of the checklist). See
protocol paper for further details (18).

Data Collection and Outcomes
We used multiple data sources to report reach, effectiveness,
adoption, implementation and maintenance. The data sources

included data from a large union survey, the checklist website,
the Central business Register (CVR—contains information about
all registered workplaces in Denmark) and Google Analytics. See
Figure 1 for detailed data collection points before, during and
after the campaign.

Union Survey
The third largest trade union in Denmark (FOA), organize
∼180,000 members primarily in the public sector. Members
can voluntarily sign-up to receive a questionnaire 4–6 times
a year. Union members can register and drop out as they
want, making the population an open cohort. The union
survey is sent to ∼7,500 union members each time. For
each round of the survey, we embedded campaign-specific
questions in the questionnaire and the following background
information on each member was collected: age, gender, position
of trust (OHS representative, employee representative, OHS
representative and employee representative or no position
of trust) and manager (yes/no), information on employer
(municipality or an self-governing institution, private/private
resident, region, state, or other/don’t know) and workplace
(temporary agency, treatment/district psychiatry, home care,
social psychiatry, school, rehabilitation, hospital, nursing home,
special area, handicap assistant, or other).

Reach was assessed with the questions: “do you know
the campaign (MEDvirk)? (Yes, no or don’t know),” “where
have you heard of the campaign (MEDvirk)? (network, OHS
representative, colleagues, the Danish Working Environment
Authority, employer/sector association, the Sector-SpecificWork
Environment Community Organization for Public and Welfare
workplaces, trade union (FOA), website/newsletter, conference
or similar, flyer, other or don’t know/don’t remember) (you can
answer more than one)).” The union members were invited to

FIGURE 1 | Overview of the campaign activities and the data collection during the campaign period.
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answer these questions just after the launching of the campaign
(T3: 17th to 28th of November 2017), 5 months after the
launching (T4: 2th to 14th of February) and after the campaign
finished (T5: 12th to 31th of October 2018). Further before the
campaign started, it would have been impossible to know the
checklist and to establish a reference point we invited the union
members before the campaign started (T2: 21th to 31th of August
2017) to answer the same questions as a control.

Implementation was assessed with the question: “have you
seen this diploma at your workplace? (yes, no or don’t know)”
(showing a picture of the diploma). The union members were
then invited to answer the question just after the launching of
the campaign (T3: 17th to 28th of November 2017), 5 months
after the launching (T4: 2th to 14th of February) and after the
campaign finished (T5: 12th to 31th of October 2018). Again
as a control, the union members were invited to answer the
same question before the campaign started (T2: 21th to 31th of
August 2017).

Furthermore, in the last union survey and in an additional
union survey from January 2017 (T1) we included a question to
evaluate effectiveness: “does your workplace in general prioritize
the work environment? (to a very great extent, to a great extent,
to some extent, to a small extent, not at all or don’t know).”
See protocol paper for overview of the data collection and
timeline (18).

The Checklist Website
From the checklist website, we used user-specific information
from each visitor and work environment action. User data
were copied from “www.MEDvirknu.dk” user database and
pasted into an “.xlsx” file. Copied Metrics were “user name,”
“municipality,” “workplace name,” and “unique company
identification (p-Number).” All actions were downloaded as an
“.xlsx” file (incorporated function in the backend of the website),
including “municipality,” “workplace name,” “unique company
identification (p-Number),” “email,” “unique user-id,” “date for
created action,” “number of visits,” “number of actions,” “action,”
“date for edit,” “print,” and “answers to the 11 checkpoints.”

To assess adoption and maintenance both dataset were filtered
to only include users/actions from 4th of September 2017
until and including the 3rd of September 2018. Additionally,
data were filtered via user names and/or email to remove
project developer, internal and project associate users created
to highlight the checklist to potential users. The unique
company identification (p-number) at the user-specific dataset
was linked to information from the CVR to evaluate the
representativeness and characteristics of adopters. The CVR
dataset from “www.datacvr.virk.dk/data/” was filtered to include
all possible eldercare workplaces in Denmark (including
hospitals, home care, nursing home, 24-h care center (mental-
or physical disability or children and adolescents) or others
based on main and secondary sector (4,899 different eldercare
workplaces in Denmark). The information contained in the
CVR is: size (number of employees in intervals [<49 (small)
50–199 (medium) >200 (large)]), type of workplaces (nursing
home, home care, hospital, etc.), age (date for founding of

the workplace), and geographical position of the workplaces
[municipalities (region)].

To assess implementation, we coded actions into the
following different categories: physical surroundings, physical
exposure, psychological exposure, training during working
hours, organization, other or not usable.

Google Analytics
The website “www.MEDvirknu.dk” was associated with a Google
Analytics account. We downloaded day-by-day history as “.xlsx”
files from this account, between and including 4th of September
2017 and 3rd of September 2018. The metrics downloaded were
“date,” “segment,” “users,” and “bounce rate.” “Users” indicate
unique visitors, and will be used as a measure for reach.
Furthermore, month-by-month geographical data on city level
was also downloaded as “.xlsx” files from the google analytics
account, from and including 4th of September 2017 and 31st of
August 2018. Google Analytics determine geographical location
by the active users’ IP-address. The metrics downloaded were
“date-interval,” “segment,” “users,” “city,” “month,” and “year.”

User segment for both data downloads were limited to
users from the geographical location of Denmark. Month by
month geographical data were linked to a dataset from Statistics
Denmark including all cities in Denmark with more than
200 citizens and the belonging municipality (98 municipalities
in Denmark).

The activity at the checklist website was used to evaluate
reach (number of unique visitors to the online checklist website
(day to day activity, accumulated activity, and geographical
position) during the campaign) and the activity after different
dissemination activities.

Analyses
To test for differences between the workplaces that use the
checklist (adopters) and workplaces that do not use the checklist
(non-adopters) we performed ANOVA and t-test. To test for
differences between the union members who know the checklist
(reached) and union members who do not know the checklist
(non-reached) we performed ANOVA and t-test.

Union members who answered that they knew the campaign
or had seen the diploma before the start were excluded in the
analysis. For the analysis of where the members have heard of
the campaign, each time a union member has participated in the
survey and knows the campaign, the answer is included in the
analysis (minimum once and maximal three times).

For the effectiveness evaluation the inclusion criteria were:
participation in T1 and T5. We excluded respondents who
answered “don’t know” and respondents who knew the campaign
before campaign start (T2). Respondents who knew the campaign
was based on T3, T4, and T5. To investigate the prioritizing
of work environment before the campaign started and after
the campaign, we performed a repeated ANCOVA with time
(T1 and T5) as the within-participants factor, and the between-
participants factor (knows the campaign) as the dependent
variable. We adjusted for age and gender.
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RESULTS

Dissemination
Table 1 provides an overview of the dissemination activities
to promote the checklist over a period of 12 months. The
dissemination activities included digital elements, physical
appearance as e.g., oral presentations, campaign materials, and
printed elements. The checklist and all the activities were in
Danish. Approximately 55,000 people were subscribed to receive
the newsletters by the different partner organizations where the
checklist was promoted andmore than 500 people participated in
oral presentations or training sessions (physical presence). There
were more than 26,000 likes on partner organizations’ Facebook
who shared the checklist, the campaign video or articles about the
checklist. Paper elements (a letter, printed checklist, andmagnets)
were sent to 1,079 nursing homes, 627 home care units, and 98
different administrative departments of the municipalities.

In Table 1, the number of potential reached and the actual
reached can be seen. Within each activity, we estimated
the potential reach. For the digital elements potential reach
included likes, followers and subscribers. For the physical
presence potential, reach included participants. In addition, the
number of adopting workplaces can be seen from the different
dissemination methods used to promote the checklist. This
provides an overview of the effect of the different dissemination
strategies. Table 1 shows that oral presentations and meetings
may be good strategies to reach people. Several times we
reached a high proportion of the potential reached during oral
presentations and training sessions (physical presence) compared
to dissemination actions using digital elements, As an example,
the 6th of September we held an oral presentation for around
250 participants (the same day we also had a training session for
around 90–100 participants), resulting in 154 visits. The 27th of
September we shared the checklist on Facebook with a potential
reach of around 17,000 and a newsletter was sent to almost
10,000, resulting in 153 (237) visits.

In Table 2, an overview of where the respondents have heard
of the campaign during the 1-year campaign is presented.
During the campaign, 1,168 respondents answered the question
(response rate 99.7% of all who indicated to know the checklist).
Almost 60% have heard of the campaign from the trade union
FOA, more than 30% from their OHS representative and around
20% have heard of it from colleagues or network.

Reach (Organizational Level)
Unique Visitors
From 4th of September 2017 until 3rd of September 2018, we had
3,644 unique visitors to the website hosting the digital checklist
(average of 10 unique visitors per day during the 364 campaign
days). Within the first 3 months, we had 2,277 unique visitors to
the website (average of 25 unique visitors per day during the first
3 months). The number of unique visitors peaked within the first
couple of months; within the last 6 months of the campaign, 571
unique visitors visited the website (average of 3 unique visitors
per day during the last 6 months). The bounce percentage, i.e.,
percentage of visitors leaving the website after only viewing one
page, was 30% (n = 1,089). After the campaign period and until

September 2019 people still visited the website, however the
unique number of visitors decreased after the campaign period
(average of 2 unique visitors per day after the campaign). Figure 2
gives an overview of the monthly and total number of visitors on
the website during and after the campaign.

Geographic Location
Within the 1st month of the campaign, visitors from 82 different
municipalities in Denmark were reached (84%). Within the same
period, 39 municipalities were reached with at least five unique
visitors from each of the 39 municipalities. This number was
unchanged for the rest of the campaign period. After 3 months,
89 differentmunicipalities in Denmark were reached (91%). After
1 year, visitors from 94 different municipalities in Denmark were
reached (96%) (data not shown).

Adoption
In total, 534 visitors (n = 15% of unique visitors) created an
account and logged in to the website (adopters). Within the 12
months of the campaign, visitors from 88 different municipalities
created an account and logged in to the website (from 56 visitors
we had no information about municipality). Top three adopting
municipalities were all placed in Zealand (10% of all eligible
workplaces were located in Copenhagen, 8% in Frederiksberg,
and 7% in Ringsted).

Of the 534 created accounts, 230 of the accounts were linked
to a target p-number, from 199 different workplaces (from 1 to
7 accounts per workplace) and defined as eligible workplaces,
meaning that 4% of all possible eldercare workplaces in Denmark
adopted the checklist. A special focus within the dissemination
strategy was the nursing homes. Of 1,089 nursing homes, 88
nursing homes adopted the checklist, corresponding to 8%. Of
the 199 identified workplaces, the users came from 74 different
municipalities within Denmark (data not shown). There were
304 of the created accounts that were without a p-number, and
defined as ineligible workplaces (from other sectors than the
eldercare sector). Some of the adopting ineligible workplaces
were from unidentified eldercare workplaces, however a large
amount were from other sectors (schools, administrations,
municipality, childcare, the Danish Working Environment
Authority, and trade union). See Figure 3, for a flow diagram of
possible adopters, adopters, and use of the checklist.

In Table 3, characteristics of the workplaces that adopted the
checklist and workplaces that did not adopt the checklist are
presented. A significant higher proportion of workplaces that
adopted the checklist were placed in the capital region, were
more often nursing home, home care, or hospital, medium sized
workplaces or founded before year 2000 compared to workplaces
that did not adopt the checklist.

Reach—Individual Level (Knowledge of the
Campaign)
Seven thousand three hundred and fifty-four union members
from the Social and Health Service Sector were invited to
participate in the survey before the campaign started−2,574
answered (response rate 35%). There were 181 survey members
who responded that they knew the checklist before the campaign
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TABLE 1 | Dissemination activities to promote the checklist (MEDvirknu.dk) during the 1-year campaign.

Timing Dissemination Action Reach Adopting

Potential Eligible workplaces Ineligible workplaces

Digital elements Reached/nd Reached/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne

04-Sep-17 Checklist shared on the project group’s

own LinkedIn profiles

NA 111 (298) 0 (7) 0 (9) 4 (10) 4 (11)

Article about the checklist on the

Sector-Specific Work Environment

Community Organization for Public and

Welfare workplaces ()

NA

News about the checklist on the Danish

Knowledge Center for Work Environments

webpage

NA

Special newsletter about the checklist to

those subscribed to receive the Danish

Knowledge Center for Work Environment’s

newsletter

21,000

subscribeda

News about the checklist shared on the

project leader’s (researcher) LinkedIn

profile (Danish and English)

669 followersb

05-Sep-17 Checklist shared on The Danish Working

Environment Authorities’ LinkedIn

4,189 followersb 187 (341) 7 (12) 9 (16) 6 (39) 7 (41)

Online article in the sector-based

magazine “Pleje” (care) about the checklist

NA

News about the checklist at the National

Research Center for the Working

Environment’s official website

(www.nfa.dk)

NA

07-Sep-17 Newsletter about the checklist to those

subscribed to receive The National

Research Center for the Working

Environment’s newsletter

4,100 subscribeda 92 (132) 1 (2) 1 (2) 5 (8) 5 (8)

News about the checklist on a Facebook

page generated in the development

process of the checklist, primarily targeted

at workers in the eldercare sector with the

aim of sharing knowledge on how to

create a good work environment (The

page is named “SKAB JER”)

253 Facebook

likesb

14-Sep-17 Checklist shared on “FOA Vejle’s”

Facebook (sub-group within the large

union within the sector)

411

Facebook-likesb
36 (80) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (7) 3 (8)

15-Sep-17 Checklist shared on The National

Research Center for Working

Environment’s Facebook page

1,448 Facebook

likesc
44 (49) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 5 (5)

27-Sep-17 Newsletter about the checklist to those

subscribed to receive the Sector-Specific

Work Environment Community

Organization for Public and Welfare

workplaces

9,876 subscribeda 153 (237) 3 (7) 3 (7) 3 (4) 3 (5)

Checklist shared on “Godt arbejdsmiljø”s

(good working environment) Facebook

group (associated with the Sector-Specific

Work Environment Community

Organization for Public and Welfare

workplaces)

16,888

Facebook-likesb

28-Sep-17 Newsletter about the checklist to those

subscribed to receive The Danish Working

Environment Authorities’ newsletter

20,000

subscribeda

84 (108) 4 (4) 4 (4) 1 (1) 2 (2)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Timing Dissemination Action Reach Adopting

Potential Eligible workplaces Ineligible workplaces

Digital elements Reached/nd Reached/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne

Repost of “Godt Arbejdsmiljø”s Facebook

post, on “SKAB JER”s Facebook

253

Facebook-likesb
24 (36)

10-Oct-17 Campaign movie about the checklist

shared on “SKAB JER” Facebook page

253 Facebook-

likesb/4,400 views

of the campaign

moviec

23 (54) 0 (0) 0 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0)

10-Oct-17 Campaign movie about the checklist

shared on The National Research Center

for Working environments’ Facebook page

1,448 Facebook-

likesc/4,400 views

of the campaign

moviec

19-Oct-17 Checklist shared on “SKAB JER”s

Facebook page

253

Facebook-likesb
12 (38) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (1) 0 (1)

19-Oct-17 Campaign movie about the checklist

shared on The Danish schools for nursing

aides’ Facebook

2,793

Facebook-likesb

24-Oct-17 Campaign movie about the checklist

shared on “Godt arbejdmsiljø”s (good

working environment) Facebook

16,888

Facebook-likesb
31 (47) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (1) 0 (1)

14-Nov-17 Newsletter about the checklist to those

subscribed to receive the Sector-Specific

Work Environment Community

Organization for Public and Welfare

workplaces newsletter

9,876 subscribeda 88 (123) 1 (1) 1 (1) 3 (3) 3 (3)

07-Dec-17 Newsletter about the checklist to those

subscribed to receive Danish

physiotherapists’ newsletter

NA 43 (65) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Internal newsletter about the checklist to

employees in the Ministry of Employment

NA

15-Jan-18 Article about the checklist shared on

topic-specific Facebook page regarding

interventions for musculoskeletal health at

public workplaces, published and edited

by a section under the Ministry of

Employment

18,477

Facebook-likesb
11 (20) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

30-Jan-18 Repost of the Sector-Specific Work

Environment Community Organization for

Public and Welfare workplaces article on

“SKAB JER”s Facebook

253

Facebook-likesb
42 (72) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (2) 3 (3)

30-Jan-18 News at the Sector-Specific Work

Environment Community Organization for

Public and Welfare workplaces website

(www.arbejdsmiljoweb.dk) - interview with

the project leader

NA

14 May-18 Checklist shared on “Godt arbejdsmiljø”s

(good working environment) Facebook

16,888

Facebook-likesb
28 (87) 0 0 (0) 0 (1) 0 (0)

15 May-18 Checklist shared on “Godt arbejdsmiljøs”

(good working environment) Facebook

16,888

Facebook-likesb
59 (73) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1)

Physical presence Participants/n Reached/nf Workplaces/nf Actions/nf Workplaces/nf Actions/nf

05-Sep-17 Oral presentation of the checklist at the

yearly Working Environmental Conference

organized by the Local Government

Denmark (central organization of all Danish

municipalities), with representatives from

most of the Danish municipalities

≈100 participants 187 7 9 6 7

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Timing Dissemination Action Reach Adopting

Potential Eligible workplaces Ineligible workplaces

Digital elements Reached/nd Reached/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne

06-Sep-17 Oral presentation at a conference for local

work environment representatives within

the eldercare sector—organized by the

sector-specific work environment

Community Organization for Public and

Welfare workplaces

≈250 participants 154 5 7 33 34

Training in use of the website and checklist

of all Danish Working Environment

Authority inspectors within the elder care

sector

≈90–100

participants

21-Sep-17 Oral presentation of the checklist at the

trade union for eldercare

workers—FOA—for employee

representatives situated at regional union

offices (i.e., coordinators and advisors of

local employee representatives at

workplaces)

NA 40 6 6 4 4

5-Oct-17 Oral presentation for the Working

Environment Authorities employee club of

therapists (typically inspectors) (project

leader promoting the checklist)

≈40 participants 46 6 6 13 13

25-Oct-17 Oral presentation at the yearly conference

for teachers in the common labor parties’

school for work environment that trains

work environment representatives in

Denmark.

NA 16 0 0 1 1

26-Oct-17 Oral presentation at the yearly conference

for teachers in the common labor parties’

school for work environment that trains

work environment representatives in

Denmark.

NA 11 0 0 0 0

22-Nov-17 Theme-day for work environment groups

in eldercare sections in a municipality

≈80 participants 53 13 14 8 7

28-Nov-17 Oral presentation at the work environment

conference for work environment

consultants and other occupational health

and safety representatives (not

sector-specific)

52 participants 47 0 0 2 2

22-Jan-18 Instruction and facilitation of usage of the

checklist for work environment groups in a

municipality

13 participants 14 3 7 1 1

22-Mar-18 Network meeting for OSH representative

(not sector-specific)

≈40 Participants 40 6 6 23 26

Articles in magazines Circulation/n

5-Sep-17 Article about the checklist in the magazine

“Arbejdsmiljø” (Working Environment),

which covers working environment and is

distributed by a section under the Ministry

of Employment

6,600

29-Sep-17 Article about the checklist in the magazine

“Pleje” (Care)

7,944

17-Apr-18 Article about the checklist in the magazine

“Arbejdsmiljø” (Working Environment)

6,600

Campaign materials Views/n

10 Oct-17 Campaign movie published 717 viewsb

9 Oct-17 Introduction movie of the checklist

published

695 viewsb

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Timing Dissemination Action Reach Adopting

Potential Eligible workplaces Ineligible workplaces

Digital elements Reached/nd Reached/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne Workplaces/ne Actions/ne

Paper elements Sent out/n

Dec-17 Letter, 5 × postcards and one magnet 1,079 nursing

homes and 627

home care

Letter and 3 × postcard 98 different

administrative

departments of

the municipalities

Data collected per: a5 Apr 2017, b18 Dec 2018, and c3 Jan 2019 NA, not available dNumber of followers/subscribed and eNumber of reached/adopting workplaces/actions the day,

the digital element occurred (Number of reached/adopting workplaces/actions the day, the activity occurred + the day after the digital element occurred), fNumber of reached/adopting

workplaces/actions the day, the dissemination activity occurred.

For digital elements, you can see the reach and adopting workplaces and actions for the day of the activity and the day after. For other dissemination elements, you can see the reach

and adopting workplaces and actions.

TABLE 2 | Overview of where the survey-members have heard of the campaign.

Knowledge of the checklist (N = 1.168)

N %

Trade union (FOA) 681 58

OHS representative 400 34

Network 233 20

Colleagues 214 18

Website/newsletter 196 17

Brochure/flyer 83 7

Don’t know/remember 79 7

The Sector-Specific Work Environment

Community Organization for Public and

Welfare workplaces

73 6

The Danish Working Environment Authority 47 4

Employer/sector association 46 4

Conference 31 3

Other 30 3

Answers 2.113 –

OHS, Occupational Health and Safety.

started (143 union members participated in the following three
rounds and were excluded) and 152 had seen the diploma before
the campaign started (123 union members participated in the
following three rounds). Two months after the launch of the
campaign 7,917 union members were invited to participate in
the survey−2,891 answered (response rate 37%). Five months
after the launch, 7,875 union members were again invited−2,877
answered (respond rate 37%). Finally, after the campaign finished
(13 months after the launch), 8,399 union members were
invited−3,055 answered (respond rate 36%). before, during and
after the campaign, 5,118 unique union members participated
in the survey. During and after the campaign, 4,692 unique
union members answered the question. of these, 17% (n = 754),
of the union members answered at least once, that they have
gained knowledge of the checklist during the campaign and

were considered reached. However, given that the total number
of eldercare workers are ∼100,000, the reach of total eldercare
workers in Denmark can be considered to be 0.8%. Two months
after the launch of the campaign, 9% (n = 252) of the union
members were reached. Five months after the launch, 13% (n =

367) of the union members were reached and after 13 months
(after the campaign finished), 13% (n = 380) of the union
members were reached.

In Table 4, characteristics of reached and non-reached union
members are presented (characteristics from the first time the
respondent was reached). Overall, the characteristics are similar.
However, a higher (non-significant) proportion of the reached
had a position of trust than the non-reached.

Implementation
Organizational Level
Of the 199 eligible workplaces (in total 230 accounts, meaning
some workplaces createdmore than one account), that created an
account on the website, 92 workplaces (46%) defined an action
and 12 (13%) workplaces defined a second action. Overall 108
different actions were defined. However, a higher proportion of
the users who created an account from ineligible workplaces
defined an action, compared to users from eligible workplaces.
Table 5 shows the types of actions defined by eligible workplaces.
The most common action was related to improvements in the
physical surroundings and the least common action was change
in the physical exposures.

Figure 4 shows how frequent workplaces checked that the
implementation concept point was already in place or not,
by the time the workplaces filled in the checklist. The three
implementation concept points which were most frequently
already in place by the time the workplaces filled in the checklist
were “does the supervisor support the action?,” “does the action
deal with what’s “top of mind” among the employees?” and
“does the action deal with an everyday problem?” The two
implementation concept points, which were most frequently not
in place, was “have you involved all relevant employees?” and
“have resources been allocated?”
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FIGURE 2 | Overview of the accumulated and monthly Danish visitors during the campaign period and after the campaign period.

FIGURE 3 | Flow diagram showing adopters and users of the checklist among eligible/ineligible workplaces in Denmark.

Individual Level
Table 6 shows the distribution of printed diplomas, letters and
tips by non-revised and revised actions. A higher proportion of
users who revised their action printed the diploma, letter and

tips, compared to the non-revised actions. During and after the
campaign, 4,569 unique union members answered the question
whether they had seen the diploma at their workplace. Of these,
17% (N = 762) answered at least once, that they had seen the
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TABLE 3 | Characteristics of the workplaces who adopted and did not adopt the checklist.

Characteristic of the workplace Adopting workplaces

(N = 199)

Non-adopting

workplaces (N = 4,700)

Differences

adopting/non-

adopting

workplaces

Geographical position (regions) N % N % p-value

North Jutland 22 11 684 15 0.011

Central Jutland 40 20 1,060 23

The Southern part of Denmark 44 22 1,058 23

Zealand 30 15 849 18

Capital 63 32 1,049 22

Type of workplace (based on main sector) 0.000

Nursing home 88 44 1,001 22

Home care 33 17 571 12

Hospital 21 11 242 5

24-h care center (mental disability) 22 11 1,048 23

24-h care center (physical disability) 9 5 285 6

24-h care center (children and young) 1 1 453 10

Other 25 13 1,100 24

Size of workplace (Employees)* 0.000

Small 62 35 2,257 65

Medium 91 51 1,127 32

Large 24 14 104 3

Missing 22 – 1,212 –

Size of workplace (fulltime employees)* 0.000

Small 83 47 2,610 75

Medium 73 41 802 23

Large 21 12 76 2

Missing 22 – 1,212 –

Workplace start-up 0.000

Before 2000 101 51 1,584 34

2000–2010 44 22 1,191 25

After 2010 54 27 1,925 41

*in 2015

diploma at their workplace. Two months after the campaign
started 8% (N = 210) had seen the diploma at their workplace,
5 months after the campaign started, 15% (N = 429) had seen the
diploma at their workplace and after the campaign finished, 12%
(N = 343) had seen the diploma at their workplace.

Maintenance
There were 31 (29%) of the actions that were revised (see
Figure 3). Of the workplaces who defined an action, a higher
proportion of the users who were employed at eligible workplaces
returned to the website and defined a new action, compared
to users from ineligible workplaces. From eligible workplaces a
higher proportion of the users revised their action. For eligible
workplaces who revised their action, 35% revised the action the
same day, 20% revised their action within 1 week, 16% revised
their action within 30 days (and more than 7 days), and the
remaining 29% revised after 30 days (maximum 202 days after
the action were created). Table 5 shows revised actions defined
by eligible workplaces.

Effectiveness
The unadjusted and adjusted (for gender and age) mean rating
of the prioritization of the work environment for reached
and non-reached union members, before the campaign started
(baseline) and after the campaign, remained the same (0.35)
and there was no significant group by time effect. However,
there was a significant difference between the reached and non-
reached union members. In general, reached union members
were employed at workplaces, where the prevention of the work
environment were prioritized to a higher degree, compared to
non-reached union members (<0.001).

DISCUSSION

We evaluated the dissemination of a checklist for improving
implementation of work environment initiatives in the Danish
eldercare using the RE-AIM framework. One year after the
launch of the campaign, almost all municipalities in Denmark
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TABLE 4 | Characteristic of the Union (FOA) survey-members who were “reached” before the campaign started (and therefor excluded), reached during the campaign

and not reached.

Characteristic of FOAs survey-members Reached before the

campaign started

(N = 181)

Reached

(N = 754)

Non-reached

(N = 3.795)

Differences between

reached/non reached

N % N % N % p-value

Gender (women) 164 91 691 92 3.466 91 0.779

Age (years (SD years)) 52.5 (9.0) 50.1 (10.2) 49.7 (10.3) 0.461

Manager (yes) 7 4 6 1 54 1 0.168

Position of trust 0.070

No position of trust 113 62 512 68 3,272 86

Employee representative 43 24 121 16 318 8

OHS representative 24 13 117 16 187 5

OHS representative and employee representative 1 1 4 1 18 0

Employer 0.116

Municipality or an self-governing institution 142 78 627 83 3.082 81

Region 29 16 93 12 530 14

Private/private resident 7 4 26 3 151 4

State 1 1 0 0 5 0

Other/don’t know 2 1 7 1 24 1

Missing – – 2 – 3 –

Workplace 0.885

Nursing home 72 40 321 43 1,591 42

Home care 48 27 210 28 1,083 29

Hospital 22 12 58 8 339 9

Other 39 22 165 22 782 21

OHS, Occupational Health and Safety.

The number and percent or mean and standard deviation (SD) are presented.

TABLE 5 | Categories of actions and revised actions defined by eligible workplaces, listed according to frequency (high-low).

Action Actions by eligible

workplaces

Revised actions by

eligible workplaces

N % N %

Physical surroundings (e.g., use of assistive

devices/reduce noise)

25 23 7 23

Physical exposure (e.g., reduce lift/awareness of

pain)

11 10 5 16

Psychological exposure (e.g., reduce workload/no

bullying)

14 13 6 19

Training during working hours (e.g., cardio/elastic

training)

15 14 4 13

Organization (e.g.,

meeting/communication/collaboration/education/information)

20 19 4 13

Other (e.g., improve the work environment/starting

different processes)

17 16 4 13

Not usable 6 6 1 3

Total 108 100 31 100

had visited the website (96%). Among all eligible workplaces,
4% of eligible workplaces actually adopted the checklist covering
8% of all nursing homes in Denmark. In the following, we

will discuss whether this is a satisfying number of adopters,
what affected the adoption percentage, and whether adopters
succeeded with implementation.
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FIGURE 4 | The distribution of workplaces where the implementation concept point was already in place or not in place by the time they filled in the checklist by

eligible workplaces (high to low).

TABLE 6 | Distribution of printed diploma, letter and tips by non-revised and

revised actions by eligible workplaces.

Non-revised actions

(n = 77)

Revised actions

(n = 31)

N % N %

Print

Diploma 36 47 26 84

Letter 15 19 12 39

Tips 29 38 15 48

The Impact of Different Dissemination
Strategies
Due to several activities at the same time, it is not possible
to isolate the impact of each activity separately. However,
one of our main findings regarding dissemination of the
checklist was that physical presence at workplaces, at sector-
specific conferences and at meetings was an effective way to
reach the target population. This is emphasized in our data,
as the three municipalities adopting the checklist the most,
are also the municipalities we visited the most during the
campaign. Andersen and colleagues found that workplace visits
affected the number of website visits that are in line with our
findings (21). The strategy was that the OHS representatives and
employee representatives at the workplaces would disseminate
the knowledge about the checklist further to the rest of the
employees in their respective workplaces (22). Our findings show,
that we succeeded in doing this, as the trade union FOA and
OHS representatives are the most frequent sources from which

the respondents have heard of the checklist. Further, network
and colleagues were the third and fourth highest ranked sources.
This is in accordance with previous findings that the channels
that intended audiences already trust and access for information
is crucial (10). It seems like the dissemination strategy was
successful in terms of covering Denmark geographically. A year
after the campaign started, we succeeded in reaching 96% of the
municipalities in Denmark.

Reached Eldercare Workers
The campaign reached 17% of the respondents from the
union survey—this corresponds to a reach of 17,000 eldercare
workers nationwide, if assuming that the survey is representative.
Another national campaign in Denmark targeting public-sector
employees with a mixture of networking activities, workplace
visits, and a mass media outreach with topics related to job
and body (e.g., musculoskeletal pain, movement and work), also
reached 17% of their target population over a period of 3 years
(21). Although previous findings also suggests that campaigns
using internet and social media seem to reach workplace-based
audiences, how to best reach the employees who are audiences
for OHS information remains a challenge (23, 24).

Among the sample of reached employees, employees with a
position of trust (OHS or employee representatives) were over-
represented. Further, the reached employees were employed at
workplaces where they reported the work environment to be
more highly prioritized than non-reached employees reported.
A highly prioritized work environment effort may indicate
good organization around the work environment practice.
The checklist is highly adaptable to fit in line with a well-
organized and structural work environment practice, and this
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may explain our reach of employees from workplaces with
higher prioritization. For example, for the checklist to be
useful, the workplaces should be quite aware what actions
they aim to implement and why. Furthermore, previous studies
have shown that workplace readiness for change is a strong
indicator for a successful implementation of workplace health
programs (25). A good work environment practice may also
cultivate the readiness for change. To target workplaces where
the work environment is less prioritized may require a special
focus on preparation and creating organizational readiness to
work with work environment issues and a special focus in the
dissemination strategy.

Which Workplaces Use the Checklist and
How?
The campaign disseminated the checklist to all regions
in Denmark, and 199 workplaces adopted the checklist,
corresponding to 4% of all eligible workplaces in Denmark. A
special focus within the dissemination strategy was the nursing
homes. Of 1,089 nursing homes, 88 nursing homes adopted the
checklist, and corresponding to 8%.

While 4% is a low fraction, we consider 199 workplaces
and 8% of all nursing homes in Denmark in action after
a campaign quite a success. If all 199 workplaces get an
actual output of the checklist, this is likely to affect ∼4,000
employees’ work environment positively. Considering the fact
that the campaign was merely motivating—with no incitements
or legal requirements, and the fact that it was a relatively low
financed campaign merely financed by research funding, the
dissemination and workplace adoption rate was successful. It is
even likely, that having continued the intense campaign of the
first 3 months for a longer period, and supporting this with
more good examples of implementation, could have increased
dissemination further. However, the biggest issue regarding
gaining impact of this campaign does not seem to be the
dissemination—but in the implementation and maintenance.

Developing both the content and the concept of the
checklist with much user and stakeholder involvement, higher
implementation rates than 46% of the adopters could likely
have been expected. Furthermore, a relatively low number of
the adopters (13%) used the checklist twice, indicating, that
the incentives for returning to the checklist were not strong
enough. However, we have data showing that the use of the
checklist was broad in scopes [both physical and psychosocial
work environment challenges were addressed (see Table 5)] and
the workplaces generally reported to be lacking several of the
implementation concept points to reach full implementation,
both of which may explain the relatively low implementation
rate. Regarding the broadness in scope,—this is in line with
the aim of the checklist a possible explanation for this is the
complexity of multiple work demands resulting in many different
work environment challenges. Rasmussen et al. (26) find a
similar trend among the same target population. Regarding the
implementation concept points lacking among the users, most
actions were supported by the supervisor, in line with what was
“top on mind” among employees and dealt with an everyday

problem (27, 28). These are three highly relevant implementation
concept points to cover early in an implementation process.
Particularly the implementation concept point of supervisor
support has been shown to be important for implementation
of workplace initiatives (20, 29). However, to become successful
with the implementation of a new action it is important to
work with all 11 implementation concept points (19), and
none of the workplaces had all implementation concept points
covered. Still, the majority of the adopters did not return to
the checklist. One reason may be that they did cover the
remaining implementation concept points after the first usage
of the checklist, but did not have the incitements to fill in the
checklist again. Another potential explanation for the lack of
returning users may be found in those implementation concept
points that the workplaces generally did not cover by the first
time of usage. For example, lack of resources allocated was one
of the most frequent implementation concept points not dealt
with by the first usage. Lack of resources may disrupt the entire
progress of the implementation and thus explain the low number
of returning users (30). Another implementation concept point
with low coverage was the involvement of all relevant employees
(31). Involvement of many employees in participatory processes
is shown to be highly demanding on organizations and may
have disrupted further implementation (26). Overall, it is likely,
that some workplaces found usage of the checklist and actually
obtained the implementation, they expected. However, it is also
likely, that some implementation processes were disrupted due to
the checklist making the workplaces aware of the high demands
for implementation of new habits. Ultimately, the checklist may
help workplaces quit unrealistic actions and focus on smaller,
more implementable actions.

What Is the Effectiveness?
Considering the relatively low implementation of the checklist, it
would be unrealistic to expect a large effect. Furthermore, those
who were reached by the campaign scored higher at baseline on
the prioritization of the work environment compared to those
not reached. At follow-up, both groups reported a non-significant
decrease in prioritization of the work environment. Data from
a national Danish work environment survey conducted in 2012,
2014, 2016, and in 2018 also reporting the prioritizing of the work
environment from the eldercare sector indicate the same overall
decreasing of the prioritizing in the period (32). Overall, it is
challenging to disentangle the effect of behavioral interventions
in observational designs, as the effectiveness and real life impact
of the intervention (in this project the effect of using the checklist
in implementing new routines in the work environment) is
highly sensitive to so many factors that cannot be directed in an
evaluation, particularly not when implementation is low.

Strengths and Limitations
We used all five components in the RE-AIM framework to
evaluate the impact of the checklist, which is a strength of
the study. Evaluation of a dissemination project like this is
complex, and therefore the RE-AIM framework was the best
suited framework for guiding the evaluation. Because of the
complexity it is difficult to separate the effect of all the activities
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and therefore the overall impact as stated earlier is also difficult
to highlight as one final quantity. A strength of the study was
the systematic dissemination strategy using a large variation of
dissemination channels, and to ensure a sustainable change we
involved a broad range of relevant stakeholders in the eldercare
sector. The involvement of stakeholder resulted in a large support
for the campaign activities, large dissemination, but insufficient
implementation. Finally, another strength of this study was the
use of multiple data sources not only using self-reported data.

Limitations are that we were unable to evaluate “offline”
usage of the checklist, which was also part of the campaign.
Furthermore, campaign intensity was highest in the first 3
months and the evaluation time was only 12 months. Prolonging
the intense campaign activities and the evaluation period
and supporting the maintenance/returning users would have
increased the relevance of effect evaluation and a more full
impact evaluation. Another limitation is, that the many different
dissemination strategies couldn’t be measured. This could have
actually made the results appear less robust than they might have
been. A limitation for adoption, is that we could not connect
all 534 accounts to a specific workplace to see whether they
all were eligible workplaces. So this means that our adoption
might be underestimated. In addition to this, users who are
reported as reached could actually also be those who are reported
in adoption. Adoption is meant to represent organizational
uptake of the tool. However, with one registered user in one
organization, the data cannot reveal whether the user represents
the entire organization (i.e., cooperating with other members
of the health and safety organization) or if the user operates
singlehandedly. This means that our measure of adoption may be
biased—both possibly underestimated because all users couldn’t
be matched to a certain workplace, but also likely overestimated
as a measure of adoption, because some users may not have
implemented the tool organizationally. Our study of adoption
should therefore be considered in the light of this limitation.

Implications
This study contributes to the field of research to practice or
knowledge translation. First, it constitutes an example of how
to disseminate and translate research knowledge to a relatively
large fraction of the nursing homes in Denmark. Furthermore,
it gives input on what the implementation concept points that
may hinder implementation in the eldercare workplaces are.
Finally, it maps out useful communication channels in the sector
and topics for action that are top of mind in the adopting
workplaces. Disemmination strategies are difficult to track and
measure. Future research should consider innovative ways to
track user-journeys between dissemination efforts and usage,
i.e., through interviews of the users or by various kinds of
digital footprints.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study shows that a 1-year stakeholder-
supported national campaign can disseminate knowledge to a
large number of workplaces in the Danish eldercare sector. Useful

dissemination channels are those, which the target population
already trusts, and access for information. Implementation of
the checklist was not satisfactory, and good implementation may
require a certain level of organizational readiness for change.
Usage of the checklist may reveal that implementation is more
demanding than expected by Danish eldercare workplaces.
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Introduction: Despite the important role that faith-based organizations can play in

eliminating health disparities, few studies have focused on organizational change and

maintenance of interventions in this setting, making their long-term impact unknown. This

study reports 24-month maintenance of the Faith, Activity, and Nutrition (FAN) program in

a southeastern county. Previously reported findings of reach, adoption, implementation,

and effectiveness are also summarized.

Methods: Church coordinators from 35 intervention churches (97% predominantly

African American) located in a rural, medically underserved county in South Carolina

were interviewed at baseline (2015), and 12- and 24-months post-training regarding

implementation of physical activity (PA) and healthy eating (HE) components of the FAN

program. Guided by the RE-AIM framework, organizational maintenance was defined

as church coordinator-reported 24-month implementation of the four FAN components

(providing opportunities, setting guidelines/policies, sharingmessages, engaging pastor).

Repeated measures analyses (mixed models) examined change in implementation over

time. Churches were also classified asmaintainers, non-sustained implementers, and low

implementers for each FAN component. Statistical analyses were conducted in 2019.

Results: Church coordinators reported significantly greater implementation of both PA

and HE FAN components at 12 and 24 months compared to baseline (medium to large

effects). The percentage of churches classified as maintainers ranged from 21 to 42 and

27 to 94% across PA and HE components, respectively. Most churches (58% for PA,

97% for HE) were maintaining at least one FAN component at 24 months.

Conclusions: These promising findings position FANwell for the national implementation

study now underway.

Trial Registration: This study is registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov NCT02868866.

Keywords: RE-AIM, physical activity, nutrition, community, faith-based, maintenance, sustainability
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INTRODUCTION

Most U.S. adults (70.6%) report a Christian affiliation, and
around 36% report attendance at religious services at least
once per week (1, 2). Faith-based settings are a viable setting
for health promotion efforts, but a number of gaps in the
literature limit the ability to scale-up programs for wider
dissemination. For example, only 9% of studies in a recent review
reported implementation fidelity (3), and studies examining the
sustainability or maintenance of intervention effects are rare.
Furthermore, most interventions focus on individual rather
than organizational (church) level outcomes. Faith, Activity, and
Nutrition (FAN) is an evidence-based program designed to help
churches make policy, systems, and environmental change to
support physical activity (PA) and healthy eating (HE). Based
on its significant impact on improving church attendees’ PA and
dietary change, FAN is indexed in the National Cancer Institute’s
Research Tested Intervention Programs (4) and is cited as a
promising intervention in the Rural Health Information Hub
(5). Most recently we undertook the FAN dissemination and
implementation (D&I) study in two phases. In the first phase
of the FAN D&I study, we partnered with a county coalition to
offer FAN to all churches in a county in South Carolina. In the
second phase of the FAN D&I study, we partnered with a large
religious denomination and offered FAN to all churches of that
denomination in the state. Phase 1 is the focus of this paper.

The FAN D&I study was guided by the RE-AIM framework
(6). Phase 1 of the study included an examination of each
component of the framework. The primary goal of this paper
is to report the 24-month maintenance of FAN in intervention
churches participating in Phase 1. A secondary goal of the paper
is to summarize previously published findings from the other
RE-AIM components in Phase 1—reach, effectiveness, adoption,
and implementation—so that readers have a full understanding
of how the full RE-AIM framework was applied in this study
and the major findings. The reader is referred to previous papers
for more details regarding adoption, reach, effectiveness, and
12-month implementation of FAN; (7, 8) recruitment, training,
and implementation of the trainings and technical assistance by
community health advisors; (9) and barriers and facilitators to
12-month implementation (10).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design
Phase 1 of the FAN D&I study was a group-randomized trial
and an academic-community partnership (7). The study was
conducted in Fairfield County, South Carolina (23,956 residents)
(11), a medically underserved and health professional shortage
area (12). A high proportion of residents are Black/African
American (59.1%), and 21.2% of residents live in poverty (11, 13).

All churches (N = 132) in the county were invited to
participate in the study. Enrolled churches (N = 59) were
randomized to either an intervention (n= 39) or control (delayed
intervention, n = 20) condition. The delayed intervention
control churches were trained 12-months after intervention
churches were trained and after effectiveness measurements were

taken. This delayed treatment design allowed us to compare
intervention to control churches on 12-month implementation
and effectiveness. This design was also deemed acceptable
by the community who viewed 1 year as a realistic time
to wait for the full training. However, because the delayed
intervention control group was trained and had 1 year of
implementation at the 24-month follow up assessment, it was
not possible to compare intervention to true control churches
at 24 months. As a result, this paper examines whether the
implementation outcomes seen at 12 months, which were
significantly different than measurements taken at 12 months
in control churches, were maintained in the intervention
churches at the 24-month assessment. As reported elsewhere (7),
97% of intervention churches had predominantly Black/African
American members, 42% had <50 regular attendees, and the
most common religious denominations were Baptist (46%), non-
denominational or independent (26%), AME/AME Zion (11%),
and Pentecostal (8%).

FAN Intervention
FAN is an evidence-based program that helps churches to
create policy, systems, and environmental changes to support
increased PA and HE in members. It was developed using
a community-based participatory research approach in which
church leaders, church lay representatives, and university staff
and faculty collaborated to develop, implement, and evaluate
the program (14). Guided by Cohen’s structural model of
health behavior (15), FAN’s four structural components are to
provide opportunities, set guidelines (policies), engage pastors,
and share messages for PA and HE. As described elsewhere
(7, 8), the university collaborated with community organizations
in Fairfield County, SC to identify and train community health
advisors who, in turn, delivered trainings, and provided technical
assistance to churches (9).

Each participating church formed a committee, led by
a church coordinator (liaison with the research staff and
responsible for coordinating the implementation efforts in the
church). Church committees attended a 1 day training where
they were guided through an active “assessment and planning”
process that was organized according to the four structural
components of FAN. While there was a set of activities that all
churches were asked to implement (i.e., distribute bulletin inserts
or handouts, share messages during worship services about PA
and HE, distribute educational materials, create a FAN bulletin
board to display PA andHEmaterials to congregants, and suggest
guidelines/policies that the pastor could set), churches had
flexibility to choose specific activities within each of the structural
components so that the activities matched the culture, norms,
and preferences of their congregations. Each church committee
created and submitted a plan and budget for how program
components would be implemented in their church (this plan
was started during the in-person training), and implemented the
program in their church over the next 12 months with technical
assistance from a community health advisor. Trainings, technical
assistance, and program materials emphasized the scriptural
relevance of physical health from a Christian tradition without
reference to specific denominations or doctrines.
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Community health advisors provided brief monthly telephone
support for 12 months after training (4 calls to the pastor, 8
calls to the church coordinator). Research staff also emailed
the pastor and church coordinator monthly program materials,
provided at training, as a reminder to use them. Near the
end of the first year of the study, the community health
advisor encouraged churches to create a revised plan for
implementing FAN activities in the upcoming year. The core
set of activities described previously (e.g., distributing bulletin
inserts or handouts) remained the same, but consistent with
the underlying philosophy and approach of FAN, and consistent
with the assessment and planning process used during training,
churches were encouraged to assess what was working well, what
could be improved, and what was not working with regard to
increasing opportunities, messages, pastor support, and setting
guidelines (policies) for PA and HE, and to make necessary
adjustments to meet these goals and also keep their activities
fresh and engaging for members. This consistency over time in
approach and intervention components and goals ensured that
churches adhered to the essential program elements. During the
second year of the program, research staff emailed the pastor
and church coordinator once per month with new materials to
share with their congregations (a bulletin insert that tied a health
message to Scripture, educational materials, and a website).

Data Collection Procedures
We collected implementation data from church coordinators,
rather than conducting on-site observations, for two main
reasons. First, the logistics of collecting data on-site for such a
large number of participating churches were prohibitive. Second,
components of our ecological intervention were meant to be
embedded before, during, and after church events and meetings,
making it very difficult to capture the range of activities over
a period of even a week during an on-site observation. It is
noteworthy that member reports of the church environment
were quite consistent with reports from church coordinators in
our examination of 12-month implementation (7, 8), making us
confident in the validity of church coordinator reports.

Baseline, 12, and 24-month telephone interviews with church
coordinators were conducted by the Survey Research Laboratory
at the University of South Carolina using a computer-aided
telephone interviewing system. Interviewers received specialized
training for this study prior to data collection. Interviews
were conducted from September 2 to October 28, 2015 at
baseline; September 6 to November 3, 2016 at 12 months; and
September 21 to December 19, 2017 at 24 months. Three out
of 39 intervention churches did not attend training and one
additional intervention church withdrew after training. Twelve-
month interviews were conducted with 35 (89.7%) church
coordinators. Twenty-four-month interviews were conducted
with 33 (84.6%) church coordinators. At 24 months, three of
these were completed via a paper-and-pencil survey because the
church coordinators were not available for a telephone interview.

Measures
Implementation measures of the FAN components (15) were
based on the guiding conceptual model (8) and were adapted

from the implementation measures used in our prior FAN study
(16). All measures were reviewed by community partners to
ensure clarity and acceptability. PA implementation was assessed
with 10 items-−1 for guidelines (policies), 4 for opportunities
(2 focused on integrating PA into existing church events, 1
on offering PA programs, and 1 on sharing information about
free or low-cost PA opportunities in the community), 1 for
pastor support (sharing messages during services), and 4 for
messages (church bulletins, bulletin board, person other than
pastor sharing messages during services, sharing messages at
church meetings, and events). HE implementation was assessed
with 9 items-−2 for guidelines (policies) (fruit and vegetables),
2 for opportunities (fruit and vegetables), 1 for pastor support
(sharing messages during services), and 4 for messages (same
channels as described for PA). Mean scores were calculated for
multi-item scales, and composite scores for PA and HE were
computed, each representing the average of the four components.
Each item was rated on a 4-point Likert scale, where, depending
on the question, 1 indicated “rarely or never” or “not at all,” 2
indicated “very little” or “every few months,” 3 indicated “some
of the time” or “about monthly,” and 4 indicated “almost all of
the time” or “about weekly.” For the guideline (policy) questions,
a score of 3 indicated that the guideline was partially in place
whereas a 4 indicated it was fully in place.

The criteria for evidence of acceptable implementation (12
months) was set a priori at 3 or 4 out of 4. Although we did not set
an a priori criteria of acceptable implementation for maintenance
(24 months), for the current analysis we use the same level of
evidence as we did for 12 months (i.e., 3 or 4 out of 4).

For each of the four components, churches were categorized
as maintainers if they met the criteria for maintenance at 24
months, non-sustained implementers if they met the criteria for
implementation at 12 months but were below the criteria for
maintenance at 24 months, and low implementers if they were
below the criteria for implementation at 12 months and below
the criteria for maintenance at 24 months.

Data Analyses
We tested differences in implementation scores among early
intervention churches over time with repeated measures
regression models using mixed linear models (SAS PROC
MIXED). When the time effect was significant, we examined
pairwise least square mean differences from baseline to 12
months, baseline to 24 months, and 12 to 24 months. We
calculated effect sizes (Cohen’s d) from baseline to 12 months
and baseline to 24 months. We also categorized the pattern
of meeting implementation and maintenance criteria for each
church over time, and described the proportion of churches
classified as maintainers, non-sustained implementers, and low
implementers for each intervention component. Finally, we
reported the percentage of churches maintaining four, three, two,
one, or zero of the structural components of FAN for PA and
HE, and the percentage of churches who either maintained or
improved relative to baseline for four, three, two, one, or zero of
these components.
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RESULTS

Reach, Adoption, Implementation,
and Effectiveness
Phase 1 reach, adoption, implementation, and effectiveness
results have been published in prior papers. The results are
summarized here so that readers have a fuller understanding of
how the full RE-AIM framework was applied in this study and
the key findings.

Reach and Adoption
All 132 churches in the county were invited to participate in
the study. As reported previously (7), FAN was adopted by 42%
of these churches and reached at least 42% of regular church
attendees and at least 15% of residents in the county. Churches
with predominantly black/African American congregations and
those who participated in an earlier tobacco-free county initiative
were significantly more likely to adopt FAN. Church size and
church denomination were not related to adoption. When
compared to county-level data, the sample of church attendees
from adopting churches were more likely to be 65 years of age or
older, obese, women, and African American.

Implementation
Implementation in this study was studied at two levels. First, we
studied the fidelity of delivering the intervention to the church
committees (9). Second, we studied the degree to which church
committees implemented the intervention (FAN) as intended in
their churches (7, 8).

Three community health advisors were recruited and trained
to deliver the church committee trainings and technical
assistance calls to church coordinators and pastors, and a
paper describing this process and findings is available (9).
One community health advisor resigned prior to implementing
any of the duties due to unforeseen scheduling conflicts. The

remaining two community health advisors trained 142 church
committee members from 36 intervention churches and 60
church committee members from 18 control churches. In the
post-training evaluation, church committees positively rated how
well the training prepared them to put the program into place.
University staff who observed the trainings rated nearly complete
coverage of all content areas and rated factors such as the
community health advisors’ ability to engage participants very
positively. A high percentage of calls (>90%) were delivered,
and calls averaged around 7min in duration (9). Thus, fidelity
to delivering the intervention was high.

Two papers have reported the churches’ 12-month
implementation of the four structural components of FAN (7, 8).
In a sample of 1,308 church members (811 from intervention
and 497 from control churches), members from intervention
churches reported significantly greater implementation then
members from control churches of PA opportunities, PA and
HE messages, and pastor support for PA and HE at 12-months,
with implementation of HE opportunities approaching statistical
significance (7). The magnitude of these differences was large,
ranging from d = 0.96 to 1.22. Consistent with member reports,
church coordinators from intervention churches also reported
significantly greater changes from baseline to 12 months in
implementation than church coordinators from control churches
for PA opportunities, PA and HE messages, pastor support for
PA and HE, and guidelines for PA and HE (8). The magnitude of
differences in these changes ranged from d=0.50 to 1.60 (except
for opportunities for vegetables which did not differ over time by
group as both groups scored high at baseline).

Effectiveness
Finally, the effectiveness of the intervention on member
outcomes has been reported (7). Surveys conducted with
members of intervention (n = 811) and control churches (n =

TABLE 1 | Change in physical activity and healthy eating implementation from baseline to 12 months and baseline to 24 months (N = 39 churches).

LSM (SE) Effect size (d) p values

BL 12 M 24 M BL SD BL-12 M BL-24 M Time BL-12 M BL-24 M 12–24 M

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Composite score 1.70 (0.10) 2.77 (0.10) 2.24 (0.11) 0.52 2.04 1.02 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Guidelines 1.95 (0.16) 2.83 (0.17) 2.27 (0.17) 0.75 1.18 0.43 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0539 0.0012

Opportunities 1.81 (0.10) 2.71 (0.11) 2.31 (0.11) 0.66 1.35 0.75 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0002 0.0024

Pastor support 1.49 (0.14) 2.84 (0.14) 2.24 (0.15) 0.76 1.79 0.99 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0009

Messages 1.59 (0.12) 2.70 (0.12) 2.12 (0.12) 0.72 1.54 0.74 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

HEALTHY EATING

Composite score 2.30 (0.09) 3.15 (0.09) 2.72 (0.09) 0.55 1.56 0.77 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Guidelines 2.27 (0.16) 3.23 (0.17) 2.83 (0.17) 0.87 1.10 0.65 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0014 0.0252

Opportunities 3.31 (0.11) 3.59 (0.11) 3.56 (0.11) 0.71 0.40 0.35 <0.0001 0.0003 0.0016 0.6774

Pastor support 1.82 (0.14) 2.87 (0.15) 2.18 (0.15) 0.90 1.17 0.40 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0441 0.0003

Messages 1.79 (0.12) 2.86 (0.12) 2.28 (0.12) 0.78 1.37 0.63 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0003 <0.0001

LSM, least square mean; SE, standard error; BL, baseline; 12M, 12 months; 24M, 24 months; SD, standard deviation.

Results are from a repeated measures analysis. Possible scores for each area of implementation can range from 1 to 4, with 4 indicating greater implementation. Cohen’s d calculated

as 12-month (24-month) least square mean minus baseline least square mean divided by baseline standard deviation.
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TABLE 2 | Baseline, 12 and 24-month implementation scores and church categorization of 24-month maintenance status for physical activity components.

Guidelines Opportunities Pastor Support Messages

Church BL 12 M 24 M Cat BL 12 M 24 M Cat BL 12 M 24 M Cat BL 12 M 24 M Cat

A 2.00 3.00 1.75 2.50 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.75

B 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.75 2.50 2.25 LI 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.50 2.50 2.00 LI

C 1.00 2.00 1.00 LI 1.75 1.50 1.50 LI 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.00 1.75 1.00 LI

D 3.00 4.00 1.75 3.25 4.00 4.00 1.25 3.50

E 2.00 4.00 2.00 NSI 3.75 3.25 3.50 M 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 3.25 3.50 3.25 M

F 2.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 2.00 2.00 1.50 LI 1.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.50 2.25 1.50 LI

G 2.00 2.00 1.00 LI 1.50 3.50 1.00 NSI 1.00 1.00 1.00 LI 1.25 2.50 1.50 LI

H 3.00 4.00 3.00 M 2.25 2.75 2.50 LI 3.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.75 2.50 2.00 LI

I 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.25 1.75 1.50 LI 1.00 2.00 1.00 LI 1.00 1.50 1.00 LI

J 3.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.50 2.75 1.50 LI 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.00 2.50 1.00 LI

K 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 2.00 3.00 1.75 NSI 1.00 3.00 3.00 M 2.33 2.50 2.25 LI

L 1.00 1.00 1.00 LI 1.50 2.75 2.75 LI 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.50 3.00 1.50 NSI

M 3.00 4.00 4.00 M 1.50 3.50 3.50 M 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.00 3.00 2.75 NSI

N 2.00 1.00 2.00 LI 2.75 2.25 2.00 LI 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.50 2.75 1.75 LI

O 2.00 3.00 4.00 M 2.00 2.25 2.50 LI 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.50 2.75 1.50 LI

P 1.00 1.00 LI 1.75 2.25 2.00 LI 1.00 1.00 1.00 LI 1.00 3.25 1.00 NSI

Q 3.00 4.00 4.00 M 1.50 3.25 3.25 M 1.00 3.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.25 4.00 M

R 1.00 1.00 1.00 LI 1.25 2.75 1.00 LI 2.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.75 2.75 1.50 LI

S 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.25 2.50 NSI 1.00 3.00 4.00 M 3.00 2.75 2.50 LI

T 2.00 4.00 3.00 M 2.50 2.75 3.00 M 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 2.75 3.00 3.50 M

U 3.00 3.00 4.00 M 2.75 3.50 3.50 M 1.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.25 3.25 M

V 2.00 1.00 2.00 LI 1.00 2.25 2.00 LI 1.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.50 1.75 1.00 LI

W 1.00 2.00 3.00 M 1.50 3.00 3.75 M 1.00 4.00 3.00 M 1.00 2.75 3.00 M

X 3.00 4.00 3.00 M 1.00 3.25 2.50 NSI 3.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.50 3.00 2.50 NSI

Y 1.00 4.00 1.00 NSI 2.00 2.67 2.50 LI 2.00 3.00 4.00 M 1.75 2.25 3.25 M

Z 3.00 4.00 3.00 M 3.00 2.67 2.50 LI 2.00 4.00 2.00 NSI 3.00 3.25 2.75 NSI

AA 1.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.75 2.50 2.00 LI 1.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.00 3.00 1.75 NSI

BB 2.00 1.00 1.00 LI 1.25 2.00 2.25 LI 1.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.00 2.75 1.50 LI

CC 2.00 4.00 4.00 M 1.50 3.25 3.50 M 1.00 3.00 4.00 M 1.25 3.25 4.00 M

DD 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.75 3.00 2.75 NSI 1.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.25 3.25 2.75 NSI

EE 1.00 4.00 3.00 M 1.00 2.75 2.00 LI 1.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.00 2.75 2.25 LI

FF 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.50 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.00 2.25 1.75 LI

GG 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.00 2.25 1.50 LI 1.00 2.00 1.00 LI 1.00 1.75 1.00 LI

HH 2.00 2.00 1.00 LI 2.50 2.50 2.25 LI 2.00 4.00 3.00 M 1.25 3.25 2.25 NSI

JJ 1.00 2.00 1.00 LI 1.25 2.50 1.75 LI 1.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.00 2.75 1.75 LI

BL, baseline; 12M, 12-month assessment; 24M, 24-month assessment; Cat, maintenance category.

Boldface indicates church met criteria for implementation or maintenance categorization. Maintainers (M) scored 3+ at 24M. Non-Sustained Implementers (NSI) scored 3+ at 12M but

below 3 for 24M maintenance. Low Implementers (LI) scored below 3 at 12 and 24 M.

497) revealed that significantly fewer members of intervention
churches were inactive as compared to members of control
churches at 12 months. Fruit and vegetable intake, PA self-
efficacy, and HE self-efficacy were also higher in members
from intervention churches, although these differences were not
statistically significant, but were similar in magnitude to results
from our earlier and larger effectiveness trial (17).

Physical Activity Maintenance
As shown in Table 1, statistically significant time effects were
found for all PA components and for the implementation

composite score. Church coordinators reported significantly
greater implementation at 12 months compared to baseline
for all PA components. They also reported significantly greater
implementation at 24 months compared to baseline for the PA
composite score, messages, opportunities, and pastor support.
For PA guidelines (policies), the increase from baseline to 24
months approached statistical significance (p = 0.05). Scores at
24 months were significantly lower than scores at 12 months for
all PA components. Effect sizes across components ranged from
1.18 to 2.04 from baseline to 12 months (large changes) and 0.43
to 1.02 from baseline to 24 months (medium to large changes).
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Table 2 presents the PA implementation scores, by church,
at the three time points, and their maintenance classification.
A total of 42% of churches were classified as maintainers for
guidelines (policies), 21% for opportunities, 36% for pastor
support, and 21% for messages. Non-sustained implementers
made up 24% of churches for guidelines (policies), 18%
of churches for opportunities, 39% of churches for pastor
support, and 24% of churches for messages. Finally, low
implementers made up 33% of churches for guidelines (policies),
61% for opportunities, 24% for pastor support, and 55%
for messages.

Table 3 presents the percentage of churches who met criteria
for maintenance as well as the percentage of churches who either
met criteria or showed improvements relative to baseline on four,
three, two, one, and zero components of PA. Fifteen percent of
churches were classified as maintainers on all four components,
3% on three components, 12% on two components, 27% on one
component, and 42% on none of the components. Finally, 30%
of churches met criteria or maintenance or improved relative to
baseline on four components, 15% on three components, 18% on
two components, 27% on one component, and 9% on none of
the components.

Healthy Eating Maintenance
Statistically significant time effects were found for all HE
components and for the HE composite score (Table 1). Church
coordinators reported significantly greater implementation at
12 and 24 months compared to baseline, indicating that at 24
months, they were significantly above baseline levels. While
these increases were sustained from 12 to 24 months for
the HE opportunities, scores at 24 months were significantly
lower than scores at 12 months for the other HE components
and for the HE composite score. Effect sizes ranged from
0.40 to 1.56 from baseline to 12 months (medium to large
changes) and 0.35–0.77 from baseline to 24 months (small to
medium changes).

As shown in Table 4, 52% of churches were classified as
maintainers for HE guidelines (policies), 94% for opportunities,
36% for pastor support, and 27% for messages. Non-sustained
implementers made up 30% of churches for guidelines (policies),
3% of churches for opportunities, 42% of churches for pastor
support, and 33% of churches for messages. Finally, low
implementers made up 18% of churches for guidelines (policies),
3% for opportunities, 21% for pastor support, and 39%
for messages.

Table 5 presents the percentage of churches who met criteria
for maintenance as well as the percentage of churches who either
met criteria or showed improvements relative to baseline on
four, three, two, one, and zero components of HE. Twenty-four
percent of churches were classified as maintainers on all four
components, 6% on three components, 27% on two components,
39% on one component, and 3% on none of the components.
Finally, 33% of churches met criteria or maintenance or
improved relative to baseline on four components, 30% on three
components, 24% on two components, 12% on one component,
and 0% on none of the components.

TABLE 3 | The number and percentage of churches that met criteria for

maintenance and the percentage of churches that either met criteria for

maintenance or showed an improvement at 24 months relative to baseline, by

number of FAN physical activity components.

Met criteria for

maintenance

Met criteria for maintenance

or showed an improvement

from baseline to 24 months

Number of FAN

physical activity

components

Churches,

n

Churches,

%

Churches,

n

Churches,

%

4 5 15.2 10 30.3

3 1 3.0 5 15.2

2 4 12.1 6 18.2

1 9 27.3 9 27.3

0 14 42.4 3 9.1

DISCUSSION

This study’s focus on organizational change and sustainability
contributes to the faith-based (and other organizational)
interventions literature, as well as to dissemination and
implementation research and process evaluation literatures. Our
focus on organizational change, consistent with the structural
model of health behavior, (15) rather than on individual behavior
change, makes FAN distinct in the faith-based literature (18–
20). The intervention, developed using a community-based
participatory research approach, (14) was designed to increase
church capacity, with the goal of fostering sustainable changes in
the church setting.

While there are examples of faith-based interventions
that are based on ecological models, (21–26) the policy,
systems, and environmental changes are rarely a central
focus of the intervention, and organizational outcomes are
measured infrequently. Even fewer faith-based interventions
have examined program sustainability. In the North Carolina
Black Churches United for Better Health Study (49 churches),
(25) member behavior change (fruit and vegetable intake) was
found to be maintained over a 2-year period in intervention vs.
control churches, and although organizational maintenance was
targeted in the intervention, it was not systematically examined.

The FAN D&I study used the RE-AIM framework to study
adoption through maintenance. RE-AIM has been applied to a
variety of topic areas and settings. Literature reviews consistently
conclude that organizational maintenance is reported at lower
levels than the other dimensions of RE-AIM. For example,
Antikainen et al. (27) found that among theory-based PA
intervention studies, organizational maintenance was reported
in only 5% (n = 3) of studies. The reporting of organizational
maintenance in childhood and youth PA, diet, and obesity studies
has also been low (28–31). Harden et al.’s systematic review
of behavioral interventions found that there was insufficient
data to determine the average organizational maintenance for
the 82 interventions included (32). A recent 20-year review of
studies using RE-AIM concluded that there are limited data
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TABLE 4 | Baseline, 12 and 24-month implementation scores and church categorization of 24-month maintenance status for healthy eating components.

Guidelines Opportunities Pastor Support Messages

Church BL 12 M 24 M Cat BL 12 M 24 M Cat BL 12 M 24 M Cat BL 12 M 24 M Cat

A 2.00 4.00 3.50 4.00 1.00 2.00 1.25 2.50

B 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 3.00 3.50 3.00 M 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.50 3.00 2.00 NSI

C 3.00 2.00 3.00 M 3.50 3.50 4.00 M 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.25 2.75 1.25 LI

D 2.50 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 1.25 3.00

E 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 3.50 3.00 3.00 M 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 3.25 3.50 3.00 M

F 2.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.50 4.00 4.00 M 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.50 3.00 2.00 NSI

G 1.50 3.50 1.00 NSI 3.00 3.50 4.00 M 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.50 2.50 1.50 LI

H 2.00 4.00 2.50 NSI 3.00 4.00 4.00 M 2.00 2.00 3.00 M 2.50 2.75 2.75 MLI

I 2.50 3.00 2.50 NSI 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.25 1.25 1.25 LI

J 3.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.50 4.00 4.00 M 2.00 4.00 1.00 NSI 1.00 2.75 1.00 LI

K 2.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 3.50 3.00 3.00 M 1.00 4.00 1.00 NSI 2.25 2.75 2.25 LI

L 1.00 1.00 1.00 LI 3.50 4.00 3.50 M 1.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 2.00 3.25 2.25 NSI

M 2.50 4.00 4.00 M 3.50 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 2.25 3.25 2.50 NSI

N 2.00 1.00 1.50 LI 4.00 4.00 3.50 M 2.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.75 2.75 2.25 LI

O 2.00 3.50 4.00 M 3.00 3.00 2.50 NSI 3.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.75 2.75 1.50 LI

P 1.00 4.00 3.50 M 3.50 3.50 3.50 M 1.00 4.00 1.00 NSI 1.00 3.75 2.00 NSI

Q 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.00 4.00 M 3.50 3.25 4.00 M

R 3.00 3.50 2.00 NSI 4.00 3.50 4.00 M 2.00 2.00 2.00 LI 2.75 2.50 2.50 LI

S 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 1.00 3.00 3.00 M 3.25 2.25 3.00 M

T 2.50 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 4.00 4.00 M 2.00 3.00 3.00 M 3.00 3.50 3.50 M

U 3.50 4.00 4.00 M 3.50 3.50 3.50 M 2.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.50 3.00 M

V 2.00 1.00 1.50 LI 3.00 4.00 3.50 M 1.00 2.00 1.00 LI 1.25 1.75 1.50 LI

W 1.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.50 4.00 4.00 M 2.00 3.00 4.00 M 1.00 2.25 3.25 M

X 2.50 3.50 4.00 M 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.00 3.00 M 2.25 3.00 2.25 NSI

Y 1.00 1.00 1.00 LI 3.50 4.00 4.00 M 1.00 1.00 2.00 LI 1.00 2.00 1.75 LI

Z 3.50 4.00 3.50 M 3.00 3.00 3.00 M 3.00 4.00 3.00 M 3.25 3.50 3.25 M

AA 1.50 2.00 2.00 LI 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 1.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.25 3.25 2.00 NSI

BB 2.00 2.50 LI 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.33 3.67 1.50 NSI

CC 2.00 4.00 4.00 M 3.00 3.50 4.00 M 1.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.75 2.75 3.75 M

DD 2.50 3.50 4.00 M 2.50 3.50 4.00 M 1.00 2.00 3.00 M 1.00 3.50 3.00 M

EE 3.00 4.00 2.50 NSI 3.00 4.00 3.00 M 1.00 3.00 2.00 NSI 1.25 3.25 1.75 NSI

FF 3.00 4.00 4.00 M 4.00 4.00 4.00 M 2.00 3.00 1.00 NSI 1.25 2.25 1.50 LI

GG 2.00 3.00 2.50 NSI 1.50 1.00 1.50 LI 1.00 2.00 1.00 LI 1.00 2.00 1.50 LI

HH 4.00 4.00 2.00 NSI 3.50 4.00 3.50 M 3.00 3.00 3.00 M 1.50 3.00 2.75 NSI

JJ 2.50 3.00 1.00 NSI 3.50 3.50 3.50 M 1.00 2.00 2.00 LI 1.00 3.50 2.50 NSI

BL, baseline; 12M, 12-month assessment; 24M, 24-month assessment; Cat, maintenance category.

Boldface indicates church met criteria for implementation or maintenance categorization. Maintainers (M) scored 3+ at 24M. Non-Sustained Implementers (NSI) scored 3+ at 12M but

below 3 for 24M maintenance. Low Implementers (LI) scored below 3 at 12 and 24 M.

on outcomes after interventions end (33). Our study not only
reported organizational maintenance using distinct criteria, but
also reported the maintenance of each intervention component
using a continuous scale, avoiding the “all or nothing” view of
maintenance, as recommended by Scheirer et al. (34).

Our findings are encouraging. This paper summarized the
positive and meaningful findings previously reported for reach,
adoption, implementation, and effectiveness in this study. With
regard to maintenance, although mean implementation scores of
the majority of PA and HE components decreased from 12 to 24
months, churches had significantly higher implementation at 24

months than they did at baseline, with effect sizes ranging from d
= 0.35 to 1.02 (most were medium to large). Furthermore, 21–
42% of churches were classified as maintainers across the four
PA components, and 27–94% across the HE components. Fifteen
percent of churches were classified as maintainers on all four
PA components, and 24% were classified as maintainers on all
four healthy heating components. Most churches maintained at
least one FAN component. Furthermore, when considering the
percentage of churches that were either classified as maintainers
or showed an improvement from baseline to 24 months, 30%
of churches did so for all four PA components and 33% for all
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TABLE 5 | The number and percentage of churches that met criteria for

maintenance and the percentage of churches that either met criteria for

maintenance or showed an improvement at 24 months relative to baseline, by

number of FAN healthy eating components.

Met criteria for

maintenance

Met criteria for maintenance

or showed an improvement

from baseline to 24 months

Number of FAN

healthy eating

components

Churches,

n

Churches,

%

Churches,

n

Churches,

%

4 8 24.2 11 33.3

3 2 6.1 10 30.0

2 9 27.2 8 24.2

1 13 39.4 4 12.1

0 1 3.0 0 0.0

four HE components, with the majority of churches showing
improvements on at least two of the PA and HE components.

Several factors likely contributed to sustained improvements
relative to baseline at 24 months. First, FAN is a flexible
program organized around core elements rather than a rigid
curriculum. Churches were enabled to select activities from
within the conceptual model that fit their church culture,
demographics, customs, and resources. Second, the intervention
was developed in partnership with church leaders and lay
members using a community-based participatory research
approach, was consistent with the idea of designing for
dissemination (35), and resulted in a good fit with church
practices and beliefs. Third, churches received a year of
technical assistance telephone calls to help support program
implementation (9) which has been shown to be important
for organizations implementing evidence-based programs (36).
Community health advisors, and not research staff, delivered
the training and technical assistance to churches, resulting in
meaningful changes in member and organizational outcomes
(7, 8), and an approach that is likely to be more cost-effective.

For PA, using categorical outcomes, the greatest maintenance
was of guideline (policy) changes and pastor support for PA.
Maintenance of opportunities and messages were the lowest,
likely because fewer than half of the churches met criteria for
high implementation at 12 months for these two components. In
contrast, for HE, maintenance of opportunities was the highest,
with most churches providing members fruit and vegetables
when food was served. HE policies was the second most
frequently maintained component, with maintenance of pastor
support of PA and HE messages the lowest. An earlier analysis
of qualitative data from our study showed that resistance to
change was among themost common barriers to implementation
that pastors and church coordinators reported, whereas leader
support was an important enabler (10). Because many churches
provide meals and snacks to members, it might have been easier
to make modifications to an existing practice rather than add a
completely new activity (PA).

It was also notable that the percentage of churches categorized
as “non-sustained implementers” was relatively high for some

of the components of FAN. These were churches that met
criteria for high implementation at 12 months, but no longer
met the criteria at 24 months. For example, across the PA
components, these percentages ranged from 18% (opportunities)
to 39% (pastor support), and across the HE components, these
percentages ranged from 3% (opportunities) to 42% (pastor
support). It might be that the criteria for implementation
were too stringent for some components and perhaps not
realistic in the faith-based setting whose main focus is on the
spiritual well-being of members. For example, it is probably
not realistic that pastors include messages about PA and HE
at least monthly or that the church distribute PA and HE
materials at this frequency over time. Rather, it might be more
important and realistic for members to hear and see messages
frequently for a shorter period of time and then continue
to hear and see messages over time, but less frequently, to
reinforce the importance of PA and HE. Adjusting the threshold
of acceptable implementation would have yielded substantially
more favorable maintenance findings, and our future projects
will reconsider what constitutes both meaningful and realistic
implementation. However, we opted to use our a prior definition
for 12-month implementation and apply this same criteria at 24-
months for this paper. FAN’s focus is on organizational change
which is challenging and may require more time and technical
assistance to produce and maintain relative to individual level
change. Identifying which churches are more likely to need
greater assistance is an important next step for research in
this area.

There are several limitations to this study. First, we were
reliant on church coordinator reports of implementation at
all time points and were unable to do on-site observations.
Although we cannot rule out social desirability biases, our
implementation data as reported by church coordinators and
perceived by members has been congruent, both in this Phase
of the study (7, 8) and in a previous study of FAN (16, 17).
Second, we did not collect in-depth information regarding the
specific policy, systems, and environmental changes made, as was
done by Boutain et al. (37). Future studies should focus on the
factors that enabled some churches to successfully maintain all
or parts of FAN. Third, we did not have a control group for
comparison for maintenance. Our study design used a delayed-
intervention control group, and the control group was trained 1
year after the intervention group. As reported in earlier papers,
(7, 8) we demonstrated differences between intervention and
control churches on implementation and effectiveness outcomes
at 12 months, but we could not make these comparison for
maintenance, as we did not have a control group unexposed to
the intervention for 24 months.

This study also has several strengths. First, it is one of
the largest faith-based interventions conducted to date (59
churches randomized; 39 in the intervention group). Only 4 of
the 39 intervention churches did not participate in subsequent
interviews. Church coordinator interview completion was high at
12 (35/39) and 24 months (33/39). We assessed implementation
at three time points (baseline, 12, 24 months), allowing us to
examine patterns over time. Furthermore, it is the only study,
to our knowledge, to assess organizational maintenance in this
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setting. Finally, this study is unique in its reporting of each
component of the RE-AIM framework.

CONCLUSION

In this county-wide dissemination of an evidence-based
program, delivered to churches by community health advisors,
we found that PA and HE implementation increased significantly
from baseline to 12 months and from baseline to 24 months,
and these increases were medium to large in magnitude. We also
found that most churches maintained at least one component of
FAN at 24 months. These promising findings position FAN well
for the national implementation study now underway.
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Introduction: A number of effective physical activity programs for older adults exist, but

are not widely delivered within community settings, such as the Cooperative Extension

System. The purpose of this paper was to determine if an evidence-based intervention

(EBI) developed in one state Extension system could be scaled-out to a new state system.

Methods and results: The RE-AIM (reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation,

maintenance) framework was used to guide an iterative evaluation of three translational

stages. Stage 1: Before program adoption, Extension health educators were surveyed

and interviewed to assess physical activity programming perceptions and factors that

may influence their decision to attend training or deliver the program in practice. Results

indicated that a virtual, scalable training protocol would be necessary and that training

needed to include hands-on instruction and be catered to those who were less confident

in physical activity program delivery. Stage 2: Training attendees were surveyed pre- and

post-training on factors related to the adoption-decision making process and contacted

post-training to assess program delivery status. Training did not influence perceptions of

the program, intent to deliver, or confidence in delivering the program. Stage 3: During

program implementation, the program was evaluated through the RE-AIM framework

by surveying across three key stakeholder groups: (1) program participants, (2) potential

delivery personnel, and (3) Extension administrators. Findings indicate that the program

has the potential to reach a large and representative proportion of the target audience,

especially in rural areas. However, adoption and implementation rates among Extension

health educators and community partners were low and data collection for effectiveness,

implementation, and maintenance was a challenge.

Conclusion: Overall, the results indicate initial struggles to translating and evaluating

the program in a large, rural state. Implications for practice include making system-level

changes to increase physical activity program adoption rates among Extension

health educators and improve data collection and program evaluation through this

community-based organization. More work is needed to identify infrastructure support

and capacity to scale-out EBIs.

Keywords: RE-AIM, physical activity, cooperative Extension system, implementation science, translation
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INTRODUCTION

Delivering (and sustaining) evidence-based interventions (EBI)
in community practice is challenging. One challenge is that
delivery personnel have to select an intervention and ensure its
fit within the mission, values, and resources of the system they
are delivering (1). County-based delivery personnel in the land-
grant university Cooperative Extension Service (Extension) have
the autonomy to select open-access (i.e., open to all, without
restriction due to sex, socioeconomic status, or, more notably,
health condition) interventions for their county residents (2).
One target audience for whom Extension professionals provide
services is older adults. As only 12% of this population is
meeting physical activity recommendations, and new efforts
within Extension are geared toward promoting physical activity
(3–5), it is necessary to understand existing programs, their
impacts, and how to scale-out interventions (6) across Extension
state systems. Scale-out is “a deliberate effort to broaden the
delivery of an EBI. Scale-out is an extension of scale-up and
uniquely refers to the deliberate use of strategies to implement,
test, improve, and sustain an EBI as it is delivered to new
populations and/or through new delivery systems that differ from
those in effectiveness trials.” [(6) p. 3].

One way that Extension has been challenged at scale-out is
that rather than scaling core elements of “what works,” new or
unique programs are introduced to the system. This is evidenced
by a recent systematic review of open-access physical activity
interventions for older adults which found that 17 unique open-
access physical activity programs were offered by Extension
professionals (7). In addition to duplicated efforts, both the
fidelity to the underlying evidence-based program principles and
the impact of these open-access interventions on older adult
physical activity levels is underreported (7).

In order for this process of scale-out to be successful,
information about how and why the intervention works is
needed, as much as whether the intervention worked or not
(6, 8, 9). Notably, there are three types of scale-out: EBI scaled-
out to (1) the same population through a different system, (2)
different population, same delivery system, and (3) different
population and different delivery system (6). However, while
the national Extension system is “one delivery system,” the
structure of each state may be somewhat unique. In addition,
while “older adults” may be one population, older adults from
one state may experience different barriers and facilitators to
program adherence when compared to older adult population in
a different state. Therefore, the degree to which an EBI can be
scaled-out from one state Extension system to another is difficult
to discern.

One way to understand scale-out of EBI from one state
system to another is to use pragmatic data collection. Pragmatism
focuses on “issues and data relevant for making decisions and
taking action [(10), p.257].” This type of evaluation is especially
useful in community settings that may not have substantial
research funding, and can move beyond evaluating intervention
effectiveness and determine for whom, where, when, why, and
how an intervention is working in a given context (11). The RE-
AIM (reach, efficacy, adoption, implementation, maintenance)

framework can be used to systematically capture perceptions,
decision making, and impacts (8, 9, 12, 13).

Using these key considerations, researchers and practitioners
can iteratively engage to reflect on successes and failures related
to adoption and implementation through a participatory
approach (1). Collecting pragmatic measures within a
participatory approach is crucial to understand how and
why an evidence-based intervention may be delivered outside
of the context in which it was developed. Taken together, the
research question was: Can an EBI developed in one state
Extension system be scaled-out to a new state system? Capturing
this context-driven work is essential to understanding why and
how interventions are adopted, implemented, and maintained
within delivery systems so they can be scaled-out to reach
broader populations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design
As recently proposed by members of the National Working
Group on RE-AIM Planning and Evaluation Framework (14),
the RE-AIM framework was applied across three stages of
implementation: before adoption, during adoption, and during
program implementation; herein called the scaling-out process.
First, before the program was adopted, a mixed-methods design
based on RE-AIM was used to capture perceptions of Extension
health educators who could deliver the program in practice.
Second, during program adoption, a pre- and post-training
survey based on RE-AIM adoption was used to understand
delivery personnel’s adoption-decision making process. Finally,
as the program was implemented, it was comprehensively
evaluated through RE-AIM, including pre/post and cross-
sectional measures, depending on outcome.

In addition to the planning and evaluation framework, an
adapted participatory process model was used to guide this
work. Figure 1 [adapted from Estabrooks et al. (15)] details
the contextual considerations that influenced each stage of the
process. Notably, there were challenges in visually representing
the iterative process of contextual considerations and responses.
While the work here is presented in stages, it is important to
note that these processes are continuous steps in order to ensure
that the researchers, Extension health educators, and community
partners engaged in a reflective and action-orientedmanner. This
study was approved by the University of Wyoming (stage 1) and
Virginia Tech (stages 2 and 3) Institutional Review Boards.

Setting
Wyoming is a large, rural state with a small population (579,315).
Ten Extension health educators cover the state’s 23 counties
and the Wind River Indian Reservation (by stage 2 of this
research, only six health educators were employed in the state).
These educators have a broad reach, interacting with over
40,000 participants per year. In Wyoming, there is no Extension
health or physical activity specialist. When a new county-
based Extension health educator (with a background in physical
activity promotion and research) was hired by University of
Wyoming Extension (UWE), the educator contacted the Virginia
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FIGURE 1 | Integrated research-practice partnership model with contextual considerations leading to translational solutions.

Cooperative Extension (VCE) Exercise Specialist to inquire
about potential research partnerships. The new county-based
Extension health educator served as a knowledge broker (i.e.,
an intermediary between researchers and stakeholders who
facilitates knowledge transfer between these parties) (16). In
alignment with the integrated research-practice process (IRPP)
model, this setting and work identified that the lack of a health
specialist and the small number of Extension health educators
covering the state were problems to be addressed in order
to successfully implement a physical activity intervention (see
Figure 1: problem prioritization).

Program Development and Description
Lifelong Improvements through Fitness Together (LIFT) (17, 18)
was adapted from two programs: Stay Strong Stay Healthy (19)
and Activity for the Ages (20). LIFT combines the evidence-
based behavioral strategies (goal setting, self-monitoring, and
group dynamics) from Activity for the Ages with the evidence-
based strength training protocol from Stay Strong Stay Healthy
(18) and Strong Women, Strong Bones (also delivered by
Extension professionals) (21). Since LIFT was adapted and tested
specifically in Virginia, it was unknown whether the packaged
LIFT program could be scaled-out to a new Extension state
system (see Figure 1: strategy selection).

STAGE 1: BEFORE ADOPTION

Before offering a LIFT training, the exercise specialist and
UWE knowledge broker conducted a pragmatic concurrent,
transformative mixed-methods [i.e., equal emphasis on the
quantitative and qualitative findings (22)] study. To aid
in replicability, the survey and interview guide can be
found in Appendices A and B. Briefly, 67% of the eligible
Extension health educators completed the online survey.
Overall, participants were middle-aged Caucasian females; more
demographic characteristics are displayed in Table 1. Health
educators reported a range of comfort for delivering physical
activity (from moderately to very comfortable). While none of
the Extension health educators were currently delivering physical
activity programs, three (50%) were thinking about offering a
physical activity program (contemplation phase) (23). Finally,
most of the survey respondents (n = 5) indicated that they
would be interested in receiving training (either in person or via
webinar) on delivery and evaluation of the LIFT program.

Thematic coding of the two interviews yielded 349 meaning
units reporting perceived barriers (n = 115 meaning units) and
facilitators (n = 157) for delivering physical activity programs
and types of programs delivered (n = 71). See Table 2 for
coding, frequencies, and example meaning units. For barriers,
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TABLE 1 | Extension health educator characteristics compared to LIFT training

participant characteristics.

Demographics Extension health

educators (N = 6)

LIFT training

participants (N = 7)

Mean (±SD) Mean (±SD)

Age 50 (±17.8) 46 (±15.0)

N (%) N (%)

GENDER

Female 6 (100) 5 (71)

Male 0 (0) 2 (29)

RACE

White 5 (83) 5 (71)

Other race 1 (17) 2 (29)

ETHNICITY

Non-Hispanic 4 (67) 7 (100)

Hispanic 0 (0) 0 (0)

Not sure 2 (33) 0 (0)

EDUCATION LEVEL

Some college 0 (0) 4 (57)

Bachelor’s degree 2 (33) 1 (14)

Graduate degree 4 (67) 2 (29)

HEALTH SELF-RATING

Excellent 3 (50) 2 (29)

Very good 2 (33) 1 (14)

Good 1 (17) 2 (29)

Fair 0 (0) 2 (29)

interviewees expressed that their workload was too high to
incorporate additional types of programming and their focus
was on nutrition. They also mentioned that delivering the
Strong Women, Strong Bones program (which was previously
implemented through UWE) was too time consuming. As for
facilitators, interviewees had positive perceptions of physical
activity recommendations and benefits and had enjoyed the
Strong Women, Strong Bones training. Community partners
were mentioned as a source of physical activity program delivery.
While a lack of facilities came up as a barrier, the presence
of facilities (e.g., schools, fairgrounds, and walking paths) was
also mentioned as a facilitator. Finally, regarding types of
programs delivered, interviewees indicated that they were not
currently delivering any physical activity programs. Rather,
physical activity was promoted through incorporating topics,
such as “sit less, move more” in other programming.

STAGE 2: DURING ADOPTION (TRAINING)

Based on the results of Stage 1, the research team decided
that there was a need for a scalable training protocol (i.e.,
one that was feasible across the entire 97,818 square miles of
Wyoming) designed to target Extension health educators who
were less confident in delivering physical activity programs
and include hands-on instruction and teach-back. LIFT training
was created as a 4 h “live” virtual format based on evidence-
based methods on training (24, 25), learner-centered teaching
(26), and program adoption rates (27). Training included

detailed descriptions of program principles and opportunities
for experiential learning (e.g., practicing and receiving feedback
on the exercises and fitness assessments). Additionally, the
training was made available to Extension health educators’
community partners (e.g., staff from senior centers and other
health organizations) to promote a delivery model that would
address the time requirement barrier; Extension health educators
were encouraged to attend training with their community
partners so they could offer support with implementation and
evaluation. See Figure 1: strategy adaptation.

In alignment with Extension practices, pragmatic recruitment
and feedback methods (e.g., listserv email invites and post-
training surveys) were used. Nine participants completed the
initial LIFT training in September 2017: the knowledge broker,
one Extension health educator, and seven community partners
(including one retired Extension health educator). Following this
training, additional community partners expressed interest in
the training, and the research team offered another training in
December 2017 to four community partners.

Of the thirteen total training participants, nine (69%)
completed surveys. Of the seven who completed pre-training
surveys, trainees were predominantly middle-aged Caucasian
females. All participants (100%) were very or completely
confident in meeting physical activity recommendations. While
all participants (100%) reported high physical activity levels
through the International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ), only 57% reported meeting strength training guidelines.
Pre-training, participants agreed that they intended to deliver
LIFT and to include LIFT in a plan of work; mean values were
both 4.00 (+0.707). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that
post-training surveys did not detect a statistically significant
change in intent to deliver LIFT (Z = 0.000, p = 1.000) or
inclusion of LIFT in a plan of work (Z =−0.447, p= 0.655).

The program characteristic that influences the adoption-
decision making process of highest importance was “The
program has been successful when tested in community settings”
(mean rating of 4.00 = very important). While the majority
of the factors (73%) had a mean rating between 3.00 and 3.99
(moderately important), four factors rated as only “somewhat
important”: “I do not feel that the program is part of my
job responsibility,” “I do not feel comfortable delivering the
program,” “I am not physically active, so do not feel comfortable
delivering a physical activity program,” and “I do not have the
expertise that is needed to deliver the program.” By February
2018 (5 months after the first training and 2 months after the
second), three LIFT programs were being delivered through
UWE, and the comprehensive evaluation was initiated. Due to
this low initial implementation rate, a survey for trainees who
both did and did not implement the program was added to the
measures for adoption.

STAGE 3: DURING IMPLEMENTATION

Participants and Recruitment
The final step in this research was to evaluate both the individual-
level impact and the system-level delivery of LIFT through
the RE-AIM framework. The evaluation included three levels
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TABLE 3 | RE-AIM dimensions and measures.

Dimension Aims and outcome measures

Reach: Number, proportion, and representativeness of LIFT older

adult participants

Aim: To monitor and evaluate older adult participation rate

Outcome Measure: Number of LIFT participants, demographic items

through pre-program survey

Effectiveness: Impact on primary outcomes, quality of life, and

unintended consequences

Aim: To confirm the effectiveness of LIFT at improving functional fitness and

increasing physical activity levels

Outcome Measure: Functional Fitness Assessments, International

Physical Activity Questionnaire through pre- and post-program surveys

Adoption: Number, proportion, and representativeness of settings

and staff who deliver the intervention

Aim: To monitor and evaluate Extension health educator and community

partner adoption rate; to understand factors influencing adoption

Outcome Measure: Number of Extension health educators and

community partners implementing LIFT, demographic items through

pre-training survey; acceptability, appropriateness, and feasibility of LIFT

through follow-up survey

Implementation: Degree to which intervention was delivered as

intended

Aim: To determine the degree of fidelity to which LIFT is delivered by

Extension health educators and community partners

Outcome Measure: Process evaluations

Maintenance (system level): Extent to which delivery/

implementation is sustained over time

Aim: To evaluate administrator support of LIFT

Outcome Measure: Acceptability, appropriateness, and feasibility of LIFT

through follow-up survey

of respondents in an attempt to collect data on all RE-AIM
dimensions: reach and effectiveness (LIFT participants), adoption
and implementation (delivery personnel, i.e., both Extension
health educators and community partners), and system-level
maintenance (UWE administrators). LIFT participants were
recruited through senior centers (including participants in
Strong Bones programs), newspaper articles, flyers, and word
of mouth. Extension health educators and community partners
were contacted via email after the LIFT training to complete a
brief online survey. Extension administrators (N = 3) were also
contacted via email to complete a brief online survey.

Data Collection and Analysis
Data were collected on all RE-AIM dimensions except for
individual-level maintenance, which was outside the scope of
this work (see Figure 1: integration trials). Measures for each
dimension were as follows (see Table 3 for detailed aims and
outcome measures):

Reach
LIFT participants completed baseline surveys including
demographic items used to calculate reach (proportion and
representativeness).

Effectiveness
The pre- and post-program surveys included IPAQ items
to assess whether participants were meeting physical activity
recommendations (28). A validated seven-item test associated
with performing everyday activities independently (29) was
completed at baseline and post-program, as an additional
outcome of LIFT is improving functional fitness.

Adoption
The primary adoption indicator was the total number and
representativeness of those trained on LIFT program (including
both Extension health educators and community partners). In

addition, all those eligible to deliver the LIFT programwere asked
to complete a survey assessing: (1) acceptability, appropriateness,
and feasibility (30) of implementing LIFT (on a 5-point Likert
scale; 1-completely disagree, 5-completely agree), and (2) their
current stage of change category (23) based on the 6-point scale
of 1- “I am not considering delivering LIFT in my county at
all” to 6- “I have been delivering LIFT for 6 months of more.”
Demographic items were not included to create a short survey
that decreased respondent burden.

Implementation
This was assessed through process evaluations designed for
delivery personnel to self-report the extent to which the
programwas delivered as intended and capture adaptationsmade
during program delivery. The process evaluations contained five
categories: warm-up activity, group-dynamics strategy, exercises,
cool down, and overall program delivery.

Maintenance
As a proxymeasures for system-level maintenance, administrator
perceptions were sought related to: (1) acceptability,
appropriateness, and feasibility (30) of LIFT; (2) the importance
of RE-AIM factors for LIFT [e.g., “The program has potential to
attract/recruit a group of participants that is representative of the
residents of Wyoming (reach); LIFT has been previously tested
in community settings (effectiveness): 1-not at all important,
5-very important], and (3) whether they supported educators
in delivering LIFT (yes or no with reasons why or why not).
Demographic items were also not included in this survey.

Means and standard deviations of continuous variables and
frequencies and proportions of nominal variables were calculated
for the overall sample. Representativeness was calculated by
comparing demographics (age, gender, race, ethnicity, education
level, and work status) of LIFT participants to all older adults
(age 65 and older) in Wyoming (city or county level census
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TABLE 4 | LIFT participant characteristics compared to older adults (age 65+) in Wyoming.

Demographics LIFT Participants (N= 18) Older Adults in Wyoming

Mean (±SD) Mean

Age 67.8 (±4.9) 73

N (%) N (%)

GENDER

Female 18 (100) 45,921 (52)

Male 0 (0) 41,891 (48)

RACE

White 18 (100) 84,488 (96)

Other race 0 (0) 3,324 (4)

ETHNICITY

Non-Hispanic 18 (100) 83,649 (95)

Hispanic 0 (0) 4,163 (5)

EDUCATION LEVEL

High school graduate or some college 11 (61) 51,814 (64)

Bachelor’s degree or higher 7 (39) 19, 854 (25)

WORK STATUS

Not in the labor force (retired, disabled/unable to work, or homemaker) 16 (89) 64,001 (79)

Employed 2 (11) 16,222 (20)

BMI

Overweight or obese 14 (78) 1,077 (64)

Normal weight 4 (22) 603 (36)

data was not available) (31). As raw data was not available for
education level or work status, frequencies were calculated by
using census data percentages and totals. Representativeness of
BMI was calculated by comparing LIFT participants to the sub-
sample of older adults in Wyoming (age 65 and older) who were
selected and responded to the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance
System (BRFSS) survey. A one-sample t-test was used to compare
mean age; Fisher’s exact test was used to compare categorical
variables due to the small sample size.

Results
Reach
Forty-eight participants attended the LIFT classes. However, only
37 individuals agreed to the research portion of this work. Of
the 37 who agreed to be research participants, 18 completed pre-
program surveys. These participants had a mean (±SD) age of
67.8 (±4.9) years, were predominantly retired (78%), and were
Caucasian females (100%). Participants had a mean (±SD) BMI
of 29.9 (±7.0) with seven (39%) classified as obese, seven (39%)
classified as overweight, and four (22%) classified as normal
weight. For each of the three delivery locations, proportion of
LIFT participants was calculated as 17 out of 1,480 adults age 65
or older (1%) in Lander, 12 out of 35 (34%) in Pavillion, and 8 out
of 281 (3%) inGuernsey.When comparing the representativeness
of LIFT participants to older adults in Wyoming, there were no
significant differences in terms of race (p = 1.000), ethnicity (p
= 1.000), employment status (p = 1.000), education level (p =

0.297), and BMI (p= 0.324). There was a significant difference in
age and gender: LIFT participants were younger (t = −4.385, p
= 0.000) and more likely to be female (p= 0.000) (see Table 4).

Effectiveness
Of the 37 LIFT research participants, 10 completed both pre-
and post-program functional fitness assessments. There was a
statistically significant increase in the 30 s chair stand test (t
= −2.673, p = 0.028) and no significant difference in any of
the other tests (balance station, 30 s arm curl, 2min step test,
chair sit and reach, back scratch, and eight food up and go).
As only five participants completed both pre- and post-program
surveys, changes in physical activity levels were not included in
this report.

Adoption
Proportion of delivery agents was calculated for both Extension
health educators and community partners. Of the six Extension
health educators employed at the time who were invited to
the training, one delivered LIFT for an adoption rate of 17%.
Of the two Extension health educators who attended training,
one delivered LIFT for an adoption rate of 50%. However, the
other Extension health educator who attended training indicated
through the follow-up email 2 months post-training that she
was planning on delivering LIFT but had not yet scheduled a
session; she also recruited community partners to attend the
second LIFT training and assisted one of the community partners
with completing evaluations when she delivered the program.

Of the eleven community partners who attended training, two
delivered LIFT for an adoption rate of 18%. Representativeness
of those who delivered LIFT compared to those who attended
the training but did not deliver LIFT was not calculated,
as demographic data from the pre-training survey was only
available for one of the educators who delivered LIFT.
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Demographics of those invited to attend LIFT training (the six
Extension health educators) were compared to the demographics
of those who attended LIFT training (both Extension health
educators and community partners) and completed the pre-
training survey (see Table 1). Due to the small sample sizes,
representativeness was not calculated.

One of the 13 training attendees and none of the four
Extension health educators who did not attend training
completed follow-up surveys. Due to the low response rate,
survey results are not included.

Implementation
One of the two eligible delivery personnel completed process
evaluations. One other educator completed the process
evaluations, but these data were not eligible for inclusion in
analysis as she was also the knowledge broker (i.e., a research
team member with the potential to bias responses) (32). Results
from the one educator indicated that the program was overall
delivered as intended 100% of the time, although adaptations
were made to program components: the warm-up was delivered
with 63% fidelity, group dynamics-based activities 75%, strength
training exercises 100%, and cool-down 69%. Due to the small
sample size, these data should be interpreted with caution.

Maintenance
One of the three administrators completed the surveys; due to
the low response rate, administrator survey results are also not
included.

Discussion
Results of this work indicated initial struggles in scaling-out
a previously tested Extension EBI to Wyoming Extension. All
three stages were equally important in capturing the challenges
and facilitators of the LIFT EBI scale-out; however, a lack
of compliance with data completion (see Figure 1: evaluation
processes and outcomes) highlights challenges of a pragmatic
approach to data collection (e.g., without large funds for
systematic evaluation). This is notable as the researchers were
also from within the Extension system, and therefore, aligned
evaluation with standards of practice. Therefore, translational
solutions (Figure 1) are yet to be determined. However, there
were notable observations and implications, by stage, to be
shared.

Stage 1: Before Adoption
In order to improve physical activity program adoption rates
among Extension health educators, system-wide changes are
needed. While it appears that the UWE organizational structure
supports physical activity programming (e.g., interviewees
mentioned a newly developed Active Living issue team tasked
with choosing physical activity programs to deliver), educators
face barriers to adopting these programs, including role clarity,
traditional delivery models, and organizational culture.

Physical activity is not explicitly included as a focus area of
Extension health educators’ work. Including “physical activity
promotion” in Extension health educators’ job descriptions and
changing position titles to be more inclusive of physical activity

could help educators prioritize physical activity programming
and de-implement other work duties that are not evidence-based
(33). In addition, physical activity programming is fairly new
as an Extension target area and Extension educators (in both
health and other disciplines) not aware of this change may not
support physical activity programming among their colleagues.
Interviewees also mentioned a lack of communication with
colleagues, both those on their initiative team as well as educators
in neighboring states, which makes program dissemination
difficult (34). Future work should investigate the usefulness of a
dissemination network of Extension state specialists that assists
educators in staying informed of evidence-based physical activity
promotion efforts taking place nationwide (34).

In addition to role clarity within the system, Extension
professionals need guidance on how to leverage volunteers and
community members to engage participants across a disperse
region. That is, novel approaches for program delivery may be
necessary to increase the penetration of an intervention across a
state system, particularly a large rural one. For example, interview
respondents mentioned time required for program delivery as
a barrier to Strong Women, Strong Bones (and LIFT requires
a similar time commitment); adaptations to the delivery model
may encourage adoption. They also mentioned a lack of funds
to cover fuel to reach geographically disparate communities.
A train-the-trainer delivery model may help Extension health
educators to adopt the program and then turn it over to
community partners, as has been done by Washburn and
colleagues for their version of LIFT (35). To address lack of
time as a barrier, Extension health educators also need training
on evidence-based programming; this training could encourage
them to adopt existing structured, evidence-based programs
instead of developing their own programming (36). Future
studies should explore the effects on program adoption rates
when these system-level changes are made.

Finally, the culture of the organization and the state can
also affect physical activity program adoption. Wyoming is
a politically conservative state with an individualistic and
independent culture. This culture can impede health promotion
efforts, as observed in the tobacco control efforts of the 2000s:
“We are independent, we’re rugged, we’ll smoke if we want
to, and do not want any government folks trying to tell us
how to live healthier and live longer” (37). This belief can
be a barrier to adoption of any program with health behavior
change as an outcome. To encourage adoption of physical activity
interventions, it may be necessary to shift this mindset within the
system.

Stage 2: During Adoption
Although perceptions of the LIFT training were positive,
participating in training did not change attendees’ predictors of
implementation, stage of change, or positive intent to deliver
both the LIFT program and physical activity programming in
general. This may be because those who attended already planned
on delivering LIFT (e.g., intent to incorporate physical activity
into existing programming and intent to deliver LIFT both had
a mean rating of 4 (agree) both before and after training). As
these are the top predictors of program implementation, it was
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expected that program implementation rates following training
would be high. However, only 2 months had passed since the
second LIFT training, so it is possible that those who attended
training will deliver LIFT once they have determined a location,
community partners, etc., as intent to deliver LIFT was high
post-training. The optimal length of time post-training to assess
implementation status is unknown; other studies of Extension-
delivery physical activity programs have assessed delivery status
after 1 year (Ramalingam et al., in preparation) or annually for
5 years (38). Overall, through this iterative work, attempts were
made to include perceptions of delivery agents to “begin with
the end in mind (39)”; however, in this study, these efforts to
align the intervention with the pull of the system (40) did not
lead to strong adoption or implementation. More work is needed
to determine what factors would lead to higher implementation
rates.

More work is needed to understand the adoption-
implementation gap among community partners that occurred
following the LIFT training. Training attendees had positive
perceptions of the training and intentions to deliver LIFT
post-training. Without responses to the follow-up survey,
it is difficult to understand perceptions of the program or
implementation barriers that occurred. Future research on
system-level changes to promote physical activity programming
through Extension, training on evidence-based programming
for Extension health educators, physical activity program
delivery methods that decrease educator time commitment,
and barriers to community partner program implementation
are needed to address low adoption and implementation
rates.

Stage 3: During Implementation
Extension is an open-access entity that values pragmatic
outcomes; stringent collection of empirical data is more novel
to this system and its personnel. Therefore, the magnitude of
effect and fit of LIFT within the system is yet to be determined.
Furthermore, it was difficult to determine if the program was
implemented with fidelity; changes are needed to encourage or
incentivize collecting these data from delivery personnel (41, 42).
While self-report process evaluations seem easy and manageable,
observations may be necessary to monitor program delivery.
However, these observations require intense resources (travel,
time), so the longevity of this approach may not be feasible.
Future work is needed to determine how to train for and monitor
high quality delivery.

Although effectiveness, adoption, and implementation data
were challenging to collect, there were positive outcomes in
terms of reach. First, LIFT demonstrated a strong reach among
eligible older adults, particularly in small communities (e.g.,
34% of older adults (12 participants) from one community
participated). In terms of representativeness, LIFT participants
were more likely to be female; however, this is also not surprising
as the Wyoming Extension system had previously delivered
Strong Women, Strong Bones (21). The program was eventually
called “Strong Bones” to be more inclusive but more females
participated. One advantage of LIFT is that it is available
and promoted to both men and women, similar to the Stay

Strong, Stay Healthy program of Extension in Missouri and,
more recently, Kansas (19, 43). Although previous research
demonstrated that older adults prefer to exercise with other
older adults (44, 45), new research shows that gender-segregated
classes do not produce better adherence or physical activity
outcomes when compared to classes of similar age but mixed-
gender (46). From a practical perspective, some older adults may
prefer gender segregated classes (44), but LIFT will continue
to be offered to all aging adults due to its open-access policy
(7).

Limitations
The most prominent limitation of this work is the small
sample size for empirical data. However, in pragmatic settings
large sample sizes are not always available; the purpose
of this work was to report process and outcome data in
order to aid in replicability and understanding the process
of scaling an intervention that was adapted specifically for
Extension. Due to low survey response rates, perceptions of
LIFT that influence adoption and system level maintenance
were not captured. These data may have offered insight
into reasons for LIFT not being adopted and implemented
(e.g., low perceived acceptability, appropriateness, or feasibility
among community partners, Extension health educators, or
UWE administrators) and predicted institutionalization of the
program. Future work should consider other methods of
collecting data to determine perceptions of LIFT and potentially
adapt the program to improve adoption and implementation
rates. The sample sizes for each portion of this study were
small as they were limited by the organization structure of
UWE (i.e., only three administrators and six Extension health
educators serve the entire state). However, these educators
have a large reach, as they cover the entire state and
are tasked with providing community-based education to all
Wyomingites.

Finally, strategies to partner with delivery personnel could
have been better used to enhance buy-in and ensure a good
fit between LIFT and UWE as a delivery system (47). The
research team did not fully employ an IRPP in UWE, as the LIFT
program was developed through an IRPP in VCE. As there were
challenges with translating LIFT from Virginia to Wyoming, in
the future employing a new, state-specific IRPP is recommended
to address potential program adaptations and enhance program
sustainability.

This is the first study to follow the scaling-out of an
Extension intervention for Extension professionals by Extension
professionals that did not include place-based adaptations. For
example, Sequin et al. used Extension as a dissemination model
for the Strong Women, Strong Bones intervention but were not
Extension professionals themselves (48). In another example, a
statewide walking program was translated to a new state but
the state made place-based adaptations before launching the
intervention (1, 49). Reports like this one are needed to show
the challenges, successes, and next steps to translating evidence-
based interventions across state lines within the national system
as well as to other community-based entities that partner with
Extension.
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CONCLUSION

Applying a planning and evaluation framework (e.g., RE-AIM)
has the potential to improve transparency and translation of
best practices into community settings. However, many settings
do not have the resources to capture these iterative, pragmatic
data. The results of this study suggest that system-level changes
are needed to increase physical activity program adoption rates
among Extension health educators, reduce system-level barriers
(e.g., role clarity, lack of time or transportation funds), and
leverage partnerships to ensure programs can reach those most
in need of intervention. Collecting ongoing effectiveness data
will be a challenge, and pragmatic ways to indicate a public
health impact need to be developed (andmatch systems’ capacity,
interest, and value). These improvements in community-based
and community-driven data collection may improve reach,
effectiveness, adoption, implementation, and maintenance of
interventions within Extension.
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Background: The RE-AIM framework has been widely used in health research but it

is unclear the extent to which this framework is also used for planning and evaluating

health-related programs in clinical and community settings. Our objective was to evaluate

how RE-AIM is used in the “real-world” and identify opportunities for improving use

outside of research contexts.

Methods: We used purposive and snowball sampling to identify clinical and community

health programs that used RE-AIM for planning and/or evaluation. Recruitment methods

included surveys with email follow-up to funders, implementers, and RE-AIM working

group members. We identified 17 programs and conducted structured in-depth

interviews with key informants (n = 18). Across RE-AIM dimensions, respondents

described motivations, uses, and measures; rated understandability and usefulness;

discussed benefits and challenges, strategies to overcome challenges, and resources

used. We used descriptive statistics for quantitative ratings, and content analysis for

qualitative data.

Results: Program content areas included chronic disease management and prevention,

healthy aging, mental health, or multiple, often behavioral health-related topics.

During planning, most programs considered reach (n = 9), adoption (n = 11),

and implementation (n = 12) while effectiveness (n = 7) and maintenance (n = 6)

were considered less frequently. In contrast, most programs evaluated all RE-AIM

dimensions, ranging from 13 programs assessing maintenance to 15 programs

assessing implementation and effectiveness. On five-point scales, all RE-AIM dimensions

were rated as easy to understand (OverallM= 4.7± 0.5), but obtaining data was rated as

somewhat challenging (Overall M = 3.4 ± 0.9). Implementation was the most frequently

used dimension to inform program design (M= 4.7± 0.6) relative to the other dimensions

(3.0–3.9). All dimensions were considered similarly important for decision-making

(average M = 4.1 ± 1.4), with the exception of maintenance (M = 3.4 ± 1.7).

Qualitative corresponded to the quantitative findings in that RE-AIM was reported to be a
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practical, easy to understand, and well-established implementation science framework.

Challenges included understanding differences among RE-AIM dimensions and data

acquisition. Valuable resources included the RE-AIM website and collaborating with

an expert.

Discussion: RE-AIM is an efficient framework for planning and evaluation of clinical

and community-based projects. It provides structure to systematically evaluate health

program impact. Programs found planning for and assessing maintenance difficult,

providing opportunities for further refinement.

Keywords: RE-AIM, dissemination and implementation, program planning, evaluation, pragmatic

INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of evidence-based programs for improving
population health, there is a greater concern with promoting
the dissemination and implementation (D&I) of health programs
(1). It is important to evaluate if these programs are being
used, implemented as intended, and having the expected
impact on health outcomes, to ensure we are investing in the
best available programs and strategies (2). There have been
numerous calls for more comprehensive use of dissemination
and implementation science models, theories, and frameworks
(3–5) to help understand how programs work, inform future
interventions, and provide generalizable knowledge. To date,
most assessments of the use of frameworks have been in research
settings (6). This is also true of the RE-AIM framework, use
of which in research grants and publications has been well-
documented (7–9). There has been far less evaluation of use
of RE-AIM in non-research settings. Such use is especially
appropriate for RE-AIM, which is designed to be a pragmatic
model (10).

We define “non-research” projects as programs and
interventions intended for local quality or health improvement
rather than generalizable knowledge (e.g., instituting evidence-
based practices to improve patient outcomes vs. pursuing
patterns of patient changes to advance a scientific question).
Research may use random assignment to control conditions and
be intended to establish efficacy or effectiveness. In contrast,
non-research uses –which as discussed here, include quality
improvement (QI), program or product evaluation, and
demonstration projects. QI and program evaluations may have
greater opportunity for adaptations and iterative refinement
of protocols and intervention delivery. In both research and
non-research contexts, the value of RE-AIM is in adding
information on issues that are often not considered, such as
outcomes involving representativeness and generalizability. Yet
it is not known the extent to which and how RE-AIM is used for
non-research purposes.

RE-AIM is a planning and evaluation model that addresses
five dimensions of individual- and setting-level outcomes
important to program impact and sustainability (11): Reach,
Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance.
Reach refers to the absolute number, proportion, and
representativeness of individuals who participate in a given

intervention or program. Effectiveness is the impact of an
intervention on important outcomes and includes negative
effects, quality of life, and economic outcomes. Adoption
is the absolute number, proportion, and representativeness
of settings and intervention agents who initiate a program.
Implementation refers to the intervention agents’ fidelity to and
adaptations of an intervention and associated implementation
strategies, including consistency of delivery as intended and
the time and costs. Lastly, maintenance is the extent to
which a program or policy becomes institutionalized or part
of the routine organizational practices and policies. Within
the RE-AIM framework, maintenance also applies at the
individual level, and has been defined as the long-term effects
of a program on outcomes after 6 or more months after
intervention contact.

Systematic reviews of the research literature on RE-
AIM have found that certain dimensions (effectiveness,
implementation) are evaluated and reported more often than
other dimensions (reach, adoption, maintenance)—with the
primary underreporting in describing the representativeness
of individuals and settings, maintenance of effects, costs, and
sustained program implementation (7). To our knowledge, the
only reported assessment of the use of RE-AIM in non-research
settings has been in a series of articles coordinated by Ory
et al. on use in aging and health programs (12). In an article
on perceived utility of the RE-AIM framework (13), program
implementers and administrators in 27 states were interviewed
about use of RE-AIM as a guiding framework to plan, deliver
and evaluate state-level delivery of a national evidence-based
prevention initiative directed toward older adults. Findings
suggested high perceived utility by key community stakeholders
in using the RE-AIM framework in national initiatives for older
adults. Although RE-AIM was viewed as a useful planning,
implementation, and evaluation tool, uptake was not universal
across all dimensions, and difficulty was reported in applying the
framework as a whole. A major conclusion from this study was
the need for more tailored resources and technical assistance,
something that the National Working Group on RE-AIM
Planning and Evaluation Framework (www.re-aim.org) has
been addressing (14, 15). Additionally, this paper called for
additional assessments of the use of the RE-AIM framework in
other funding initiatives as part of a quality assurance process to
understand roll-out of evidence-based programming.
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To understand the application of RE-AIM in non-research
settings across different content areas, populations and settings,
we designed a study to assess experience (understandability and
usefulness) and methods and resources used to apply all five
RE-AIM dimensions for program planning, evaluation, decision-
making and improvement in non-research settings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design
This is a cross-sectional, retrospective mixed-methods evaluation
of use of RE-AIM for program planning and evaluation in
clinical and community settings. We identified eligible programs
and representatives using purposive and snowball sampling. We
administered structured interviews to program representatives
to assess both qualitative perceptions and quantitative ratings of
the usability and usefulness of RE-AIM. Open-ended questions
were used to elaborate upon and explain quantitative ratings,
consistent with an explanatory concurrent mixed methods
design. Study procedures were approved by the Colorado
Multiple Institutional Review Board in June 2018.

Participants and Eligibility
Our goal was to interview 15–20 representatives from projects or
programs that used RE-AIM for planning and/or evaluation in
clinical or community settings. Eligibility criteria for interviewees
included a lead or supportive role in the local planning,
implementation, and/or evaluation of a health-related program
or intervention (e.g., program director) and self-reported use
of RE-AIM.

Sample Identification and Recruitment
It is challenging to review and evaluate non-research use
of models and theories (13). There are no repositories or
databases such as PubMed or federal grants to search, and
publications in the academic literature or gray literature are rare.
Therefore, pragmatic methods such as purposive and snowball
sampling (asking those interviewed for recommendations of
other potential participants) can be used. This makes it difficult,
however, to establish a denominator or response rate.

We used multiple strategies to identify and recruit
interviewees. First, we developed a brief survey sent to contacts
at agencies that we had reason to believe had funded, conducted,
or organized health-related programs designed primarily for
local QI or community health impact (purposive sampling).
Agencies included health foundations, health systems, state
health departments, and national health agencies in the U.S
and internationally. We targeted both agencies and individuals
known to us (experienced RE-AIM scholars) to have required
or encouraged use of RE-AIM for planning or evaluation of
supported projects, as well initiatives in which use of RE-AIM
was unknown. The identified contact persons from target
agencies were sent an email with a survey link. Those that did
not reply after 10 days were sent a reminder e-mail.

The survey asked, “Have any of your grantees ever actually
used RE-AIM, in whole or in part, as a program planning or
evaluation framework for one or more health-related programs

or initiatives?” Respondents indicated how many programs
or initiatives had used RE-AIM, and described projects that
“Primarily aimed to improve the health or well-being of a
specific community or population” and had used RE-AIM. With
respondents’ permission, we followed up via email to request
introductions or contact information for representatives from
relevant projects.

Names of representatives from relevant projects were also
obtained through personal contacts, PubMed and Google
Scholar searches, emails to the RE-AIM working group, and
nomination by RE-AIM researchers and interviewees (snowball
sampling). Literature search terms included “RE-AIM,” “health”
and “evaluation”; we reviewed abstracts to identify potentially
eligible projects, and emailed lead authors.

In total, we emailed 95 people with invitations to complete
the survey (for agency representatives) and/or participate in the
interview (for program representatives; some people represented
both). Many were multiple potential contacts for the same
program. Of the 35 surveys completed, 19 reported their
grantees had used RE-AIM; 14 indicated they would provide
introductions to project representatives. Of the 17 interviews
conducted, 8 resulted from contacts identified by those who
were sent the survey, 1 resulted from nominations from other
interviewees, 2 resulted from emails to the RE-AIM working
group, and 2 resulted from personal contacts. Four of the
interviewees were co-authors on this paper, who are experienced
evaluators and had used RE-AIM for eligible projects. All but one
interview was conducted by a trained research assistant; one was
conducted by the lead author.

Outcomes and Data Collection Tools
Data were collected using a structured interview guide
(Supplementary Material). Additionally, we requested copies of
any public documents, project summaries, and reports involving
the RE-AIM framework on their project. Participants reported
if they had ever been involved in a “non-research” project that
used RE-AIM, in whole or in part, as a program design or
evaluation framework; if they had been involved in more than
one such project, they were asked to consider the most recent
project for the remainder of the interview. We audio recorded
the interviews, and kept detailed notes. We appended our notes
after the interview by reviewing the recordings.

Quantitative Outcomes
For each RE-AIM dimension, participants reported whether
they used the dimension for initial planning or program
design, evaluation, or both, and described how they measured
or otherwise operationalized the dimension. Additional details
about measurement/operationalization were gathered from
written reports or documents provided by the interviewee.
Interviewees rated usability and usefulness of the five RE-AIM
dimensions using 5-point Likert-type scales: “Dimension was
easy to understand” (1 very difficult – 5 very easy); “Getting
the data to assess this dimension was easy” (1 very difficult – 5
very easy); “Did consideration of this dimension inform initial
program design?” (1 not at all – 5 extremely); “Was consideration
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of this dimension important for decision making during the
program?” (1 not at all – 5 extremely).

Qualitative Outcomes
Open-ended questions in the interview guide addressed the
following topics:

• Description of the health program, project, or initiative, its
intended audience and outcomes, and its origin and funding;

• Rationale, purpose and funding for use of RE-AIM;
• Experience with and methods used to apply the five RE-

AIM dimensions;
• Receipt and nature of consultation, published guidance, online

resources, training, and technical assistance; and
• Recommendations for improvement in the model itself and

guidance materials.

Analyses
Quantitative Analyses
For quantitative ratings, we calculated descriptive statistics
including means, medians, standard deviations and ranges for
16 (of 17) interviews. One interview was excluded from the
quantitative analysis as it covered use of RE-AIM for a series
of projects, rather than a single project, and hence was not
comparable for quantitative analyses.

Qualitative Analyses
For qualitative data, the research assistant who conducted the
interviews organized her notes into a case-based matrix by topic
(project health topic and setting, program and RE-AIM use
funders, RE-AIM impact and usefulness, challenges, overcoming
challenges, use of educational resources, and recommendations
for improvement). Another team member coded the data within
each topic area and identified themes. We used a qualitative
descriptive approach to content analysis (16). All 17 interviews
were included in the qualitative analysis.

RESULTS

Description of the Sample and Use of
RE-AIM
As shown in Table 1, the interviews represented a diverse group
of projects and organizations. The interview participants were
most often from universities (62%), especially schools of public
health. Project locations where programs were conducted were
primarily in community or public healthcare settings—and not
associated with research funding. Programs were located in
the U.S (Colorado, Maine, Georgia, Wyoming, Texas, Alaska,
Nebraska, Washington State, national programs), and outside
the U.S (Guadalajara, Amsterdam). Projects addressed several
different content areas, and most (71%) focused on prevention or
management of multiple health conditions or behaviors. Funding
came from several sources, with the most frequent being U.S.
public health funders such as the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) or state health departments. It is notable
that 6 programs had either had no funding or combined funding
from multiple sources, and 2 were internally funded. Finally,
these programsmademodest use of RE-AIM resources, including

TABLE 1 | Characteristics of organizations and projects interviewed.

Organization type No. of 16

U.S. university 8

Government (non-research agency) 3

Foreign university 2

Research evaluation center 2

Non-profit organization 1

Project content area

Multiple 6

Chronic disease or aging 5

Prevention 4

Mental health 1

Funding source

CDC or state health 6

National health organization 4

Internal or none 3

Multiple 3

RE-AIM resources used

www.re-aim.org 9

Consultation 7

TABLE 2 | Use of RE-AIM dimensions for planning and evaluation (no. of 16

possible).

RE-AIM dimension Planning Evaluation

Reach 9 14

Effectiveness 7 15

Adoption 11 14

Implementation 12 15

Maintenance 6 13

www.re-aim.org (9 programs) or formal training or consultation
(7 programs).

Table 2 summarizes which RE-AIM dimensions were
addressed in each program, for planning or evaluation.
Respondents reported RE-AIM was used more comprehensively
for evaluation than for planning. Organizational factors such
as adoption and implementation were used most frequently for
planning while individual factors such as reach and effectiveness
were used less frequently. In terms of evaluation, all dimensions
were reportedly used in most programs.

Tables 3, 4 summarize exemplar projects’ application of RE-
AIM in Clinical and Community Settings, respectively.

Quantitative Ratings of RE-AIM
Dimensions
Table 5 summarizes respondent ratings on the five RE-AIM
dimensions for: perceptions of ease of use, ease of data
acquisition, use in program design decisions, and importance for
decision making. All domains were rated as easy to understand
(4.3 or higher on the 5 point scale), with few differences
across dimensions. Obtaining data was rated as moderate across
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TABLE 3 | Definitions and measures for RE-AIM applications in a clinical setting.

Clinical setting case study

Project type • Clinical project to ensure exercise is addressed in routine

medical care

Why use RE-AIM? • Used RE-AIM for evaluation purposes.

• Used as part of a process evaluation.

• Also used to shape interventions and projects.

Reach • Defined as type of patients reached by the intervention,

including characteristics of patients and how generalizable to

the target population for the program.

• Measures: Patient demographic information.

Effectiveness • Defined as expected or perceived outcomes by clinicians.

• Examined the difference between intervention effectiveness

and implementation effectiveness.

• Measures: Questionnaires and in-depth interviews with

the clinicians.

Adoption • Defined as what sorts of departments are willing to use the

new intervention and what sorts of clinical/staff are willing to

use it

• Measures: Questionnaires and in-depth interviews with

clinicians. Demographic data based on field notes, talking to

people in recruitment.

Implementation • Defined as clinician adherence to protocols for

implementation and intervention.

• Measures: Questionnaires, interviews, and observations.

Maintenance • Defined as intended use after evaluation at the clinician level,

including recommendations for others to use the intervention

and anticipated benefits other settings.

• Measures: Questionnaires and interviews.

dimensions (average of 3.4), but somewhat more difficult for
maintenance. The largest difference across dimensions was on the
rating of “informed program design,’ on which Implementation
was rated more highly than the other dimensions (4.7 of 5
vs. 3.0–3.9 for all other dimensions). All dimensions, except
maintenance (3.4/5) were reported to be important for decision
making (all >4/5).

Qualitative Themes
We identified themes related to the usefulness of RE-AIM
for real-world projects, including its impact on planning and
usefulness for evaluation and program refinements over time,
challenges in using RE-AIM and strategies for overcoming those
challenges, resources used for learning about and applying RE-
AIM, recommendations for improvement, and how use of RE-
AIM is funded.

RE-AIM Impact and Usefulness
RE-AIM was reported to be a useful organizing framework or
“roadmap” for planning (impact and usefulness theme 1). An
interviewee explained, “[RE-AIM] provides a nice roadmap with
all the components of program development that you need to
consider.” RE-AIM helps to ensure consideration of adoption,
implementation and sustainability, reaching the right audiences,
and ensuring you have been clear about who will benefit and
expected outcomes, as well as potential unintended consequences
(e.g., attending to reach and potential health disparities). An

TABLE 4 | Definitions and measures for RE-AIM application in a community

setting.

Community setting case study

Project type • Older Adults Community Living: Fall prevention and exercise

programs

Why use

RE-AIM?

• Used RE-AIM as a framework for evaluation.

• Used RE-AIM to describe dissemination for a regional project.

Reach • Defined as types of people who participated in the prevention

programs, and assessment of who was more likely to

participate in each of two exercise programs.

• Also defined as extent to which programs were covering all

counties in their service area, covering the hotspots or places

within certain miles of a hospital or well-known health clinic, or

whether areas were missing.

• Used to help an organization when they were making a

decision about what programs best suited their population,

whether it was by age category, by income level, or education

level.

• Measures: Participant, Host site, and Program leader surveys

(pretest posttest) including demographics, such as gender,

race, income level of participants as well as who did not

participate and who were missing, over 2 years. Geocoding

using zip codes to evaluate the site and how many people

they served.

Effectiveness • Given a focus on disseminating evidence-based falls

prevention programs, there was less concern about the

effectiveness.

• Defined as quality assurance throughout the project, attitudes

toward perceived effects on falls efficacy at end of the

program.

• Fidelity check as part of quality assurance, making sure that

the program is working as intended.

• Measures: Quality assurance check-ins and survey measures

on falls efficacy and falls risk factors and ensured that

outcomes were matching up with national outcomes as a

fidelity check.

Adoption • At the organizational level, defined as characteristics of

organizations and implementation sites, including those invited

to participate and their organizations; and reasons for

adoption or non-adoption.

• At the participant level, defined as characteristics of those who

participated, who was hesitant and reasons for hesitations.

• Measures: Survey and anecdotal information; the collection

of the host information form and the population that they

served. Collected the zip code location of the sites to garner

information about the population served, where they were

located, if they received any government funding, and how

each site was set up.

Implementation • Defined as program attendance and the number of programs

or classes offered, and having quality assurance measures

(such as using a checklist) in place to ensure fidelity to program

protocol.

• Measures: Individual level surveys to measure program

attendance and the number of programs or classes offered,

using attendance logs and completion logs. Fidelity

observations for new program leaders.

Maintenance • At the individual level, maintenance defined as evidence on

sustaining benefits and participants’ intentions to continue the

program.

• At the site level, sustainability defined as evidence of

organizations embedding these programs into their routine

operations and budgets.

• Measures: Questionnaires and interviews with

organization representatives.
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TABLE 5 | Ratings of RE-AIM dimensions on ease of understanding and getting data; consideration for design and decision making.

RE-AIM dimension Easy to understand Ease of getting data Considered in program design Important for decision making

M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Reach 4.3 (0.8) 3.5 (1.1) 3.5 (1.6) 4.0 (1.4)

Effectiveness 4.7 (0.6) 3.4 (1.3) 3.9 (1.6) 4.1 (1.4)

Adoption 4.2 (0.9) 3.7 (1.2) 3.9 (1.3) 4.1 (1.3)

Implementation 4.7 (0.5) 3.4 (1.1) 4.7 (0.6) 4.2 (1.3)

Maintenance 4.4 (0.8) 3.1 (1.1) 3.0 (1.4) 3.4 (1.7)

Overall 4.7 (0.5) 3.4 (0.9) 3.6 (1.6) 3.6 (0.8)

Each item measured on a scale of 1 (“very difficult” or “not at all”) to 5 (“very easy” or “extremely”) scale.

interviewee described the value of the “reach” dimension for
attending to health equity, “It was a moral imperative to check
in on what we were doing. . . . We wanted to use this to inform,
how can we reach those vulnerable populations, how can we
reach rural populations, how can we reach those disadvantaged
or untouched sectors of the community.”

RE-AIM was reported to help with focusing on context and
setting, and implications for what works in “real life” (impact
and usefulness theme 2). Specifically, understanding who is or
isn’t adopting or delivering the program well, what’s required
for sustainability, and making refinements to the program over
time to ensure overall quality. Finally, RE-AIM was described as
a practical, familiar, easy to understand and well-established D&I
framework (impact and usefulness theme 3). One interviewee
indicated, “if you are wanting a framework or conceptual model,
this is a good one” since many people are familiar with it
and it’s fairly straightforward, and helpful for coordinating and
communicating with program implementers. Furthermore, “I’m
from the public health field and it’s always nice to have a
framework, theory or model on which you base your decisions
on. So that was a big value-add for me was to have an established
D&I framework that was known in the field and highly applicable
to our project.”

RE-AIM Challenges
Interviewees reported challenges with understanding the
differences among the RE-AIM components (challenges
theme 1). Notably, respondents reported that there are “fuzzy
boundaries” between adoption and implementation, adoption
and reach, and reach and effectiveness (e.g., which dimension
it is when the outcome is number served). A respondent noted,
“I just think that distinguishing between when does somebody
move from being an adopter to an implementer, I find that a
fuzzy boundary.” There can be lack of clarity on the unit of
analysis (e.g., participant vs. system/organization), as well as
defining terms and figuring out relevance to a specific program.
For example, in a program focused on recruiting staff members
to deliver a program to parents, the staff participation would be
the measure of adoption and parents contacted the measure of
reach. Second, there can be difficulty with data acquisition, as in
a source of data exists but access was slow or limited (challenges
theme 2). Specifically, it was especially hard to get electronic
health records (EHR) data that allowed linking patients over

time to track clinical outcomes longitudinally. One person
summarized the problem as, “Electronic health records are not
set up to extract the data for these [RE-AIM] measures.” As in
research and evaluation in general, interviewees struggled to
schedule interviews with busy staff and providers, and often
found participants did not want to spend a lot of time answering
questions. A parallel data challenge theme concerns when a
source of data doesn’t exist (challenge theme 3); this includes
getting denominator data to estimate reach and adoption,
knowing who does not get into a program, getting demographic
data for characterizing sites and participants, and measuring
maintenance. For example, “Often there is no denominator
known, so you want to describe our reach but don’t know your
full population so you cannot say if you did well on reach.”
Finally, interviewees reported practical and logistical issues with
RE-AIM evaluations—likely not specific to RE-AIM itself, but
to the nature of evaluation (challenge theme 4). These issues
included few resources, changing organizational priorities, staff
turnover, and frustration that it can take a long time to see
impact at the patient level.

Overcoming Challenges
To overcome challenges, interviewees reported that being flexible
and adapting the approach over time to best fit your needs and
purpose was helpful (overcoming challenges theme 1) but also
resulted in modifications to RE-AIM definitions. One participant
described this as “the way we’re interpreting it (adoption) is
probably not pure RE-AIM so we might be taking some liberties
because . . . you’re usually looking at adoption as sort of the
analog to reach, what sort of percentage of all the eligible
health systems that you approached actually signed on to do it.
Respondents noted the liberal use of RE-AIM while focusing on
one’s purpose: “The way we used some of the reach data as a
metric for taking a look at fidelity and seeing if, for example,
one clinic is really falling short.” Some reported using a trial
and error approach to methods and measures, being open to
changing methods over time, and going back and forth with sites
to figure out what will work from ameasurement perspective. For
instance, “In terms of maintenance . . . we had to expand beyond
the cancer center to include all hospital inpatients.” In addition,
interviewees suggested putting in the effort for careful planning
up front (overcoming challenges theme 2). Specifically, spending
time at the beginning to define your terms, develop relationships
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with sites and participants, and figure out what’s realistic at the
outset for both evaluation and for the program (e.g., what are
realistic numbers for reach?). For instance, “Getting the data
all depends on the previous steps. How you use it, how you
define it, and what methods. It’s worth spending a lot of time on
designing that part so it’s easy to collect.” Finally, interviewees
advised learning more about the RE-AIM dimensions and how
they have been applied in other real-world projects (overcoming
challenges theme 3). This can help clarify definitions—such as
one interviewee who reported that reading examples helped to
clarify that adoption refers to the provider or setting level or that
maintenance can refer to the organization level as well as the
individual level.

Educational Resources
Interviewees reflected upon their use of the website, trainings
or formal education, consultation or technical assistance, and
publications to learn about and guide application of RE-AIM.
Most interviewees were familiar with the website and had
used or visited it in the past (14). They found it useful for
finding definitions of terms and finding publications on RE-
AIM (e.g., for examples and materials used in previous projects).
Sources of training and formal education included graduate
coursework (e.g., public health programs, D&I courses); lectures,
conference presentations and webinars; and workshops from RE-
AIM experts. They recommend promoting existing resources
like recorded webinars so that others can benefit from them.
Consultation and technical assistance included brief discussions
to in-depth collaboration with RE-AIM experts, having RE-AIM
experts walk them through the website, as well as peer-to-peer
and internal organizational expertise in RE-AIM. Publications
found to be most useful to guide understanding and applying
RE-AIM in non-research settings included the original 1999
paper (11), the pragmatic applications in clinical and community
settings paper (10), RE-AIM systematic review (7), RE-AIM for
environmental change and health paper (17), the practical, robust
implementation and sustainability model (PRISM) paper (18),
and the use of RE-AIM for chronic illness management research
paper (19).

Recommendations
To help promote ease of use of RE-AIM for community and
clinical programs, interviewees had several recommendations
for RE-AIM developers. First, highlight real-world projects on
the RE-AIM website that do a good job linking measures to
the constructs and giving concrete examples. Describe tools and
measures that can be adapted—especially for measuring and
distinguishing reach (especially denominators), adoption and
maintenance. For instance, it is helpful “To have some good
examples of tools people use to capture some of the dimensions
especially those that are a little bit harder to capture like the
maintenance piece for institutions or the adoption aspect.”
Emphasize that RE-AIM can be used pragmatically by only
assessing constructs that are a priority for your stakeholders
and/or aligning RE-AIM constructs with metrics stakeholders
care about. This allows practice settings to plan strategies that
can address each RE-AIM dimension without feeling obligated

to collect data across all dimensions. Users of the framework can
benefit from clarifying when RE-AIM (vs. another framework)
may be most applicable. For example, “I think now that there
are so many frameworks out there I think it’s just helpful to
understand... how is RE-AIM different, when is it appropriate to
use RE-AIM, when is appropriate to use other frameworks. . . .
It’s still pretty driven toward the research community, but it
can be used outside of the research community.” Interviewees
asked for better placing RE-AIM in context by explaining how
RE-AIM factors influence and relate to each other, and formally
integrating contextual factors and consideration of facilitators
and barriers to adoption, implementation and maintenance
into RE-AIM.

Funding RE-AIM in Community and Clinical Settings
Finally, interviewees described funding sources for applying
RE-AIM, which sometimes differed from the funding for the
program itself. Sources included federal grants, national agencies,
internal health system funds (especially those at academic health
centers and integrated health systems), foundations, state health
departments, and commercial companies. The type or degree of
support included small allocations from internal funds or carved
out from larger grants, seed grants and case studies specifically
geared toward evaluation, “leftover money” at the end of the year,
or work done as part of regular employment or job duties.

DISCUSSION

Although challenging to identify programs using RE-AIM in
non-research settings, our multiple recruitment approaches
identified 17 non-research programs in “real world” clinical
and community settings that had used RE-AIM for planning
and/or evaluation. These programs included funders as well
as universities, and government and community organizations.
Our mixed methods assessment of RE-AIM use revealed that
most RE-AIM dimensions have been used and found to be
useful for planning and evaluation across diverse content areas,
programs and settings. Qualitative findings show that RE-AIM
is a well-known and easy to explain organizing framework or
“roadmap” for planning, especially with regard to encouraging
consideration of context and setting, and implications for what
works in “real life.” These results are complementary to the more
quantitative reviews that have been conducted on the formal
research literature on use of RE-AIM. For instance, Vinson et al.
found it to be one of the most frequently used implementation
science frameworks in research grant proposals (20).

However, in contrast to the literature on research using
RE-AIM, the program members interviewed for this report
tended to use all RE-AIM dimensions for evaluation (7, 9,
21). In particular, these non-research users used Adoption and
Maintenance dimensions in 100% and 75% of their applications,
respectively, rates higher than reporting on these dimensions in
the research literature. Key informants indicated that they used
fewer of the dimensions during the planning period than the
evaluation period. Of note, effectiveness and maintenance were
considered in fewer than half of the program planning processes.
It may be that when selecting programs for implementation the
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stakeholders began planning for implementation of evidence-
based interventions—and as such felt that planning for adoption
and implementation factors were the most important to address
in planning to ensure the evidence-based approach would
achieve the same magnitude of effect.

Some of the most frequent challenges to applying RE-
AIM identified in these real-world applications were the
same as those identified in the research literature, namely
difficulty distinguishing Reach from Adoption, and specifying
denominators for measures of Reach (10, 22). Despite consistent
endorsement of RE-AIM as easy to understand or explain
to program implementers, the nuances among dimensions
can be—as one interviewee said—“tricky” to distinguish in
practice. Further, despite the high use of all dimensions in
evaluation across programs, there were challenges in proactive
data collection—both from existing sources and gathered directly
from participants. This suggests that even when using RE-
AIM for planning, operationally evaluating each dimension can
be complex.

It is informative to compare our results to those of Ory et al.
(13) who evaluated use of RE-AIM for a larger number of settings
(n= 27 states, with multiple delivery channels in each state) that
were all part of one large national project to enhance physical
activity. Similar to that report, we found that most RE-AIM
dimensions were rated as relatively easy to understand and that
RE-AIM was used consistently for both planning and evaluation.
This stands in contrast to the research literature, in which RE-
AIM has been used much more often for evaluation, despite
documented successes in applying it for planning (23). The Ory
et al. evaluation focusedmore on general experience applying RE-
AIM using the framework as a whole, while our study delves into
more specific evaluation of the use and helpfulness of the various
RE-AIM dimensions in variety of different program areas (13).

We identified a number of themes related to challenges in
using RE-AIM and strategies for overcoming those challenges
in real-world settings. Most of the challenges reported are not
unique to planning and evaluation of “real-world” programs—
even research projects struggle with understanding RE-AIM
dimensions, acquiring high-quality, longitudinal data, and
maintaining commitment from staff and leadership. Similarly,
as with any program evaluation, program planners and
evaluators should engage stakeholders early in the process to
ensure mutual agreement on defining outcomes of interest
and establishing feasible measures and data sources for those
outcomes. Strategies for overcoming challenges specifically
aligned with using RE-AIM for non-research projects include
being flexible and adapting the RE-AIM measures and priorities
over time to best fit local and emergent needs and purpose.
Program evaluation has more flexibility in this regard than
does research.

Overall, RE-AIM appears to be applicable in non-research
settings and to be helpful for pragmatic use (10) in projects
that do not have large evaluation budgets. Respondents to our
interview made moderate use of various resources on RE-AIM,
including www.re-aim.org, but felt that more specific training in
its use and case examples of how it has been applied in other
non-research projects would be beneficial.

One notable recommendation for RE-AIM developers was
to explicitly integrate RE-AIM with factors related to context
and setting. This in fact has been done—the Pragmatic,
Robust Implementation and Sustainability Model (PRISM) is
an emerging D&I science framework that focuses on multiple
factors related to context and setting (18, 24) that impact RE-
AIM outcomes, but this expansion is not widely known. Such
factors include the external environment, organizational and
patient/recipient characteristics, and the implementation and
sustainability infrastructure. For example, Liles et al. found that
use of PRISM facilitated adoption of a new colorectal cancer
screening intervention (24). In general, the PRISM framework
focuses on contextual factors related to RE-AIM outcomes.While
maintenance (at the setting level) in RE-AIM is defined as
continuation after 6 months or longer following completion
of funding support, newer conceptualizations of sustainability
and the “implementation and sustainability infrastructure”
component of PRISM focus on longer term sustainability.

Limitations and Next Steps
This study has limitations including lack of a tightly defined
sampling due to lack of searchable databases of non-research
applications of RE-AIM (or other D&I frameworks). Although
our records show we attempted to contact 95 people, which
led to 17 interviews (16 of which reflected distinct programs),
it was not possible to calculate a true response rate. There is
no clear denominator for those eligible to participate. While
this study includes a relatively small sample of informants, the
interviews spanned 16 distinct programs and initiatives across a
variety of health domains and clinical contexts. As is typical of
qualitative research, we focused more on depth of understanding
experiences with RE-AIM rather than breadth (25). Strengths
of the study include its focus on pragmatic, non-research
application and the mixed methods assessment. Unfortunately,
the small number of interviewees precluded comparisons on RE-
AIM use among programs with different types of funding or from
different geographic locations. Future research is recommended
to replicate and extend these findings at a future time to assess
longitudinal trends, and development and evaluation of more
specific training strategies for applying RE-AIM.

CONCLUSIONS

RE-AIM can be a useful organizing framework or “roadmap” for
planning and evaluation of implementation of health programs
in clinical and community settings, especially given it helps
focus on contextual and setting factors that have implications
for what works in “real life.” As a practical, familiar, and easy to
understand D&I framework, it is a good choice for a planning or
evaluation framework in real-world settings. RE-AIM is generally
not seen as an alternative to more traditional program evaluation
methods, focusing on effectiveness, but as a way to broaden
and contextualize results, with a focus on population impact
(15). Projects using RE-AIM are not immune to the usual
challenges of planning and evaluation, including data acquisition
and availability, lack of resources, and changing priorities and
staffing over time. It can also be difficult to understand the
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nuances and distinctions among the 5 RE-AIM dimensions, and
figure out how each dimensions applies and can be measured in
a given context.

To address these challenges, those planning to use RE-AIM
may benefit from reading key papers on pragmatic application
of RE-AIM (8–10) and not just the original 1999 paper;
reviewing examples on the RE-AIM.org website; and seeking
out consultations from experts. Then, be realistic about what
can be done to measure RE-AIM dimensions, and be flexible
to change over the course of the project in how RE-AIM is
used. Finally, RE-AIM can serve as a tool for organizing and
informing decision making before, during, and after program
implementation. Specifically, funders can include RE-AIM
as an expectation in grant applications to help systematically
collect information on health program impact across multiple
grantees (26). Additionally grantee organizations or evaluators
can use RE-AIM as a tool for understanding what is working/not
working within their programs and use this information to
plan for quality improvement activities as well as long-term
program sustainability.
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Background: Few studies of hospital-based implementation assess sustainability or

collect formal implementation outcomes, in part because the emphasis is often on initial

adoption and rapid cycles of improvement. The purpose of this process evaluation was

to assess the implementation of a pharmacy-led, hospital-wide program and contribute

to the literature by collecting formal implementation outcomes, including sustainability.

Methods: This was a qualitative process evaluation of a program that delivers discharge

medications and related education to hospitalized patients’ bedside prior to discharge.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with the program’s key stakeholders to

assess the program’s implementation barriers and facilitators as well as its potential for

sustainability. An interview guide was created based on the RE-AIM constructs of Reach,

Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance. Effectiveness was not assessed due to an

ongoing effectiveness evaluation by another team. Each interview was coded by two

independent coders and any discrepancy was adjudicated by a third, independent coder.

Results: Twelve stakeholders were approached and all agreed to be interviewed.

Related to providers’ decisions to adopt the program, key themes emerged around

the different priorities of nurses and physicians, which has implications for how

program leadership promoted the program to these different stakeholder groups.

Key implementation barriers included the nature of hospital provider rotations and

turnover, which led to confusion on who could use the program and to whom

providers should direct program-related questions. Key implementation facilitators

included the enthusiasm of program staff and identified champions on the units.

Themes related to maintenance or sustainability included the need to continually

generate buy-in and educate providers about the program and allowing program staff

and leadership to remain nimble and adapt their operations to meet evolving needs.
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Conclusions: The results suggest that in an environment in which rapidly achieving

improvement is often the focus more than maintaining that improvement, strategies

to achieve successful implementation may not be sufficient to achieve successful

sustainment. New strategies are likely needed to address the unique barriers to sustaining

a program once initial adoption and implementation is complete.

Keywords: implementation, hospital, sustainability, RE-AIM, qualitative

INTRODUCTION

Bedside medication delivery programs, commonly referred to
as “meds to beds” or “meds in hand,” involves delivering
discharge medications to hospitalized patients’ bedside prior to
discharge and often includes a medication education component
(1, 2). This intervention, or program, can be provided by
hospital pharmacies, on-site affiliated outpatient pharmacies,
or third-party retail pharmacies. In this study, the specific
program was conceptualized and initiated by the on-site
hospital-affiliated outpatient pharmacy as a quality improvement
initiative for the purpose of improving patients’ transition from
hospital to home.

These programs have been shown to significantly reduce 30-
day hospital readmissions (in one study the reduction was greater
among older adult patients) (1) and emergency department
visits (2). Although not empirically tested, hospitals also report
that these programs increase the number of patients actually
obtaining their discharge medications by removing common
barriers related to payment and transportation, increase patient
satisfaction, and reduce costs (3, 4).

To our knowledge, there has been no study of the
implementation of these programs. A recent systematic review
of the barriers and facilitators to the implementation of

hospital-based interventions by Geerligs and colleagues found

that the barriers and facilitators fell into three domains:
system-, staff-, and intervention-level (5). System-level barriers

and facilitators included the physical structure/environment,

resources, culture, and external pressures such as reporting
guidelines and regulations. At the staff level they included
awareness, attitudes, commitment, role identity, skills, ability,
and confidence. Intervention-level barriers and facilitators
included the ease of integration, strength of the evidence, and
available support. The authors found that there was considerable
interaction between the domains as well (5). For example, a
response to an intervention-level barrier (lack of flexibility)
might influence a staff-level facilitator (confidence in ability to
deliver the intervention with fidelity) which in turn might affect
the system (a change in culture).

However, the authors also noted a number of areas in which
the included studies fell short. First, few studies addressed
sustainability thus it was unclear how the barriers and facilitators
to initial implementation impacted long-term sustainability (5).
Similarly, a majority of studies included in the review assessed
implementation only anecdotally and did not collect formal
implementation outcome data, making it hard to generalize
across different studies (5).

The current study addresses these limitations by evaluating
the implementation of a pharmacy-led, hospital-wide
intervention 3 years after implementation and using RE-
AIM (6) to guide the collection of implementation outcome
data, including sustainability. Definitions of sustainability, or
maintenance, vary, and include constructs such as those related
to the passage of time, funding support, or the presence of
workplace policies on the intervention. For the purpose of
this study, we used the passage of time as our criterion for
sustainability and, consistent with the definition of Maintenance
from the RE-AIM framework, we assessed sustainability at least
6 months after initial implementation of the intervention (6).

METHODS

Setting
This study was conducted at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center. Vanderbilt University Hospital (VUH) has 834 beds,
36 nursing units, and provides a variety of services including
medical, surgical, and specialty care. The hospital-affiliated,
on-site outpatient pharmacy serves the adult hospital for
discharge prescriptions, as well as all outpatient clinics at the
medical center.

Intervention
The Meds to Beds program, launched in March of 2016, fills
the patients’ discharge medications and delivers them to their
hospital bedside, where education about their medications is
also provided. Through the program, the pharmacy processes
patients’ insurance (just as a third-party pharmacy would)
and, if the patient cannot pay for their medications, utilizes
appropriate discount or charity programs to assist patients in
covering the costs. Ideally, the inpatient providers (physicians
or nurses) send patients’ discharge medication prescriptions to
the pharmacy as soon as those orders are written, and the
pharmacy processes those orders and delivers the medications
to the patients’ bedsides as soon as possible. On average, it takes
the pharmacy approximately 2 h from the time they receive the
orders to process them and deliver the medications. However, as
we will discuss below, this ideal process is not always feasible.

The program was initially provided to only a few units on
a few services (e.g., a single unit on surgery, a single unit on
medicine) but within 6 months expanded to the entire hospital.
The program has designated full-time staff including pharmacy
technicians and pharmacists. In the beginning pharmacists
delivered the medications and provided the education, but as
the program expanded the increased demand caused program
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leadership to adapt the program. With this adaptation, pharmacy
technicians now deliver the medications and use a tablet
computer to facilitate a two-way video call between the patient in
the hospital room and a program pharmacist in the pharmacy to
provide education. The program is “opt-out,” where patients are
able to choose not to use the program or the hospital pharmacy if
they prefer to use an outside pharmacy.

Design
We used the RE-AIM framework to guide our evaluation.
RE-AIM stands for Reach, Effectiveness or Efficacy, Adoption,
Implementation, and Maintenance (6) RE-AIM was the
appropriate framework because of its applicability to an
evaluation effort and its specificity of constructs. This specificity
also addresses the gap found in Geerligs’ review that studies
of hospital-based interventions failed to collect generalizable
implementation outcomes.

We conducted brief, semi-structured interviews with various
program stakeholders and hospital providers. We structured our
interview guide around Reach, Adoption, Implementation, and
Maintenance. A separate effectiveness study was being conducted
at the same time as this implementation evaluation; therefore, we
chose not to measure program effectiveness in the current study.

Participants
We worked with program leadership to identify key stakeholders
in the implementation of the program to approach for interviews.
These included pharmacy and nursing leadership, program staff,
physicians, and nurses. We also utilized snowball sampling
techniques, asking interviewees for the names and information
of others they thought we should speak to. All identified
stakeholders were employees of Vanderbilt University Medical
Center. This project was reviewed by the Institutional Review
Board at Vanderbilt University Medical Center and was deemed
a quality improvement project evaluation and not human
subjects research thus informed consent was not obtained from
the providers.

Data Collection
The program was adopted (i.e., launched) in March 2016 and
was fully implemented hospital-wide by October 2016. Data
collection for this evaluation took place over a 5-month period
from November 2017 to March 2018, beginning approximately
21 months after adoption and 13 months after implementation
was complete. Semi-structured interviews were conducted by
a single interviewer (author BP). A structured interview guide
based on the RE-AIM framework was used and is available
(see Supplementary Material File 1). For the purposes of this
study, the operationalization of the RE-AIM constructs were
adapted and these adaptations can be seen in the codebook (see
Supplementary Material file 2). Specific questions about how
the program was “pitched” to the interviewee, the barriers and
facilitators to implementation, any adaptations made to the
program since it began, and factors impacting the program’s
sustainability were included. The interviews were conducted
in-person and lasted approximately 30min. Because these
interviews often occurred in patient-care settings they were not

audio recorded for privacy reasons. However, the interviewer
took detailed and extensive notes during and immediately after
the interview.

Data Coding and Analysis
A codebook was created based on RE-AIM. This codebook was
created by author BP and sent to authors ASM and SK for input.
Clarifications and additional detail was added to the codebook
based on their input. The purpose of this codebook was to define
the constructs of the RE-AIM framework and to guide coders in
assigning text to one of the four constructs (Reach, Adoption,
Implementation, Maintenance).

BP and AM then independently coded each interview to
identify blocks of text that represented one of the four constructs.
The results of this first round were reviewed and any discrepancy
was adjudicated by SK. Then BP and AM conducted a more
detailed second round of coding to identify specific themes
within these blocks of text. The results of this second round were
discussed by BP, AM, and SK, and consensus was reached on the
emergent themes.

RESULTS

A total of 12 interviews were conducted. The two program
leaders who assisted in identifying stakeholders were interviewed
in addition to one representative from pharmacy operational
leadership, one representative from nursing operational
leadership, one pharmacy supervisor, one program supervisor,
one program pharmacist, one inpatient unit pharmacist (not
affiliated with the program), two attending physicians (one of
whom was a champion of the program when it began), and
two nurses. These nurses were specifically “patient flow nurses”
which is a type of nurse at the hospital tasked with facilitating
timely and quality discharges.

Reach
A key facilitator to the reach of the program was the program
being “opt-out,” meaning only when patients expressed wishes to
not use the program did they actually not receive it.

“The opt-out model is extremely important. The patient is sick, the

caregiver is in the room tapping their foot, and everyone just wants

to go home.” – Pharmacy Administrator

In turn, stakeholders noted that the main reason patients
declined to use the programwas when they had a strong, personal
relationship with their hometown pharmacy.

“If they want to go to their local pharmacy that’s fine but if the

default is they get the medications here, at least they have it in

their hand when they leave and they don’t ultimately come back.”

– Pharmacy Administrator

“Patients who have a local, independent pharmacy are “ride or

die” with their pharmacy because the pharmacist there knows

their history and knows their families so they will often decline

(the program).”– Inpatient Unit Pharmacist (not affiliated with

the program)
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Adoption
A common theme discussed related to providers decision to
adopt the program was that stakeholders have not just different
priorities but competing priorities. This was apparent when
interviewees discussed how the program was “pitched” to them
or how they pitched it to others. Depending on what the
actual or perceived priorities were of a stakeholder group, the
pitch changed and in some cases these priorities were mutually
exclusive. For example, priorities for attending physicians were
related to the comprehensiveness of the program and the
services—medication education and assistance with payment—it
provides to their patients.

“It was described that patients would get pharmacy education

around their medications and previously I think it was an

assumption on the nursing staff part that physicians did counseling

and the physicians thought the nurse or pharmacy did the

counseling so it didn’t happen. With Meds to Beds it was actually

guaranteed that the pharmacist would do it.” – Attending 1

These additional services may be priorities for physicians because
they recognize their potential effect on reducing readmissions,
which was also stated as a priority for physicians.

“For physicians it is all about readmissions and why readmissions

occur—patients not getting prescriptions filled, reasons why they

don’t get prescriptions filled. And how we help with those things.”

– Program Pharmacy Supervisor

However, the provision of these additional services takes
additional time, which was in conflict with the priorities of
nurses. A key quality metric on which nursing units are
monitored is what time patients actually leave the hospital.

“[I tell the nurses] it will help decrease your work[load] and make

your discharges quicker.” – Patient Flow Nurse 1, describing how

she sells the program to other nurses

Likewise, if nurses prioritize expedient discharges but patients
leave too quickly without receiving appropriate arrangements
and counseling, this could conflict with best practices for
reducing readmissions.

Implementation
Another instance where competing priorities related to the
timing of discharge presented was during the implementation
of the program. One of the most frequently cited barriers to
implementation was the amount of time it took to deliver the
medications. Physicians and nurses reported that themedications
were often delivered later than they would prefer which
delayed discharge.

“I think some people didn’t buy into it because they thought it would

delay discharge. What do we do if their [the patient] ride is there

but they don’t have their meds? Do we reprint the prescriptions and

let them go? Or spend extra time to call pharmacy and see when the

meds will be there? Even now I still think about timing.” – Attending

The program staff and leadership were made aware of this
complaint from providers early during implementation and
attempted to address the barrier by requesting that providers
order their discharge medications as early as possible. The
program often received patients’ medication orders in the
morning (usually mid-morning after team rounds) for a same-
day, afternoon discharge. The pharmacy, on average, takes 2 h
after receiving the prescription orders to process and deliver the
medications. In order to get themedications delivered sooner, the
program asked that providers send the orders to the pharmacy as
soon as possible.

“If there’s a way to just start sending prescriptions down sooner that

would be helpful. Sometimes they send them down the day before

but it’s at the end of the day at 6:29 p.m. And I mean, did you

just now decide that patient was going home tomorrow? So if they

could send the prescriptions down in real time that would help.”

– Program Supervisor

However, providers expressed concern about sending the
orders sooner.

“There was a fear in the beginning that if you sent the prescriptions

down a day early, is the patient going to get them?Will they actually

appear the next day?” – Attending 1

“And this will just be impossible on different services. On a teaching

services the intern isn’t going to prescribe until they’ve rounded

with the attending. It’s just not going to happen. So that won’t ever

happen early.” – Attending 2

This tension—providers wanting the medications sooner but not
always being able to follow the proposed solution of sending
the orders sooner—is another example of not just different
stakeholder’ priorities but of conflicting priorities in which no
“silver-bullet” solution exists.

Another recurring theme across the interviews was the
challenge of implementing a program in an environment with
complicated care structures and frequent planned and unplanned
staff changes. VUH does not have geographic localization for
most medical services, where physicians on a given rotation
see all of their patients in the same hospital unit or location
(exceptions include contained units like the Intensive Care
Unit or Geriatrics). Instead, the hospital has a structure where
physicians admit patients across different units and floors. The
nursing staff is unit-based, however.

In addition to this unique structure, attendings, residents,
and interns commonly rotate on and off teaching services at
2-week intervals. Attendings on non-teaching services rotate
more frequently, usually every 5 days or so. Also, not unique to
VUH is the typical, unanticipated staff turnover that all hospitals
experience across all staff members.

The unique structure of VUH, the typical physician rotation
schedule, and turnover of providers and staff were reported to
have significant impact on the implementation of the program.
First, program leaders and staff said the structure made the
decision about where to begin rolling out the program difficult.
If they decided to go with a physician-based rollout around
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specific medical or surgical teams, then it became challenging
for the nurses, who were unit-based. Because the nurses on
a single unit cared for the patients of numerous physicians,
they had to remember which physicians were assigned the
program and therefore which patients could receive the program.
The alternative—a service- or unit-based rollout—would be
challenging to physicians because they would have to remember
which units were assigned the program and therefore which
patients on their service they could enroll in the program based
on what unit the patient was on.

“Every unit has a different process for discharge. We went live on 7

North [service] because they had some familiarity with the Meds to

Beds process then we went to the Riven [Hospitalist] Services. But

Riven is everywhere with certain beds on certain units. So we had

to pull back and rethink.” – Program Leader

“There was a big decision about which service to approach first.

Do we go floor by floor? We started with one service spread across

all these floors. Then communication and education with providers

were really difficult.”– Program Pharmacy Supervisor

The program leaders reported that they quickly learned their
initial plan to start with one hospital service and slowly rollout the
program sequentially to others was not feasible due to the reasons
mentioned above (physicians had to remember which units and
therefore which patients were eligible for the program).

“They tried to roll out the program too quickly when they didn’t

have the staff. And then it was taking too long to get scripts and if

the nurses have one bad experience or don’t know who to contact

they will write off the program as not useful. They don’t have time

to try things more than once.” – Patient Flow Nurse 1

These challenges led the program to scale-up hospital-wide
shortly after starting.

“So we decided to roll out to everywhere and then go around and

educate everyone. Because not being live on all floors was causing

problems.” – Program Leadership

It was this next phase of implementation—educating providers
about the program—where providers’ rotations and staff
turnover caused challenges, according to multiple interviewees.
Education about the program to providers included in-person
instruction delivered by program staff to providers and reminder
materials such as posters and flyers posted around the unit.

“The hospital has high turnover, residents come through, and

suddenly no one knows about us.” – Program pharmacist

“I would like to go to each unit and find the person who is going

to—just someone who I can explain the program to and clear up

any misconceptions. Because some people think they can’t start the

process until the patient is ready to discharge and I want them to

know they can start it much earlier. But you know you have new

residents coming in and out and they are hearing about the program

from someone else and it’s not the full story.”– Program Supervisor

“Residents need formal, in-depth education on the program from

their attendings. If it’s someone from the program delivering it, then

it just seems like is a vendor wanting the residents to use their

service.”– Patient Flow Nurse 1

These comments highlight the challenges that presents to a
program that is implemented hospital-wide.

Despite these significant barriers to implementation,
interviewees also noted two major facilitators: patient flow
nurses and the positive attitudes of the program staff.

Patient flow nurses are nurses hired for the specific purpose of
facilitating patients’ discharges, including ensuring the patients’
hospitalizations and discharges are timely and high quality.
While the hospital did not begin employing patient flow nurses
because of the Meds-to-Beds program, their hiring did coincide
with the program’s rollout, with patient flow nurses starting only
a few months after the program began. Multiple program staff
commented on the importance of patient flow nurses in the
program’s implementation and future sustainability.

“We got patient flow nurses about a year in and that made a

huge difference. One of their chief goals is to get fast discharge. The

hospital implementing them was a lucky break for the program. “–

Program Pharmacy Supervisor

“The PFNs [Patient flow nurses] are great. They have our backs

and they have similar barriers in their jobs. The perception is

that Meds to Beds is taking too long but Pharmacy doesn’t know

when the physician wants the patient to go home. The PFN

helps with that and gets the prescriptions sent the night before.”–

Program Leadership

“The relationships between the (program) coordinator and the PFN

[are] critical.”– Program Supervisor

Likewise, many interviewees who did not work directly for the
program cited the positive attitudes of the pharmacy program
staff as an important facilitator to successful implementation.

“The enthusiasm from staff stuck out to me. I’m sure they had a lot

of challenges on their end but my impression was that it was a lot

of work but I never got the impression they didn’t have time for me

or my patient. There was always someone to answer the phone. It

never rang and rang and rang. They never appeared overwhelmed.

It would have been a big barrier if there was a ‘you’re in the queue’

attitude or a ‘we’re just trying to get through the day.’ But they

always had a positive attitude.”– Attending

“I also liked that they were pretty available from the get-go.

They started with very reasonable hours. It was impressive. They

weren’t just available during business hours. I just liked that it was

comprehensive to start. It was a complete package. A lot of pilot

programs start small and build up and it takes a long time. (The

Program) bit off a big chunk and they delivered. It was also great

the speed at which they expanded. It was rapid. They expanded

very quickly.”– Attending
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“The two (program) pharmacists at the beginning were extremely

helpful. We knew that they would do what was right for the

patients and they could trust them them. . . The pharmacists

were super responsive, helpful, and would work hard for

our patients.”– Attending

“The (program) pharmacy was really good about listening to each

PFN and listening to what works and what doesn’t work and

adapting.”– Patient Flow Nurse

Maintenance
Each stakeholder was asked if they believed the program
was sustainable and what needed to happen to bolster
its sustainability. Numerous stakeholders cited the need to
continually educate hospital providers about the program in
order for it to be sustained.

“I think you always have to change to sustain. You can’t take

your finger off the pulse. You always have to keep reselling and

re-educating and keep the communication lines open. I think

they’ve done a good job in the pharmacy doing this but it has to

continue—getting input from stakeholders, listen to them, and give

feedback.”– Nursing Administration.

“We can’t have sustainability without progress. We must continue

to actively market the program, keep constant communication

and education going. Still need to ‘make a presence’ though. (The

Hospital) has high turnover, residents come through, and suddenly

no one knows about us.”– Program pharmacist.

“The education is on autopilot for people who are already using the

program but for new residents, thorough education needs to take

place.” – Patient Flow Nurse.

In addition to the need for recurring education and outreach,
stakeholders cited the need for more resources such as staff and
physical space to support the program long-term.

“With more volume, more demand for staff, new staff means

training, training is hard in a busy pharmacy location so training

sometimes fall to wayside, which can cause staff issues. It’s helpful

that we hired pharmacist manager and tech coordinator to oversee

staff. I don’t know if we needed them in the beginning. They may

not have been necessary. It was when more staff were hired that the

need for oversight was needed.” – Program Pharmacist

“Training takes a lot of time, too. We’ve had major staffing changes.

We have to be prepared for those changes, though, and make a

comprehensive training plan. But even that means having staff

available to do that.” – Program Leadership

“The physical space of the pharmacy is important. It’s very

challenging to get a physical workflow in order. “Everything has to

be like McDonald’s. Everything moves in a certain order.” We have

that now but if they change our space that will be a problem. We’re

constantly trying to improve things and find ways to make things

better. We have no bureaucratic red tape to go through in terms of

changing our physical space. We have good autonomy. But to hire

more staff and get more space, we need approval. It’s not sustainable

if administration doesn’t listen to the issues we’re bringing up.When

your team is asking for certain things. . . ”– Program Pharmacist

“We have to find space dedicated to Meds to Beds. We have

reworked, and reworked, and triple worked our space over time to

make it more streamlined and efficient.” – Program Leadership

Other
The results thus far represent common themes across the
interviews and key points are summarized in Table 1. However,
some stakeholders made points that, while not made by
others, we believe are important and unique contributions to
understanding the implementation of hospital-wide programs.
These comments can be grouped into two categories: (1)
unanticipated structural or policy challenges and (2) advice for
others implementing programs in the hospital setting.

Unanticipated Structural or Policy Challenges
Pharmacy operational leadership noted that when adaptations
needed to be made to the program, even though they were in
a position to authorize such adaptations, the implementation
of those adaptations was dependent upon others. In reference
to a decision to start using the tablet computers to deliver the
education to patients rather than in-person:

“We want to do education. We have to do it. But we have people

running all over the hospital. So [program leadership] asked, ‘Why

can’t we use an iPad?’ I thought it was a great idea. What took a

long time, though, was getting the device compliant with HIPAA

and PHI. We approved the idea quickly and then it took a long

time to actually implement it.”– Pharmacy Administrator

In reference to a request from program leadership for more
physical office space:

“[Program leadership] brought me the idea about how they were

running out of space but could remodel the store room in the

pharmacy relatively easily. And that was a quick decision because I

just said ‘Go do it’.” – Pharmacy Administrator

Certain classes of medications also presented unique challenges
that were unanticipated.

“The controlled substances were an issue before [the new EMR]

because they required a paper prescription and there were issues

with printing, because the printers were tied to the units but I may

be printing a prescription on one unit for a patient on another

unit and then I have to get that paper prescription from the other

unit, sign it, then find a tube [the pneumatic tube system that

physically sends a paper prescription that had to be hand-signed

to the pharmacy].”– Attending

“Patients who get prescriptions [from the hospital] for narcotics

must fill those prescriptions in Tennessee so for out-of-state patients,

they can’t get it filled at home. So [the program] helps get them filled

in Tennessee.”– Patient Flow Nurse

“There have been issues with narcotics and blood thinners in the

past so the medications were being delivered to the nursing station
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TABLE 1 | Summary of key findings by RE-AIM construct.

Construct Finding Quotes

Reach The opt-out model was a facilitator to patients using the

program.

“The opt-out model is extremely important. The patient is sick, the caregiver is in the

room tapping their foot, and everyone just wants to go home.” – Pharmacy

AdministratorEffectiveness Not assessed

Adoption Stakeholders have different and specifically competing

priorities.

“For physicians it is all about readmissions and why readmissions occur–patients not

getting prescriptions filled, reasons why they don’t get prescriptions filled. And how

we help with those things.” – Program Pharmacy Supervisor

“[I tell the nurses] it will help decrease your work[load] and make your discharges

quicker.” – Patient Flow Nurse 1, describing how she sells the program to

other nurses

Implementation Structure of hospital beds/units/providers made educating

providers about program difficult.

“Every unit has a different process for discharge. We went live on 7 North [service]

because they had some familiarity with the Meds to Beds process then we went to

the Riven [Hospitalist] Services. But Riven is everywhere with certain beds on certain

units. So we had to pull back and rethink.” – Program Leader

“So we decided to roll out to everywhere and then go around and educate everyone.

Because not being live on all floors was causing problems.” – Program Leadership

Maintenance Education of providers also necessary for sustainment “The education is on autopilot for people who are already using the program but for

new residents, thorough education needs to take place.” – Patient Flow Nurse

“We can’t have sustainability without progress. We must continue to actively market

the program, keep constant communication and education going. Still need to ‘make

a presence’ though. (The Hospital) has high turnover, residents come through, and

suddenly no one knows about us.” – Program pharmacist

but that caused downstream problems because the patients have to

be notified that their meds have arrived and have to be educated

and some patients were then getting upset that they weren’t allowed

to leave or have their medications. In other instances the patients

were going to jail after discharge and telling them where their meds

were was causing problems because the [police] officers didn’t want

them to know they were going to be discharged and then going to

jail.”– Unit-Based Clinical Pharmacist

Advice for Others Implementing Hospital-Wide

Programs
Every interviewee was asked what advice they had for others who
are planning to implement a program hospital-wide.

“I think they have to get stakeholders early so they understand their

perspectives. They need to know who the stakeholders are even.

The pharmacy didn’t know who to get, who to bring in. So finding

someone who can match up the right stakeholders with the project,

know who does what roles and who they should talk to. Because you

have to have the ability to pitch to key institutional stakeholders. It

makes a huge difference.”– Attending

“In future roll-outs, just rip the band-aid off and realize that

you’re going to experience some kickback but have enough staff—

too many staff is not a bad thing—to handle that. ” – Unit-Based

Clinical Pharmacist

“You have to set clear expectations with nurses and physicians.

Because if they think something is going to take 30 minutes and

you don’t tell them otherwise then when it takes longer you look like

you failed.” – Program Supervisor

“In the future, if we’re rolling out a new initiative my advice would

be to get a champion in administration, sell them on it, then have

that trickle down effect. It has to be a top-down approach. Sure,

there will be growing pains but it’s going to take a lot of selling and

talking to the same people over and over again. We need to be a

permanent fixture on the floors.” – Program Pharmacy Supervisor

DISCUSSION

We found considerable interaction between the different levels
of implementation barriers and facilitators, consistent with
the findings of Geerligs and colleagues (5). The tension
between physicians and nurses on what they prioritized
about the program demonstrates this interaction. The program
appealed to physicians because they believed it provided their
patients with important services such as education about
their medications and logistical or financial assistance in
getting their medications. This staff-level desire to provide
quality care interacted with the system-level desire to reduce
readmissions. In this instance, this interaction was beneficial.
The staff-level facilitator was in agreement with the system-
level facilitator—providing quality care can reduce readmissions
(7). However, our results also demonstrated when these
interactions can be in conflict. The program appealed to nurses
because they believed it would help them discharge patients
faster (because the program would provide the medication
education to the patient). This staff-level facilitator is in
conflict with the system-level desire to reduce readmissions
because discharging patients too quickly is associated with
readmissions (8).

Another example of the interaction between system-,
staff-, and intervention-level barriers and facilitators is the
challenge of rolling out the program hospital-wide. The hospital
structure and staff fluctuations represented structural barriers
to implementation which conflicted with the intervention-
level barrier of needing to provide detailed education to
providers so they understood the program. The intervention
required that program staff provide thorough instructions and
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education to providers who would be using the program,
but the structure of the hospital nursing units and medical
services made this difficult. This need to provide detailed
education on a continual basis for implementation and
sustainability purposes is especially pertinent within the context
of continuing medical education (CME). In its most recent
strategic plan, the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical
Education noted its plan to evolve CME to include not
just clinicians but other members of the healthcare team
as well the healthcare institution as a whole (9). Given the
interdisciplinary nature of an intervention such as the one
discussed here, there is likely an opportunity to incentivize
or bolster education around the program by coupling it with
CME. This could also improve the tracking and evaluation
of implementation outcomes because participation would be
better recorded.

This study is also significant because of the inclusion of
sustainability data, something Geerling and colleagues noted
many hospital-based implementation studies did not examine.
At the time of data collection, the program had been operating
hospital-wide for more than 2 years, which provided a unique
opportunity to study the sustainability of a program in a hospital,
where a version of a program may generally be more short-
lived due to the use of rapid-cycle quality improvement methods
(e.g., Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles). We collected sustainability data
with the Maintenance construct of the RE-AIM framework. In
the interviews we found that the points interviewees believed
were most critical to the sustainability of the program were
to address or mitigate the cited implementation barriers and
continue or bolster the implementation facilitators. For example,
the timing of medication delivery was the most commonly
cited barrier to implementation and was cited as an ongoing
issue. When asked about what the program needs to do
in order to be sustained, not surprisingly many interviewees
said the timing issue needed to be resolved. Likewise, when
asked what the program “had going for it” in terms of
sustainability many interviewees said the positive attitudes of
the program staff and the effective communication between
providers and the program staff. These were also cited as
facilitators to implementation.

This relationship between barriers and facilitators and
sustainability has multiple implications. First, it suggests that
how programs address barriers is important not just for
implementation but also sustainability, which is consistent with
other findings (10). This also suggests that, despite interviewees
reporting that if the program fails once some providers will
not give it a second try, providers will indeed continue to use
the program even if a commonly cited barrier remains. This
may be because the facilitators to implementation—the positive
attitudes of program staff and the effective communication
between providers and the program—was also ongoing and thus
balanced out the ongoing barrier. However, because the timing
barrier was cited as a potential impediment to sustainability, it is
unclear how long this “grace period” for barriers will continue.

The last important finding we will discuss is how
counterintuitive the program’s rollout was. Existing guidance
found in the quality improvement and implementation science

literature suggests that programs should be rolled out in phases,
starting with small-scale change working up to system-wide
rollout (11). While this program attempted to do this, the
leadership quickly learned that the sequential rollout was causing
so much confusion and difficulty that they had to go straight to
system-wide rollout. The system-wide rollout presented different
challenges because there was suddenly an overwhelming demand
for the program, which put strain on program staff. These results
suggest that others who are planning to implement hospital-
based programs may benefit from considering the pros and cons
to a sequential vs. system-wide rollout ahead of time rather than
assuming a sequential rollout is the most appropriate plan.

This study is not without limitations. First, this was part of a
small-scale evaluation project which placed certain restrictions
on the data collection procedures including what data were
collected, how they were collected, and the number of interviews
conducted. However, we believe our close relationship with
the two program leaders in identifying key stakeholders to
interview and our rigorous data analysis process help to mitigate
this limitation. Second, given the important adaptation to the
program that had to be made involving pharmacy technicians,
it is a limitation that a pharmacy technician was not interviewed.
Because we were not aware of this important adaptation until the
data analysis phase, we could not go back to collect more data
from this important stakeholder group.

CONCLUSION

This study begins to fill two gaps in the implementation
literature: it includes assessment of sustainability in hospital
settings and sheds light on the implementation of pharmacy-led,
bedside medication delivery interventions which are growing in
popularity. Results indicate that there are unique challenges both
to implementation in a hospital setting and that barriers and
facilitators present during early implementation phases may not
be resolved and yet the program can still continue for an extended
period of time. However, it is unknown how long the program
can sustain with unaddressed barriers and facilitators. More
work is needed to better understand the relationship between
implementation and sustainability and the results of this study
can serve as guidance for this future work.
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Introduction: Veterans frequently seek chronic pain care from their primary care

providers (PCPs) who may not be adequately trained to provide pain management.

To address this issue the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) Office of Specialty

Care adopted the Specialty Care Access Network Extension for Community Healthcare

Outcomes (VA-ECHO née SCAN-ECHO). The VA-ECHO program offered training and

mentoring by specialists to PCPs and their staff. VA-ECHO included virtual sessions

where expertise was shared in two formats: (1) didactics on common pain conditions,

relevant psychological disorders, and treatment options and (2) real-time consultation on

patient cases.

Materials and methods: VA-ECHO participants’ perspectives were obtained using a

semi-structured interview guide designed to elicit responses based on the RE-AIM (reach,

effectiveness, adoption, implementation, and maintenance) framework. A convenience

sampling was used to recruit PCPs and non-physician support staff participants. Non-

physicians from rural VHA sites were purposively sampled to gain diverse perspectives.

Findings: This qualitative study yielded data on each RE-AIM domain except reach.

Program reach was not measured as it is outside the scope of this study. Respondents

reported program effectiveness as gains in knowledge and skills to improve pain care

delivery. Effective incorporation of learning into practice was reflected in respondents’

perceptions of improvements in: patient engagement, evidenced-based approaches,

appropriate referrals, and opioid use. Program adoption included how participating

health care systems selected trainees from a range of sites and roles to achieve a wide

reach of pain expertise. Participation was limited by time to attend and facilitated by

institutional support. Differences and similarities were noted in implementation between

hub sites. Maintenance was revealed when respondents noted the importance of the

lasting relationships formed between fellow participants.

Discussion: This study highlights VA-ECHO program attributes and unintended

consequences. These findings are expected to inform future use of VA-ECHO as a

means to establish a supportive consultation network between primary and specialty

care providers to promote the delivery evidence-based pain management practices.

Keywords: pain management, continuing education, tele-mentoring, primary care, specialty care
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INTRODUCTION

Most Veterans receive primary care relatively close to home at
Veterans Healthcare Administration (VHA) community-based
outpatient clinics (CBOCs) where access to specialty care, such as
for chronic pain, is greatly needed but limited. Although pain is
documented in approximately 50 percent of primary care visits
at VHA facilities (1), primary care providers (PCPs) are not
adequately trained to provide pain care (2). In response, the VHA
has promoted initiatives designed to train and support PCPs
working in CBOCs to provide chronic pain care.

The specialty care access network extended community
healthcare outcomes (VA-ECHO; née SCAN-ECHO) program
is an initiative implemented in 2010 to improve specialty
care access, This initiative focuses on VA sites with limited
specialty care resources. The program, adapted from Project
ECHO R© (3), offers PCPs training on the delivery of routine
specialty care at their respective CBOCs. Training sessions
are led virtually by a multidisciplinary specialty care team
typically located at an urban VHA medical center (hub site)
and simultaneously attended via teleconferencing by 10 or more
PCPs from multiple VHA spoke sites, either CBOCs or rural
VHA medical centers. Sessions include a didactic presentation
on a series of specialty-related topics, live consultation with a
specialist team, and the opportunity to learn from fellow PCP
participants’ consultations. At each session a PCP typically
presents a case and obtains feedback from the specialty team.
Participants have the opportunity to ask follow-up questions in
real time and to discuss treatment options and challenges with
other participants. When needed, the PCP can obtain follow-up
consultation(s) at a future session(s). Sessions are recurring with
different cases and topics covered at each session. Hub sites were
able to design their own program, curriculum, and participation
expectations. Presentation topics fit into the following categories:
pain etiology, comorbidities, psychology (Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder, anxiety, etc.), medications etc., as well as,
guidelines on treatments, evaluation, and management. Over
time relationships between specialty and primary care providers
can be fostered through regularly scheduled teleconferencing
sessions. Our objective was to evaluate this program to inform
the expansion and implementation of pain management.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This evaluation used qualitative methods to explore program
participants’ experiences with providing pain care. This work was
approved, supported, and funded by the VHA Office of Specialty
Care and the Office of Rural Health as an evaluation study. Our
goals included understanding and improving implementation
of VA-ECHO. This work was deemed quality improvement
and exempt from Institutional Review Board oversight. The
Louis Stokes Cleveland Department of Veterans Affairs Research
and Development Committee waived the requirement for the
ethical approval for this study because the project was designed
and implemented for the purposes of improving internal VA
processes in support of the VA mission in accordance with the
national legislation and the institutional requirements.

Employee unions reviewed and approved the interview
guide before initiating participant recruitment. Participation was
voluntary and responses are kept anonymous.

Participants and Setting
We obtained attendance data from four active VA-ECHO Pain
Management programs (Hub sites). Two of the four hub sites
were excluded due to incomplete participation data, such as
missing participant contact information. The remaining two hub
sites (Hub A and B) were selected for participant sampling
based on confirmation of attendee’s name, VHA email, spoke
site location in VHA databases. Programs were designed to
include a case presentation at each session. One site used a video-
teleconferencing format and the other an audio-teleconferencing
system with a chat box for entering written comments or
questions. Both held regular weekly sessions (with some breaks,
i.e., for holidays) spanning over at least 1 year. We sampled
past and current VHA PCPs, ancillary providers, and clinical
support staff who attended programs offered by the selected Hub
sites. Participants’ spoke sites were identified, including urban
and rural VHA Medical Centers and CBOCs, and participants
from rural facilities (serving a patient population composed of
50 percent or greater rural Veteran population according to
VHA administrative data) and non-physicians were purposively
sampled to obtain diverse perspectives. Participants with non-
VHA email addresses (i.e., university affiliates) and those who
were no longer employed with the VHA were excluded.

Data Collection
We contacted 537 program participants by VHA email to
participate in a telephone interview. Twenty-three contacts
responded to decline the interview invitation, citing lack of
interest in participating in the interview, not having time
to participate, or incorrect information about their program
participation. Six contacts accepted the invitation but did not
complete scheduling. All other invitations were assumed to
be declined if contacts were non-responsive. From May 2018
through September 2018, we completed 26 interviews with
program participants (Table 1), including 20 females and six
males. Fifteen respondents practiced at a rural facility. Three
respondents had experience with both Hub programs. Six
interviews were completed with respondents reporting limited
experience with the program, including those who discontinued
attendance after a few sessions or reported no attendance.
The qualitative team ensured reflexivity by acknowledging and
identifying their assumptions and existing knowledge about
VA-ECHO pain management program during regular team
meetings (4).

A semi-structured interview guide (see Supplementary
Appendix) informed by RE-AIM (5) and past evaluation work
(6, 7) was used to gather detailed descriptions and examples of
respondents’ experiences with the VA-ECHO pain management
program. The interview guide included open-ended questions
and semi-structured probes for uniform data collection of
key topics and allowed exploration of unanticipated themes
generated by respondents. Probes using respondents’ verbatim
words or phrases were used to elicit additional details and
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TABLE 1 | Program participant interviews by provider type.

Provider type Program

participants

Limited/No program

participation

Physicians 7 3

Physician assistants 2 0

Nurse practitioners 3 0

Registered dieticians 2 0

Pharmacists/Clinical

pharmacists

4 1

Nurses 0 2

Other non-physicians 2 0

to ensure understanding of the respondent perspective rather
than relying on the team’s assumed knowledge. The interview
guide was adapted according to the respondent’s role and
experience with the program (8, 9). For respondents with limited
or no experience with the program, interviews focused on
barriers and facilitators to program attendance, and access to
pain management consultation and resources. Interviews lasted
approximately 30 min.

Interviews were conducted by trained and experienced
qualitative interviewers (SB, LS, and KS). All three female
interviewers are research scientists who collectively
have over 20 years of VHA health services and quality
improvement experience and have been working together
on the evaluation of specialty care initiatives for over 4
years. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim by Transcription Outsourcing, LLC. ATLAS.ti R©

software was used for data management, coding and analysis.
We collected and analyzed data concurrently. Data were
analyzed using iterative deductive content analysis applying
a priori codes (Table 2) using RE-AIM (5) and inductive
content analysis using open and unstructured coding
to capture data that did not fit into a priori categories.
The qualitative team met weekly to review data and reach
consensus on interpretation of themes and findings. Findings
were aggregated across sites and respondent types for each
RE-AIM domain.

Findings
Reach
The goal of the VA ECHO pain management program was
to improve pain care for patients. Our work focused on how
program participants and how they gained knowledge to improve
patient care through learning and mentorship. Thus, Reach,
defined as the number of patients expected or shown to reap
the main benefit from the program, was beyond the scope of
our work.

Effectiveness
Consistent with a focus on the provider level and not patient
outcomes, effectiveness is reported as the extent to which
providers gained skills and knowledge in pain management.
Most respondents reported that the program provided a level
of multidisciplinary knowledge that was not included in prior
medical education and training. This training improved their

TABLE 2 | RE-AIM a priori constructs.

Domain Operational definition Findings

Reach The number of patients

expected or shown to reap

the main benefit from the

program

Beyond the scope of this

paper

Effectiveness1 How participation in the

program improved the

attendees’ ability to provide

quality patient care

Attendees reported gaining

multidisciplinary knowledge

and increased job

satisfaction, improved

self-efficacy in

communicating with,

providing care for, offering

resources to patients,

reduced opioid prescribing,

and referring patients with

chronic pain

Adoption A description of the program

attendees, their roles, and

how they learned about the

SCAN-ECHO program

Attendees were PCPs and

support staff in primary care;

informed about program

from local leaders or from

professional conferences

Implementation How spokes sites

implemented SCAN-ECHO

at their sites, including

barriers and facilitators to

participation

How hub sites organized

the content and format of

the SCAN-ECHO program

and sessions

Participation in the program

was possible when local

leadership supported

session attendance by

allowing schedules to be

blocked and offering

continued education credit

Hub sites implemented

programs using different

delivery platforms (video

and/or audio only) and with

different attendance

expectations (regular

attendance expected or no

expectations). Didactic

sessions covered a similar

range of topics

Maintenance How participants continue

to use knowledge and skills

obtained from the

SCAN-ECHO program

Attendees continued to

learn from program by

continued attendance or

continued interaction with

fellow attendees or program

leaders

1Effectiveness measured at PCP level, not patient outcomes.

knowledge of treatment options and their ability to communicate
with specialists and to make better and more timely referrals.
Many respondents reported having few local pain resources
(i.e., pain specialist or alternative medicine providers) to
address their questions before participating in the program.
Respondents noted a reduction in opioid prescribing with
VA-ECHO participation.

It was kind of changing the conversation and changing the

approach, how we approach, you know, somebody with comorbid

psychological conditions that are overlapping, . . . it was just really

a plethora of information being provided that I can really apply in

dealing with my patients that have pain.

Nurse Practitioner, Rural Medical Center
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I think patients are getting referred more quickly to the specialist

that’s going to give them the most benefit for what they have wrong

with them. I think the physicians that have been through it make

decisions faster about these things. I think also, it stops so many

inappropriate consults that other physicians have to deal with,

whether they wind up seeing the patient or not, they still have to

review the consult and make some determination. And that takes

up people’s time needlessly. So, I think it’s helped on many levels.

Physician, Urban Medical Center

. . . and I found it to be very helpful facility wide. I noticed just

changes in prescribing patterns in the physicians that participated, I

noticed the referrals to pain management were more appropriate,

some patients had more of a workup, the providers were,

actually, trying to figure out the etiology of their pain before

sending them somewhere. They wound up going to the more

appropriate specialist.

Physician, Leadership, Urban Medical Center
Many providers reported increased empowerment and
confidence in their ability to provide pain care. The connection of
providers through VA-ECHOmade them feel they are not facing
the challenges of providing pain care alone. Some respondents
commented that participation improved their job satisfaction.

I really feel like I’ve operated independently on this island with no

assistance for a while and very uncomfortable and frustrated and so

forth with no direction. Having now gotten to participate in SCAN-

ECHO, . . . I’m starting to see the benefits of it, just being able to talk

about it week after week after week. You develop so much more of a

comfort in here that other people are facing the absolute same things

you face in your clinics every day. And, you are able to gain insight

from other providers on how they do things, and why they do that.

It’s just started to allow me to focus on pain as something other than

a pain to myself as a provider.

Physician, Urban CBOC

It has helped me dramatically deal with the tremendous sea change

in practice and practice expectation and what is good practice. And

it helped me to deal with resistance in patients and to deal with

resistance in VA providers, and VA administrators saying “that’s

not the way we do it, that‘s not gonna’ work”, sort of the consistent

messaging became my voice. It was so important for me to learn. I

am really grateful [for this opportunity] for letting me learn and

letting me fail a little.

Clinical Pharmacist, Rural Medical Center
Learning how to talk to patients specifically about use of opioids
was emphasized as a skill that was valued and well-suited for this
platform. However, another provider mentioned that when they
stop opioids, or refuse to provide opioids for pain management,
patients sometimes seek care elsewhere and don’t return to that
VHA provider.

. . . I don’t dread my pain patients if they come in. You run the list

in the morning and there’s a sense of dread to some degree on some

folks. So, I feel like that’s less, I don’t feel that way as much, there’s

still a few, but I feel like I have more control, or more of an idea of

how to, how to even talk to them and address their pain treatment.

Physician, Urban CBOC

There’s been some patients who basically some stop coming once you

stop their narcotics. Now, that’s not surprising; that’s happened to all

of us. I don’t know if that’s unintended. I think a small portion of

patients, that will be the case, they will go somewhere else.

Physician, Urban CBOC

Adoption
Respondents at spoke sites included a variety of roles and clinical
backgrounds, including physician and non-physician PCPs (i.e.,
physician assistants, nurse practitioners) and direct care support
staff. Who participated depended upon the current needs of
primary care at spoke sites. Spoke site leadership directed and
encouraged staff to attend VA-ECHO sessions. Respondents
reported they were expected to bring information and skills back
to their site to provide new knowledge or better support for
existing services.

The plan was to have one provider from each of the CBOCs. We

especially wanted themore rural CBOCs [that]we felt were themost

important, because we had a lot more issues with opioid prescribing

in those areas and not much support. The patients would have to

come all the way to the main facility to see a pain management

specialist. So, we made sure that the furthest away CBOCs each

had a physician that attended, that was approved to attend it. Chief

just blocked out that time in their schedule for the entire year and

everyone knew; it’s happening, and everything was fine.

Physician, Urban Medical Center

Most of the primary care don’t participate unless their staffing a

case, but because that [presenting a case] was made part of my job

per say. It just is.

Non-physician, Urban Medical Center

Implementation
Limited time was reported as a barrier to attendance. However,
supervisory and institutional support were identified to mitigate
this barrier. Support was leveraged from Chiefs of Staff and
other supervisors to encourage providers at spoke sites to attend.
Many respondents reported that having their schedules blocked
during VA-ECHO sessions was the key for consistent attendance.
Respondents reported they were more likely to attend when
continuing education credit was offered or when VA-ECHO
sessions were scheduled at times when providers weremore likely
to be available such as during lunch time in their respective
time zone.

We have a couple, one or two, primary care providers that

participate regularly and come down regularly because we can get

CEUs from them as well.

Non-physician, Urban Medical Center
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One spoke site discontinued participating in the program after
realizing the program did not fit their needs. Some non-
prescribers felt the program was less suited to them in that
a large portion of the program content was related to opioid
prescribing practices.

It [attending VA-ECHO] didn’t work out for us and I wish there

was a little bit less focus on opiates, you know, not using opiates,

but the format I think of the SCAN remote videoing in and it’s a

good, I like it. I think it could be really great if rolled out well, led by

somebody with kind of a broader view of the landscape.

Physician, Rural Medical Center

If they [VA-ECHO sessions] are in those block times, I can

participate and make efforts to meet with some of my peers, but

usually our pain scope is very limited. For example, we are limited

to offer opioids. Opioids are restricted for my scope, but we can refer

on pain clinic.

Nurse Practitioner, Urban Medical Center
One Hub site used video teleconferencing with no more than 15
attendees per session and the other Hub site used an audio only
format allowing 100 or more to participate in a session. For some,
utilization of a video format allowing attendees to see each other
during each session was an initial deterrent, but after attending
a few sessions participants began enjoying the video component
and saw the advantage of being able to see fellow participants.
Discussion was a key component of both formats.

It was really it was nice to see the team, the pain management

providers and get to know their faces and be able to ask them

questions directly. Especially as a new provider, totally new to the

VA it allowed me to be a little bit more comfortable with that

particular specialty.

Physician Assistant, Urban CBOC

I think that there’s less of a group discussion on the Adobe platform

[audio only] in some respects. There’s a larger participation because

it’s not a direct video conversation. A lot of people can certainly put

in their two cents on the chat.

Non-physician, Rural Medical Center
In addition to the didactic component of the VA-ECHO sessions,
case presentations were also integral. Although only a few of our
respondents had presented a case at VA-ECHO, respondents felt
that understanding and observing how others treated chronic
pain in the VHA helped them learn how to incorporate chronic
pain treatment into their practice. Respondents with experience
practicing outside the VHA mentioned differences in treatment
practices present between the private sector and VHA, adding
that VA-ECHO helped them understand VHA practices and
available resources.

I was able to learn how the pain management providers thought

through chronic pain at the VA, just because it’s very different here

at the VA than outside the VA. And so, it was good to see the

cases that presented were consistent with your treatment plan. It

was good to see the consistency of care and how I guess intentional

they were with each of their patients. It was also helpful to see

what resources the VA had to treat pain, more than just medication

like the chiropractic care and the alternative modalities and things

like that.

Physician Assistant, Urban CBOC

Maintenance
Many respondents continued to consult with fellow participants
and specialists regarding pain care after completing the 1 year
program. Some respondents continued regular or intermittent
participation beyond a year in one or more Pain VA-ECHO
programs depending on providers’ interest, perception of
learning potential, and schedule availability. One respondent
reported their participation ended despite their interest to
continue because of perceived competing priorities for the use
of clinical time resulted in the loss of institutional support for
program attendance.

Respondents also expressed improved job satisfaction. A
desire to have and be a part of a support system where
participants could contribute to a greater effort to improve pain
management on a national level project was cited as a motivating
force to attend the program.

I think that you know we really felt the program to be enormously

helpful here. All the providers that went through it enjoyed it

and learned things and looked forward to it every week. It was

good. It built comradery among people that otherwise wouldn’t

interact, other than “why did they send me that consult? That’s not

appropriate.” So, it’s really good. There was no level that it wasn’t

a positive thing. It was just positive across the board. It was great.

Everyone should do it.

Physician, Urban Medical Center

. . . sometimes in rural clinics or even in urban clinics where people

are so busy they hardly ever leave their offices, it can be great to work

together on a case or think through a case in a safe space; you’re not

with someone who is your boss or someone who is your superior.

Clinical Pharmacist, Rural Medical Center
Continued contact with other participants and specialists to ask
questions rather than sending numerous consults is another way
some individuals hoped to continue to use what they learned in
the program. Relationships between fellow participants and with
specialists developed during participation, facilitated providers
utilizing their connection to other provider participants for
advice on difficult cases, or reaching out to specialists outside of
the VA-ECHO sessions for advice.

I can call [specialist from program A] or [B] or whoever you know

if I’ve got a patient issue, because I don’t have a provider here right

now, so if I’ve got an issue that I really need [to be] addressed, and I

can’t find somebody around to do [it], then I can call [program A]

and say ‘Hey [specialist X], can you giveme input on this? Do I need

to send this emergently somewhere or do I need to do whatever?’

They’re not just available during the SCAN, the video SCAN time.

It’s a long-term relationship.

Non-physician, Rural Medical Center
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DISCUSSION

Utilization of the RE-AIM framework with qualitative inquiry
(5) highlighted aspects of the VHA pain management VA-
ECHO program consistent with other published evaluations.
These findings support other studies in which respondents
reported program effectiveness as improved referrals to
specialists, skills, and knowledge of available resources and
treatment options for Veterans with chronic pain (10–
13). Many respondents reported that improved confidence
enhanced their ability to talk to patients about their pain
care. Respondents who were prescribers described increased
comfort in reducing the use of opioids similar to other
studies and as shown quantitatively (14–17). Some reported
improved job satisfaction. This and former examinations
of adoption identified program participants as primary
care team members from a range of health care provider
positions who critically needed and wanted this training
(1–11, 14). The primary barrier to program implementation
was time constraints, as has been noted in other studies (18).
Aspects of program implementation were consistent with
other programs including weekly didactics. Case discussions
on highly relevant topics with the multidisciplinary team,
and fellow PCPs facilitated learning and provided support
to clinicians who otherwise had few interactions with other
VHA PCPs or pain specialists (14, 19). Respondents noted
that maintenance of knowledge and skills occurred through
continued relationships and contact with the multidisciplinary
specialty care team members and fellow clinicians. Continued
widespread implementation of this program is likely to continue
only when the benefits of participation to patient care are
balanced with the pressure to see patients and do not conflict
with patient care duties.

While efforts are underway to ensure fidelity to the original
Project ECHO R© model and to provide guidance for consistent
replication (20), implementation of the VA-ECHO program and
other ECHO-like models (21) is not standardized. Allowing
individual VHA hub sites to design their own programs
may produce a stronger program with more local buy-in
but can make comparisons of programs challenging. Due
to the limited availability and time of PCPs, future studies
need to address necessary and sufficient components of the
VA-ECHO training model. Efforts could then be made to
apply this model in the most efficient and effective manner,
and potentially increase participation. In other settings, other
types of care models have been combined with VA-ECHO
including asynchronous component and a patient participation
component (22).

This program is designed to establish a mentor-mentee
relationship between hub and spoke clinicians. Learning and
relationship building are expected to be promoted when the
specialty care team members possess good interpersonal skills
and conduct sessions with professionalism. These qualifications
are especially important to promote dialogue and open
discussion using the video teleconferencing system and should
be considered when building new programs.

This study has some limitations including the sole use of
email contact for recruitment. Providers and staff receive a

large volume of email making overlooking an email relatively
prevalent. It may not have always been clear to all recipients
why they were being contacted. Respondents agreeing to be
interviewed had participated in established VA-ECHO programs
and primarily reported on positive attributes of the program.
Participants from other programs may have not responded to
emailed interview requests. Due to these limitations and the fact
that participation was restricted to VHA staff, findingsmay not be
generalizable to non-VHA settings as the VHA is unique within
the United States being the largest health care delivery system.

Recommendations and Future Studies
Future studies could examine retention rates for VA-ECHO
participants and explore this program from the perspective of
the patient. Consistent with prior studies (6, 7, 18) respondent
participants in this study reported positive experiences with the
program but how thatmay ormay not influence retention has not
been explored. Respondents shared that attendance was feasible
when leadership was assured that their participation would
not interfere with seeing patients, yet no participants reported
monitoring clinic utilization for any potential effects. One spoke
site discontinued participation in the program upon realizing
that the program focus was not applicable to their specialized
clinic. This site, as most, learned about the program by word of
mouth. A better fit of participants could be obtained with a more
formalized outreach. Finally, patients receiving pain care from
providers participating in VA-ECHO were interviewed as part
of the overall quality improvement evaluation and these findings
will be reported separately.

CONCLUSION

This evaluation provides indications that the pain management
VA-ECHO program is successful in meeting the needs of the
primary care staff to improve pain care for Veterans. Tele-
mentoring-based programs are growing in use to educate
primary care staff. Based on respondents’ comments, the program
format fostered improvements in confidence, knowledge and
skills as well as learning and implementation of critical soft skills
specific to providing pain care to Veterans. The format, whether
video-based or audio only, filled a critical gap in participants’
education: Learning how to talk to patients about their pain care.
More in-depth analysis of how providers learn to have those
difficult conversations will require further investigation.
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Tobacco cessation after cancer diagnosis leads to better patient outcomes. However,

tobacco treatment services are frequently unavailable in cancer care settings, and

multilevel implementation challenges can impede uptake of new programs. The

National Cancer Institute (NCI) dedicated Cancer Moonshot funding through the Cancer

Center Cessation Initiative (C3I) for NCI-Designated Cancer Centers to implement or

enhance the implementation of tobacco treatment services. We examined a pragmatic

application of the RE-AIM framework (reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation,

and maintenance) to evaluate tobacco treatment programs implemented within Cancer

Centers funded through C3I. Using three C3I-funded Centers as examples, we describe

how each RE-AIM construct was operationalized to evaluate the implementation of

a wide range of cessation services (e.g., tobacco use screening, counseling, Quitline

referral, pharmacotherapy) in this heterogeneous group of cancer care settings. We

discuss the practical challenges encountered in assessing RE-AIM constructs in real

world situations, including using the electronic health record (EHR) to aid in assessment.

Reach and effectiveness evaluation required that Centers define the setting(s) where

cessation services were implemented (to determine the “denominator”), enumerate the

patient population, report current patient tobacco use, patient engagement in tobacco
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treatment, and 6-month cessation outcomes. To reduce site heterogeneity, increase

data accuracy, and reduce burden, reach was frequently captured via standardized

EHR enhancements that improved the identification of current smokers and tobacco

treatment referrals. Effectiveness was determined by cessation outcomes (30-day point

prevalence abstinence at 6-months post-engagement) assessed through a variety

of data collection approaches. Adoption was measured by the characteristics and

proportion of targeted cancer care settings and clinicians engaged in cessation

service delivery. Implementation was assessed by examining the delivery of tobacco

screening assessments and intervention components across sites, and provider-level

implementation consistency. Maintenance assessments identified whether tobacco

treatment services continued in the setting after implementation and documented the

sustainability plan and organizational commitment to continued delivery. In sum, this

paper demonstrates a pragmatic approach to using RE-AIM as an evaluation framework

that yields relevant outcomes on common implementation metrics across widely differing

tobacco treatment approaches and settings.

Keywords: Tobacco treatment, Smoking Cessation, Cancer center, RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption,

Implementation and Maintenance), implementation

INTRODUCTION

Continued smoking after a cancer diagnosis has been associated
with adverse outcomes, including overall and cancer specific
mortality, and increased risk of developing a second primary
cancer. Importantly, smoking cessation after a cancer diagnosis
improves clinical outcomes (1, 2). Several national cancer
organizations have developed recommendations for integrating
tobacco treatment as a routine component of cancer care (3–6).
All patients seen in cancer care should be consistently assessed
for tobacco use, and if they are current users (usually past 30
day use), should be advised to quit, and/or referred to cessation
treatment (6, 7). While the recommendations are clear for what
to implement, there is little published on how to implement and
evaluate tobacco treatment programs in cancer care settings (7).
Despite the availability of the National Comprehensive Cancer
Network (NCCN) (6) and other Clinical Practice Guidelines for
Smoking Cessation, tobacco treatment services are often not a
routine component of cancer care (8–10).

To address this gap in research-to-practice, the National
Cancer Institute (NCI) dedicated Cancer Moonshot funding to
enhance the capacity of NCI-Designated Comprehensive Cancer
Centers to implement sustainable evidence-based tobacco
treatment programs (11). The resulting Cancer Center Cessation
Initiative (C3I) funded 42 NCI-Designated Comprehensive
Cancer Centers (“Centers”) to integrate tobacco treatment into
cancer care. The C3I provides a unique opportunity to examine
how tobacco treatment can be effectively implemented in cancer
care. This study uses the RE-AIM framework (12) to evaluate
how different tobacco treatment programs were implemented in
diverse real-world clinical settings receiving the same level of
supplemental funding (11).

RE-AIM has been used previously to evaluate tobacco
treatment programs in healthcare settings (13, 14). However

some elements of the framework, namely adoption,
implementation, and maintenance, are often not reported
(15, 16), and most published studies report on measures
collected as part of a research study rather than a pragmatic
application in multiple, diverse clinical settings. This paper
provides examples of a pragmatic application of the RE-AIM
framework to evaluate the implementation of real-world tobacco
treatment programs in cancer care settings using simple, low
burden measures easily gathered across clinical settings using
electronic health records (EHRs) to aid in measurement (12, 17).

CANCER CENTER CESSATION INITIATIVE

PRAGMATIC RE-AIM APPLICATION

The C3I funded 42 Cancer Centers from 28 states and the
District of Columbia for 2 years to implement evidence-
based tobacco treatment programs through a supplement to
the Cancer Center Support Grant (11). The C3I Coordinating
Center provides scientific and technical assistance to help Centers
integrate tobacco treatment services into clinical care. The
goals were to: (1) achieve consistent tobacco use screening and
documentation for every patient; and (2) deliver evidence-based
tobacco treatment to current smokers, ideally using the EHR
to streamline referrals. Centers were free to choose evidence-
based intervention components for their sites, including referrals
to internal (e.g., counseling, medication) and external (e.g.,
Quitline) programs.

The C3I Coordinating Center, in collaboration with an
expert panel of physicians, psychologists, and behavioral
scientists with clinical and implementation expertise in smoking
cessation for cancer patients, developed measures to evaluate
progress amongst the C3I Centers. Measures were drawn
from a pragmatic application of the RE-AIM framework and
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intended to be low burden, actionable, sensitive to change,
and broadly applicable to diverse cancer care settings (12).
Figure 1 shows the RE-AIM application to evaluate tobacco
treatment program implementation, the evidence-based program
components implemented, and the related implementation steps
employed. Measures were designed to be compatible with
existing EHR functionalityto generate data for evaluation. The
Coordinating Center facilitated the sharing of best practices
across C3I sites, and created a learning environment where sites
meet every 6 months to discuss their successes and challenges,
including reporting on the evaluation of their program
implementation. Coordinating Center recommendations to the
C3I Centers for how each RE-AIMmeasure might be interpreted
and used is presented below.

Reach
Reach in C3I is defined as the proportion of current smokers
seen in a cancer care setting who engaged or participated
in an evidence-based tobacco treatment program. However,
calculating reach is dependent upon the consistent identification
of current smokers in the EHR (i.e., the denominator for
reach) and upon the definition and documentation of patient
engagement in an evidence-based tobacco treatment program
(i.e., the numerator for reach). The following steps were offered to
guide the assessment of reach by using the EHR to determine the
numerator and denominator for the reach of tobacco treatment
programs in cancer care settings. Table 1 shows the results for
three NCI-Designated Cancer Centers in C3I.

1. Define the setting where patients are assessed for tobacco use
and identified as current smokers during their medical visit
(e.g., the whole cancer center, or certain clinics).

2. Count unique patients seen in the setting during a specific
period (e.g., 6 months). Each Center determined the type
of visit in which tobacco use assessment would occur, such
as during registration or nursing assessment, and were
encouraged to include patients seen for cancer screening
or treatment. The EHR reporting team may need to set
up filters for selecting patient encounters and/or rules for
counting visits. The aim is to select visits with clinician-patient
interactions where tobacco use assessment and referrals
should occur for current smokers.

3. Count the number of patients screened for tobacco use to
determine the tobacco use assessment rate (number of patients
screened/total number of patients).

4. Determine the number of current smokers by counting
patients with a current smoking status. In the EHR a current
smoking status could include: current every day smoker;
current some days smoker; heavy smoker; or light smoker, but
may vary depending on how the EHR is programmed. This
number serves as the denominator for reach.

5. Among current smokers, count the number who engaged in
at least one type of evidence-based tobacco treatment, and the
number who engaged in each type of treatment offered at the
Center. This serves as the numerator for reach. Each Center
defined engagement depending on the services offered and
following these guidelines for what constitutes engagement:

a. counseling (in-person, phone, including brief advice
to quit),

b. connection to a Quitline, web-based, or text/mobile
program via fax or eReferral, or

c. cessation medications prescribed.

If a program counts acceptance to receive treatment (e.g.,
to be referred to a Quitline) as engagement, reach should be
defined as such. The number of smokers who were offered
a program should be recorded separately from those who
did engage. This could include the number of smokers who
were offered enrollment in a counseling program (regardless
of engagement), or the number who were given educational
materials but were not connected with a program. The number
of current smokers who declined to participate should be
documented as a target for quality improvement.

6. Wherever possible, each Center should record patient
demographics for current smokers and program participants
to determine the representativeness of those reached. Many
EHRs capture data on patient gender, race, ethnicity, age, and
primary insurance type.

Effectiveness
Effectiveness is assessed by examining quit rates among those
who participate in cessation treatment. In C3I, outcomes are
assessed at 6-months post-engagement with one item; “When
did you last smoke a cigarette (even one or two puffs)?,”
which allows for the calculation of both 7- and 30-day point
prevalence abstinence rates. Documentation may occur in a
separate database or within the EHR, although this may
require additional programming. Follow-up assessments can be
conducted in-person, via telephone, or through Quitline reports.
In line with reach, effectiveness should be examined by patient
sociodemographics and the type of tobacco treatment program
used to explore variation in cessation outcomes.

Adoption
Setting level adoption is defined as the proportion of settings
targeted for implementation that initiated the program.
Adoption can be examined by organizational characteristics to
understand local barriers. For example, are the administrative
leaders in some settings hesitant to make changes to the
EHR, or is there high staff turnover that makes clinical
leadership hesitant to devote time to staff training? Provider
level adoption can be assessed by documenting participation
in training and tracking initiation of program components.
Examining which implementation steps facilitated adoption
(e.g., securing buy-in, provider trainings) should suggest
how tobacco treatment can be enhanced at the setting and
provider level.

Implementation
Level of implementation can be indexed by the quality
and consistency of tobacco treatment service delivery.
Examining provider level tobacco use screening, advice
and referral rates can identify high- and low-performing
providers, which can be used to focus additional training.
Intervention fidelity can be assessed by examining the delivery
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FIGURE 1 | RE-AIM application to evaluate tobacco treatment program implementation in cancer care, and the related implementation steps and evidence-based

intervention components employed.

of intervention components, such as brief advice, counseling
sessions delivered as intended, and whether medications were
prescribed. Such information can be used to understand
the sources of variation in intervention effectiveness: (i.e.,
is it the intervention or is it the level of implementation?)
Qualitative methods, such as stakeholder interviews with
patients, clinicians, and administrators can be used to examine
barriers to implementation.

Maintenance
Maintenance can be defined as the degree to which rates of
reach and effectiveness are sustained across time, as well as
the potential for sustainability of the program. Defining the
sustainability plan and securing organizational commitment
to the program are key elements in estimating sustainability
potential. After implementation, the number of settings
in which the program is continued can be assessed, with
a qualitative examination of the reasons programs were
not maintained, with a comparison of maintained/not
maintained settings on organizational, provider, and
patient characteristics.

EXAMPLES OF RE-AIM APPLICATION AT

C3I CANCER CENTERS

Washington University
Context

The EHR-enabled Evidence-based Smoking Cessation Treatment
(ELEVATE) program developed at Washington University was
implemented at the Siteman Cancer Center, which serves
about 25,000 patients per year across rural and urban areas
and medically underserved populations in multiple Midwestern
states. The implementation of ELEVATE coincided with the
launch of a new EHR platform at Washington University and
BJC Healthcare system. ELEVATE leverages newly developed
EHR modifications, including enhanced clinical workflows,
Best Practice Alerts (BPAs), and automated referral systems to
prescribe smoking cessation medications and provide counseling
resources at the point-of-care (Table 1). Patients with a status of
current smoker or a prescription for cessation medication are
defined as “current smokers,” which triggers a BPA prompting
the clinician to deliver brief advice, prescribe medications, and
refer patients to “light-touch” resources including the Quitline,
SmokefreeTXT, and Smokefree smartphone apps.
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TABLE 1 | Description of tobacco treatment programs at three NCI-Designated Cancer Centers funded through the Cancer Center Cessation Initiative.

Washington University Yale University Case Western Reserve University

Setting (s) Siteman Cancer Center, St. Louis, MO Smilow Cancer Hospital, New Haven, CT

and Smilow Cancer Care Centers

throughout CT

University Hospitals Seidman Cancer

Center, MetroHealth Cancer Center,

Cleveland Clinic Taussig Cancer Center,

Cleveland, OHb

Patients with visits to the

settinga, N

27,728 43,264 41,405

Patients screened for

tobacco usea, N

25,779 21,424 32,541

Patients identified as

current smokersa, N

3,224 3,882 4,316

Current smokers who

engaged in at least one

type of evidence-based

cessation treatmenta, N

1,390 277 907

Tobacco treatment

program components

ELEVATE (Electronic Health

Record-Enabled Evidence-Based

Smoking Cessation Treatment)

• Deliver smoking cessation counseling

(5A’s) and pharmacotherapy at the point

of care.

• Enhance the EHR to identify and refer

current smokers to the Quitline and

SmokefreeTXT.

• Training and video-based

demonstrations and simulated patient

scenarios with clinical care providers

using test patients in the EHR.

• Monthly provider performance data

feedback, in comparison to

department- and/or clinic-level data and

clinical benchmarks.

Tobacco Treatment Service (TTS) at

Smilow Cancer Hospital

• In-person counseling program including

medication management, and training

providers.

• Phone/tele-health counseling also

delivered.

• Smokers are also referred to

SmokefreeTXT.

• Monthly audit and feedback reports on

Care Center performance are prepared

and reviewed by the Tobacco Treatment

Service and shared with Smilow Cancer

Hospital and Care Center leadership.

Tobacco Intervention & Psychosocial

Support (TIPS) Service

• Face-to-face cognitive behavioral

therapy combined with

pharmacotherapy.

• Tailored to cancer patients by including

cancer-specific psychoeducation,

emotional vulnerability content, and

flexible intervention formats (e.g.,

in-clinic, telephone).

• Caregivers and/or significant others may

also be treated.

• Smokers may also be referred to

the SmokefreeTXT.

Smoker identification and

referral method(s)

• Current smokers identified through the

EHR during visit.

• Patients with a current smoker status or

documented as using a cessation

medication will trigger a BPA that

prompts the clinician to deliver

counseling and pharmacotherapy at the

point-of-care.

• Referrals to the Quitline and

SmokefreeTXT generated through

the EHR.

• Current smokers identified through the

EHR.

• A list of current smokers sent to

program staff who contact patients to

schedule appointments.

• eReferral to SmokefreeTXT is

in development.

• Current smokers identified through the

EHR during visit. Patients who indicate

motivation to quit are referred via email,

pager, or through eReferral (in select

clinics).

• Patients are contacted by TIPS staff

for the initial assessment, treatment

planning, and schedule for counseling

appointments.

• Patients may be signed up for

SmokefreeTXT by program staff or

may self-enroll.

• Caregivers/significant others may be

seen with the patient or contacted

independently by program staff

EHR modifications

implemented

Developed new clinical workflow, BPAs,

and eReferral systems.

• Modified clinical workflow.

• Enhanced the EHR to standardize

tobacco use assessment.

• eReferral sends prompt to Tobacco

Treatment Service for current smokers.

• Standardized tobacco use assessments

based on NCCN guidelines.

• EHR provider notes generated to

summarize tobacco treatment services

delivered.

• EHR eReferral generated to send

patient information to TIPS

aReported for a 6-months period at 1 year post-implementation.
bSum across the three healthcare systems.

The ELEVATE program is supported by a bundled
implementation strategy that includes: formal and informal
training exercises through in-person and video-based
demonstrations of ELEVATE module use, technical assistance

and recommendations following live patient encounters and
simulated patient scenarios with clinical care providers using test
patients in the EHR, and monthly performance data feedback
delivered to medical assistants and physicians that provides
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data on assessment and treatment rates at the provider level
and in comparison to department- and/or clinic-level data and
clinical benchmarks. With the emphasis on data-driven quality
improvement, provider-level assessment and treatment rates are
expected to increase over time.

Reach

Smoking prevalence was 12.5% among patients screened for
tobacco use who had at least one outpatient oncology clinic
visit within a 6-month period (Table 2). Reach was defined as
the proportion of current smokers who received either of the
following types of tobacco treatment documented in the EHR
within a 6-month period: active smoking cessation medication
prescribed (i.e., medication rate) or brief cessation counseling
(i.e., brief counseling rate). Before ELEVATE implementation,
overall reach was 3.6%; after implementation, reach increased
to 43.1%. Interest in counseling (i.e., counseling offer rate), and
referral to phone-based, SMS text-based, and/or smartphone
app-based counseling (i.e., counseling referral rate) were
recorded separately from engagement.

Effectiveness

The EHR was used to assess current smoking status at 6-months
post-tobacco treatment. This method relied on patients having an
updated tobacco use status at 6-months after receiving tobacco
treatment. Using this method, 67.2% of patients that received
tobacco treatment had follow-up data available in the EHR in the
following 6 months. Before ELEVATE was implemented, EHR
data indicated that only 2.3% of patients treated for smoking
had not smoked in the past 30 days at 6-months post-treatment.
Following ELEVATE, 43.9% of smokers who received brief
counseling, medications, or both and who had 6-month follow-
up data documented in the EHR had not smoked in the past
30 days (29.5% using an intent to treat principle counting those
lost to follow-up as current smokers). In contrast, only 7.6% of
smokers who did not receive tobacco treatment reported they
were no longer current smokers 6-months following their cancer
center visit.

Adoption

At the setting level, all 21 outpatient oncology clinics in
the Siteman Cancer Center adopted ELEVATE and initiated
tobacco assessment and treatment services with the new point-
of-care EHR module. At the provider level, at 1-year post-
implementation, EHR data revealed that 99% of providers/clinic
staff had initiated use of the new smoking status assessment,
79% initiated medication documentation, and 85% initiated the
counseling referral components of ELEVATE, indicating high
levels of adoption.

Implementation

The tobacco use assessment rate was 93% over a 6-month period
1 year after implementation. In contrast, the assessment rate was
only 47.9% in the 5 months preceding the ELEVATE launch
(18). Provider-level rates of assessment and treatment varied
substantially. Over a 6 month period, 93% of medical assistants
documented tobacco use assessment for at least 90% of patient
encounters. During this time period, 51% of providers offered a
counseling referral during at least half of their patient encounters.

Maintenance

Longer-term data on reach and effectiveness will be collected
every 6-months. Sustainability is often driven by a favorable
“implementation climate,” characterized by the extent to
which delivering tobacco treatment is expected, supported,
and rewarded. We believe the training strategies, data
transparency, and performance feedback will enhance
maintenance, as will the tactical design of ELEVATE as a
low-burden point-of-care decision support tool. The program
utilizes an embedded cancer care team, with no plans to
hire tobacco treatment specialists or additional staff. As a
result, there are no discrete costs for dedicated personnel, and
the cost per patient is $3, which promotes sustainability of
the program.

Yale University
Context

The Tobacco Treatment Service (TTS) at Smilow Cancer
Hospital in New Haven, CT was started in 2011 and expanded
in 2017 after receiving C3I funding to include several Cancer
Care Centers across Connecticut (Table 1). The TTS offers
smoking cessation counseling (in-person, televideo, or phone-
based), medication management, and referrals to the NCI
SmokefreeTXT program. EHR modifications improved the
identification and treatment of current smokers. Streamlining
the EHR tobacco use assessment section was proposed, but
would have required changes across the whole health system
and therefore was not accepted at the organizational level.
Due to this barrier, efforts were redirected toward revising
the BPA to increase utilization. The previously existing
BPA required multiple steps on the part of the provider
and ordered a TTS referral only. Through feedback from
providers and beta testing, the BPA was optimized to be
less disruptive to clinical workflows, include all necessary
steps and documentation in one click (i.e., diagnosis,
after visit summary, smoking counseling note, and CPT
billing code), and include the option to order tobacco
pharmacotherapies (i.e., varenicline or nicotine patches and
lozenges) using pre-populated fields based on the patient’s
current tobacco use.

Reach

EHR generated reports documented the number of current
smokers, and the number who were referred to the TTS
and/or prescribed cessation medication. The TTS received
notification of patients referred to SmokefreeTXT via a separate
reporting mechanism. Over a 6-month period after program
implementation, smoking prevalence among those screened was
18%. Among the documented current smokers, reach for the
Smilow Cancer Hospital and the Care Centers over 6 months was
7% (Table 2). Among those reached, 58.5% received in-person
counseling, and 97.4% received medications.

Effectiveness

Participants who receive counseling from the TTS are offered
follow-up visits after 6 months to assess and document
current smoking status in the EHR. Follow-up can be
challenging because some patients withdraw from the TTS,
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TABLE 2 | Pragmatic application of RE-AIM to evaluate tobacco treatment program implementation at three NCI-Designated Cancer Centers funded through the Cancer

Center Cessation Initiative.

RE-AIM construct Evaluation measuresa Washington University

Siteman Cancer Center

Yale University Smilow

Cancer Hospital

Case Western Reserve

University Case

Comprehensive Cancer

Centerc

REACH Smoking prevalenceb 12.5% 18% 21.1%

Smokers reached with at least one

evidence-based cessation treatment

43.1% of smokers were

prescribed cessation

medications and/or received brief

counseling at the point-of-care

7% of smokers were prescribed

cessation medications, referred

to the TTS, and/or referred to

SmokefreeTXT

24.3% of smokers were

prescribed cessation

medications, referred to TIPS,

and/or referred to SmokefreeTXT

EFFECTIVENESS Assessment method Tobacco use status from EHR for

most recent visit during

6-months period post-treatment

Assessed at 6-months in person

or via phone & documented in

EHR

Assessed at 6-months in person

or via phone and documented in

EHR.

6-month follow-up rate 67.2% 13.5% 54.4%

30-day point

prevalence

abstinence

Counting patients lost

to follow-up as

smokers

29.5% 2.2% 19.5%,

Among patients with

follow-up data

43.9% 16.7% 35.1%

ADOPTION Setting level adoption 21/21 outpatient oncology clinics

over a 6-months implementation

period.

Adopted at Smilow Cancer

Center and 9/10 Care Centers

over ∼8 months.

Adopted in 3/3 healthcare

systems. One launched

center-wide, two launched in

thoracic and gynecological

oncology clinics.

Provider level adoption 99% providers initiated

assessment, 79% initiated

documentation of medication,

85% initiated offer of counseling

referral.

Not assessed Number of referring providers (N

= 64) has increased by 25%

over 1 year of implementation.

IMPLEMENTATION Setting level tobacco use assessment

rate

93% 49.5% 80%

Provider-level tobacco use

assessment rate

93% providers achieved ≥90%

rate

Not assessed Not assessed

Implementation of key program

components

Pharmacotherapy rate: 49% of

providers achieve ≥20% rate;

Counseling offer rate: 51% of

providers achieve ≥50% rate

BPA utilization rates for referrals

to the TTS, pharmacotherapy or

both.

51% of referred patients received

at least one component of the

TIPS intervention.

MAINTENANCE Sustainability plans/goals • 6-months ongoing reach and

effectiveness evaluation.

• Incentivize care using data

transparency and performance

feedback.

• Low-burden, low cost decision

support tool for point-of-care

use ($3 per patient).

Hiring another tobacco treatment

specialist to maintain program at

Care Centers. Billing for services

using an APRN and expanding

telehealth services. Integrating

referrals into new patient

onboarding by nurse navigators.

• Leverage initial success.

• Generate new funding sources.

• Reduce patient barriers

to treatment (e.g. cost,

transportation.

• Identify 100% of smokers &

reach at least 50% of smokers

with treatment.

a Reported for a 6-month period at 1-year post-implementation.
bAmong patients screened for tobacco use.
c Average of three cancer healthcare settings.

TTS, Tobacco Treatment Service; TIPS, Tobacco Intervention & Psychosocial Support.

appointment availability may not always align with patients’
schedules, and there are limited resources to maintain contact.
Among those who completed 6-month follow-up visits (n
= 30 out of 223 participants), the 30-day point prevalence
abstinence rate was 16.7% (2.2% using an intent to treat
principle counting those lost to follow-up as current smokers)
(Table 2).

Adoption

Programmatic adoption occurred in stages. The TTS program
has been adopted at nine of 10 Smilow Cancer Care Settings
in addition to the Smilow Cancer Hospital. One site declined
to participate due to an established relationship with a smoking
cessation program at another local hospital. Care Centers were
visited by TTS staff to establish relationships with clinical and
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administrative staff, which facilitated the adoption of the new
clinical workflow. Adoption occurred over about 8 months, with
two to three Care Centers added every 1 to 2 months. This
gradual expansion allowed for piloting the BPA first in a few
sites, revealing a need to modify the EHR to allow for referrals
from RNs in addition to MDs and Advanced Practice Providers,
and a need for educational meetings with nursing staff. A TTS
“Champion” partner was identified at each Care Center to help
integrate services into the center.

Implementation

Rates of tobacco use assessment and documentation are
examined by clinical setting and by provider. The average tobacco
use assessment rate for a 6-month period was 49.5% across
settings, primarily because tobacco use assessment in the EHR is
not mandatory. Reports are generated to show: (1) the number of
times the BPA “fired,” or appeared to a provider (2) the number
of times the BPA “fired” and was acted on, and (3) the number
of acted on BPA fires that included a referral to the TTS only,
tobacco pharmacotherapy orders, or both. The data are then
used to identify settings or providers with lower BPA utilization
rates to provide feedback and troubleshoot barriers. For example,
at one Care Center, low utilization was due to limited staffing
following the departure of an oncologist. The remaining clinical
staff were unable to devote substantial resources to implementing
enhanced care for their patients who smoked, because their
patient loads had increased.

Maintenance

Currently, one staff member provides counseling services at nine
Care Centers on a rotating weekly schedule, traveling up to 900
miles per month. To maintain the program and increase capacity
for treatment provided at each site, another full-time APRN was
hired. As NCI grant funding comes to an end, Smilow Cancer
Hospital will take over funding for the TTS providers, who
will eventually bill for services. Additional maintenance efforts
include expanding telehealth options and working with nurse
navigators who onboard new cancer patients to integrate the TTS
into the standard treatment offered at Smilow.

Case Western Reserve University
Context

Case Comprehensive Cancer Center (Case CCC) serves 15
counties in Northeast Ohio. In Cleveland, the most populous
city in the catchment area, smoking prevalence (35%) and
lung cancer mortality rates exceed national averages. Case CCC
consists of Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine,
University Hospitals Seidman Cancer Center (SCC), Cleveland
Clinic Taussig Cancer Institute (TCI), and is closely affiliated
with the county safety-net hospital, MetroHealth Cancer Center
(MHCC). Together, these cancer centers see about 20,000 new
cancer cases annually and comprise a complex clinical setting
in which to implement change. Each health system sees a
distinct patient population, with underserved and racial/ethnic
minority cancer patients seen largely at MHCC. In 2017, the
Tobacco Intervention and Psychosocial Support (TIPS) Service

was implemented in all three health systems and was designed to
address the unique needs of cancer patients and survivors.

Clinicians screen for tobacco use and identify current
smokers using the EHR during new patient visits. The
tobacco use assessment questions were standardized across the
three healthcare settings based on NCCN guidelines (6). The
provider note includes a field to assess tobacco use status and
tobacco use history/nicotine dependence. For current users,
readiness to quit is assessed; relapse risk is assessed among
recent quitters/former smokers. EHR modifications included
programming to generate provider notes to summarize services
delivered. Current tobacco users who indicated willingness to
quit within the next 4 weeks are referred to TIPS either via an
EHR-based order for counseling, or via email/pager. Irrespective
of their willingness to participate in counseling, patients have the
option to be enrolled in SmokefreeTXT. TIPS delivers cessation
counseling using cognitive behavioral therapy combined with
FDA-approved pharmacotherapy. TIPS is tailored to cancer
patients by including cancer-specific psychoeducation, content
that addresses the emotional vulnerability of this population,
and flexible intervention formats (e.g., in-clinic, telephone,
combination). Caregivers, family members, and/or significant
others who use tobacco products are eligible for TIPS, and may
participate with the patient, or independently.

Reach

Reach was defined as the proportion of current smokers who
participated in TIPS, enrolled in SmokefreeTXT, and/or were
prescribed cessation medication. Over 6 months, the average
prevalence of current smoking was 21.1% among those screened,
and an average of 24.3% of smokers across the three sites
received at least one type of tobacco treatment (Table 2).
Pharmacotherapy was the most common treatment type (82.1%),
followed by in-person counseling (10.2%). Of note, 98% of
patients who received counseling or another intervention also
received pharmacotherapy.

Effectiveness

Effectiveness is assessed at 6-months after TIPS engagement.
Program staff contact patients to document their current
smoking status via telephone or interview patients in person if
they have a scheduled an appointment. An average of 54.4% of
TIPS participants were reached at 6-months follow-up across
the three healthcare settings, after 1 year of implementation.
Challenges to follow-up include patients being unreachable by
phone or not being scheduled for a clinic follow-up near the time
of assessment. Among TIPS patients with follow-up data, average
30-days abstinence at 6-month post-treatment was 35.1% across
the three sites. Using an intent-to-treat principle (assuming
patients lost to follow-up were still smoking) there was an average
30-day abstinence rate of 19.5%.

Adoption

The TIPS program was adopted in all three Case CCC
affiliated health systems. Two health systems focused the
initial implementation in thoracic and gynecological oncology
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clinics and the third opted for a center-wide launch. Pre-
implementation program site leaders and clinical champions
were instrumental to build clinical capacity, train staff, modify
the EHR to standardize the assessment and documentation of
tobacco use and treatment, and to integrate TIPS into the clinical
workflow. Several implementation strategies facilitated the
adoption of TIPS into the clinical workflow, including securing
support from clinical and administrative leadership, operations
staff, and IT specialists early in the process; seeking input from
providers and staff during clinical division meetings and grand
rounds; developing marketing strategies; and facilitating TIPS
staff and medical team engagement. Initial provider engagement
strategies have been encouraging, as the number of referring
providers (N = 64) has increased by 25% over the past year
with growing awareness of the service. Adoption challenges
included securing adequate space, buy-in from providers with
many competing responsibilities and limited time with patients,
and the lengthy period to implement requested additions to
the EHR.

Implementation

Implementation was assessed for the following elements key to
delivering the TIPS program: tobacco use screening, provider
referrals, and intervention delivery to smokers referred. The
average rate of tobacco use assessment was 80%, which was
negatively affected by EHR programming challenges at one of the
hospitals (we anticipate the rate will increase). Over a 6-month
period following implementation, 51.4% of patients referred to
TIPS completed the tobacco history assessment and at least one
intervention component of TIPS.

Maintenance
TIPS service adoption is ongoing in three cancer hospitals
that serve Northeast Ohio, the first regional effort to address
tobacco use in cancer care settings. To maintain TIPS, the
goal is to leverage the initial success of the effort, sustain EHR
modifications to facilitate assessment and referrals, develop new
strategies to increase provider and patient engagement, generate
funding sources, and examine strategies to reduce patient-level
barriers (e.g., cost/copays, transportation). The sustainability
goals are to identify 100% of current tobacco smokers (and recent
quitters), maintain an overall program reach of at least 50% of
eligible patients, and demonstrate abstinence rates that are at least
comparable to published estimates.

DISCUSSION

Using case studies from three funded C3I Cancer Centers,
this report describes the application of the RE-AIM framework
and the operationalization of each construct to evaluate the
implementation of a range of cessation services (e.g., counseling,
Quitline) in cancer care settings. The RE-AIM measures
proposed have implications for cancer care settings beyond
NCI Cancer Centers. The measures are flexible enough to
work in different settings and for different types of tobacco
treatment programs but are robust enough to measure intended
evaluation outcomes. The measures can be applied across

TABLE 3 | Summary of challenges to the measurement of RE-AIM within three

NCI-Designated Cancer Centers funded through the Cancer Center Cessation

Initiative.

RE-AIM

dimension

Challenges to measurement

Reach Measurement relies on consistent documentation of patient

smoking status and engagement in tobacco treatment

services.

Effectiveness Follow-up measures (at 6-months post engagement) are

dependent upon patient availability and program staff and

resources to maintain follow-up contacts.

Adoption Measuring provider-level adoption is dependent upon

program and organizational resources to track and obtain

provider-specific reports from the EHR.

Implementation Measuring the implementation of key program components is

dependent on program resources to document and produce

reports using the EHR.

Maintenance Measuring maintenance and sustainability is dependent on

the program’s ability to measure the other RE-AIM

dimensions. Reporting on each of these measures over time

can help Cancer Centers understand the long term

sustainability of their program.

different healthcare systems and EHR platforms. C3I Centers
largely used the funding to enhance the EHR to identify and refer
smokers to treatment (19). As a result, the examples described
provide guidance on using the EHR to assess RE-AIM constructs
to evaluate the implementation of tobacco treatment programs
integrated into cancer care. Each Center identified common
challenges to measuring RE-AIM, or “lessons learned,” for other
cancer care settings to be aware of when implementing tobacco
treatment programs (Table 3).

Previous work has shown that systems level changes,
including EHR modifications, for assessing and referring
patients to treatment can result in increased tobacco use
documentation and counseling referrals (20–23). The profiled
Centers utilized the EHR to identify and refer smokers to
tobacco treatment services and to evaluate reach. Measuring
reach posed challenges. Documenting the denominator (the
number of current smokers) relies both on the consistent
documentation of smoking status, and a way to extract that
information from the EHR. Measuring the numerator for
reach requires defining and documenting program engagement.
At Washington University, the numerator included patients
prescribed cessation medication or who had received counseling
at the point-of-care. At Yale and Case, the reach numerator
included patients who participated in in-person or telephone
counseling, SmokefreeTXT, and/or were prescribed cessation
medication. Because the treatment offered differs, defining the
numerator is critical when making cross site comparisons. Reach
is likely greater at Washington University because cessation
counseling is delivered at the point-of-care, while the others refer
to a counseling program.

Measuring effectiveness posed a different set of challenges
(e.g., low rates of smoking status ascertainment), which may
limit information regarding quit rates (20). While assessment
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of long-term smoking status is challenging, the EHR provides
a highly efficient and cost-effective means of gathering follow-
up data on patients receiving treatment. Each Center used
the EHR to document tobacco use status at follow-up.
However, Washington University utilized the EHR as the
primary method to assess tobacco use with the patient’s
most recent visit at 6 months after tobacco treatment. The
others used in-person or phone follow-up as the primary
assessment. In reality, a combination of approaches may
be necessary, where patients are contacted at follow-up to
determine outcomes, but EHR-documented tobacco use status
could be used when patients are not reached. Capturing the
assessment of smoking outcomes in health system delivered
programs is vital since reduced smoking prevalence is a
key goal. Such data would yield meaningful outcomes upon
which different implementation and intervention strategies can
be compared.

In addition to reach and effectiveness, measuring
implementation and adoption was facilitated by generating
EHR reports for screening rates and provider-level program
referrals. Two Centers provided monthly provider and clinic
level performance data to show progress and identify areas for
improvement. Non-adopting sites or providers may signal local
barriers to initiation ranging from awareness, to self-perceived
competence, to lack of supporting resources. Implementation
strategies, such as staff training and practice facilitation, pairing
non-adopting sites with mentor sites to share knowledge and
resources, or identifying “champions” may be needed to address
barriers and increase site- and provider-level adoption rates.
Monthly data not only reflect adoption and implementation
across providers and clinics, but also show trajectories that
speak to maintenance. However, sites may be limited by
organizational capacity to report back provider-level adoption
and implementation metrics that may be useful for evaluation.
The evaluation of provider level measures could be built into the
EHR during program development, as making changes to the
EHR after the fact is often challenging.

There are some limitations to this study. The RE-AIM
application was examined within well-resourced Centers
receiving funding to implement tobacco treatment services;
however, it is unknown how readily less well-resourced
cancer care settings without robust health informatics support
could query the EHR to extract RE-AIM relevant data. The
profiled Centers engaged in EHR modifications permitting
efficient collection of evaluation measures, which may limit the
adoption of this RE-AIM approach given significant resource
requirements. Implementation at Washington University
coincided with the launch of a new EHR platform allowing for
more changes to the EHR than the other Centers. Data on reach
and effectiveness were collected by patient sociodemographics;
however, presenting this information was beyond the scope of
this paper. Information on cost was not available, however cost
data are being collected from C3I Centers and will be reported

to inform program implementation in other cancer care settings.

It is premature to report on the long-term maintenance of reach
and effectiveness among programs overall and across different
patient demographics. As programs mature, evaluation of
demographics may facilitate the adoption of programs to better
suit patient populations and is an important indicator of whether
programs are equitably reaching all cancer patients who smoke.

Delivering tobacco treatment to cancer patients who smoke
should be a routine and integrated part of cancer care (24). RE-
AIM provides a framework for multilevel program evaluation to
ensure patient benefit, provider performance, and organizational
commitment. RE-AIM provides a vital component of an
audit and feedback strategy by yielding performance data to
inform normative comparisons, rewards, and encouragement
to improve, along with existing resources and supports for
the lower-performing groups. Conducting routine RE-AIM
evaluations via the EHR allows program staff to rapidly identify
gaps in care and address barriers with targeted strategies.
A common RE-AIM approach to implementation assessment
allows for trans-program comparisons to identify effective
implementation and intervention strategies. The programs
described provide tobacco treatment program staff working in
cancer care settings with specific examples of measuring each
RE-AIM dimension using the EHR to facilitate measurement. In
summary, the measures demonstrate a pragmatic approach to
using RE-AIM as an evaluation framework that yields relevant
outcomes on common implementation metrics across widely
differing tobacco treatment approaches and cancer care settings.
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Introduction: Implementation science frameworks have helped advance translation

of research to practice. They have been widely used for planning and post-hoc

evaluation, but seldom to inform and guide mid-course adjustments to intervention and

implementation strategies.

Materials and Methods: This study developed an innovative methodology using

the RE-AIM framework and related tools to guide mid-course assessments and

adaptations across five diverse health services improvement projects in the Veterans

Health Administration (VA). Using a semi-structured guide, project team members were

asked to assess the importance of and progress on each RE-AIM dimension (i.e., reach,

effectiveness, adoption, implementation, maintenance) at the current phase of their

project. Based on these ratings, each team identified one or two RE-AIM dimensions

for focused attention. Teams developed proximal goals and implementation strategies

to improve progress on their selected dimension(s). A follow-up meeting with each team

occurred approximately 6 weeks after the goal setting meeting to evaluate the usefulness

of the iterative process. Results were evaluated using both descriptive quantitative

analyses and qualitative assessments from interviews and meeting notes.

Results: Amedian of seven teammembers participated in the two meetings. Qualitative

and descriptive data revealed that the process was feasible, understandable and useful

to teams in adjusting their interventions and implementation strategies. The RE-AIM
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dimensions identified as most important were adoption and effectiveness, and the

dimension that had the largest gap between importance and rated progress was reach.

The dimensions most frequently selected for improvement were reach and adoption.

Examples of action plans were summarizing stakeholder interviews for leadership,

revising exclusion criteria, and conducting in-service trainings. Follow-up meetings

indicated that teams found the process very useful and were able to implement the action

plans they set.

Discussion: The iterative use of RE-AIM to support adjustments during project

implementation proved feasible and useful across diverse projects in the VA setting.

Building on this and related examples, future research should replicate these findings and

further develop the methodology, as well as explore the optimal frequency and timing for

these iterative applications of RE-AIM. More generally, greater focus on more rapid and

iterative use of implementation science frameworks is encouraged to facilitate successful

translation of research to practice.

Keywords: implementation science, frameworks, rapid, iterative, adaptation, RE-AIM, evaluation

INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that use of theory improves outcomes,
understanding and generalization (1–3) within implementation
science as well as other areas. There are many implementation
science theories, models, and frameworks that have been used
for various purposes (1–4). Our research group has developed,
refined, and disseminated the RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness,
Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance) framework that
has been widely used for evaluation and more recently, planning
programs (5, 6). RE-AIM has been found to be useful for both
researchers and practitioners (7–9) and for planning as well as
end of project evaluations (6). However, with a few exceptions

noted below and summarized in the discussion (10–14), to our
knowledge, neither RE-AIM nor other implementation science
models have been systematically used for, nor specific guidance

provided, for mid-course corrections, or rapid assessment
and feedback.

If implementation science is to havemore impact in real world
settings, it needs to become more rapid and iterative (15–17)
to address the needs and time frame in which organizations
need to make decisions. There have been recent advances in
more rapid approaches to qualitative analyses (18–20) and
discussion of integrating implementation science with quality
improvement procedures to make it more rapid (21–23), but
little use of implementation science models to help inform and
guide such improvement and adaptations. Many studies track
ongoing implementation efforts and report findings (24) using
RE-AIM or other implementation science models and outcomes,
but few have provided detailed guidance, reported results on
or compared stakeholder perspectives on both priorities and
progress over time, specific goals set and/or provided tools
and resources that can be used by others. As detailed in
the discussion, this study extends upon the important efforts

above by providing more detail, and reporting application
across different interventions, conditions and stages of multiple
research projects.

Implementation science models such as Intervention
Mapping (25), the Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research (CFIR) (26), RE-AIM (5, 6) and others have been
used to plan and guide pre-implementation strategies, but in
general, application of these models is not rapid enough to
inform during-study adaptation (27). It is also well-documented
that context also changes over time (28, 29), that adaptations
occur with or without guidance and in ways that are either
intervention congruent or not (27, 30), and that sustainment
of outcomes almost always requires adaptations (31). Thus, it
would help to have a systematic, framework-informed strategy to
guide adaptations in response to emerging results and changing
context. Such an approach would also be very congruent with
and useful for learning health system approaches (32, 33).
In summary, we think that rapid learning systems, as well
as implementation science research in general, could benefit
from systematic and integrated use of frameworks, methods,
and iterative processes to evaluate interim progress, ensure
that unintended consequences do not occur, and help guide
appropriate adaptations.

The goals of this paper are to describe: (1) a team engagement
and reflection process to identify RE-AIM dimensions that are
most important and most in need of improvement at the current
point in the project cycle in each of five Veterans Health
Administration (VA) Health System improvement projects; (2)
the use of this framework-driven procedure and related data to
guide development and execution of an action plan to address
key RE-AIM dimensions identified and facilitate mid-course
adaptations; and (3) the feasibility and short-term usefulness of
this iterative RE-AIM process and directions for future research
and practice.
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of five health services research implementation studies.

Patient reported

health status

assessment

Multimodal pain Community

transitions

Advanced care

coordination

Rural transitions

Problem

addressed

Lack of standardized

reporting of patient

health status in setting

of cardiovascular

procedure

Delivering multimodal

pain care through

tele-mentoring

Transitional care from

non-network hospital

to network primary care

Transitional care from

non-VA community

hospital-based

emergency department

(ED) to VA

primary/specialty care

Care coordination for rural

Veterans during and

post-discharge from a tertiary

VHA Medical Center back to

their patient aligned care team

Setting VHA Medical Center VHA Medical Center,

community-based

outpatient clinics

VHA Medical Center,

community-based

outpatient clinics,

community hospitals

VHA Medical Center,

community-based

outpatient clinics,

community EDs

VHA Medical Center,

community-based outpatient

clinics

Intervention To collect

patient-reported health

status information

before and after

percutaneous coronary

intervention via an

interactive voice

response system, and

to integrate use of the

health status data into

routine clinical care

Leveraging data to

identify gaps in the use

of multimodal pain

care, and to train

providers in best

practices through

tele-mentoring

Integrated,

non-network hospital

discharge care

coordination program

that includes nurse

care coordination and

health system changes,

including dedicated

phone and fax lines for

non-network hospitals

and Veteran care

identification cards

Assess social

determinants of health

of all Veterans admitted

to community ED and

discharged home for

follow-up care with VA

primary/specialty care

A transitions nurse at the VHA

Medical Center who prepares

patient for discharge and

obtains a follow-up

appointment, communicates

with the patient aligned care

team site about the discharge

care coordination, follows up

with the patient within 48 h after

discharge, and engages with

the rural primary care provider

and registered nurse to ensure

continuity of care and

information exchange

Implementation

strategies

Audit and feedback;

facilitation

Audit and feedback;

facilitation

Audit and feedback;

facilitation

Audit and feedback;

facilitation

Audit and feedback; internal

and external facilitation;

modified rapid Process

improvement workshop

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Setting and Description of the Projects
A detailed description of the project settings and the five
interventions has been provided elsewhere (34–38) and is
summarized in Table 1. Briefly, four interventions described
in this paper emerged from the VA Triple Aim Quality
Enhancement Research Initiative (QUERI) (https://www.queri.
research.va.gov/) and a fifth VA initiative was funded through
the VA Office of Rural Health. The five projects are diverse
in the program focus area, clinical problem they address,
research and implementation team involved, target population,
and the intervention format and delivery. These projects involve
different healthcare settings including hospitals, primary care,
centralized VA offices, and community settings. The first project,
Patient Reported Health Status Assessment, utilizes Interactive
Voice Response technology to capture the pre- and post-
procedural patient-reported health status for patients receiving
elective catheterization laboratory procedures to inform clinical
care (35). The second project, Multimodal Pain, addresses
barriers and facilitators to multimodal pain care in the VA and
designs and implements an intervention based on identified
best practices to support primary care providers (38). The third
project, Community Transitions, focuses on care coordination
of Veterans admitted to non-VA community hospitals for
inpatient care, and their transition back to VA primary care
in a safe, patient-centered and timely manner (36). The

fourth, project, Advanced Care Coordination, aims to improve
care coordination for Veterans discharged from community
emergency departments by addressing social determinants of
health. The fifth project, Rural Transitions, is a proactive,
personalized, nurse-led, and Veteran-centered intervention to
improve access for rural Veterans to follow-up with their primary
care teams following hospitalization at a larger urban VAMedical
Center (37).

At the planning stage of each grant proposal and study,
each team had specified key outcomes for the various RE-
AIM dimensions. These were slightly modified by the primary
investigators at baseline from the measures in their original
QUERI proposal. Table 2 provides a summary of the initially
established RE-AIM measures by dimension for each project.
Other members of the implementation teamwere not involved in
this specification, and several had not yet been hired or assigned
to the project at baseline.

Participants and Project Team Members
All implementation study team members from each project
were included in the iterative RE-AIM process. We invited a
diverse set of participants including the principal investigator,
co-investigators, project coordinator, nurses, social workers,
research analysts, and research assistants, who were all closely
involved with the development, implementation, and evaluation
of the interventions. An important aspect of this iterative
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TABLE 2 | Operationalization of RE-AIM measures by projects.

Patient-reported health status

assessment

Multimodal pain Community transitions Advanced care

coordination

Rural transitions

Reach Number, proportion and representativeness

of Veterans:

• called by automated calls pre-procedure

• who answered the automated calls

pre-procedure

• reached by automated calls 1 month

post-procedure

• who answered the automated calls 1

month post-procedure

• reached by automated calls 6 months

post-procedure

• who answered the automated calls 6

months post-procedure Number,

proportion and representativeness of

cath labs who informed their Veterans of

this program

Number, proportion, and

representativeness of Veterans

with chronic pain care who are

seen by providers after providers

receive the pain SCAN ECHO

training

Number, proportion and

representative-ness of Veterans

reached by the CHTP program

Number, proportion, and

representative-ness of

Veterans reached by the ACC

program

Number, proportion and

representative-ness of

Veterans enrolled in TNP

Enrollment numbers

Rurality

GIS maps

Effectiveness Number, proportion and representativeness

of Veterans whose health status is captured

and shared to their

PCP/Cardiologist pre-procedure:

• 1-month post-procedure

• 6-months post-procedure

• Number, proportion, and

representative-ness of providers who

utilize reported PROST

• outcomes for treatment decision (follow

through)

• Number, proportion, and

representative-ness of Veteran and

provider satisfaction using PROST

• Number, proportion, and

representative-ness of Cath labs

satisfaction using PROST

Number, proportion, and

representativeness of provider

satisfaction with the training

(assessed qualitatively)

Perception of skills assessment,

confidence, perceived knowledge,

provider attitude, behaviors

Unintended/negative

consequences, generalization

effects (both positive and

negative, at various levels)

Assess care utilization using

claims data

2 levels: intervention

effectiveness, implementation

strategy effectiveness

Number, proportion, and

representativeness of Veterans:

ER utilization after community hospital

discharge [among those Veterans who

interacted with our program]

30-days re-hospitalizations post

community hospital discharge [among

those Veterans who interacted with

our program]

Veteran satisfaction using IVR

Veterans who had VA PCP assignment

after d/c from community hospitals if

no current PCP

Veterans who reached out to us post

re-hospitalization discharge [Veterans

who received our letters]

ER utilization rate after ACC

program interaction

Veterans 30-day re-admission

rate post ACC program

interaction [among those

Veterans who interacted with

our program]

Veteran and provider

satisfaction with ACC (using

IVR)

Number, proportion, and

representativeness of

Veterans who utilized extra

visits, services, consults or

orders because of

ACC involvement

30, 60, 90-days ED Visit Rate,

30-day hospital re-admission

rate,

death after 30, 60, 90 days

14-days PCP follow up

Provider satisfaction

Veteran satisfaction

Voices of Veterans and

providers

Relational coordination

Adoption Number, proportion, and

representativeness of Cath labs who follow

through suggested program

implementation

Level of engagement with the program

Ability for the Cath labs to identify patients

pre-procedure, and identifying ways to

reach patients

Organizational factors associated

with variation in adoption at

various levels

Number, proportion and

representativeness of providers

who received/completed the pain

SCAN ECHO training

Can you get the right people to

participate? Why or why not?

Ex.: Understand why we didn’t

get a high provider reach and

what we did about that

Number, proportion and

representativeness of community

hospitals who inform us of Veteran

admission—count this as adoption

Number of times community

hospitals notify the ACC

program of Veteran ED

admission/discharge (specific

method important: case

manager, fax, phone call)

Number and roles of VA

providers ACC collaborates

with, including any

potential referrals

% referrals to

CBOCs teams affiliated with

TNP

Provider satisfaction surveys

Provider satisfaction

interviews

Adaptation interviews with

TNs and champions

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Patient-reported health status

assessment

Multimodal pain Community transitions Advanced care

coordination

Rural transitions

Implementation Implementation of core components of the

intervention: number of times all or part of

the core components are met for each

patient

Data capture

Patient engagement and asking them to

call

Barriers and facilitators to implementation

Adaptations and fidelity tracking

Return on investment/cost

Number of SCAN ECHO sessions

attended by providers

Barriers and facilitators of

implementation, contextual

factors guided by PRISM

Documenting implementation

strategies delivery (ex., when and

How A&F was delivered, how

facilitation was delivered, etc.

Economic evaluation

Core components, intervention

fidelity

Adaptations tracking

Number, proportion and

representativeness of times community

hospitals notify the program of Veteran

admission/discharge (specific method

important: case manager fax, phone

call)

Implementation of core components:

number of times all or part of the core

components are met for each patient

Number of medical records received

and discharge summaries uploaded

Number of follow-up appointments

made

Number of patients who had the full

intervention completed

Adaptations made

Barriers and facilitators to

implementation

Cost of intervention

Fidelity to the program intervention

Barriers and facilitators to

implementation

Return on investment/cost

Tracking adaptions and fidelity

to the program delivery

Theoretical Domain

Framework (TNs and

champions)

Adaptations Tracking using

modified Stirman Framework

End of program assessment

by Cohort 1 site champions

Adaptation interviews with

TNs and champions

Mid-course process

assessment

Implementation costs;

comparison of Cohorts 1 and

2

Final program interviews with

Cohort 1 sites

Maintenance Planned maintenance, including expansion

to other sites

Unplanned maintenance where VA

internalizes program

Develop toolkit that other programs can

use to engage and implement PROST

Extent to which sites continue to

have other providers participate in

the SCAN ECHO program after

completion of evaluation period

Expansion of SCAN ECHO

program to other VA sites

Rapid prototyping

Local adaptability

Intent to sustain

Local adaptability

Rapid prototyping

Program continuation after

funding period ends

Return on investment analysis

Program continuation after

funding period ends

Maintenance Interviews

Exit Interviews (if needed)
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RE-AIM process is that it gathered diverse perspectives on
importance, progress, priorities, and goals. This helped the
project team obtain greater team engagement and buy-in when
implementing goals emerging from the iterative RE-AIMprocess.

All meetings were facilitated by one or two members of our
QUERI Triple Aim implementation core (RG, CB, MM, BR).
The structure of our Triple Aim QUERI Center is such that an
Implementation Core team co-led by Drs. Glasgow and Rabin
and coordinated by Ms. McCreight, functions as an overarching
methodological and support unit advising all projects. Ms.
McCreight also serves as liaison between the Implementation
Core and individual projects, as she also plays roles on each
project team.

Overview of Iterative RE-AIM Process
The iterative RE-AIM process was conducted separately for
each project and involved four steps. Step 1 involved use
of a regularly scheduled team meeting during which (a) the
implementation science team members explained the purpose
of and steps involved in the iterative RE-AIM process, and (b)
the project team reviewed the initial operationalization of RE-
AIM dimensions developed at the beginning of the project, and
then (c) discussed the status of their project on the various RE-
AIM dimensions. Step 2 took place at the conclusion of this
meeting, in which team members were then asked separately and
confidentially to provide ratings on each RE-AIM dimension in
terms of (a) its importance at the present stage of the project and
(b) their perception of progress to date on that dimension. Step
3 involved a second team meeting, also facilitated by members
of the implementation science team, during which the team
reviewed the ratings summarized from the individual rating
sheets. A group engagement, reflection and discussion process
was used to identify one to two key RE-AIM dimensions on
which to focus and set specific, measurable, attainable, relevant
and timely (SMART) goals (39), and action plans for these
dimension(s). Finally, Step 4 involved a follow-up interview
with the PI and project manager for each project regarding
their progress on the implementation of the SMART goals, and
collect data on the feasibility and usefulness of the iterative
RE-AIM process.

Step 1: Team Meeting #1: Preparation and

Initial Discussion
Each project team spent one of their regularly scheduled team
meetings for this step. These meetings lasted approximately 1 h,
involved all project team members and were facilitated by one or
two members of the Implementation Core. The main activities
for this meeting were:

1. Introduction/general overview and 5-min description of the
purpose of the meeting and the iterative RE-AIM process.

2. Review of the pragmatic definition of each of the RE-AIM
dimensions and how they had been operationalized for this
project (Table 2).

3. General discussion of the status of the project as it related to
the RE-AIM dimensions; and an explanation and distribution
of a rating sheet to each team member asking about the
importance of and progress on each RE-AIM dimension at the

current point of their project. While PIs were familiar with
these pragmatic RE-AIM definitions and operationalization
plans, other members of the team were less or not at all
familiar; and benefited from a discussion of these concepts.

Step 2: Ratings on the Importance of and

Progress With the Different

RE-AIM Dimensions
As a follow up to the first team meeting, team members
were asked to fill out the above rating sheet (Appendix 1)
independently between meetings. Two main questions were
asked on the rating sheet: (a) how important is each dimension
to this project at this time? and (b) how is the project doing
on each dimension to date? Team members were asked to use
a five-point Likert scale (1 = not important (or not satisfied);
2 = somewhat important or satisfied; 3 = important (or
satisfied); 4 = moderately and 5 = extremely important or
extremely satisfied). Participants were also encouraged to add
comments or examples that supported their rating. For ratings
of progress, teams were instructed to use both any objective
data available (e.g., participation rates to that point for reach;
fidelity checklist data for implementation), and their subjective
impressions concerning improvement to date compared to the
initially established project goals. Team members were asked to
rate RE-AIM dimensions independently and confidentially to
allow for unbiased, equal input from each member of the team.

Results from the surveys were analyzed between steps 2
and 3. These results were summarized for the team using
simple statistics and visually displayed using histograms at the
second team meeting. These histograms displayed the team’s
cumulative ratings in three different ways including median
ratings and variability across raters (Figure 1) on (a) importance,
(b) progress on each RE-AIM dimension, and (c) the gap
comparing importance and progress ratings on each dimension
(three figures per project). All de-identified comments made on
the rating forms were added verbatim to the summary report and,
presented to each team before meeting #2.

Step 3: Team Meeting #2: Review Ratings

and Goal Setting/Action Planning
A second team meeting focused on review of the summary
reports generated from the individual ratings; and goal
setting/action planning based on these. During this one-hour
session, the following activities were conducted:

1. Reiteration of the purpose of the iterative RE-AIM process
and that day’s meeting.

2. Distribution and facilitated team discussion of the summary
visual displays of rating data and the open-ended comments.
Each team member received a copy of both their own ratings
and the team summary. The group sequentially reviewed and
discussed each of the three displays of their results.

3. Team discussion of and decision on which RE-AIM
dimensions should be identified for improvement at that stage
of the project based on the information provided. Project
teams were asked to agree on one to two RE-AIM dimensions
to address at that project stage. We made an a priori decision
to limit the focus at a given time point to one or two RE-AIM
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FIGURE 1 | Indicates the rating of the current importance of the RE-AIM dimensions. Indicates the rating of satisfaction with progress on the RE-AIM dimensions.

dimensions given limited resources and the multiple ongoing
responsibilities and competing demands of various staff.

4. Goal setting and action planning for the selected RE-AIM
dimension(s). Team members were asked to brainstorm
possible strategies and specific activities they could use to
improve their success on the relevant RE-AIM dimension(s).
Then they were asked to create SMART goals and action plans.
A template for SMART goal-setting (Appendix 2), and a list of
sample action strategies to enhance each RE-AIM dimension
were provided to the team. These plans specified which team
members were going to do what actions by what date.

Field notes from team meetings were collected to document
discussions as well as to record feedback and observations related
to the iterative RE-AIM process. After the second meeting, one
implementation core member (MM) completed any unfinished
items based on the team discussion, and returned the team goal
setting/action plan document to all team members within one
week after the second team meeting.

Step 4: Follow-Up on RE-AIM Goals and

Evaluation of the Process
For each team, a follow-up session was conducted with
the PI and project coordinator approximately 6 weeks
after the second meeting. During this 30-min debriefing

meeting, data were collected about the team’s progress on
their SMART goals and intention to revise or continue
work on these goals. We also collected ratings of and
comments on the usefulness and level of implementation
of the iterative RE-AIM process as well as recommendations
for improvement (1—not at all; 3—somewhat; 5—extremely
useful/completely implemented).

Data Analyses
Results were evaluated using both descriptive quantitative
analyses and qualitative assessments from narrative data and
meeting notes. We used matrix analysis (40) to describe and
summarize narrative data from surveys and field notes to identify
salient themes on each step of the iterative RE-AIM process
and creation of the SMART goals and action plans. Matrix
analysis is used to summarize qualitative data in a table of
rows and columns, for comparison of coded data in cells and
observe themes as they emerge. Data from the rating surveys
(Step 2) were summarized using simple descriptive statistics
(e.g., means and medians) and visual displays. This study was
not considered research according to VA Office of Research
Oversight policy 1058.05, therefore ethical review and approval
was not required in accordance with the local legislation and
institutional guidelines.
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TABLE 3 | Information on participants by project.

Patient-reported

health status

assessment

Multimodal pain Community

transitions

Advanced care

coordination

Rural transitions

Current point of time

in the project cycle at

the time of the

assessment

Implementation/

Expansion

Pre-implementation Implementation/Expansion Implementation/Expansion Maintenance

Number of

participants who

completed the

assessment (Step 2)

6 4 10 8 8

Number of

participants in the

discussion (Step 3)

7 4 9 6 9

Role descriptions PI, project manager,

quantitative lead,

database programmer,

qualitative lead,

qualitative analysts

PI, PM, qualitative

lead, RA

PI, PM, TN, SW,

qualitative lead,

qualitative analysts,

health economist,

clinical consultant

PI, PM, SW, qualitative

analysts

PI, PM, RA, qualitative

analysts, quantitative

lead, quantitative

analysts, database

programmer

PI, principle investigator; PM, project manager; RA, research assistant; SW, social worker; TN, transitions nurse.

TABLE 4 | Average ratings of importance and progress by project.

Project Patient-

reported health

status

assessment

Multimodal

pain

Community

transitions

Advanced

care

coordination

Rural

transitions

Average

rating across

all projects

RE-AIM dimension

Reach Average rating of importance 4.50 3.50 4.10 4.50 4.50 4.22

Average rating of satisfaction

with progress

2.50 2.00 2.40 3.38 3.63 2.78

Effectiveness Average rating of importance 3.83 4.25 4.20 4.75 5.00 4.41

Average rating of satisfaction

with progress

2.67 3.00 2.80 3.50 3.75 3.14

Adoption Average rating of importance 4.50 4.50 3.90 4.25 4.38 4.31

Average rating of satisfaction

with progress

3.17 3.00 3.10 3.50 4.25 3.40

Implementation Average rating of importance 3.20 3.75 4.50 4.63 4.25 4.07

Average rating of satisfaction

with progress

3.40 3.00 3.00 2.75 4.13 3.26

Maintenance Average rating of importance 3.33 3.00 3.30 3.63 5.00 3.65

Average rating of satisfaction

with progress

2.83 2.33 2.80 2.88 2.63 2.69

RESULTS

Table 3 provides a summary for each project of the current

point of time in the project cycle, the number of team members

participating, and the roles of participants in the team meetings.

The results of the iterative RE-AIM assessment are described for

each step of the process as outlined above. During Step 1 (meeting
#1) there was a median of seven teammembers with diverse roles
who participated in two team discussions (range= 4–10). Our
observations indicated that there was active participation and
general equity of discussion across team members. The process
and RE-AIM dimensions were deemed understandable for team

members, including those who were not directly involved in
evaluation or specification of the initial RE-AIM measures.

There was variability in the RE-AIM dimensions identified
as most important and on progress ratings across the different
projects. Table 4 summarizes ratings and identifies the
most important dimension(s) and rated progress on each
dimension by project team. There was a range of RE-
AIM dimensions considered most important (Effectiveness,
Reach, or Adoption). The Maintenance dimension was
generally rated as less important, likely because most projects
had not reached the maintenance phase of their project’s
life cycle.
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TABLE 5 | RE-AIM Dimension(s) chosen for improvement and key phrases from project action plans by project.

Project name RE-AIM

dimension

to focus on

SMART goals and action plans

Patient-reported health

status assessment

Reach

adoption

1. Conduct workflow assessments to learn where it would fit and how

2. Perform chart review to learn about actions taken after decline status note in the EMR

Multimodal pain Effectiveness

adoption

1. Effectiveness: summarize feedback from semi-structured interviews with providers and review for opportunities to improve

program sessions; share the feedback with operational partners

2. Adoption: inform providers of the upcoming sessions

3. Engage/re-engage with program stakeholders for assistance and guidance

Community transitions Reach 1. Conduct in-services with community hospital to educate about the program enrollment criteria

2. Interview other investigators about how they approach REACH in their projects

3. Consider giving out Veterans program cards pro-actively

4. Review and revise program exclusion criteria

Advanced care

coordination

Reach 1. Schedule and conduct educational in-services in participating community hospitals

2. Program social worker to identify best practices of approach at each participating community hospital

Rural transitions Reach

maintenance

1. Review existing literature and plan to collect and analyze real-time return on investment-type data

2. Access operational data and performance measures to compare with program outcomes

3. Discuss with site champions about what leadership and stakeholders need to sustain the program

In terms of satisfaction with progress, teams generally
rated Adoption and Implementation dimensions highest,
with Reach usually receiving the lowest ratings. Combining
these data resulted in a visual display of the “gap” between
importance and progress, which was consistently the
largest for the Reach dimension. Figure 1 illustrates the
team members’ average score for importance and progress
by project as well as the gap between importance and
progress ratings.

Qualitative Results
Examples of participant comments written on the survey to
support the ratings included:

• REACH: Continue outreaching current hospitals and enrolling
new ones when appropriate. Work on education with
community providers on inclusion and exclusion criteria
(Advanced Care Coordination project).

At this point, providers have just started to participate.
Reach to Veterans is important, but we can’t reach
Veterans without reaching the providers first (Multimodal
Pain project).

• EFFECTIVENESS: It has been hard to measure effectiveness
without reaching adequate amount of reach (Community
Transitions project).

• ADOPTION: The success of the implementation also
depends on the engagement and participation of the
catheterization laboratory teams (Patient-Reported Health
Status Assessment project).

• IMPLEMENTATION: <Rural Transitions> is making efforts
to track and measure our implementation efforts and how
effective each is (Rural Transitions project).

• MAINTENANCE: Much of maintenance is out of our hands-
<Rural Transitions> has made many efforts to assist each site
with maintenance; cost benefit analysis may strengthen this
dimension (Rural Transitions project).

Team Goals and Action Plans
Although there was variability, most teams selected Reach as one
of the dimensions to target (Table 5). Three teams selected two
RE-AIM dimensions to target and the other two focused solely on
Reach. Teams most often chose reach and adoption dimensions
as needing improvement. Table 5 summarizes SMART goals and
action plans developed for each RE-AM dimension the team
selected. Examples of reach action plans were “re-engaging key
stakeholders to solicit their ideas to reach more participants”
and “revising participant exclusion criteria.” An example of an
adoption action plan was to conduct chart reviews to closely
track adoption.

Field notes from meeting #2 revealed that team members
were not surprised by the summary ratings of importance and
satisfaction with progress on different RE-AIM dimensions,
as they were consistent with their impressions of program
challenges and priorities at that time. For example, the
Rural Transitions project was beginning the dissemination
phase and was largely focused on maintenance efforts;
while Multimodal Pain and Patient-Reported Health Status
Assessment teams were largely concerned with adoption
prior to the assessment process. Additionally, team members
discussed how potential improvements in one dimension
(e.g., Reach) could lead to impacts on other dimensions
(e.g., Effectiveness).

Follow-up assessment meetings were held on average 6 weeks
after Meeting #2 with one meeting taking place 15 weeks
after the group session due to PI availability. At the time of
the follow up meeting, all teams had (a) completed specific
SMART goals/action plans with accountabilities specified; and
(b) implemented or attempted to implement this plan. Average
ratings of the extent to which the plan was implemented was 3.88
on a 5 point scale (1= not at all; 3= somewhat; 5= completely).
Teams rated the iterative RE-AIM assessment as being useful
(average of 4.25 on the 5 pt. scale of usefulness; 1= not at all; 3=
somewhat; 5= extremely).
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The teams were all satisfied with the iterative RE-AIM
approach and pragmatic tools. They were implementing action
plans based on SMART goals and waiting to evaluate the impact
of these on the chosen RE-AIM dimensions. Four out of five
project teams commented that it was too early to assess progress
on the SMART goals/action plans; the fifth project interviewees
reported that they could not move forward due to the exit of
their operational partner. Additionally, teams suggested that it
would be helpful to conduct the RE-AIM assessments throughout
the project phases at regular intervals and suggested a 6-month
interval. They felt that this process would help evaluate project
progress, address program data collection challenges, and inform
adaptations to interventions and implementation strategies.
They commented that the focus may shift from one RE-AIM
dimension to another over time, resulting in different ratings
depending on context and project priorities.

Interviewees also shared lessons learned through the iterative
RE-AIM assessment. These included that they were surprised
and relieved that they would not need to focus on all the RE-
AIM dimensions at once and that it was acceptable to prioritize
different dimensions at different phases of the project. For
example, Reach was a priority in the implementation/expansion
phase and it was reasonable to prioritize Maintenance when
the project was further along. Additionally, projects reported
experiencing stalls during the implementation phase. The
iterative RE-AIM assessment was felt to be useful to overcome
barriers and to look for solutions to keep the projects
moving forward.

DISCUSSION

The rapid and iterative RE-AIM assessment and action planning
process was feasible and rated as useful for project teams.
All five projects found the assessment and planning activities
to be understandable and relevant. It is well-established in
implementation science that adaptations are going to happen (27,
28, 30) and this approach provides one way to assist in making
adaptations purposeful, conceptually based, and data-driven.

The review and reflection process involved was relatively
efficient; conducted during two regularly scheduled team
meetings and required very little participant work outside of
these meetings. The RE-AIM assessment and adaptation process
involved all team members and was effective in creating buy
in and common goals. There was a balanced discussion and
input from team members from a variety of positions and roles,
thus supporting and enhancing team science processes (41).
The activities were rated as useful and provided teams with
a structured and systematic way to assess progress and share
perceptions from their different perspectives. This reflection
process has recently been reported (23) to be an important aspect
of assessment processes that are valued by implementation teams
and helpful to inform progress.

There was variability across teams as to which RE-AIM
dimensions were most important at that stage in the study,
but most felt that Maintenance was less important. While our
implementation science team made the decision not intervene
to guide discussion or priority setting, these results suggest the
opportunity in future applications of this process to point out

the importance of designing for sustainability (29, 31), rather
than waiting till the end of the project. Most projects reported
the least satisfaction with their progress on Reach; their ratings
indicated this was the dimension on which there was the largest
gap between what they originally planned and what they had
achieved; and most teams included Reach as one of the RE-AIM
dimensions targeted for mid-course improvement. This focus
on Reach is important, both from a health equity perspective
(whether the most vulnerable and highest need Veterans were
participating), and in terms of population health impact, which
cannot be substantial if only a small or unrepresentative portion
of the targeted population is reached.

Consensus was achieved among different team members on
their perspectives of relative importance and satisfaction with
progress on different RE-AIM dimensions. The facilitator-led
discussion was informative and useful for team members to hear
each other’s perspectives. Part of the success and positive ratings
may have been because the investigators listened to all team
members input and did not dominate the discussion (41). The
process might not have been as productive with projects and
teams that are more hierarchical. This activity seemed to be a
good way to allow for some protected time for team reflection,
and to address both progress to date and the longitudinally
changing context (1, 29). More generally, the study of adaptions
to interventions and implementation strategies during a project is
still relatively new and there is not consensus on whether changes
to a study protocol should be encouraged or just observed and
documented (30).

Adaptations are going to occur whether investigators ignore
them or even suppress information on their occurrence (30),
thus it makes sense to help to make adaptations fidelity
and conceptually consistent rather than haphazard (27). It
is still critically important to carefully document and report
both fidelity and adaptations for transparency and replication
purposes (34, 42), and this mid-course assessment and correction
process can help increase reporting on and transparency
regarding adaptations.

Prior studies have included some of the elements of our
approach in this report. Specifically, Paone (13) used RE-AIM to
observe, document, and analyze the implementation experience,
as well as the perceived value of and satisfaction with an
evidence based program for spousal caregivers in 14 Minnesota
organizations. Quarterly reports generated by the consultants
provided narrative information on progress and barriers using
a mixed-methods assessment of strategies using the five RE-
AIM dimensions. In Kwan et al. (12) findings from initial
quantitative analysis (e.g., low reach) informed topics for RE-
AIM focused interviews and focus groups. In turn, findings
from interviews and focus groups informed both practice process
improvement and subsequent evaluation priorities. Quinn and
colleagues (14) used existing literature and expert consultation
to translate and iteratively adapt the RE-AIM framework across
several stages of the NIH Clean Cooking Implementation
Science case study project while also developing checklists to
guide investigators at each stage. Hill and colleagues (11) pilot
tested their adapted pediatric weight management intervention
iChoose, in 3 iterative phases delivered initially by research
partners, then co-delivered by research and community partners,
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then delivered by community partners. The RE-AIM framework
was used to plan and evaluate the iChoose intervention across
all waves with assessments at baseline, post program (3 months),
and follow-up (6 months). Finally, Forman et al. (10) used
the RE-AIM QuEST formative evaluation to identify real-
time implementation barriers and explain how implementation
context may influence translation to additional settings.

Our iterative RE-AIM assessment and adaptation process is
both similar to and different from more frequently used quality
improvement (QI) methods (21, 22). Like QI, it is intended
to assess progress and guide modifications that can be tested.
Although iterative, it is much less rapid thanmost QI approaches,
but it is conceptually based, and explicitly focuses on multiple
implementation outcome dimensions important for population
health and overall program success (5, 43). A similar, although
purely qualitative approach has been suggested by Finley and
colleagues in the form of periodic reflections (23).

This study extends related work using RE-AIM for similar
purposes by having a more specific, primary and systematic focus
on the iterative use of RE-AIM. It adds to the literature by
detailing a specific, step by step protocol, using systematic goal-
setting, independent ratings by various team members, reflecting
on the assessment of both progress and priorities using a standard
rating form, evaluating the (short term) impact of the resulting
adaptations, and providing scales, guides and resource materials
for others interested in this process.

This activity based on implementation science principles
and outcomes is also one way to support and operationalize
a learning health system (32, 33); and an approach that does
not require many resources or much staff time. This is because
of the focus on well-defined implementation outcomes and the
relative intuitiveness and transparency of the RE-AIMmodel and
measures (8). It is also a way to help teams discuss and focus on
“value”- that is, to reflect on whether they are investing resources
on and achieving results on what is important (within the
confines of RE-AIM implementation outcomes). The observation
that the focus might shift during the lifetime of a project is also a
critical contribution.

This study has both strengths and limitations. Limitations
include the relatively small number of teams and sample size; and
that all were projects coordinated from one VA medical center.
Also, at least some members of each team were familiar with
and had used RE-AIM at the proposal stage. Future directions
should include replication in other VAs and non-VA settings and
projects that did not use RE-AIM in their initial proposal. This
study did not include a control condition and there is clearly a
need for more formal and empirical evaluation of the long-term
impact of the process. Although the activity explicitly involved
all implementation team members, it did not engage Veteran
patients or operational leader partners. The iterative RE-AIM
process appears helpful in directing mid-course adjustments,
but we did not experimentally compare this process to other
approaches such as QI or use of other implementation science
frameworks. Future research should assess the impact of different
timing and intensities of iterative assessments using comparative
effectiveness designs and including formal cost analyses (44, 45).

Strengths of this paper include the novel idea of guiding
adaptations through rapid and collaborative application of
a widely used implementation science framework and the
mixed methods assessment. The RE-AIM based evaluation was
successfully implemented across five diverse projects, different
content areas, at different points in their projects, and with
different teams. The pragmatic approach seems to engage team
members and appears to be replicable. Finally, our materials are
publicly available in the Appendices.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of this RE-AIM based approach was feasible, relatively
efficient and seemed to facilitate both engagement of team
members having different roles, and mid-course adjustments.
Similar rapid assessment and adaptation approaches could be
conducted using other implementation science frameworks and
comparing different frequencies and intensities of facilitation.
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Background: RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance)

and CFIR (Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research) dissemination and

implementation frameworks define theory-based domains associated with the adoption,

implementation and maintenance of evidence-based interventions. Used together, the

two frameworks identify metrics for evaluating implementation success, i.e., high reach

and effectiveness resulting in sustained practice change (RE-AIM), and modifiable factors

that explain and enhance implementation outcomes (CFIR). We applied both frameworks

to study the implementation planning process for a technology-delivered asthma care

intervention called Breathewell within an integrated care organization. The goal of the

Breathewell intervention is to increase the efficiency of delivering resource-intensive

asthma care services.

Methods: We reviewed historical documents (i.e., meeting agendas; minutes) from 14

months of planning to evaluate alignment of implementation team priorities with RE-AIM

domains. Key content was extracted and analyzed on topics, frequency and amount of

discussion within each RE-AIM domain. Implementation teammembers were interviewed

using questions adapted from the CFIR Interview Guide Tool to focus their reflection

on the process and contextual factors considered during pre-implementation planning.

Documents and transcripts were initially coded using RE-AIM domain definitions, and

recoded using CFIR constructs, with intent to help explain how team decisions and

actions can contribute to adoption, implementation and maintenance outcomes.

Results: Qualitative analysis of team documents and interviews demonstrated strong

alignment with the RE-AIM domains: Reach, Effectiveness, and Implementation; and with

the CFIR constructs: formal inclusion of provider and staff stakeholders in implementation

planning, compatibility of the intervention with workflows and systems, and alignment of

the intervention with organizational culture. Focus on these factors likely contributed to

RE-AIM outcomes of high implementation fidelity. However, team members expressed

low confidence that Breathewell would be adopted and maintained post-trial. A potential

explanation was weak alignment with several CFIR constructs, including tension for

change, relative priority, and leadership engagement that contribute to organizational

receptivity and motivation to sustain change.
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Conclusions: While RE-AIM provides a practical framework for planning and

evaluating practice change interventions to assure their external validity, CFIR explains

why implementation succeeded or failed, and when used proactively, identifies

relevant modifiable factors that can promote or undermine adoption, implementation,

and maintenance.

Keywords: adoption, implementation, maintenance, sustainability, dissemination, frameworks

INTRODUCTION

Dissemination and implementation (D&I) research has
demonstrated that evidence of effectiveness is insufficient to
promote adoption of evidence-based interventions if fit and
feasibility have not been addressed (1, 2). A growing body of
research has also found that even feasible interventions may
not be fully adopted or sustained if organizational demands
related to market forces (e.g., competitive, consumer, capacity,
or regulatory) or other strategic imperatives (e.g., patient wants
and needs) are not considered (3, 4).

D&I frameworks, such as RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness,
Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance) (5, 6), can be
used during implementation planning (7) to guide selection,
adaptation, and evaluation of interventions on key indicators
associated with successful implementation of evidence-based
interventions. By defining whose health or health behavior
will benefit from the intervention (Reach), identifying which
components of the intervention are considered the “active
ingredients” necessary for the desired impact (Effectiveness),
describing relevant characteristics of the delivery setting, and
those involved in delivering the intervention (Adoption);
evaluating the extent that the active ingredients are delivered
with fidelity to the established protocols (Implementation),
and describing facilitators and barriers that may influence
organizational decisions to sustain the intervention after the
study is completed (Maintenance), RE-AIM provides practical
information that can improve translation of evidence-based
interventions into practice and their public health impact (8).
The framework’s emphasis on balancing rigor with relevance is
clearly important to adoption, implementation and maintenance
(9). Implementation success (i.e., post-trial sustainment of
an intervention, with protocols and infrastructure in place
to assure continued fidelity) can depend on the extent that
an organization has internal capacity (10) and is willing to
accommodate the intervention by modifying setting systems,
protocols, and/or roles (11); and the extent that researchers are
willing to adapt the intervention, so that it fits and is feasible to
maintain long-term (3).

However, RE-AIM does not explain the conditions that
influence implementation success (12). Other frameworks, such
as the Chronic Care Model (CCM) (13) and the Practical,
Robust Implementation and Sustainability Model (PRISM) (14),
include constructs from improvement science important to
intervention design and acceptance, such as external and internal
support for the intervention, internal preparedness/readiness,
compatibility with internal systems, and observed effectiveness of

the intervention. However, they lack clear definitions, guidance
or measures to assist planning teams in understanding or
improving results (15). Use of qualitative methods, such as
asking stakeholders and observing processes to identify barriers
to implementation, have been recommended to further our
understanding of why implementers got the results they did
(12, 16). While anticipating barriers is important, understanding
individual, situational and structural influences on outcome
expectations, behavior and decision-making can identify specific
mechanisms that could be assessed and addressed during
implementation planning (4, 15). In addition to improvement
science, marketplace principles that include understanding
customers (i.e., payors) and competition (i.e., other priorities,
programs) for the intervention, can be useful to improving
success (or understanding failure) (17). Lessons from marketing
science describe how researchers have a tendency to rely
on “push,” defined as systematic efforts to convince potential
adopters of the value of our interventions (i.e., dissemination), vs.
“pull,” defined as pre-existing preferences, needs, or demands that
intrinsically motivate potential adopters to change (i.e., diffusion)
(3). Improving receptivity to adopting interventions may require
using push techniques to elicit pull, by tailoring dissemination to
address the wants, needs, and concerns of decision-makers within
the organization (18).

The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research
(CFIR) is a comprehensive framework composed of constructs
associated with effective implementation (19). CFIR’s 39
constructs are organized into five domains: Intervention
Characteristic; Outer Setting; Inner Setting; Characteristics of
Individuals; and Process (20). Like CCM and PRISM, CFIR
draws on theories of behavior change, improvement science, and
Diffusion Theory, but also provides a taxonomy with definitions,
codebook, and interview questions, to facilitate its usefulness as
an explanatory model (21). Understanding which constructs, or
sets of constructs promote or inhibit adoption, implementation,
and maintenance, can inform development during planning of
tailored and testable implementation strategies (22) to balance
internal and external validity (4), as well as push and pull (3).
In other words, examining the presence or absence of CFIR
constructs can explain “why” implementation was or was not
successful, while RE-AIM describes outcomes in terms of “who,
what, where, how, and when” (12) (see Figure 1).

Used together, RE-AIM and CFIR could enhance the
effectiveness of implementation planning by elucidating
relationships between factors emphasized (or missed), which
potentially could promote implementation fidelity and adoption,
and thus lead to optimal post-trial maintenance outcomes.
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FIGURE 1 | Implementation planning conceptual framework: Using RE-AIM and CFIR to plan for successful implementation.

RE-AIM and CFIR domains, definitions, constructs and the
“who, what, where, how, when, and why” questions for planning
teams are summarized in Table 1.

The objective of this paper is to describe our complementary
use of the RE-AIM evaluation framework and the CFIR
explanatory framework to go beyond listing barriers; to identify
potentially testable mechanisms that influence implementation
success, and in turn contribute to the forward progression
of Implementation science. Using a recent technology-based
asthma intervention, the Breathewell study, as the example, we:
(1) identify the presence or absence of variables that contribute to
implementation success; (2) develop potential implementation
strategies that could improve comprehensiveness of the
implementation planning process; and (3) recommend areas for
future research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Context
Setting Characteristics and Breathewell Study

Description
The setting for the Breathewell study was Kaiser Permanente
Colorado (KPCO), an integrated healthcare organization
serving ∼600,000 members in the Denver-Boulder area. The
Breathewell study is a pragmatic randomized controlled trial to
experimentally test a technology-enabled outreach intervention
targeted to patients diagnosed with asthma who are potentially
overusing inhaled beta-agonists (asthma reliever medication).
Potential overuse is identified when (1) patients request a refill
of their inhaled beta-agonist (asthma reliever) medication more
frequently than every 60 days; or (2) request a refill of a beta-
agonist without having filled an asthma controller medication
(such as an inhaled corticosteroid) within the last 4 months. The
technology-based intervention used KPCO’s interactive voice
response (IVR) system and interfaced between the electronic
health record (EHR), patients, and providers (nurses and
pharmacists). We conducted our planning for implementing the

beta-agonist refill intervention from November 2015 through
January 2017, which is the focus of this study. Participants in
the trial were Kaiser Permanente Colorado current members,
18 years and older, with a diagnosis of asthma at the time of
randomization. Enrollment occurred from February 2017 to
February 2018. Participants were randomized to 1 of 3 groups:
Text/Phone call intervention, Email, or Usual Care. Participants
were followed for 6–18 months, depending on enrollment date.
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of
National Jewish Health and Kaiser Permanente Colorado. Details
of the study design are described elsewhere (23, 24).

Reasons for Implementing the Practice

Change-Increase Efficiency of Asthma Care
In usual asthma care at KPCO, a group of nurses known
as asthma care managers (ACMs) followed-up with patients
identified as having too frequent refills of their asthma reliever
medication because frequent refills can be an indicator of poor
asthma control. The ACMs followed a standard clinical protocol
that included time consuming review of the patient’s health
record along with phone, EHR email portal, or mail contact to
the patient to assess patient symptoms and prevent exacerbation.
The ACMs indicated to the Breathewell study team that many
patients they contacted regarding what appeared to be asthma
reliever medication overuse were in fact not overusing the
medication, but rather had situations such as requesting an extra
asthma reliever inhaler to keep in their gym bag or refilling the
medication early due to travel, etc. As a result, the ACMs believed
they spent a great deal of time reviewing records and contacting
patients who did not have poor asthma control and did not need
the expertise of the ACM. The technology-enabled Breathewell
study outreach was designed to determine whether the patient
currently had symptoms to guide ACM contact.

Implementation Team Composition
The 13-member multi-disciplinary planning and
implementation team consisted primarily (but not exclusively) of
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TABLE 1 | RE-AIM and CFIR domains, planning questions, and definitions/constructs.

RE-AIM Framework

Reacha

Planning questions Who (which patient) is intended to benefit from the intervention? Who will be exposed to the intervention?

Definition The absolute number, proportion, and representativeness (whether participants have characteristics that reflect the target population’s

characteristics) of individuals exposed to the intervention; as well as characteristics of those who were eligible but not reached

Effectivenessa

Planning questions What are the most important benefits you hope to achieve? How will we know if the intervention achieved these

benefits?

Definition The impact of an intervention on important outcomes. This includes potential negative effects, quality of life, and economic outcomes

Adoption

Planning questions Where is the intervention being delivered? How do we develop institutional support to deliver it?

Definition The absolute number, proportion, and representativeness of settings and staff who are willing to initiate a program or approve a policy

Implementation

Planning questions How do we assure the intervention is delivered properly and consistently? How do we adapt it to make sure it fits and is

feasible?

Definition To what extent is the intervention delivered as designed; includes how closely and consistently staff members follow established

protocols, as well as the time and cost of the program

Maintenance

Planning questions When will the intervention become operational? How do we assure the intervention continues to be effective and

delivered as designed, over time?

Definition At the setting level, the extent to which a program or policy becomes part of the routine organizational practices and policies

Consolidated framework for implementation research

Intervention characteristics

Planning questions Is this intervention superior to the status quo? Can we adapt it so that it will work here?

Constructs Intervention source; evidence strength; relative advantage; adaptability; trialability; complexity; design quality; and cost

Outer settingb

Planning questions Why is it important for our institution to do this intervention now? Does it address a gap in patient care? Are there

regulatory or competitive reasons?

Constructs Patient needs; organizational networks; peer or competitive pressure; policies, regulations and incentives

Inner setting

Planning questions Will the intervention fit within our system? Is it feasible to do this now?

Constructs Structural characteristics; networks and communication; culture; implementation climate (tension for change; compatibility; relative

priority; incentives and rewards; goals and feedback; learning climate); readiness for implementation (leadership engagement;

available resources; intervention knowledge and access)

Characteristics of individuals

Planning questions Do our providers and staff have the skill and will to deliver it?

Constructs Knowledge, attitudes and beliefs about the intervention; self-efficacy to deliver the intervention; individual stage of change;

identification with the organization; personal attributes and values

Process

Planning questions Whose work is affected by the intervention? Whose buy-in, input and expertise is needed? Who can commit the

resources required to implement and sustain the intervention?

Constructs Planning; Engaging (opinion leaders, formally appointed stakeholders, champions, external change agents); Executing; Reflecting

aThese RE-AIM domains were not used in our assessment as these domains are at the individual level.
bThese CFIR domains were not used in our assessment as these domains relate to external factors to implementation; our intervention was delivered via technology, so characteristics

of individuals were not as significant.

RE-AIM planning questions were adapted from a recent publication on pragmatic applications of the framework (7); CFIR planning questions were conceived by the authors.

researchers and healthcare professionals from KPCO. The make-
up of the implementation team included physician, psychologist,
and PharmD co-investigators, an ACM, two biostatisticians, a
data manager, a data analyst/informatics specialist, a behavioral
scientist, an economist, two project managers, and a research
assistant. While patients with asthma did not participate as
implementation team members, patients did review and edit the
content and wording of the intervention messages prior to their
use in study outreach.

Approach
We used a mix of prospective and retrospective data, and
qualitatively analyzed documents and individual interview
transcripts, to describe and evaluate the priorities, challenges,
and decisions made by the implementation team during the
14-month planning period. First, we compiled all meeting
agendas and minutes, then analyzed them by coding for RE-
AIM domain alignment. Second, we adapted a subset of CFIR
interview questions to further our understanding of setting-level
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constructs important to planning for implementation of a
technology-based intervention designed to improve efficiency of
service delivery. Third, we interviewed implementation planning
teammembers individually in a private office or conference room
to encourage candor, and coded transcripts by RE-AIM domains
and CFIR constructs to help identify what was emphasized (or
missed) during planning that likely influenced outcomes for
implementation fidelity and potential for post-trial adoption
and maintenance. Fourth, we validated these findings with the
implementation planning team. Finally, we summarized lessons
learned, and formulated a process for developing implementation
strategies to improve future implementation planning and
implementation success.

Data
Data included (1) implementation team documents consisting
of meeting agendas and detailed bi-monthly team meeting
minutes recorded by a research assistant and reviewed after each
meeting for accuracy by a project manager and one co-principal
investigator; and (2) verbatim transcripts from retrospective
interviews with members of the implementation team.

Analyses
Document Review
We used historical document review methods (25) to identify
and describe components of the RE-AIM framework that were
prioritized during implementation planning. To analyze these
documents, we first independently coded the meeting minute
content using inductive coding to identify topics and themes
discussed during the planning phase. Second, the five RE-
AIM domains were applied to the meeting minute content.
To compare relative application of RE-AIM domains by the
team during planning, from 1 to 10 points were assigned to
each domain using a weighting method suggested by Glasgow,
et al.: 1–4 = low application, 5–6 = medium application, 7–
8 = high application, and 9–10 = very high application of the
framework (7).

Interviews
After completing the RE-AIM coding of meeting agendas and
minutes, we conducted interviews with the planning team,
and analyzed them using components of the CFIR framework,
organized by the A, I, and M domains of RE-AIM, to
explain why planning team priorities impacted implementation
success. The interview guide was developed by an external
co-investigator removed from day-to-day project operations,
and an internal project manager, using the interview guide
tool available on the CFIR website (20). Both developers were
experienced applying RE-AIM (6, 26) and other implementation
frameworks (2, 10). They reviewed the CFIR interview guide
tool to identify questions relevant to adopting, implementing and
post-trial maintenance of an internally developed, technology-
based intervention. Questions were intended to guide reflection
about problems and decisions made to maximize intervention
fit, feasibility and fidelity at the setting-level, and to describe
its potential for sustainability. Because our focus was on the
setting-level, we did not include questions that focused on the

RE-AIM individual-level domains of Reach or Effectiveness.
Also, given that the intervention was developed internally
to improve efficiency of service delivery using technology,
questions directly related to the CFIR domains of Outer Setting
and Characteristics of Individuals were excluded. Twenty-five
questions were developed or adapted from the interview guide
tool (see Table 2). Eleven of 13 implementation team members
were interviewed (the two team members who developed the
interview tool were not interviewed). Interviews lasted 45-min
on average (range 30–75min) and were digitally recorded and
professionally transcribed.

Two team members independently analyzed all interview
transcripts, first applying a priori codes that included the
setting-level RE-AIM domains (Adoption, Implementation
and Maintenance), the selected CFIR domains (Intervention
Characteristics, Inner Setting, and Process) and the specific CFIR
constructs within those domains that were targeted by the specific
interview question (8, 20). Transcripts were then coded a second
time, adding any relevant CFIR constructs or subconstructs
that emerged from participant responses. After coding three
interviews, coders compared coding, discussed discrepancies,
and reached consensus on code interpretations. After all
interviews were analyzed, coders completed an Excel worksheet
that listed each interview question, and its respective RE-
AIM and CFIR domain codes, CFIR construct codes, emerging
themes, and interviewee quotes that exemplified the assigned
codes and themes. Coders then compared their worksheets,
discussed any discrepancies and reached final consensus on codes
and themes.

Based on the final worksheets, one rater created a matrix
that grouped the relevant CFIR constructs under the RE-
AIM categories of Adoption, Implementation and/or
Maintenance. CFIR constructs listed were those deemed as
potentially influencing one or more of the “AIM” domains,
hence, some constructs were listed more than once (e.g., the
construct of organizational culture was listed under Adoption
and Implementation). Each rater independently extracted
representative quotes that confirmed and/or negated alignment
of planning team activities with the CFIR constructs. Each rater
then assigned a preliminary rating of weak (one point), moderate
(two points), or strong (three points) alignment with the CFIR-
constructs based on these quotes and summarized the evidence
that supported their ratings. Raters then compared quotes
and ratings across the two matrices, discussed any differences,
and reached consensus on ratings and evidence. During an
implementation team meeting, the combined qualitative matrix
of results, ratings and quotes were presented, and the full team
reached consensus on data interpretation and major themes.

RESULTS

Historical Document Review
Application of the RE-AIM domains during planning varied
by domain, with assigned points ranging from 3 to 9, with
an average of six, indicating medium overall application of
the framework (see Table 3). Ratings indicating very high
(nine points) and high (eight points) framework application
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TABLE 2 | Interview guide and a priori RE-AIM and CFIR codes.

Interview questions organized by RE-AIM domain CFIR domains CFIR constructs CFIR sub-constructs

Adoption: characteristics that influence an organization’s motivation or capacity to accept or reject an intervention

Who was engaged in the decision process to implement an IVR-mediated medication refill service (i.e.,

BWa) at [the organization]?

Probe: Was this decision driven by researchers, leadership, or providers?

Intervention

characteristics

Intervention

source

What kind of information or evidence did you consider when selecting the BW implementation strategy

for your setting?

Evidence strength

& quality

What are the core components of the asthma care intervention (usual care) that contribute to its

effectiveness (i.e., need to be present whether human or IVR-delivered)?

Relative advantage

What costs were considered when deciding to implement BW? Costs

To what extent was [the organization’s] culture and/or values considered when designing BW. Please

describe. In what way is [the organization’s] culture different from other settings? In what way is it similar?

Inner setting Culture Compatibility

Was there a strong need for this implementation strategy?

What was the need driving BW?

Tension for change

To what extent did implementing BW (i.e., IVR-mediated medication refill service) align with

organizational goals and priorities?

Relative priorityImplementation

climate

Implementation: consistency of delivery as intended

When designing BW, did you think about the core components of asthma care that must be retained in

both arms, to assure BW arm was NOT inferior to usual care? (i.e., consider the core components of the

usual care intervention that made it effective)

Intervention

characteristics

Adaptability

What factors were considered to assure acceptance of BW to Asthma clinicians and care managers (i.e.,

would minimize resistance/disruption and/or maximize its acceptability and feasibility)?

What factors in the use of technology for patient outreach were considered to assure acceptance of BW

to patients (i.e., would maximize its acceptability and reach)?

Relative advantage

Which of these factors do you feel were the most critical to address early on (i.e., would threaten

success/derail the project if not addressed?)

Complexity

When designing BW, to what extent did piloting components factor into the ultimate design. Trialability

Are there things that you wish you had piloted with patients or asthma care managers?

Why did you think the BW implementation strategy would be effective here? Any concerns [regarding

using technology for outreach] (e.g., past negative experiences or patient resistance)?

Inner setting Implementation

climate

Compatibility

What kind of approvals were needed? Who was involved? Readiness for

implementation

Leadership engagement

What kinds of infrastructure changes were necessary to accommodate the intervention (e.g., scope of

practice; formal policies; information systems or electronic records systems)? Can you describe the

process used to make these changes?

Available resources

When designing BW, what key stakeholders did you need to get on board (i.e., whose work or

workflows could potentially be impacted by this implementation strategy)? What was your

communication or education strategy with these stakeholders?

Process Engaging Opinion Leaders

Champions

How did you decide who to include on the planning/design team?

Were all the appropriate voices at the table from the start?

Formally appointed

internal implementation

leaders

When planning, did you consider how changes to the process or IVR intervention could be made during

the intervention, if needed? Were there elements of the design that could not be altered that were

discussed during planning?

Process Planning

Describe the process for making decisions about what to track (process and outcomes)? How was the

information used?

Reflecting and

evaluating

What process measure(s) was/were most important to monitoring implementation fidelity? Provide an

example of how this metric was used to identify issues, problem solve, and/or inform adaptation?

Has BW been implemented according to plan? To what extent has the plan needed to be modified? Executing

Maintenance: extent that intervention becomes part of an organization’s routine practice

Whose approval will be needed for maintenance of BW after the study is over (if hypothesized outcomes

are demonstrated)? Do these approvers know about the BW study?

Inner setting Readiness for

implementation

Leadership engagement

Do you anticipate any barriers or threats to maintaining BW? Available resources

Were there factors or costs that weren’t considered during implementation, that you wish you had

prioritized in hindsight?

Process Planning

To what extent will these factors/costs impact BW’s adoption or maintenance after the grant? Intervention

characteristics

Relative advantage

Cost

aBW: Breathewell, a technology-enabled intervention to improve efficiency of asthma medication refills and/or care manager follow-up.
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TABLE 3 | Findings from analysis using RE-AIMa to describe planning team priorities over time.

Timing Months 1-4 Months 5-6 Months 7-8 Months 9-11 Months 12-14 Application of

RE-AIM domains

during planning

1 (low)−

10 (very high)

Themes Preferences and barriers

to asthma service

delivery

Intervention

characteristics and

implementa-tion strategy

development

Systems integration,

logistics and piloting

Reach and

intervention

logistics

System barriers,

logistics,

monitoring

REACH (R) 8

– • Define target

population (denominator)

• Define patient eligibility

and exclusion criteria

• Address barriers

to reach; opt

out options

——

EFFECTIVENESS (E) 6

– • Analyze patient health

outcomes, risk factors,

and service gaps

• Use internal data to

select intervention

—— —— –

ADOPTION (A) 4

• Provider-level

needs assessed

—— —— —— • Get buy-in from

ACMs b

IMPLEMENTATION (I) 9

• Stakeholder input to

describe usual care and

potential service- delivery

gaps

• Data availability and

quality

• Potential

implementa-tion barriers

• Define intervention

parameters and

analytic plan

• Map logistics, information

flow, and workflows

• Develop, test, and refine

intervention content

• Test and refine

logistics,

information flow,

and workflows

• Problem-solve

system-level

and structural

challenges

• Address IT

resistance, with

help of internal

champion

• Test intervention

and electronic

information flow

among systems

• Fidelity

monitoring plans

MAINTENANCE (M) 3

—— • Cost-benefit measures;

replication costs

—— • RE-AIM review

including

sustainability indicators

——

aRE-AIM: Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance.
bACMs: Asthma Care Managers.

Weights ranging from 1–9 were assigned by coders, to illustrate relative application of RE-AIM domains during planning, based on meeting agendas and minutes: 1–4 indicates = low

application, 5–6 = medium application, 7–8 = high application, and 9–10 = very high application of the framework (7).

for Reach and Implementation, reflected the team’s chief foci
during intervention planning. Parameters for designing the
intervention included using technology to enhance usual care
by addressing asthma risk factors. Meeting minutes reflected a
focus on risk factor data outputs from the EHR and stakeholder
input from the ACMs to identify processes and potential
opportunities for enhancement. Process metrics to monitor
fidelity were established during planning to be used during
implementation, e.g., percent of identified patients contacted by
the ACM, ACM perceptions of changes to how they allocated
their time, and ACM perceptions of benefit of the intervention
to patients. In addition, multiple conversations about integrating
the technology into the system to resolve technology-related
challenges took place throughout the planning process.

Moderate framework application for effectiveness (six points),
was evidenced by discussions in the early stages of planning that
reviewed asthma care performance indicators and patient health
data to identify an appropriate intervention. Lastly, adoption

and maintenance had low framework application (four points
and three points, respectively), evidenced by limited discussion
of what it might take for the technological intervention to
be sustained beyond the study period as a part of routine
care. While adoption discussions that considered Breathewell’s
acceptability to the ACMs and physicians involved in direct
service delivery took place with relative frequency, strategic and
fiscal decision-makers were not identified or discussed during
planning. For example, the importance of capturing costs, a
topic that is acknowledged as highly relevant to adoption and
maintenance decisions at the health systems level (12), was
discussed intermittently, from the perspective of costs relevant
to the design and ongoing maintenance of Breathewell, should
another healthcare system want to adopt it. The team also
discussed quantifying the value of reallocating ACM time toward
patients at higher risk for exacerbations, and reducing time spent
reviewing charts and providing outreach to asymptomatic, well-
managed patients based solely on their beta-agonist refill request.
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It was acknowledged that communicating howBreathewell added
value would be necessary for its continuation after the study
was completed.

Interviews
The results of our combined RE-AIM and CFIR analyses
of interview transcripts follows, organized by strongest to
weakest alignment within the setting-level RE-AIM domains of
implementation, adoption, and maintenance.

Implementation
Team reflections confirmed moderate to strong alignment
with CFIR constructs associated with the Process domain.
Where possible, the Breathewell intervention was designed
to align with established protocols and minimize changes to
existing information flows between departments. As one person
confirmed, “there was really nothing within the pharmacy
department that changed because where the project was really
focusing on was at the junction between the pharmacy and the
asthma care managers. . . ” Also, a team member explained that
manual daily monitoring of patients was instituted to assure
every patient received appropriate care, and that no patient was
missed, “The data pull part is essentially automated with the
exception of IT issues that come up from time to time. So that part
is automated but the manual checking—that takes a few minutes
every morning.”

Team members agreed that involvement of stakeholders was
necessary to promote their buy-in and the fit of the intervention
within established workflows. Attention was paid to engaging
opinion leaders, “[the] asthma doc helped us get any other
additional signoff we [needed]...”

Formally appointing key stakeholders as members of the
implementation planning team early on, was emphasized by
several people as critical, “. . . it meant that the nurse, who was
one of the asthma care managers, met every time we met, and she
became the go-between between the [ACMs] and our team, and
very much a part of our team.”

On the other hand, engaging champions was limited to those
stakeholders who were formally appointed as members of the
planning team (i.e., asthma care physician, clinical pharmacy
specialist, and ACM). For example, one person noted that narrow
awareness of the study presented a threat to fidelity when a
group inadvertently made changes within the EHR that impacted
intervention programming, stating that “. . . no one would have
thought that changing a couple of words in a template that they
(pharmacists) were using would impact this thing over here that
we were doing in the research space.” In response the team
instituted daily monitoring to identify unexpected problems, but
acknowledged this was not a sustainable solution, “we monitor
things daily . . . to make sure that if something does happen [that]
we didn’t realize was going to happen we catch it.” Another
explained that settling for a monitoring vs. a programming
solution was partly due to the time and budget constraints of
research, “figuring out how to not have it be a research person
who does so much oversight. . . it’s a real catch-22 of how do you
decide when and where to put that effort?”

Team activities and decisions that especially supported
implementation fidelity, i.e., taking time for planning and
executing the intervention according to protocol were evident:

. . . from my perspective there have been very, very few bumps

along the road of big things that needed to be changed ... that those

things are being identified in the planning process and not waiting

until they get to implementation.

Also, a clear focus of the team when designing the intervention
was the need for alignment with the organization’s culture
that emphasizes patient safety and service quality, a construct
associated with the Inner Setting domain:

the perspective of trying to take a more population-based

approach to something, to be more all-encompassing, to make

sure everyone’s getting consistent care to make sure that we’re

reaching everyone, that it’s as timely and innovative and as cost

effective as it can be. . . I think speaks to the culture of . . . [the]

organization. So I see it aligning really well. . .

CFIR constructs associated with Intervention Characteristics
greatly influenced planning, with moderate to strong emphasis.
Designing a technology-based intervention that required
interface with patient devices, healthcare data systems, and
providers was acknowledged to be highly complex:

So there were potential barriers –on how to extract data from

the – several databases and how to integrate them and put

them together, and how to fuel that or feed that over so

the [intervention] would actually run and work, and how to

engage patients....

This complexity, in turn, constrained adaptation and trialability.
One person said, “I think adaptations during the intervention
would’ve been kind of difficult because it was already ‘this is how
it’s going to be at the beginning’.”

When asked about piloting components (i.e., trialability), this
individual indicated that conducting a pilot was not feasible given
the complex programming involved, “we did a lot . . . to make it
work for that patient population to test it to make sure everything
was working but there wasn’t an actual pilot where we had like a
100 people start.”

Adoption
As described above, there was a strong focus on two Inner Setting
domains relevant to adoption: consistency of the intervention
with organizational culture and assuring that Breathewell was
compatible with technology-enabled communication tools and
systems already in use. One person said, “[we] looked at the
goals of innovation, of good care, of using technology to our
advantage. . . ” Another commented that “we were already doing
outreaches as asthma care managers. So it was part of what we
were already doing.”

On the other hand, two Inner Setting CFIR constructs that
would suggest a “pull” toward adopting the intervention, i.e., that
it was driven by a tension for change, and that it was a strategic
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priority, were not supported by team reflections. As one person
stated, “people weren’t asking for the intervention necessarily.”

The absence of a clear pull was further confirmed
when the team was asked about whether the decision to
implement Breathewell was driven by research, operations, or
organizational leaders, and the amount of leadership engagement
in implementation planning. Team members agreed that the
intervention was primarily based on their identification of
an opportunity for improving efficiency of care, “I guess in
all honestly we have to say this is our product. The [research
institute] is driving the tweak that we’re looking at here. . . ”

Intervention Characteristics also were relevant to the potential
post-trial adoptability of the intervention, given team-member
belief that the intervention would provide a relative advantage to
usual care by streamlining service delivery and reducing burden
on ACMs. However, team members also acknowledged that it
would be up to them to “push” the intervention to leadership by
demonstrating that it provided a competitive advantage. “it was
designed to make a difference on system effectiveness. . . . partially
up to us to help others understand what niche we’re filling.”

Maintenance
From a Process perspective, despite the team’s care in designing
the intervention so that it would be compatible with existing
infrastructure and align with cultural values that the “right
patients receive the right care at the right time,” there were a few
“work arounds” necessitated by constraints to fully integrating
the intervention into existing systems. Planning for post-trial
modification and ongoing maintenance of Breathewell was weak.
Members of the team acknowledged the intervention would need
investment by the organization to fully integrate it into existing
systems but had not yet evaluated the cost. One person stated
that “the way it’s currently structured, it’s not that portable from
a technical standpoint and that’s probably the biggest concern I
have in terms of translating it into – sustaining it in usual care.”

From an Inner Setting perspective, as described earlier,
providers and staff directly involved in asthma care management
were engaged throughout planning, however, higher level
organizational leadership were not. Uncertainty was expressed as
to which individuals or level of approvals would be needed to
continue Breathewell as usual care because there was no prior
commitment from operations leadership to allocate available
resources to sustaining Breathewell after the trial.

From an Intervention Characteristics perspective, given
that Breathewell is a technology-based intervention designed
to improve efficiency, the team expressed the potential to
promote post-trial maintenance by demonstrating its alignment
with organizational priorities of optimizing efficiency without
sacrificing quality:

If we can demonstrate it’s cost-effective to usual care, we might be

able to still have it translated, but if it turns out that there’s not

really any cost implications, I think in the short-term, . . . [there

won’t be interest] in doing it.

Figure 2 summarizes the relative strength of alignment between
team responses to the interview questions and the sub-set of

CFIR constructs deemed relevant to the setting-level RE-AIM
domains of Adoption, Implementation and Maintenance.

DISCUSSION

“It’s kind of like – you go this direction, you run into a wall, you

back up, you go that direction, you run into a wall. You just keep

going until you find the path.”

In this qualitative evaluation of planning for the implementation
of an effective intervention of technology enhanced asthma
care management, we found that formally appointing key
stakeholders as planning team members, addressing workflow
and system complexity, and assuring compatibility with
organizational culture were key factors in promoting very high
implementation fidelity. We also found that weak alignment
of planning activities with Inner Setting CFIR constructs
that promote leadership receptivity to interventions, such as
identifying a tension for change, aligning the intervention with
relative priorities, and engaging leadership in planning, likely
limited post-trial adoption and maintenance of the intervention.
Furthermore, by excluding CFIR constructs associated with the
Outside Setting and Individual Characteristics domains, our
analyses of planning overlooked potential facilitators of adoption
and maintenance that may have further informed planning
activities, such as competitive pressure on the organization, as
well as potential barriers such as the knowledge and beliefs about
the value of the intervention to the organization.

This is the first study known to us that comprehensively
evaluated the planning activities and team reflections using RE-
AIM and CFIR frameworks. Combining frameworks judiciously
enhanced our ability to develop testable, theory-informed
implementation strategies (27). Applying RE-AIM to the
objective and prospectively documented meeting agendas and
minutes, we observed that throughout planning the team was
focused on identifying problems and solutions to ensuremaximal
reach of the target population, minimize disruption to existing
workflows while assuring the intervention delivered patient
services effectively, and with high implementation fidelity.
Discussions of systems-level barriers related to the complexities
of integrating a technology-based intervention into multiple
electronic communication systems demonstrated the team’s
concerns about threats to maintaining the intervention beyond
the study. However, missing from the agendas and minutes
were discussions about who would ultimately need to approve
and allocate organizational resources to maintain Breathewell.
The result was an intervention with relatively high reach (i.e.,
1080 patients (84.5%) of those potentially overusing a beta
agonist, were reached for EHR assessment); and high fidelity (i.e.,
the Breathewell intervention was completed as designed with
few exceptions). The intervention also effectively improved the
efficiency of care delivery, as 41% of too-frequent asthma reliever
inhaler requests were resolved by the IVR intervention (i.e., did
not require ACM outreach) (24). Yet despite success in Reach,
Effectiveness (i.e., improved efficiency), and Implementation,
the team agreed there was low likelihood that Breathewell
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FIGURE 2 | Adoption, implementation, and maintenance outcomes, explained by weak, moderate, or strong alignment with CFIR constructs. CFIR constructs were

grouped within “AIM” domains, based on theory and consensus, and were assigned points to indicate their relative emphasis during planning (weak = 1; moderate =

2; strong = 3). An average “score” was then calculated for the CFIR domains of Intervention Characteristics (Chars), Inner Setting, and Process to create the stacked

columns in the figure. The AIM Outcomes line graph was generated based on methods recommended by Glasgow et al. (7) for weighting relative application of RE-AIM

domains by scoring them as follows: 1–4 = low application, 5–6 = medium application, 7–8 = high application, and 9–10 = very high application of the framework.

would be adopted and maintained. While partial use of RE-
AIM (i.e., use of select domains) has been supported by its
authors in recent reviews of the framework (6, 12), attention
to all five RE-AIM domains during planning is necessary for
implementation success. Discussions of maintenance at the
onset and throughout implementation planning is particularly
important for multi-year projects, to identify any unanticipated
changes in the outer and/or inner setting domains that might
impact organizational priorities.

When combining frameworks, it is important to ensure
they can yield complementary information and avoid overly
complex, conflicting or redundant sets of constructs (27).
Recommendations and tools for selecting the most appropriate
frameworks for different purposes are under development (28,
29) and in the future can potentially help implementation
scientists select the most relevant frameworks for their specific
project needs. At minimum, justification for why a framework
or combination of frameworks were selected should be
provided (30).

In this project, using CFIR constructs to guide team
reflection illuminated the presence or absence of motivational
and structural factors that, if attended to, could have improved
the likelihood of adoption and maintenance. Present were
characteristics of the intervention itself that were carefully
aligned with organizational culture and assured its compatibility
with existing infrastructure. Absent were several indicators
related to institutional climate and readiness, which, if present,
could potentially increase motivation or “pull” to adopt the
intervention. The absent factors included lack of a known tension

for change, relative priority, or a pre-existing agreement from
leadership to commit available resources to fully integrate and
maintain Breathewell if it was effective. The team acknowledged
that, in hindsight, the lack of leadership engagement or champions
outside of the implementation team and asthma care managers,
(e.g., IT, pharmacy, and healthplan and asthma leadership),
may have limited its full integration into organizational systems
and workflows.

It was illuminating to reflect on our planning processes
through a CFIR lens. However, unlike RE-AIM, where
consideration of all five domains can improve implementation
and dissemination outcomes across diverse interventions (31),
the relevance of the CFIR domains and constructs used to
explain why implementation succeeded or failed may vary
by intervention and setting (32). For example, constructs
associated with behavior change, such as self-efficacy and
individual stage of change (33, 34) are accepted as important
to human-delivered interventions but are likely less necessary
for successful implementation of an automated intervention.
On the other hand, post-trial adoption and maintenance of an
internally developed intervention can still require demonstration
of its relative advantage from a patient, competitor or regulator
perspective (17). Thus, while CFIR is designed to be flexible,
all five CFIR domains should be reviewed during planning
to proactively identify which sets of constructs may influence
full integration of the intervention into usual care, as well as
receptivity or “pull” to adopt and maintain the intervention
post-trial, and any constructs that are not relevant given
the project.
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TABLE 4 | Key lessons for implementation planners.

Lesson 1 Time spent in planning for implementation, that involves decision-makers and stakeholders as members of the planning team, is critical to implementation

success

Lesson 2 Use of D&I frameworks both prospectively, to assess potential threats to implementation and to evaluate process and outcomes, will guide planning for

implementation success

Lesson 3 No one D&I framework tells the whole story, so understanding their strengths and limits, and justifying your selection is important

Lesson 4 When using RE-AIM, all five domains enhance planning and should be monitored to assure implementation success

Lesson 5 When using CFIR, all five domains should be reviewed to identify presence or absence of relevant pull, push and infrastructure variables that can inform

implementation strategies

Lesson 6 CFIR’s Outer Setting domain and constructs identify relevant “pull” variables including industry trends, competitive pressure, leadership wants, and consumer

demands

Lesson 7 Identifying and enlisting internal champions at all levels of the organization, who broadly promote and reinforce the value of the intervention, can facilitate

implementation success

The practice change literature recommends that organizations
take time for pre-implementation planning to assure that
the intervention fits within existing systems, structures, and
workflows (35, 36), and can be delivered with high fidelity (2).
We found that our strong focus on several key determinants
of implementation success: engagement of key stakeholders
to understand their workflow challenges; knowledge of the
organization’s structural complexity; compatibility with its
complex systems; and understanding of its culture that prioritized
patient experiences and quality of care resulted in a technology-
based intervention that was executed with high fidelity. However,
planning to maximize fit and fidelity was insufficient to assure
post-trial adoption andmaintenance, given the absence of several
determinants that are associated with “pull” in the diffusion
literature (3, 37). The absence of these pull factors signals
a need to use targeted dissemination or “push” strategies to
elicit a “pull” to adopt and maintain the intervention (3, 4).
Thus, our Breathewell implementation team could possibly use
“push” strategies to create “pull” by promoting its alignment
with the organization’s culture, its compatibility with existing
systems and services, and evidence of its relative advantage over
the status quo. A key lesson is that while proactive attention
to RE-AIM and CFIR factors throughout planning is ideal,
using these frameworks to guide reflection at any time during
implementation could help implementation teams increase pull,
by (1) communicating how the intervention will specifically fulfill
organizational leaders, stakeholders and patient wants and needs;
and (2) specifying what investments are necessary to assure there
is organizational capacity to sustain it. A summary of our key
lesson learned can be found in Table 4.

Recommendations to Implementation
Planning Teams to Improve the Odds of
Implementation Success
When asked whether specific challenges were anticipated during
planning, an implementation team member responded,

I’ve learned that there’s not much rationale to sitting and trying to

figure out what’s going to go wrong, per se, because it’ll never be

that...you have to plan a process for how you’re going to make a

decision when something does go wrong or when you run into a

barrier, but not what that specific one is.

The extreme variation in external and internal contexts,
structures, and types of interventions may limit the
generalizability of our specific findings about factors
whose presence or absence likely influenced our adoption,
implementation and maintenance outcomes. Also, factors such
as the tension for change and organizational priorities may shift
over the course of a multi-year study, given the dynamic context
in which healthcare operates. We therefore recommend that
implementation teams take the time to identify a set of relevant
system- and intervention-specific determinants of adoption,
implementation and maintenance, tailor their implementation
strategies, and build in a process to periodically reflect and
re-evaluate factors and strategies for continued relevance. Doing
so will create an ongoing method for identifying and resolving
problems as they occur. For specific strategies to increase
RE-AIM Adoption, Maintenance, and Implementation success
(see Table 5).

LIMITATIONS

While our use of the two frameworks in combination enabled
us to not only evaluate, the who, what, where, when and how
(RE-AIM) but to also explain why (CFIR) implementation may
have succeeded or failed, particularly with regard to the presence
or absence of pull factors (e.g., tension for change or peer
pressure), other frameworks, such as PRISM, include contextual
variables useful to adapting interventions to improve their fit
and feasibility (38). Also, outcome-specific frameworks such as
the Program Sustainability Assessment Tool (39), which focuses
on setting-level maintenance, can be used to define the sets of
conditions that need to be present or absent to sustain practice
change (10, 40).

We also made some theory-informed decisions in an attempt
to identify which CFIR constructs most likely influenced
specific RE-AIM domains. We discovered, however, that
while some constructs were well-understood as important
determinants to success within a specific domain (e.g., tension
for change for Adoption; commitment of available resources
for Maintenance) (41); others may be relevant to performance
on multiple RE-AIM domains (e.g., leadership engagement for
Adoption and Maintenance, and culture for Adoption and
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TABLE 5 | Examples of implementation strategies recommended to address CFIR constructs and improve RE-AIM outcomes.

Strategies to increase adoption and maintenance

Why should the organization invest resources in this intervention?

CFIR constructs Implementation strategies

Tension for change

Relative priority

Engage leaders at proposal and funding stages; assess needs; identify/confirm relevant pull factors, current priorities and challenges;

Increase demand for the intervention by selecting performance objectives and metrics that include at least one relevant pull factor;

Develop a presentation and/or report that specifically ties the intervention to the performance objectives; clearly explains what

“problem” the intervention solves; and how it supports priorities;

Encourage leaders to champion or mandate the change by communicating its relative advantage and allocating resources

Track Perceived value of, and satisfaction with, the intervention

Leadership engagement Identify whose buy-in for implementing the intervention will be needed;

Assess their understanding of the problem, and their receptivity to the proposed intervention;

Increase demand for the intervention by reinforcing goal and priority alignment;

Include leaders in all stages of the research including formative discussions and dissemination of findings

Track Leadership use of process and fidelity data; reporting of feedback and findings in meetings and distribution of reports

Available resources Identify the level of approvals that will be needed to allocate resources to modify and maintain the intervention;

Determine what information (e.g., cost-benefit) they will require to commit to sustaining the change;

Communicate cost-benefit data to all stakeholders

Track Costs, cost reduction ideas, alternative funding ideas, solutions implemented

Reflecting and evaluating Anticipate that specific preferences, needs, or demands may change given the amount of time that often elapses between proposal,

funding, and study completion;

Continue to engage (or re-engage) leaders throughout the study;

Continue to review implementation protocols, share feedback;

Disseminate progress or new evidence throughout the study, to elicit or maintain pull

Track Changes that may impact priorities and threaten sustainability; integration of intervention into existing operations including onboarding,

performance expectations, documentation, quality reports

Strategies to increase implementation fit and fidelity

How do we design the intervention so that it could become a part of routine care?

Complexity Include internal systems experts and users in the design team;

Avoid "work arounds” or have a plan (e.g., blueprint) for fully integrating the intervention into existing workflows and systems;

Conduct rapid cycle tests, adapt/ refine with expert and user input

Track Representativeness of implementation planning team; assigned roles; and extent of participation

Compatibility Promote adaptability of intervention;

Design intervention protocols to fit with existing roles and systems;

Draft written protocols that can be piloted;

Conduct rapid cycle tests of protocols, adapt and refine with user input;

Revise written protocols to reflect user input

Track Development and/or adaptation of written protocols, training, implementation guides

Culture Include internal stakeholders who can identify the organizational values and norms that must be preserved by the intervention;

Review workflows, training and resources for consistency with organization’s values and norms;

Develop and test monitoring protocols;

Design and test a standard report that can be used to identify problems and address them iteratively

Track Fidelity to established protocols, including reach and unanticipated positive or negative consequences of the intervention

OTHER Assess for other CFIR constructs that may be relevant to implementing the proposed intervention at the

System-level (e.g., networks and communication; incentives and rewards);

Provider and staff-levels (e.g., knowledge and beliefs, self-efficacy);

Intervention-type (e.g., adaptability, trialability)

Strategies adapted and incorporated tips and recommendations from CFIR-ERIC Implementation Strategy Matching Tool (20) and RE-AIM key questions and tips for improving AIM

performance (8).

Implementation) (1). Formally measuring the CFIR constructs
and modeling them quantitatively may be useful to determine
the extent specific constructs, moderated or mediated the
individual RE-AIM domain outcomes (42). On the other
hand, since several of the CFIR constructs overlap (e.g.,
leaders, stakeholders, or champions may be the same or
different people, depending on their role in implementation),
what or who to measure would need to be defined for

the specific setting and intervention (43). It may be the
case that it is not practical to measure organizations on a
wide range of hypothesized determinants, and impractical to
generalize which CFIR factors are determinants of which RE-
AIM domains.

Our study reveals several areas for future research. First,
complementary application of RE-AIM and CFIR to other
implementation studies is needed to confirm the utility of
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using CFIR constructs to explain and improve performance
on RE-AIM domains. Second, applying analytic methods,
such as qualitative comparative analysis (10), to compare
sets of factors or conditions that are sufficient or necessary
to implementation success, may help to inform appropriate
implementation strategies. Third, using measures to quantitively
model the pathways in which CFIR factors moderate (pull)
or mediate (push) RE-AIM results may lead to an integrated
conceptual model that will improve their complementary use.
Last, experimentally testing implementation strategies designed
to promote conditions favorable to implementation success, such
as those recommended in Table 5, will contribute to improving
the effectiveness of implementation planning.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study addresses an important gap in implementation
science—illustrating how complementary application of
evaluation (RE-AIM) and explanatory (CFIR) frameworks
can identify the presence or absence of variables necessary
for implementation success. This approach demonstrated
that attention to factors important to maximizing the fit of
an intervention within a healthcare system, and monitoring
patient receipt of the most appropriate services, yielded an
intervention with high reach and implementation fidelity,
but low likelihood of post-trial adoption or maintenance. We
identified modifiable CFIR constructs that could improve
receptivity to adopt and maintain evidence-based interventions.
We recommend early assessment and attention to these
constructs to inform tailoring of implementation strategies to
maximize implementation success.
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Introduction: The use of models and frameworks to design and evaluate strategies

to improve delivery of evidence-based interventions is a foundational element

of implementation science. To date, however, evaluative implementation science

frameworks such as Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance

(RE-AIM) have not been widely employed to examine environmental health interventions.

We take advantage of a unique opportunity to utilize and iteratively adapt the RE-AIM

framework to guide NIH-funded case studies of the implementation of clean cooking

fuel programs in eleven low- and middle-income countries.

Methods: We used existing literature and expert consultation to translate and

iteratively adapt the RE-AIM framework across several stages of the NIH Clean

Cooking Implementation Science case study project. Checklists and templates to guide

investigators were developed at each stage.

Results: The RE-AIM framework facilitated identification of important emerging issues

across this set of case studies, in particular highlighting the fact that data associated

with certain important outcomes related to health and welfare are chronically lacking

in clean fuel programs. Monitoring of these outcomes should be prioritized in future

implementation efforts. As RE-AIM was not originally designed to evaluate household

energy interventions, employing the framework required adaptation. Specific adaptations

include the broadening of Effectiveness to encompass indicators of success toward any

stated programmatic goal, and expansion of Adoption to include household-level uptake

of technology.

Conclusions: The RE-AIM implementation science framework proved to be a useful

organizing schema for 11 case studies of clean fuel cooking programs, in particular

highlighting areas requiring emphasis in future research and evaluation efforts. The
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iterative approach used here to adapt an implementation science framework to a specific

programmatic goal may be of value to other multi-country program efforts, such as those

led by international development agencies. The checklists and templates developed for

this project are publicly available for others to use and/or further modify.

Keywords: RE-AIM, household air pollution, case studies, clean cooking, implementation science, program

evaluation

INTRODUCTION

The Health Potential of Cooking With Clean
Fuels
Reducing the morbidity and mortality attributable to
cooking with solid fuels (e.g., wood, dung, charcoal, and
crop residues) and kerosene is a significant public health
priority. Approximately 3 billion people currently cook with
these polluting fuels, and exposure to household air pollution
(HAP) from burning these materials is estimated to result in
2.6–4.3 million premature deaths a year (1, 2). Shifting to cleaner
alternatives [e.g., liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), ethanol, biogas,
and electricity] would result in progress toward multiple global
goals, from improvement in public health to climate change
mitigation (3). As the transition to cleaner cooking technologies
has already occurred in higher-income countries, the existing
imperative is therefore one of implementation: how do we
achieve the extension of what is known (clean fuels reduce air
pollution and protect health) to what is practiced (sustained
and exclusive use of clean fuels for cooking), in the variety of
settings where people rely on polluting solid fuels to meet their
cooking needs?

There are numerous examples demonstrating the
implementation gap that has impeded the achievement of
health goals in the clean cooking sphere. For example, many
programs have promoted “improved” stoves that still use
relatively unprocessed biomass fuels such as wood and charcoal.
While they may reduce fuel use, often can be produced locally,
and may provide some reduction in air pollution, these stoves
generally do not reduce pollution to the guideline levels
established by the World Health Organization (WHO) that are
understood to be required to minimize adverse health impacts
(2). A shift in focus to stoves powered by “clean” fuels such
as gas (biogas/LPG/natural gas), electricity, and in some cases
processed biomass pellets (4) would help greatly in at least setting
the stage for achieving the HAP reductions that are sought.

All these fuels require money to purchase, however, so
financing for clean stoves and fuels is another area ripe for
implementation research. As is true for many other development
objectives, the populations most affected by HAP are often
those least able to afford the financial investments required to
transition to clean fuels (5, 6). Nonetheless, income has been
shown to be less strongly associated with use of clean fuels
than otherwise might be expected (7). Meanwhile, despite the
fact that recent field and modeling studies show that exclusive
or near exclusive use of clean fuels is required to achieve the
WHO air quality targets (8, 9), adoption of clean fuels for
cooking is often incomplete. Households regularly continue to

cook with their traditional stoves even as they begin cooking with
a new and cleaner stove (10), a practice called “stacking” which
subverts the achievement of substantial air pollution reductions.
Lastly, to achieve meaningful reductions in household air
pollution, attention must also be paid to background ambient
air quality that reflects larger, community-scale energy use and
structural dynamics, and not just individual and household-level
behaviors (11).

The Clean Cooking Implementation
Science Network’s Case Study Project
The field of implementation science is well-suited to investigate
these questions (12). Implementation science makes ample use
of theories and frameworks, which have been shown to enhance
the effectiveness of evidence-based health interventions (13) by
informing development of nd implementation strategies that are
adapted to different settings and improve intervention success
(14, 15). Employing the tools of implementation science to better
understand how to close the clean-fuel cooking implementation
gap has been identified as a priority by the U.S. National
Institutes of Health (16), which launched the Clean Cooking
Implementation Science Network (ISN), https://www.fic.nih.
gov/About/Staff/Policy-Planning-Evaluation/Pages/clean-
cooking-implementation-science-network.aspx, in 2015 in
partnership with the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the
Clean Cooking Alliance (CCA). The network is composed of
researchers working on issues related to household air pollution
and cooking energy transitions hailing from a number of
academic disciplines (e.g., environmental health, medicine,
epidemiology, economics, anthropology, and ecology), as well
as government officials from relevant agencies and ministries,
representatives of clean fuel implementing organizations and
NGOs, and experts in implementation science. The guiding aims
for the network are to advance the science of uptake and scale-up
of clean-fuel cooking technology in low-and middle-income
countries and to foster collaborative efforts and understanding
among researchers and implementers toward this end.

The Clean Cooking ISN’s case study project was initiated
after a series of meetings in 2016 with the ISN network and its
Steering Committee. In these meetings, participants identified a
notable lack of documented literature relating to specific cases
of success and/or failure of clean-fuel cooking implementation
efforts, despite the fact that clean fuel programs and clean
cooking programs are rolling out around the world. The Clean
Cooking Alliance, a network of partners invested in expanding
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adoption of clean cooking solutions, set an initial goal of fostering
the adoption of clean cooking in 100 million homes globally by
2020 (17), a target that is likely to be exceeded. Meanwhile, efforts
led by national governments and multinational organizations
are promoting clean-fuel cooking solutions at a grand scale:
India’s Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana program, for example,
reports that it has already expanded access to LPG to 85% of
the national population (18). World Bank programs and other
bilateral funders have also participated in funding and promoting
clean-fuel cooking solutions. Despite all of this investment,
however, evaluation of these programs has been minimal to date.

The ISN thus initiated a call for proposals in late 2016
for the development of case studies to evaluate clean fuel
cooking programs in low and middle-income countries.
Eleven programs were selected for development into case
studies and were subsequently published as a Special Issue
in Energy for Sustainable Development, titled “Scaling up
clean fuel cooking programs in low and middle-income
countries”(19). Briefly, the case studies comprise: four LPG
scale-up initiatives, in Cameroon, Ghana, Indonesia, and
Peru; two biogas programs, in Cambodia and East Africa; two
compressed biomass projects, in Rwanda and China; two alcohol
fuel programs, in Ethiopia and Nigeria; and a case study of
energy transitions in Ecuador encompassing both a historical
LPG effort and a more recent electric induction program
(see Table 1).

The RE-AIM Framework
We chose to organize the case study project around the
commonly used implementation science framework, Reach,
Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance (RE-AIM)
(20), in an effort to standardize data collection and reporting.
RE-AIM is one of the most frequently applied implementation
frameworks (21), and had previously been introduced to the ISN
network at its initial network meeting in 2015. RE-AIM is often
used to evaluate programs and thus was seen as appropriate to the
largely retrospective nature of the case study project. Although
RE-AIM has previously been used outside of health care systems
[see (21, 22) for some examples], and the developers of RE-
AIM have been actively engaged in exploring applications of the
framework in a diversity of settings (23), applications of RE-AIM
in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) are still relatively
uncommon. To date there are also relatively few examples of the
use of RE-AIM in the field of environmental health [see (24)]. The
ISN felt that using RE-AIM to guide the case study project was an
opportunity not only to learn generalizable lessons about clean
cooking programs and compare case studies across countries, but
also to provide the field with information that would advance the
use of RE-AIM in LMIC settings.

The RE-AIM framework posits that public health impact of an
evidence-based intervention will be achieved if an EFFECTIVE
intervention REACHes a broad and representative segment of
the population by being ADOPTED by willing organizations

TABLE 1 | Clean fuel cooking program case studies.

Case study title Location Cooking fuel DOI

Assessment of the Cambodian national biodigester

program

Cambodia Biogas https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.06.008

The Government-led initiative for LPG scale-up in

Cameroon: programme development and initial

evaluation

Cameroon LPG https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.05.010

Development of renewable, densified biomass for

household energy in China

China Biomass pellets and briquettes https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.06.004

Government policy, clean fuel access, and

persistent fuel stacking in Ecuador

Ecuador LPG; electricity https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.05.009

A case study of the ethanol CleanCook stove

intervention and potential scale-up in Ethiopia

Ethiopia Ethanol https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.06.009

Ghana’s rural liquefied petroleum gas program scale

up: A case study

Ghana LPG https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.06.010

The Mega conversion program from kerosene to

LPG in Indonesia: lessons learned and

recommendations for future clean cooking energy

expansion

Indonesia LPG https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.05.011

Africa biogas partnership program: a review of clean

cooking implementation through market

development in East Africa

Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda Biogas https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.05.012

Building a consumer market for ethanol-methanol

cooking fuel in Lagos, Nigeria

Nigeria Ethanol/Methanol https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.06.007

An evaluation of the Fondo de Inclusión Social

Energético program to promote access to liquefied

petroleum gas in Peru

Peru LPG https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.06.001

Implementation and scale-up of a biomass pellet

and improved cookstove enterprise in Rwanda

Rwanda Biomass pellets https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esd.2018.06.005
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and staff, IMPLEMENTED as intended, andMAINTAINED over
time by organizations and individuals. Each of the five elements,
thus, is equally important to success as measured by public health
impact—and importantly, data associated with all five aspects
are essential to understanding the success, or failure of any
implementation effort and to generalize from this experience to
other settings. Initially used primarily as an evaluation tool for
health behavior research, RE-AIM has expanded to cover diverse
public health content and multiple research stages, including
planning and study design, as well as assessment and evaluation
of programs and policies (22, 25). Here, we discuss how we used
RE-AIM to develop a generalizable framework for use in the
evaluation of clean fuel adoption programs in LMIC settings.

METHODS

RE-AIM was used at each stage of the case study project, namely:
during the call for proposals, proposal evaluation and selection,
data collection, manuscript writing, and summarization. The
framework for clean-fuel cooking was iteratively adapted as the
project progressed (see Figure 1). The main outputs of this
process were two RE-AIM templates: first, a checklist used during
the proposal stage (see Table 2); and second, a data collection
template to guide case study teams in gathering and summarizing
data for each RE-AIM dimension (see Table 3). The checklist
in Table 2 contained fields for case study developers to indicate
the availability of data pertaining to each RE-AIM dimension,
indicating whether the data were qualitative or quantitative in
nature and a description of plans to collect any data that were
not pre-existing.

FIGURE 1 | Flow chart of activities.

Development of Templates for Case Study
Proposal Selection and Case Study
Development
The development of each of the two templates (the RE-AIM
checklist and the data collection template) occurred iteratively.
A case study working group comprised of ISN leadership
and interested ISN members convened in a series of virtual
meetings and via email correspondence to develop and refine
these templates. The working group members were academics
and government officials trained in a variety of specialties
spanning the health sciences (epidemiology, environmental
health, medicine, global health), social sciences (economics,
anthropology, and management), and implementation science.
In developing the templates, we consulted existing RE-AIM
material (e.g., that available on the website re-aim.org) and prior
literature on the use of RE-AIM in environmental health and
community-based applications [e.g., (24, 26)].We used these pre-
existingmaterials alongside our prior knowledge of clean cooking
programs to generate indicators that were thought to be relevant
to the case study project.

Over time, we iteratively modified the indicators based on
feedback and the experiences of the case study teams. For
example, each prospective case study team submitted a RE-
AIM checklist (Table 2) along with their case study proposal.
When the working group reviewed these checklists, we noted
areas of potential overlap, points of confusion, and categories
that were commonly reported as “data not available” across
the proposals. We then used these learnings to create the
case study development template (Table 3). Lastly, we made
small modifications to each template prior to presenting them
in this manuscript to further refine and clarify any elements
that had presented any confusion during the development of
the case studies. Elements that contributed to these iterative
changes included the availability of data, clarity of indicators
(and differentiation from other indicators), and qualitative and
quantitative feedback from the case study authors.

Synthesis of Case Study Findings
After the case studies had been developed, ISN leadership
consolidated and edited the 11 RE-AIM data tables submitted
alongside the narrative case studies into a single summary
spreadsheet that was published with the Special Issue in Energy
for Sustainable Development (19).

Perceptions of Case Study Developers
We gathered the perceptions of the case study developers
on the utility of RE-AIM for the case study project using
a questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of 13 questions
covering the following general areas: (1) prior experience
with RE-AIM; (2) Perceived ease and usefulness of employing
RE-AIM for this project; (3) Challenges presented by the
particular RE-AIM constructs (reach, effectiveness, adoption,
implementation, maintenance); (4) Impact on future work. The
questionnaire employed a mixture of question types, including
multiple choice, Likert scale, ranking, and open-ended responses
and was deployed to the case study developers using an online
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TABLE 2 | Initial RE-AIM checklist developed for case study proposals.

Dimensions/Data elements Available?

Quantitative or Qualitative

REACH (scale and coverage of intervention)

Description of target population (geographic coverage, numbers targeted, demographic characteristics)

Duration/dates of intervention project/programme

Setting characteristics (urban vs. rural, seasonal climate, access to roads, and transport infrastructure, etc.)

Percent individuals/households reached based on target population

Characteristics of households reached compared to non-participants or to target population (e.g., baseline fuel/s used,

socioeconomic characteristics, education etc.)

Other factors that affect reach of program including policy context, program budget constraints, conflict, fuel

availability, and cost.

EFFECTIVENESS (ability of fuel/technology to achieve desired goals)

Description of clean cooking intervention fuel/technology (relate to IWA’s Tiers and/or ISO standards if possible)

If available, from literature or measured in the field (please address availability of each item):

Measures of stove emissions

• Measures of household/personal air pollution exposure before and after intervention

• Measures of safety (e.g., burns) before and after intervention

• Measures of fuel and/or time savings

• Measures of impact of the intervention on desired health outcomes

ADOPTION—Program and Societal level (factors influencing adoption of the clean cooking intervention)

Description of financial, tax, and subsidy aspects and how these have affected adoption and use over time (including

cost of intervention to end-users and price comparison for other available energy alternatives)

Description of supply chain (from fuel/stove production to fuel/stove distribution, consistency of supply etc.), and how

these have affected adoption and sustained use

Description of market development (e.g., promotional strategies, aspects influencing business expansion), and how

these have affected adoption and sustained use

Description of regulation and legislation (particularly around fuel supply, distribution and enforcements effectiveness of

market rules), and how these have affected adoption and sustained use

Description of policies, programmatic and policy mechanisms, and how these have affected program implementation

and adoption

Other factors important to adoption at the program and societal level

ADOPTION – Household and Community level (factors influencing adoption of the clean cooking intervention)

Measure of household use of technology, including if possible, degree of fuel, or stove stacking

Perception of affordability, Willingness To Pay measures

Perceived benefits and/or disadvantages of the intervention, and influence of these perceptions on adoption and

sustained use. Important aspects to consider are perceptions of the intervention’s effect on:

• health

• cooking time

• opportunity cost

• cleanliness

• safety

• quality of food prepared

• other

Accessibility/reliability of fuel supply, and its effect on adoption and sustained use

Other factors important to adoption at the household and community level

IMPLEMENTATION (How the program is rolled out and scaled up)

Description of implementation strategy including underlying theory, if any, and how it may be integrated with any other

interventions (e.g., sanitation, antenatal services)

Implementing agency / organization / company etc. (or a combination of these)

Cost of intervention (time or money) from the implementer perspective

Consistency of implementation across staff/time/settings/subgroups (not about differential outcomes, but process)

Preparation for reliability of supply chain and price fluctuations

Community involvement; including women’s engagement, and how these factors have affected adoption and

sustained use of the intervention

User and/or provider training

Adaptations made to intervention during program/project roll out (i.e., was the intervention delivered as intended?)

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Dimensions/Data elements Available?

Quantitative or Qualitative

Other factors important to implementation, including policy and regulatory environment.

MAINTENANCE—Household and community Level (how well the intervention is sustained at the household/community level)

Indicate availability of data for each category and the time frame for initial and follow-up data (Ideally at 6 months to a

year after initial intervention):

• Measure of air pollution exposure (with or w/o comparison to a public health goal) and follow-up after final

intervention contact

• Measure of stove use (with or w/o comparison to a benchmark)

• Measure of fuel use (with or w/o comparison to prior)

• Measure of attrition (%) and differential rates by demographic/geographic characteristics or treatment condition

• Measure of stove breakdown/repair

• Measure of continued financial investment in the intervention by the household or community

Other factors important to maintenance at the household and community

MAINTENANCE—Program and societal Level (factors influencing the sustainability of the intervention at the program level)

Availability/ accessibility of intervention over time, and importance of these factors to adoption and sustained use

If program is still ongoing at ≥12 months post intervention funding (provide timeframe)

If and how program was adapted subsequently (which elements retained AFTER program completed)

Some measure/discussion of alignment to organization mission or sustainability of business model

Description of long-term repair and maintenance infrastructure, including forms of post-acquisition support, and their

effects on adoption and sustained use)

Description of any long-term subsidies/incentives and plans for continuity or phase-out, and their effects on

adoption/sustained use

Other factors important to maintenance at the program and societal level

survey platform. The full set of survey questions can be found
in the Supplemental Material. Eighteen case study developers
provided feedback using the online questionnaire, and this
feedback was synthesized and analyzed by the authors of this
manuscript. Analysis of responses consisted of summary statistics
(for quantitative items) and grouping of responses by theme and
content (for qualitative items).

The clean cooking fuel case studies that employed the
adapted RE-AIM tool were reviewed and approved through
the institutional review boards (IRBs) of their respective
lead investigators. Feedback from the case study investigators
regarding the utility of this tool was treated as exempt, and the
use of this data in this manuscript was cleared by the Fogarty
International Center at the U.S. National Institutes of Health.

RESULTS

Adapted RE-AIM Templates
Outputs of this project include the RE-AIM checklist (Table 2)
and data collection template (Table 3) created for the case study
developers. In the initial checklist (Table 2), general RE-AIM
indicators were combined with domain-specific information
about clean fuel cooking programs and policies. For example, the
checklist asked for ratings of the stove and fuels used according
to the International Organization for Standardization’s Interim
Workshop Agreement Guidelines for evaluating cookstove
performance (27). We also asked for information about fuel
supply policies, stove stacking, and women’s engagement in
implementation efforts. Some of these indicators were drawn

from a framework of Adoption Indicators previously generated
by the Clean Cooking Alliance (28).

Table 3 is the RE-AIM data collection template that was
provided to case study developers to define case study metrics
across the five RE-AIM dimensions as part of case study
development. This template was informed by the information
collected at the proposal stage (in the submitted Table 2

checklists). In some cases, alternative metrics were generated for
data that were indicated in Table 2 as unlikely to be available.
For example, the submitted Table 2 checklists indicated that
health outcomes data were very seldom available. Due to this
lack of data availability, the corresponding metric in Table 3

became one related to the potential health impact of the stove/fuel
combination that was utilized in the case (relying, for example, on
laboratory, and field emissions testing data conducted elsewhere
for the same stove/fuel combinations being deployed; these data
are often used to estimate health benefits that would be expected
to accrue from reductions in exposure to particulate matter and
other compounds). A comprehensive table of the RE-AIM data
gathered across the eleven case studies can be found in Quinn
et al. (19).

Synthesis of Case Study Findings
Figure 2 presents a summary of the availability of data for each
RE-AIM dimension. In general, data were widely available for all
five RE-AIM dimensions. Data to address Adoption (defined for
the purposes of this project) was the most widely available, with
no case studies reporting a lack of access to data related to this
RE-AIM dimension. Data pertaining to Reach, Implementation,
and Maintenance were also widely available. Across the 11 case
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TABLE 3 | Simplified RE-AIM data gathering template for clean cooking programs.

RE-AIM dimension Definition Case study-specific metrics

Reach No. of people and percentage of the target

population affected. The extent to which

the individuals reached are representative

and include those most at risk.

1. Absolute numbers and characteristics of the target population

2. Number of people/households and percentage of the target population that

have been reached.

3. How do the characteristics of the people reached differ from target population?

4. How do the characteristics of the people reached differ from target population?

5. Duration/dates of the program

6. Sociodemographic trends that affect program (e.g., migration etc.)

Effectiveness A measure of effects, including positive,

negative, and unanticipated

consequences.

1. Toward program goals

a. Stated goals of the program

b. Success achieved toward each of the stated goals

c. Unanticipated consequences

2. Toward health improvements

a. POTENTIAL of the program for achieving improvements in health (e.g., ISO

tier of the technology; exposure reductions; baseline levels of HAP related

diseases; etc.)

b. Degree to which technology displaced polluting fuels in target populations

c. If health data available, were there changes associated with program

Adoption (inclusion and approval) No. and percentage of settings

participating, and the extent to which the

settings selected are representative of

settings that the target population will

access.

1. How were program sites selected? Who was involved in selecting

implementation sites and was this an inclusive process?

2. Were the implementation agents viewed positively or negatively by the

communities?

3. How much fuel stacking in those homes that did take up new technology

4. Perceptions of affordability, perception of intervention benefits,

and/or disadvantages

Implementation Level of adherence to implementation

principles or guidelines, the extent to

which all vs. selected elements are

implemented, and the cost.

1. Policy context

2. Who financed, and who implemented?

3. Monitoring process and measures

4. Cost of the program, over what time period? (To the program leadership. Could

be total cost, cost per capita, or cost projection)

5. Major changes to program targets/goals/drivers/timelines that occurred

during implementation, and why did they occur?

Maintenance Individuals continue to exhibit the desired

behavior changes; change is maintained;

development of new barriers to use is

prevented or mitigated.

1. To what extent has the reach of the program been maintained over time?

(e.g., households still using the technology at least 1 year post-adoption vs.

abandoning it).

2. Ongoing access to fuels? Supply side and cost to consumer.

3. Indicators of program’s sustainability? Risks to sustainability?

studies, data was least available for the Effectiveness dimension.
This was especially true for data concerning health outcomes—
only two of the 11 case studies were able to report data on
health impact, and these were on a limited scale. Nine of
the case studies were not able to gather any data related to
health outcomes. Other aspects of effectiveness that related to
programmatic goals were sometimes unavailable as well, with
three case studies each reporting a lack of data related to “success
achieved toward each of the stated goals” and “unanticipated
consequences.” The prospective nature of several case studies,
e.g., Cameroon (29) and Nigeria (30), meant that less data were
available across all dimensions to track RE-AIM indicators for
these cases in particular.

Perceptions of Case Study Developers
Perceptions of case study developers on using RE-AIM for this
project were assessed using an online questionnaire. A total of
18 case study developers, including representatives from all 11
case studies, contributed their feedback on the utility of the tool.
Despite the fact that the RE-AIM framework had been introduced
to the ISN at ameeting in 2015, a number of case study developers

did not attend that initial meeting. Thus, of the 18 respondents,
the majority (12, or 67%) had never heard of RE-AIM prior to the
case study project. Four respondents had heard of RE-AIM but
had never used it, and only two had used it in a previous project.
Nonetheless, 9 respondents (50%) found it “easy” to use, while
seven found it “neither difficult nor easy,” and only two found it
“difficult,” or “very difficult.”

Figure 3 shows how the case study developers ranked the
different RE-AIM dimensions according to two factors: (a) level
of conceptual challenge to understanding the dimension as it
applied to their case; and (b) difficulty in gathering data for
their case study. Case Study developers consistently ranked Reach
as the least challenging dimension both for applicability to the
case and for the ease of gathering relevant data. They found
Effectiveness, Implementation and Maintenance to be the most
challenging both to apply to the case and in terms of difficulty
collecting relevant data for each dimension. This was because
certain case studies were of programs at a nascent stage (with little
implementation, maintenance, or outcome data yet available),
and/or because of a perceived lack of fit between RE-AIM’s
emphasis on “program” implementation and the national-level
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FIGURE 2 | Summary of RE-AIM data availability across 11 case studies.

policies and regulations that drove some cases. Across both the
prospective and retrospective case studies, it was most difficult
to gather data for Effectiveness (with 10 out of 18 respondents,
or 55%, ranking the dimension as among the top two “most
difficult” dimensions in terms of gathering data).

Qualitative responses to open-ended questions in the survey
enhance understanding of the reported challenges. For example,
the reported challenges in understanding how to incorporate
the dimensions of Implementation and Maintenance appear to
derive from the fact that the case study project included several
evaluations of clean-fuel cooking programs that had not yet been

fully implemented, making evaluation of these facets difficult.
Comments along these lines included, for example:

• The work on the ground is still in progress, so we were not yet
able to report on many of the metrics.

• It seemed challenging to provide responses within the framework
for programs that are just getting started and are anticipated to
be ongoing and changing, rather than at steady state.

Difficulty in gathering data related to effectiveness often related
to the fact, as discussed above, that these clean-fuel cooking
programs were uniformly launched with goals that did not
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FIGURE 3 | Case Study Developers’ surveyed responses to questions about the conceptual challenge of, and difficulty gathering data for, the five RE-AIM

dimensions. N = 18 responses.

place health improvement at the forefront. They differ, therefore,
from more clinically or public-health-oriented programs where
effectiveness—in terms of achievement of health improvement—
is easier to assess. A number of comments spoke to this,
for example:

• My feeling was the RE-AIM was designed for a more
clinical outcome and did not completely fit the context for
household energy.

• RE-AIM assumes that the program driver is health, but of
course often in cookstoves health is a co-benefit rather than the
primary outcome.

Some case study developers additionally felt that it was difficult
to fit certain contextual and implementation factors within the
RE-AIM framework that were key to the case. Aspects of the
case studies that the authors felt were difficult to fit in to RE-
AIM included:
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• The political and socio-cultural circumstances that circumscribe
the subsidies

• The presence of a charismatic, committed leader.
• Use of behavior change concepts and techniques.
• The strategy for creating the conditions for investment
• ‘Logistical’ issues with clean cooking” (supply side of the fuel)
• Driving factors for decisions that were made politically
• Specific barriers to adoption and factors that can drive a wedge

between adoption and health-relevant exposure reduction.

Despite these challenges and their relative lack of experience
with RE-AIM, case study developers reported that the framework
was useful to various aspects of the case study development
process, as shown in Table 4. Using RE-AIM for understanding
data availability was the aspect most commonly reported
as being “very” or “extremely” useful (reported by 67% of
respondents), followed by planning for data collection (56%). In
their qualitative comments, however, case study team members
also reported that RE-AIM was useful for comparisons across
case studies:

• I do see that having a common framework among the case
studies is quite beneficial.

• I found the RE-AIM summaries helped greatly in structuring
information about quite complex and very different projects—a
real asset.

• It has been a very useful tool for comparing across case studies.

Lastly, case study developers were asked to evaluate whether the
experience of using RE-AIM for the clean fuel cooking case study
project would lead them to approach their work differently in the
future. Here, 13 out of 18 respondents (72%) replied “Yes,” with
some of the specific ways that RE-AIM would influence future
work outlined below:

• REAIM could help us broaden our view a little and possibly
adjust some of our study design to be a bit more holistic.

• Taking a more holistic approach to data collection.
• More emphasis on measures for sustained use.
• I appreciated the variables/indicators identified under each

heading, and this helped organize my thoughts.
• Having a suitable structured framework that covers all aspects

of the initiative is very valuable, both for the specific example,
but also for making comparisons with others.

DISCUSSION

Clean-fuel cookstove programs are being rolled out on a massive
scale, and a consolidated method for evaluating these initiatives
is needed both for individual programs and also to enable
cross-initiative comparisons. The NIH clean fuel case study
project showed us that the RE-AIM framework has utility
for these purposes, particularly with the adaptations that were
made here.

The need to adapt RE-AIM for this project was not unlike
previous efforts to employ RE-AIM for environmental health
interventions. For example, King et al. (24) note that many of
the RE-AIM dimensions are difficult to apply to environmental

health interventions, such as those meant to affect air quality
or improvements to public space. For example, how to calculate
the “Reach” of an intervention that improves sidewalks? How
to define the settings at which “Adoption” occurs in the
context of an intervention targeting outdoor air pollution?
Similar challenges—such as defining reach and measuring
compliance—have been discussed when it comes to the use
of RE-AIM for policy applications, which have some overlap
with the case studies here. In the case of policy applications,
enforcement is an important aspect of implementation that
can directly affect compliance and strongly influence success
[see (25) for examples]. In this set of clean fuel case
studies, certain initiatives, such as Indonesia’s “zero kero” plan,
benefited from policy-like structures and robust enforcement
measures, while other programs relied more on ground-up
marketing and diffusion approaches that did not have the
benefit of strong enforcement measures to enhance compliance
and implementation.

Notable dimensions of the RE-AIM framework that required
adaptation for use in the clean fuel case study project included
Effectiveness and Adoption. First, translating Effectiveness for
this project required acknowledgment that clean fuel scale-
up initiatives have largely been driven by goals outside the
health domain, e.g., pertaining to the environment and economic
concerns. For example, Indonesia’s “Zero Kero” program was
designed to phase out highly-subsidized kerosene and thus
provide savings to the national budget (31), while the aims of
Ghana’s rural LPG program included reducing deforestation,
reducing drudgery, and creating jobs, as well as reducing the
health impacts of cooking with wood and charcoal (32). We
therefore proposed case study metrics for this dimension that
covered effectiveness in two areas: not only effectiveness related
to the reduction of household air pollution and associated health
improvement, but also effectiveness in relation to the goals as put
forth by the specific clean-fuel cooking program (however those
may have been stated).

Adoption, in the context of clean-fuel cooking, presents a
different problem since the term “adoption” is widely used in
this field to refer to individual-level initial uptake of a new
cooking technology, e.g., (2, 16, 33–35). This conflicts with the
RE-AIM definition of adoption situated at the organizational
and setting level. Defining the “setting” of a clean-fuel cooking
program presented its own challenges as many programs are
not managed by a clear intermediary organization (as would be
the case, for example, in an intervention operating through a
hospital or clinic to meet patient needs). Rather, many clean-fuel
cooking programs are defined by geography or demographics
(e.g., income). For the Adoption dimension of RE-AIM we
therefore chose to focus on “inclusion and approval,” as suggested
in King et al. (24). We developed metrics here that focused on
how the program rollout was determined, who was involved in
these decisions, and how the implementing agents were viewed
by the community.

To minimize confusion for the clean cooking community who
use adoption to mean household-level uptake of technology, we
also included metrics within Adoption that pertained to cooking
technology usage at the household level. An important aspect
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TABLE 4 | Reported usefulness of RE-AIM for different aspects of the case study project.

Not at all

n (%)

Somewhat/

Moderately n (%)

Very/

Extremely n (%)

How useful did you find

RE-AIM for:

Understanding data availability 1 (6) 5 (28) 12 (67)

Planning for data collection 1 (6) 7 (39) 10 (56)

Understanding factors that led to the

success or failure of the case

2 (11) 9 (50) 7 (39)

Drawing generalizable conclusions

that extend beyond the case

1 (6) 9 (50) 8 (44)

Structuring the manuscript 2 (11) 10 (56) 6 (33)

of clean fuel adoption in terms of achieving health gains is the
distinction between uptake (adding a stove) and displacement
(replacing a stove). This has important implications: without
discontinuation of the use of polluting fuels for cooking, exposure
to health-damaging emissions may not be sufficiently reduced
to improve health outcomes [e.g., see (8)]. In the clean cooking
research community the practice of using multiple types of
stoves within a household (adding new stove technology to an
existing mix, rather than replacing the older cooking technology
with the newer one) is termed “stacking.” In the RE-AIM
framework, the practice of stacking fuels could theoretically
fit either into adoption (where it pertains to initial decisions
upon adoption of a new technology) or implementation (where
it pertains to patterns of use over time). The decision to
include these activities in “adoption” in this project are justified
by the fact that we considered fuel choice and fuel usage—
including decisions to stack fuels—as intrinsic to the potential
adoption process and not merely as patterns that emerge over
time. Initial adoption is often only partial adoption. We also
asked about household-level perceptions of the new cooking
technology as part of Adoption, since these perceptions are
important determinants of uptake and use of new cooking
technology (36).

The remaining RE-AIM dimensions were less in need of
adaptation for this purpose, although we included a metric in
Maintenance focused on fuel supply (covering ongoing access to
fuels and the cost to the consumer over time).

Despite its comprehensiveness, case study developers
identified a number of aspects crucial to understanding their
cases that were difficult to fit in to the RE-AIM framework, even
after adaptations of data collection tools and templates to fit
the household energy context. Some of these missing factors
had to do with the larger sociopolitical context in which the
cases were embedded. Notable missing elements included: “The
political and socio-cultural circumstances that circumscribe
the subsidies,” “driving factors for decisions that were made
politically,” and the impact of “the presence of a charismatic,
committed leader.” “Logistical” issues (e.g., all the steps involved
in distributing clean fuels to customers and ensuring steady
supply) were also mentioned as hard to fit into the RE-AIM
framework, along with specific barriers impeding the transition
to clean fuels for cooking, and the potential role of behavior
change interventions in overcoming these barriers.

The fact that aspects of the contextual setting that are essential
to implementation success were difficult to capture in RE-
AIM has been noted by other researchers, and in fact RE-
AIM extensions such as PRISM (37) combine RE-AIM outcome
measures with other dimensions crucial to success, including
“external environment” and “implementation and sustainability
infrastructure.” In future applications of RE-AIM to complex
community-based programs, we might suggest that researchers
and program evaluators consider using PRISM or another RE-
AIM extension to more comprehensively evaluate those aspects
of the contextual environment that are difficult to describe using
RE-AIM alone.

Using RE-AIM for the case study project also highlighted
the fact that some key outcome data—in this case particularly
pertaining to long-term program maintenance and health
outcomes—was not routinely monitored and thus unavailable.
This data gap highlights the need for engaging the health sector
in longitudinal monitoring and evaluation of clean-fuel cooking
initiatives. Current programmatic evaluation might focus, for
example, on the number of stoves distributed. Such simplistic
metrics, however, do not come close to covering the complexity
of the processes related to adoption and sustained use of clean
fuel cooking technologies. For example, in addition to tabulating
the initial distribution of a clean-fuel cooking solution, it is
imperative to also investigate whether households use the stoves,
whether they continue to use them over time, and whether
the use of the stoves is exclusive or in conjunction with other,
polluting stoves and fuels. Employing systematic approaches,
ideally with common metrics, will greatly enhance the ability of
the international development community to evaluate projects
taking place around the world against national, bilateral and
global targets, for example targets associated with the Sustainable
Development Goals (38).

The overall approach of this case study project was to engage
interdisciplinary teams of researchers who employed RE-AIM
in a complementary fashion with additional tools to enhance
the value of the project by providing data on these additional
dimensions of context and climate. This approach could certainly
be extended to additional domains beyond clean fuels for
cooking. Meanwhile, the specific adaptations and templates
developed for this project could be useful starting points to
guide future researchers in the household energy domain who are
interested in program planning and/or evaluation.
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CONCLUSIONS

Implementation science frameworks such as Reach, Effectiveness,
Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance (RE-AIM) have been
shown to enhance the effectiveness of interventions and can be
used to evaluate factors associated with implementation success.
This is the first known example using RE-AIM to evaluate clean
fuel cooking programs in low- and middle-income countries.

Utilizing RE-AIM for the clean cooking community
required adapting and operationalizing the framework. Specific
adaptations included: specifying the metrics that would be able
to inform each of the RE-AIM dimensions, taking account of
the pre-existing meaning of some terms (e.g., adoption) in the
clean cooking community, and broadening certain dimensions
(e.g., effectiveness) to capture program-relevant outcomes. Case
study developers found RE-AIM to be useful and relatively
easy to use for gathering data and evaluating the clean fuel
initiatives. The case study teams reported particular value
from the RE-AIM framework when it came to comparing
common elements of disparate programs. In the future, RE-AIM
extensions such as PRISM might be useful to consider when
evaluating community-based interventions to capture aspects of
the contextual environment that were difficult to describe using
RE-AIM alone.

Key findings from the case study project suggest that long-
term monitoring and evaluation of clean-fuel cooking scale-
up programs is often lacking, particularly regarding indicators
relevant to sustained use of new cooking technology. Health
outcome measures and measures of air pollution reduction
are also insufficiently tracked. A recommendation to future
implementers and evaluators of clean fuel cooking programs
is to build infrastructure into their programs that will ensure
middle- and long-term monitoring of these key indicators of
implementation success.

Finally, this effort demonstrates how a commonly
used implementation science framework can be adapted
for use in low-and middle-income settings and in
contexts where programs are not specifically driven by
health objectives. Employing frameworks like these can
yield robust program evaluations that can be used to
assess program performance in light of national and
international goals.
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A Commentary on

Adapting and Operationalizing the RE-AIM Framework for Implementation Science in

Environmental Health: Clean Fuel Cooking Programs in Low Resource Countries

by Quinn, A. K., Neta, G., Sturke, R., Olopade, C. O., Pollard, S. L., Sherr, K., et al. (2019). Front.
Public Health 7:389. doi: 10.3389/fpubh.2019.00389

The field of implementation science has seen an accumulation of theories, models and frameworks
in the past years. However, few empirical studies are informed by them (1), and when informed,
few clearly describe how they applied the frameworks in the study (2). The study by Quinn et
al. (3) provides an exception to this rule and gives us an example of how to use the Reach,
Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance (RE-AIM) (4) framework in their
study of a consortium of 11 sites in low middle income countries (LMIC). Instead of focusing on
one study at a time, a consortium can advance the field by having common metrics across different
settings, providing an unique opportunity for theory testing [e.g., (5, 6)].

TESTING THE BOUNDARIES OF CONSTRUCT DEFINITIONS

Quinn et al.’ study (3) developed a checklist and case studies to evaluate household energy
interventions. The results showed that the constructs effectiveness and adoption needed more
adaptation in their definitions compared to the other constructs of the framework. Effectiveness,
defined as “the impact of an intervention on important outcomes” (7), was hard to gather in their
context because health is considered a co-benefit of the programs, and therefore health outcomes
and measures of air pollutions are not usually readily available. To address this challenge, the
authors adapted the definition to capture “potential” health impact of the stove/fuel, relying on
estimated data accrued from stove emissions. We need more empirical studies in different contexts
to continue to refine the definition of effectiveness.

Adoption, a construct used to capture the proportion and representativeness of organizations
willing to adopt a program (7), was challenging because usually clean fuel cooking programs
do not involve an intermediary organization. To address this issue, the authors re-defined the
construct to encompass factors at society level (e.g., description of supply chain) as well as
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household/community factors (e.g., household use of
technology). The adoption construct in this case was also
difficult because it should refer not only to the uptake of
something (i.e., adding a stove) but also to the discontinuation
of older stoves who are health-damaging. This discussion is
timely as the field starts to understand the unique aspects
of de-implementation and how to define them. Accordingly,
Prusaczyk et al. (8) suggest expanding the adoption concept to
include de-adoption, defined as the intention or initial decision
to stop a practice.

The results fromQuinn et al. (3) showed that, while Reachwas
the easier construct to gather data across sites, the definition of
reach is challenging in the context of public health programs. As
Quinn et al. (3) comment: it is difficult to evaluate “Reach” of an
intervention that improves sidewalks. Gaglio et al. (9) recognize
the challenges in the definition, which has also been adapted
to refer to awareness of a program (10). Finally, Maintenance
was hard to capture because the sites were at the beginning of
implementation the program. It will be interesting to see how this
consortia captures maintenance later on.

CONTEXT AND LMIC

When stakeholders were asked about their perceived ease
and usefulness of employing RE-AIM on their project, they
mentioned the challenges in capturing context using RE-AIM,
particularly the political and social aspects of the studies. In fact,
as May et al. (11) state: “context is a problem in implementation
science.” Let me explain.

Quinn et al. (3) mention that a solution to capture contextual
outcomes could be using the Practical, Robust Implementation,
and Sustainability Model (PRISM) framework, which is an
expansion of RE-AIM. In fact, PRISM’s constructs of External
Environment, Intervention, Implementation and Sustainability,
Infrastructure, and the Recipients align well with the RE-AIM
constructs (12) and could be a great fit for Quinn et al.’s project.

However, as is shown by Quinn et al.’s data (3), we need to be
careful about our assumptions that frameworks and constructs
developed in high income countries (HIC) would fit in LMIC
without any adaptation. This is because often contextual factors,
such as health system structures, resource availability, cultural,
and political norms and values are different in HIC compared
to LMIC (13). In fact, the issues with fitting definitions of the

implementation science constructs in LMICs are not unique

to RE-AIM. In a systematic review of papers and authors
survey, Means et al. (14) also identified challenges with some
of the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research
(CFIR) (15) constructs. For example, similar to Quinn et al.,
their stakeholders also asked for more system level constructs,
as they had difficulties applying the construct patient needs
with interventions that took place at district or national levels.
The examples of Quinn et al. and of Means et al. highlight
the necessity of being humble with our frameworks, and to
examine carefully our definitions to avoid the ethnocentric bias
of implementation studies (16).

Several of us have written about the challenges of working
in LMIC including issues with: (a) defining the evidence of
the intervention (e.g., the fact that one intervention is proven
efficacious in HIC, does not mean that it is efficacious in a
LMIC), (b) measurement (i.e., issues of validity, availability
of data), and (c) mechanisms of action (which may differ
depending on context) (17, 18). As we continue to define our
implementation constructs and outcomes, and better understand
the theories and conceptual approaches, we should incorporate
the testing of the boundaries of our implementation science
frameworks in LMICs, as the majority of the frameworks and
measures were developed in HICs. Perhaps now it is time
for us to consider how is implementation being conceptualized
(19). That is, in addition to adapting the definitions of the
constructs of our frameworks, we should also have an explicit
conversation about what is context and how context defines the
boundaries of these definitions, our evidence, and who judges the
usefulness of the frameworks and theories in which context. I
look forward to more empirical studies so that we can continue
to “theorize” (2) and contribute to the advancement of the field of
implementation science.
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Adaptation for Regulatory
Application: A Content Analysis of
FDA Risk Evaluation and Mitigation
Strategies Assessment Plans
(2014–2018) Using RE-AIM

Gita A. Toyserkani 1*, Linda Huynh 1,2 and Elaine H. Morrato 1,3

1 Food and Drug Administration, Silver Spring, MD, United States, 2Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE)

Program, Silver Spring, MD, United States, 3Colorado School of Public Health, University of Colorado Anschutz Medical,

Aurora, CO, United States

Background: Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS) are safety programs that

U.S. Food and Drug Administration can require to ensure a drug’s benefits outweigh

its risks and can be considered public health interventions. FDA’s 2019 draft Guidance

for Industry on REMS Assessments encourages the development of “novel methods

for assessing REMS [to] help advance the science of post-market assessment of

effectiveness of risk mitigation strategies.”

Objective: To characterize REMS assessment plans using RE-AIM (Reach,

Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance) framework and identify areas

for advancing methods for evaluating REMS programs. RE-AIM was selected for its

wide application evaluating the translation of scientific advances into practice for public

health impact.

Methods: A content analysis of REMS assessment plans (N = 18) and

measures(n = 540) was conducted for REMS programs approved by FDA between

1/1/2014–12/31/2018. Eligibility criteria were: a new drug application or biologic license

application, included FDA-mandated mitigation strategies called elements to assure safe

use (ETASU), and represented a single product REMS program. Assessment plans were

collected from publicly available regulatory approval letters from REMS@FDA website.

Blinded reviewers categorized each REMS assessment measure to a RE-AIM dimension,

adjudicated their application (average IRR 75%), and refined the adapted dimensions’

definitions. Dimensions were also mapped to REMS Assessment guidance categories.

Results: The median number of assessment measures per REMS assessment plan was

31 (IQR: 21–36). Frequency of measures per RE-AIM criteria per REMS program was:

Reach (median= 2; IQR: 2–4); Effectiveness (median= 2.5; IQR:1–4); Adoption (median

= 3.5; IQR: 2–5); Implementation (median = 18; IQR: 15–24); Maintenance (median

= 0; IQR: 0–1). Adoption (among prescriber, health system agents of implementation)

was more commonly assessed than Reach (population-attributable number of patients

affected). Assessment of heterogeneity of Adoption and Reach was generally absent.
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Implementation assessment measures were most common among drugs requiring

evidence of safe-use conditions before dispensing or administering the drug. Patient-

level Effectiveness and Maintenance assessments were most common among drugs

requiring patient monitoring.

Discussion: Implementation science frameworks, such as RE-AIM, can be applied to

characterize REMS assessment measures and identify opportunities for standardizing

and strengthening their evaluation. Methods to measure Maintenance are needed to

provide real-world evidence of REMS integration into the healthcare system.

Keywords: RE-AIM, REMS, FDA, risk management, regulatory science, drug safety, program evaluation,

implementation science

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible
for protecting the public health of Americans by assuring the
safety and efficacy of human drugs and biological products (1).
Over the past two decades, modernization of post marketing drug
safety and risk management has received increasing attention
(2, 3). Post marketing safety issues include serious adverse events,
product quality issues, and medication errors (4). Given the
U.S. population’s large and increasing magnitude of medication
exposure, the potential for harms from adverse drug events
constitutes a critical patient safety and public health challenge.
An estimated one-third of all hospital adverse events and over 3.5
million physician office visits each year are attributable to adverse
drug events (5).

The Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act
(FDAAA) of 2007 granted FDA authority to require risk
evaluation and mitigation strategies (REMS) to ensure that the
benefits of a drug outweigh its risks (6). REMS are required
risk management plans that use risk minimization strategies
beyond the professional product labeling (7). REMS can be
required for existing drugs on the market, new drug applications
(NDAs), abbreviated NDAs (ANDAs) for generic drugs, and
biologics license applications (BLAs) (6). Between enactment of
FDAAA and September 2019, 284 REMS programs have been
approved by FDA for a wide-range of therapeutic areas affecting
the treatment of obesity and diabetes, depression, and pain
management (8). Please see Table 1 for definitions of common
FDA and REMS terms.

Early in the implementation of REMS, the majority of
programs included strategies focused on dissemination of
risk information. REMS programs may require that drug
manufacturers develop materials for patients, such as a
Medication Guide, which contain FDA-approved information in
patient-friendly language that can help inform patients about
how to use a medication and avoid serious adverse events.
After guidance issuance in 2012, FDA no longer required every
Medication Guide to be part of a REMS, however, they still
remain part of the FDA-approved labeling (9). In most cases,
FDA includes a Medication Guide as part of a REMS only when
the REMS includes other clinical interventions such as patient
counseling (10). Other dissemination strategies include targeting

healthcare providers; these are known as Communication Plans.
REMS may require drug manufacturers to communicate directly
to healthcare providers involved in the delivery of health care
or medications or develop certain packaging and safe disposal
technologies (11, 12). Most of the REMS that included only
a Medication Guide or Communication Plan have now been
released under the mandate of REMS.

Today, the majority of active REMS programs (84%, 51 out
of 61programs) involve complex multi-level interventions (8). In
these situations, FDA requires healthcare providers to conduct
clinical interventions known as elements to assure safe use
(ETASU) that support the safe use of the medication. ETASU
may include: training or certification of prescribers, training or
certification of dispensers, dispensing/administering the drug in
certain settings, requiring evidence or documentation of safe use
conditions, monitoring of patients, and/or enrolling patients in a
registry (13).

REMS programs, although developed by drug manufactures,
are essentially one form of public health intervention programs
that need to be implemented within the US healthcare system
and adopted by healthcare providers. For example, the Opioid
Analgesics REMS program is one strategy among multiple
national and state efforts to reduce the risk of abuse, misuse,
addiction, overdose, and deaths due to prescription opioid
analgesics. It requires that training be made available to all
healthcare providers who are involved in the management of
patients with pain, including nurses and pharmacists (14). In
2009, the Zyprexa Relprevv REMS was approved to reduce
the risk of post-injection delirium sedation syndrome. The
REMS was developed to make sure all patients receive special
monitoring during the period just following drug administration
when post-injection delirium sedation syndrome is most likely to
occur, so it can be detected and treated (15).

Drug manufacturers are also required to assess the
effectiveness of their REMS program and submit assessment
reports to FDA at specified frequency. Manufacturers generally
develop a REMS assessment plan prior to approval. The REMS
assessment plan is a specific plan for how the drug manufacturer
intends to assess the performance of the REMS in meeting its
risk mitigation goals and objectives (10). Each assessment plan
includes a number of assessment measures to evaluate processes
and outcomes. Depending on the complexity of the program,
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TABLE 1 | Common terms and acronyms for US Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) and Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS).

Terms,

acronyms,

abbreviations

Definition

Relevant Legislation

Food and Drug

Administration

Amendments Act

(FDAAA)*

Law enacted in 2007 reauthorizing and expanding

PDUFA, among others, to provide FDA with new

authorities to require postmarket studies, safety labeling

changes, and REMS

Prescription Drug

User Fee Act

(PDUFA)†

Created by Congress in 1992 to authorize FDA to collect

fees from companies producing certain human drugs

and biological process to expedite the drug approval

process

Application Types and Submissions‡

Abbreviated New

Drug Application

(ANDA)

Vehicle through which drug sponsors formally propose

that FDA approve a generic drug product for sale and

marketing in the U.S.

Biologics License

Application (BLA)

Vehicle through which drug sponsors formally propose

that FDA approve a biologic product for sale and

marketing in the U.S.

New Drug

Application (NDA)

Vehicle through which drug sponsors formally propose

that FDA approve a new drug product for sale and

marketing in the U.S.

Periodic Safety

Update Reports

(PSUR)**

Documents intended to provide a safety evaluation of the

drug product for submission by manufacturers at defined

time points during the post marketing phase

REMS Programs¶ and Components#

REMS A drug safety program that the FDA can require for

certain medications with serious safety concerns to help

ensure the benefits of the medication outweigh its risks

Active REMS Products whose REMS program and requirements are in

effect

Released REMS Products whose REMS program is no longer required by

the FDA

Shared System

REMS‖

REMS programs developed for multiple prescription drug

products and implemented jointly by two or more

manufacturers

Communication

Plan (CP)

Letters, websites, and fact sheets directly to healthcare

providers informing of specific safety risks identified in

the REMS and steps to take to reduce the risk

Medication Guide

(MG)

Handouts for patients distributed with prescription

medications that contain FDA-approved information to

help inform about how to use a medication and avoid

serious adverse events in patient-friendly language

Elements to

Assure Safe Use

(ETASU)

Required activities such as healthcare provider training,

patient counseling and monitoring that support the safe

use of the medication

*FDA. FDAAA Implementation—Highlights One Year After Enactment. Available

online at: https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/food-and-drug-administration-

amendments-act-fdaaa-2007/fdaaa-implementation-highlights-one-year-after-

enactment [cited 2020 January 28].

**21 CFR 314.80(c)(2) and 600.80(c)(2).
†
FDA. Prescription Drug User Fee Amendments. [cited 2020 January 17]. Available

online at: https://www.fda.gov/industry/fda-user-fee-programs/prescription-drug-user-

fee-amendments.

‡FDA. Types of Applications. Available online at: https://www.fda.gov/drugs/how-drugs-

are-developed-and-approved/types-applications [cited 2020 January 17].
¶FDA. Approved Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS). Available online at:

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/rems/index.cfm [cited 2020 January 17].
‖FDA. Development of a Shared System REMS: Guidance for Industry. Draft Guidance In:

DHHS, editor. (2018).
#FDA. What’s in a REMS? Available online at: https://www.fda.gov/drugs/risk-evaluation-

and-mitigation-strategies-rems/whats-rems [cited 2020 January 17].

the number of assessment measures may vary. An example
of a measure assessing processes may include the number of
prescribers, health care settings, and pharmacies that have
undergone training in the REMS program. An example of a
measure assessing outcomes may include numbers and rates
of a specific adverse event of interest such as rates of serious
bleeds or severe neutropenia (16). The REMS assessment plan is
outlined in the original REMS approval letters for all NDAs and
BLAs and is made publicly available through the FDA website,
REMS@FDA (also available at DRUGS@FDA).

Assessing the effectiveness of REMS programs is challenging.
For example, drug manufacturers and healthcare providers have
expressed concerns associated with the challenges of collecting
data and lack of standardized format for assessment plans (17).
Early following the implementation of REMS, the Office of the
Inspector General report raised concerns about the effectiveness
of the REMS programs and recommended that FDA should
develop and implement a plan to identify, develop, validate, and
assess REMS components (2). The report also recommended that
FDA should identify and implement reliable methods to assess
the effectiveness of REMS.

In response and to modernize post-marketing drug safety,
the FDA committed as part of the fifth authorization of the
prescription drug user fee program to develop evidence-based
methodologies for assessing the effectiveness of REMS (3). The
Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) gives FDA authority
to collect fees from companies that produce drugs when they
submit NDA and BLA applications in exchange for ensuring
timely review; PDUFA is reauthorized by Congress every 5
years, providing new windows of opportunity for advancing
public policy by allowing manufacturers and the FDA to discuss
and negotiate commitments to facilitate “timely access to safe,
effective, and innovated new medicines for patients.”

In 2019, FDA issued a draft guidance entitled “REMS
Assessments: Reporting and Planning” (henceforth referred to as
the Assessment Guidance) in which it encouraged “applicants
and the research community to develop novel methods
for assessing REMS” (10). The draft Assessment Guidance
outlines five categories for evaluation, including: Outreach and
Communications, Implementation and Operations, Knowledge,
Safe-Use Behaviors, and Health Outcomes; see Table 2.

Using the RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption,
Implementation, Maintenance) framework may be suitable
for evaluating REMS programs. RE-AIM is a framework to
enhance the translation of research into practice through the
adoption and implementation of evidence-based interventions.
The framework was initially used to evaluate prevention and
health behavior change programs, and more recently, has been
used to help plan programs and improve their chances of
working in “real-world” settings. The overall goal of the RE-
AIM framework is to encourage program planners, evaluators,
researchers, funders, and policymakers to consider essential
program elements including external validity. Its five dimensions
are designed to enhance the quality, speed, and impact of public
health efforts and involve the following: reach of intended target
population, effectiveness on important outcomes, adoption
by target staff or settings, implementation consistency, and
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TABLE 2 | Adaptation of RE-AIM dimensions as applied to REMS assessment measures and Assessment Guidance categories.

RE-AIM

dimension

General description* Description as applied to REMS assessments** Assessment

guidance

category

Definitions of assessment

guidance category

Reach Reach refers to the absolute

number, proportion, and

representativeness of individuals

who are willing to participate in a

given initiative, intervention, or

program

Patient (individual level)

• Number of patients treated or enrolled (numerator)

• Proportion of eligible patients (“valid denominator”

given the drug’s indicated use) treated or enrolled

• Characteristics of patients treated or enrolled

compared with nonparticipants—representativeness

Outreach and

Communications

Measures of the extent to which

the REMS materials reached the

intended stakeholders

Effectiveness Effectiveness refers to the impact

of an intervention on important

outcomes, including potential

negative effects, quality of life, and

economic outcomes

Patient (individual level)

• Knowledge-Attitudes; Process-Behavior; Health

Outcomes and/or Surrogates

• Positive and negative (unintended) impacts; observed

vs. expected rates of effectiveness

• Heterogeneity (variability) of effect across different

subpopulations

Safe Use Behaviors

and Knowledge

Health Outcomes

Measures of the extent to which

safe use conditions are being

adopted or followed, or of

stakeholders’ knowledge about the

REMS-related risk or knowledge of

any safe use conditions

Measures of the safety-related

health outcome of interest or a

surrogate of a health outcome

Adoption Adoption refers to the absolute

number, proportion, and

representativeness of settings and

intervention agents (people who

deliver the program) who are

willing to initiate the program

Health Care System (setting level)

• Number of practices, clinics, hospitals or pharmacies

certified or enrolled (numerator)

• Proportion of eligible practices, clinics, hospitals or

pharmacies (“valid denominator” given the drug’s

indicated use) certified or enrolled

• Characteristics of practices, clinics, hospitals or

pharmacies certified or enrolled compared with

non-adopters—representativeness

Health Care Provider (agent level)

• Number of prescribers and/or pharmacists certified or

enrolled (numerator)

• Proportion of eligible prescribers and/or pharmacists

(“valid denominator” given the drug’s indicated use)

certified or enrolled

• Characteristics of prescribers and/or pharmacists

certified or enrolled compared with

non-adopters—representativeness

Outreach and

Communications

Measures of the extent to which

the REMS materials reached the

intended stakeholders

Implementation At the setting level, implementation

refers to the intervention agents’

fidelity to the various elements of

an intervention’s protocol,

including consistency of delivery

as intended and the time and cost

of the intervention Implementation

elements include: implementation

fidelity, adaptation, and cost

of intervention At the agent level,

implementation refers to the

clients’ use of the

intervention strategies

Health Care System (setting level)

• Percent of targeted groups who were sent, received

REMS information and/or training (by mode and

frequency of distribution)

• Curriculum consistency—fidelity and adaptation over

time (by training modality)

• Extent of completed, successful training and/or

certification in the program

• Incremental costs and resources required (fixed and

variable) for REMS participation

• Heterogeneity (variability) of implementation across

different settings

Implementation

and Operations

Measures of the extent to which

the intended stakeholders are

participating in the program, how

effectively the REMS program is

being implemented and any

unintended consequences such

as patient access or burden to the

healthcare system

Health Care Provider (agent level)

• Educational effectiveness measured by:

knowledge-attitudes, behavioral intention for safe use

processes and procedures, observed

behavior-compliance

• Heterogeneity (variability) of implementation across

different settings and/or provider characteristics

Safe Use Behaviors

and Knowledge

Measures of the extent to which

safe use conditions are being

adopted or followed, or of

stakeholders’ knowledge about

the REMS-related risk or

knowledge of any safe use

conditions

Maintenance At the setting level, maintenance

reflects the extent to which the

program or processes become

institutionalized or sustained as

part of routine practice over time

Health Care System (setting level)

• Cumulative real-world evidence of the integration of

REMS processes and procedures into state and

institutional policies, treatment guidelines, insurance

requirements

Not included Not applicable

At the agent or individual level,

maintenance reflects the extent to

which practices become a stable

part of the behavioral repertoire of

the individual

Health Care Provider (agent level) and Patient

(individual level)

• Cumulative evidence over time to include: durability of

knowledge; compliance with REMS processes and

procedures; attrition rate (from the program);

heterogeneity (variability) of attrition by subgroups,

unintended outcomes, e.g., access or burden issues

Not included Not applicable

*Defined in Gaglio et al. (18).

**Informed by the National Cancer Institute (19).
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maintenance of intervention effects over time in individuals and
settings (20).

RE-AIM addresses all components of REMS programs,
including compliance processes, program participation, and
overall outcomes, as suggested by the Assessment Guidance
(10). Moreover, RE-AIM is an evaluation framework from
implementation science that has been widely applied to evaluate
health interventions similar to REMS programs (18). For
example, RE-AIM has been used by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) for the evaluation of the
implementation of the Diabetes Prevention Group (21). Another
example includes the application of RE-AM to evaluation of
implementing physical activity as a standard of care in healthcare
settings (22). Its application has been proposed as an extension
to assess the public health impact of policy change (23). The
objective of this study was to characterize REMS assessment plans
using RE-AIM and to identify areas for advancing methods for
evaluating REMS programs.

METHODS

A content analysis of REMS assessment plans (N = 18) and
measures(n= 540) was conducted for REMS programs approved
by the FDA between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2018.
Given that the first REMS was approved in 2008, we limited our
study sample to REMS programs approved in the past 5 years
as these would be more aligned with current policy. Programs
were excluded if they had been released during this timeframe
and were no longer required by the FDA to be implemented.
We also excluded REMS containing Medication Guides and
Communication Plans as the sole elements because we wanted to

study complex multi-level, multi-system interventions, leaving
active REMS with ETASU for analysis. Finally, shared system
REMS were excluded because we wanted to focus on new
programs, and shared system REMS programs reflect sustaining
programs that have been adapted for generic products. Figure 1
shows the selection process.

Source Data
The assessment plan for each REMS program was obtained from
the publicly-available regulatory approval letters downloaded
from the FDA’s website REMS@FDA on January 15, 2019.
Assessment plans include a listing of measures that drug
manufacturers need to address in their scheduled assessment
reports, often at 6-, 12-month, and annually. Each assessment
plan is tailored to each REMS programwhich results in variability
in number and type of measures assessed per program. The
original approval letters represent measures pre-specified at the
time of approval.

Adaptation of the RE-AIM Dimensions
Using the established RE-AIM framework (20, 21), the authors
Toyserkani (GT), Huynh (LH), and Morrato (EM) created
construct definitions applicable to REMS assessments by
adapting from those defined by the framework as shown in
Table 2.

The adaptation for applying RE-AIM to assessment of
REMS was informed by the Scoring Instrument developed for
assessing NCI Research-Tested Intervention (RTIPs) programs
(19). RTIPs is a searchable database of evidence-based cancer
control interventions and program materials and is designed
to provide program planners and public health practitioners
easy and immediate access to research-tested materials. The

FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram of 2014–2018 active, single product REMS with ETASU program selection for content analysis of assessment plans using the RE-AIM

framework. ANDA, Abbreviated New Drug Application; CP, Communication Plan; MG, Medication Guide; *REMS programs were accessed for eligibility January 2019.
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adaptation was also informed by the RE-AIM checklist for “RE-
AIM Dimensions When Evaluating Health Promotion Programs
and Policies” found at RE-AIM.org (24).

The goal was to be as consistent with the constitutive
definitions of the RE-AIM dimensions as possible. For example,
Adoption was defined as the number and proportion of
healthcare settings and providers that agree to initiate program
or policy change and how representative they are of the
intended audience in terms of the setting and the staff. As
REMS programs are multi-level interventions, dimensions were
further delineated based on the healthcare setting (system level),
healthcare provider (agent level), and patient (individual level).

The dimensions were then mapped to categories outlined in
the Assessment Guidance to discern the ease of mapping RE-
AIM to the Guidance and determine where opportunities in the
assessment process may exist.

Coding
Three blinded reviewers (GT, LH, EM) adjudicated the
application of RE-AIM dimensions by coding each REMS
assessment measure for three randomly selected REMS
assessment plans (average IRR = 75%). They discussed
coding discrepancies and refined the dimensions’ definitions
accordingly. Two blinded reviewers (GT, LH) then categorized
each assessment measure(n = 540) for the remaining 15
assessment plans with a third reviewer (EM) serving as
an adjudicator.

Analysis
Sensitivity analyses were performed to examine qualitative
differences over time, by type of application (NDA vs. BLA),
and by type of ETASU required. Descriptive statistics were
calculated to determine the proportions of RE-AIM dimensions
per REMS assessment program. The median number of
assessment measures were then independently analyzed by the
variables: year approved, application type, and ETASU to identify
any correlations.

Using the alignment between RE-AIM dimensions and
Assessment Guidance categories, each assessment measure was
then assessed for its inclusion of the categories. This was done
by noting how many assessment measures were reflective of
each category and then measuring these individual values against
the total number of assessment measures for each program.
Aggregate summary statistics were reported for the number
of measures per category and frequency distribution across
all programs.

RESULTS

A total of 18 REMS programs involving nine NDAs and
nine BLAs met evaluation eligibility criteria. Table 3 shows the
characteristics of the REMS programsmeeting criteria at the time
of their original REMS approval. Programs by year approved
ranged from two in 2016 to five in 2018. The drug products
carried a variety of risks intended to be mitigated by the REMS,
ranging from cancers such as lymphoma and osteosarcoma,
immune system disorders such as autoimmune conditions and

cytokine release syndrome, and psychiatric disorders such as
suicidal ideation and behavior. The number of assessment
measures per program ranged from 10 to 57.

Frequency Distribution Analysis of
RE-AIM Dimensions
Table 4 shows the distribution of REMS programs (N = 18) and
assessments measures (n = 540) across the RE-AIM dimensions.
The 18 programs yielded a total of 540 assessment measures; of
these, only three measures (0.6%) could not bemapped to a single
RE-AIM dimension. These included measures where the intent
was unclear or there were multiple intents of the assessment
measure that it could have been categorized into more than
one dimension.

Of 18 REMS programs, the median number of assessment
measures assessing Reach per assessment plan was 2 (IQR: 2–4).
Prototypical examples of REMS assessment measures categorized
as assessing reach included “age and gender of enrolled patients”
and “total number of orders shipped to pharmacies.”

Similarly, the median number of assessment measures
assessing Effectiveness per REMS assessment plan was 2.5 (IQR:
1–4). Prototypical examples of REMS assessment measures
categorized as assessing effectiveness included “adverse event
assessments” and “an evaluation of knowledge of patients of the
increased risks.”

Regarding Adoption, the median number of assessment
measures assessing this dimension per REMS assessment
plan was 3.5 (IQR: 2–5). Prototypical examples of REMS
assessment measures categorized as assessing adoption included
the “number of newly enrolled and active pharmacies stratified
by type of pharmacy and geographic location” and “number and
location of REMS training programs.”

The median number of assessment measures assessing
Implementation per REMS assessment plan was 18 (IQR:
15–24). Prototypical examples of REMS assessment measures
categorized as assessing implementation included: “date when
the REMS website went live,” “summary report of program
problems reported and corrective actions resulting from issues
identified,” and “number of prescriptions written by non-certified
prescribers and detailed root-cause analysis.”

Finally, the median number of assessment measures assessing
Maintenance per REMS assessment plan was 0 (IQR: 0–1).
Prototypical examples of REMS assessment measures categorized
as assessing maintenance included: “number of discontinued
patients” and “number of healthcare settings re-enrollments and
the expected number of re-enrollments.”

Figure 2 shows a lack of time trends in RE-AIM dimensions
by year of REMS approval. No trends in the number or
distribution of RE-AIM dimensions were observed by drug
application type or specific ETASU element required.

Alignment With FDA Assessment Guidance
Consistent with the adaptation of RE-AIM to REMS, the
application of RE-AIM dimensions to the Assessment
Guidance demonstrated heavy focus on Implementation
and Operations. Because assessment measures categorized
into the Implementation dimension could be measuring either
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TABLE 3 | Characteristics of selected active, single product REMS with ETASU programs at time of original approval (2014–2018) included for content analysis of

assessment plans using the RE-AIM framework.

Year Drug** (active

ingredient)

Type ETASU*** Indication (benefit) Risk(s) requiring risk

mitigation

Number of

assessment

measures

2014 Myalept

(metreleptin)

BLA A, B, D Treat the complications of leptin deficiency in

patients with congenital or acquired

generalized lipodystrophy

Lymphoma and

anti-metreleptin antibodies

that neutralize endogenous

leptin and/or Myalept

26

Aveed

(testosterone

undecanoate)

NDA A, B, C Testosterone replacement therapy in adult

males for conditions associated with a

deficiency or absence of endogenous

testosterone

Anaphylaxis and pulmonary

oil microembolism

22

Lemtrada

(alemtuzumab)

BLA A, B, C, D

(CP)

Treatment of patients with relapsing forms of

multiple sclerosis

Autoimmune conditions,

infusion reactions, and

malignancies

36

2015 Natpara

(parathyroid hormone)

BLA A, B, D An adjunct to calcium and vitamin D to control

hypocalcemia in patients with

hypoparathyroidism

Osteosarcoma 21

Xyrem

(Sodium oxybate)

NDA A, B, D (MG) Treatment of cataplexy or excessive daytime

sleepiness in patients 7 years of age and older

with narcolepsy

Serious adverse outcomes

resulting from inappropriate

prescribing, misuse, abuse,

and diversion

57

Ionsys

(fentanyl iontophoretic)

transdermal system)

NDA B, C Short-term management of acute

postoperative pain severe enough to require an

opioid analgesic in the hospital and for which

alternative treatments are inadequate

Respiratory depression

resulting from accidental

exposure

29

Addyi (flibanserin) NDA A, B Treatment of premenopausal women with

acquired, generalized hypoactive sexual desire

disorder, as characterized by low sexual desire

that causes marked distress or interpersonal

difficulty

Hypotension and syncope

due to interaction with

alcohol

32

2016 Probuphine

(buprenorphine

hydrochloride)

NDA A, B, C, E

(MG)

Maintenance treatment of opioid dependence

in patients who have achieved and sustained

prolonged clinical stability on low-to-moderate

doses of a transmucosal

buprenorphine-containing product

Migration, protrusion,

expulsion and nerve

damage associated with

insertion and removal and

accidental overdose, misuse

and abuse

22

Zinbryta

(daclizumab)

BLA A, B, D, E, F

(CP)

Treatment of adult patients with relapsing forms

of multiple sclerosis

Hepatic injury and immune

mediated disorders

27

2017 Siliq

(brodalumab)

BLA A, B, D Treatment of moderate to severe plaque

psoriasis in adult patients who are candidates

for systemic therapy or phototherapy and have

failed to respond or have lost response to other

systemic therapies

Suicidal ideation and

behavior, including

completed suicides

31

Kymriah

(tisagenlecleucel)

BLA B, C Treatment of: Pediatric and Young Adult

Relapsed or Refractory (r/r) B-cell Acute

Lymphoblastic Leukemia and Adult Relapsed

or Refractory (r/r) Diffuse Large B-Cell

Lymphoma

Cytokine release syndrome

and neurological toxicities

21

Yescarta

(axicabtagene

ciloleucel)

BLA B, C Treatment of adult patients with relapsed or

refractory large B-cell lymphoma after two or

more lines of systemic therapy

Cytokine release syndrome

and neurological toxicities

21

Sublocade

(buprenorphine

extended-release)

NDA B Treatment of moderate to severe opioid use

disorder in patients who have initiated

treatment with a transmucosal

buprenorphine-containing product, followed by

dose adjustment for a minimum of 7 days

Intravenous

self-administration

20

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Year Drug** (active

ingredient)

Type ETASU*** Indication (benefit) Risk(s) requiring risk

mitigation

Number of

assessment

measures

2018 Jynarque

(tolvaptan)

NDA A, B, D, E, F

(CP)

Slow kidney function decline in adults at risk of

rapidly progressing autosomal dominant

polycystic kidney disease

Liver injury 42

Palynziq

(pegvaliase-pqpz)

BLA A, B, D Reduce blood phenylalanine concentrations in

adult patients with phenylketonuria who have

uncontrolled blood phenylalanine

concentrations greater than 600 micromol/L on

existing management

Anaphylaxis 31

Tegsedi

(Inotersen)

NDA A, B, D, E, F Treatment of polyneuropathy of hereditary

transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis in adults

Bleeding with

thrombocytopenia and

glomerulonephritis

57

Dsuvia

(sufentanil)

NDA B, C Use in adults in certified medically supervised

healthcare settings for the management of

acute pain severe enough to require an opioid

analgesic and for which alternative treatments

are inadequate

Respiratory depression from

accidental exposure

35

Ultomiris

(ravulizumab-cwvz)

BLA A Treatment of adult patients with paroxysmal

nocturnal hemoglobinuria

Meningococcal infections 10

BLA, Biologic License Application; NDA, New Drug Application; ETASU, Elements to Assure Safe Use; CP, Communication Plan; MG, Medication Guide.

**REMS programs were selected January 2019.

***ETASU A, training or certification of prescribers; ETASU B, training or certification of dispensers; ETASU C,dispensing/administering the drug in certain settings; ETASU D, requiring

evidence or documentation of safe use conditions; ETASU E, monitoring of patients; ETASU F, enrolling patients in a registry.

TABLE 4 | Distribution of REMS programs and assessment measures across

RE-AIM dimensions.

Programs

Addressing

the RE-AIM

Dimension

(N, percentage

of total)

Assessment

measures per REMS

program

(median, range)

Assessment

Measures

(n, percentage of

total)

Total Sample 18 programs 31 (range 10–57) 537 assessment

measures*

RE-AIM Dimension

Reach 15 (83.3%) 2 (range 0–7) 48 (8.9%)

Effectiveness 16 (88.9%) 2.5 (range 0–8) 49 (9.1%)

Adoption 18 (100%) 3.5 (range 0–7) 61 (11.4%)

Implementation 18 (100%) 18 (range 4–41) 371 (69.6%)

Maintenance 8 (44.4%) 0 (range 0–1) (1.5%)

*3 measures (0.6%) could not be mapped to a single RE-AIM dimension.

the healthcare provider’s knowledge or processes, these were
categorized as either Implementation and Operations (n =

315, 58%) or Safe Use Behaviors and Knowledge (n = 52, 10%)
according to the Assessment Guidance. Likewise, measures
categorized into the Effectiveness dimension were categorized as
Safe Use Behaviors and Knowledge (n = 20, 4%) if they assessed
knowledge, and Health Outcomes (n = 30, 5%) if they measured
patient understanding. Outreach and Communications (n= 112,
22%) were akin to Reach or Adoption depending on the target
audience. Measures of maintenance (n = 8, 1%) were lacking in
REMS assessments.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic content
analysis examining the feasibility and utility of applying an
implementation science framework across a range of REMS
programs. The application of social science theories and
frameworks to pharmaceutical risk minimization design,
implementation and evaluation has been discussed by Smith and
Morrato (25). Others have proposed a variety of implementation
measures for health services research and pharmaceutical risk
minimization evaluation (26–28). Theories and frameworks can
provide a social science mechanism of action to understand the
relationship between measures and the causal pathway affecting
the success of REMS programs in much the same way that a
biological mechanism of action guides the clinical development
of new medicines. Even risk minimization programs that address
only a subset of constructs with a theoretical model can be
framed conceptually, so that regulators and the public perceive
the larger context and body of literature guiding these programs
(29). Ultimately, the use of theories and frameworks helps enable
cross-program comparisons and foster generalizable knowledge
to advance the science of risk mitigation dissemination
and implementation.

Our pragmatic application of RE-AIM to REMS assessment
plans were feasible and relatively intuitive to perform. The
primary challenge was defining who is the program recipient
and who is the program agent, given the complex and multi-
faceted nature of REMS programs and their systems-, provider-
and patient-level involvement. As Glasgow et al. have defined the
product of Reach and Effectiveness to be the individual level,
we interpreted this to refer to patients—the recipient of the
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FIGURE 2 | Median number of REMS assessment measures per RE-AIM dimension by year (2014–2018).

program or “groups receiving” the intervention (21). Adoption
and Implementation then corresponded to the agents of the
program, or “staff members” and “program-level” participants
who facilitate the delivery of the program to the patients. Glasgow
identified the product of these two dimensions to be at the
organization level, which we construed to apply to the healthcare
providers and healthcare settings. Once we established this
distinction of program recipient vs. agent, determining the RE-
AIM dimension of each REMS assessment measure was intuitive.

Our findings demonstrate strong congruence between the RE-
AIM framework and REMS assessment measures. Consistent
with the Assessment Guidance statement that “REMS can
be assessed using both process indicators and the intended
outcomes,” application of RE-AIM to REMS assessment plans
found heavy emphasis on Implementation and Operations
measures (10). However, this research also detected lighter
emphasis on Health Outcomes measures in REMS assessment
plans. Health outcomes in general are difficult to assess especially
given rare adverse drug events. For the majority of drugs, FDA
relies on routine pharmacovigilance and spontaneous adverse
event reporting(passive surveillance) received through post-
market periodic safety update reports (PSURs) (30). However,
under-reporting is a major drawback and may underestimate
the number of adverse drug events (30, 31). In certain REMS
programs, FDA does require patient registries, such as pregnancy
registry for drugs with risk of birth defects, that collect case
data on safety events (active surveillance) (32). Given that health
outcomes are generally challenging to assess, assessment of REMS
program effectiveness typically relies on process measures such as
knowledge attainment and safe use behaviors.

This research also observed very low inclusion ofMaintenance
measures in REMS assessment plans. Adding measures of
Maintenance to REMS assessment plans can strengthen the
quality of REMS programs. Maintenance measures represent
an area for real-world evidence of REMS integration into
the healthcare system and its sustainability. For example,
these metrics would measure the durability of knowledge of

healthcare providers or cumulative enrollment of healthcare
providers in a program over time or evaluate for the evidence
of the integration of REMS processes and procedures into
state and institutional policies, treatment guidelines, insurance
requirements. Our findings are very similar to conclusions
reached by previous studies citing that maintenance and
representativeness were reported much less often in other health
intervention evaluations (33).

The RE-AIM framework offers a number of strengths,
including the fact that it considers representativeness and
characteristics of the participants to assess heterogeneity of
impact. By assessing heterogeneity of impact, RE-AIM permits
evaluations of patient access, healthcare system, and patient
burden, a potential unintended consequence of risk mitigation
requirements that is of public stakeholder interest. RE-AIM also
addresses the often-neglected goal of long-term maintenance at
both the individual and organization levels. Finally, RE-AIM
considers both process and outcome measures, covering the
scope of many domains of interest for REMS.

Another important strength is using frameworks like RE-
AIM can help REMS assessments be more transparent and
better understood across all stakeholders, as it was originally
intended. Having a framework for evaluating REMS can facilitate
standardization, consistency, and completeness in assessing
REMS to enable comparisons across programs (33). By using the
commonly recognized constructs and terminology of RE-AIM,
data collected by the REMS program can be more meaningful.

Our application of RE-AIM demonstrated some challenges
of the framework. The first challenge is one of definition. It
has been acknowledged that RE-AIM application has “frequent
issues with confusing different dimensions” (33). For example, as
aforementioned, defining the agent and recipient of the program
is open to interpretation. Others suggest defining Reach at the
healthcare provider-level, not the patient-level as we did (34).
Effectiveness has been applied to non-patient stakeholders, such
as the healthcare provider and pharmacists, at times “requir[ing]
multiple creative and innovative combinations of metrics” (34,
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35). This contrasts our interpretation of Effectiveness to apply
only at the patient-level, which, as aforementioned, was to be
as consistent with the constitutive definition of RE-AIM as
possible (24).

The second challenge is one of longitudinal assessment.
It is not readily apparent how best to apply the framework
in a longitudinal and time-dependent manner, although RE-
AIM has been proposed for evaluating adaptation over time
(33). Pharmaceutical risk management consists of the iterative
process of assessing a product’s risk-benefit balance, developing
and implementing tools, evaluating the tools, and making
adjustments to maintain or improve the benefit-risk balance (36).
A single REMS program may be implemented for decades as
long as the drug product remains on the market. Moreover, the
FDAAA requires that assessments be conducted at 18 months,
3 years, and 7 years post-market, at a minimum (13). FDA has
required more frequent assessments for REMS with ETASU.
Further research is needed to elucidate the pragmatic use of
the framework during the REMS life cycle by aligning and
differentiating specific RE-AIMmeasures at different time points
of adoption. For example, what are early markers of Effectiveness
vs. later markers? What are early markers of Maintenance vs.
later markers?

The third challenge is one of utility for decision making.
Regulators need to use assessment data to determine whether to
sustain, modify or eliminate a REMS program. Should a REMS
regulatory determination require a collective gestalt of all RE-
AIM dimensions or rely on a single dimension, and if so, how
might that best be accomplished in a standardized manner? Our
research, similar to previous applications of RE-AIM, found that
not all dimensions were assessed equally (18). This observation
raises the question of whether all five dimensions are of equal
importance, or are there dimensions that are more important,
when determining whether a REMS program ismeeting its public
health drug safety goals.

The limitations of our study include examining only
the RE-AIM framework to characterize REMS assessment
plans. Future work should evaluate the application of other
established frameworks such as PRECEDE-PROCEED,
Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR),
and Practical, Robust Implementation Sustainability Model
(PRISM) (33, 37–39). Secondly, this study looked at REMS
assessment plans from 2014 to 2018 and does not consider
the potential impact or evolution of REMS assessment plans
since the publication of the Assessment Guidance issued
in 2019. Furthermore, assessment measures from Shared
Systems REMS (multiple products of the same class or
molecular moiety under two or more sponsors) can offer
additional insights into the strengths and opportunities for
REMS assessments.

Of note, our study examined the type and quantity of
REMS assessment measures from the original approval; however,
it did not assess the rigor of proposed study designs nor
the quality of their reports. Reporting standards for risk
minimization communication and program evaluation have
been described by members of the International Society
for Pharmacoepidemiology (40). A systematic review of the

published literature on pharmaceutical risk minimization
evaluation found limited use of conceptual frameworks guiding
process and outcomemeasurement selection and program design
and implementation (41).

FDA considers public comments and stakeholder feedback as
it finalizes guidance to industry. Therefore, learning from the
current analysis is one source of input that FDA is considering as
it works on the final version of the REMS Assessment Guidance
affecting all future REMS programs. The guidance aims to
ultimately improve how REMS assessment plans are developed,
specifically how the REMS program goals, objectives and REMS
design may impact the selection of metrics and data sources,
which will be used to assess whether the program is meeting its
risk mitigation goals (16).

In addition, findings are also relevant to FDA’s efforts on
structured benefit-risk assessment process and commitments
established in the sixth authorization of the PDUFA VI
in 2017. FDA has made several commitments in PDUFA
VI for continued implementation of structured benefit-risk
assessment, including publishing a draft guidance on benefit-
risk assessment. “Risk and Risk Management” is one explicit
dimension in the benefit-risk assessment framework (42).
How information, including evidence and uncertainties, can
be effectively communicated to the public is one area of
interest. To meet requirements established in the 21st Century
Cures Act, the benefit-risk assessment guidance will also
discuss how relevant patient experience data may be used
to inform benefit-risk assessments (43). RE-AIM provides
a natural structured analytic approach for synthesizing risk
management effectiveness evidence and integrating patient data
into the assessment.

CONCLUSION

Dissemination and implementation science frameworks can
provide a systematic approach for REMS program assessments.
They provide a structured and evidence-based approach to
guide what should be evaluated and to what extent, and to
identify which aspects of the programs will be considered
when judging REMS program performance, including a priori
expectations for program success. Frameworks like RE-AIM,
can be readily applied to REMS assessments to strengthen their
evaluation and have the potential to advance science, quality of
practice, and population health through all participants affected
by REMS.
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As the field of dissemination and implementation science matures, there are a

myriad of outcomes, identified in numerous frameworks, that can be considered

across individual, organizational, and population levels. This can lead to difficulty in

summarizing literature, comparing across studies, and advancing translational science.

This manuscript sought to (1) compare, contrast, and integrate the outcomes included

in the RE-AIM and Implementation Outcomes Frameworks (IOF) and (2) expand RE-AIM

indicators to include relevant IOF dissemination and implementation outcomes. Cross

tabular comparisons were made between the constitutive definitions of each construct,

across frameworks, to reconcile apparent discrepancies between approaches and

to distinguish between implementation outcomes and implementation antecedents.

A great deal of consistency was identified across approaches, including adoption

(the intention, initial decision, or action to employ an evidence-based intervention),

fidelity/implementation (the degree to which an intervention was delivered as intended),

organizational maintenance/sustainability (extent to which a newly implemented

treatment is maintained or institutionalized), and cost. The IOF construct of penetration

was defined as a higher-order construct that may encompass the reach, adoption,

and organizational maintenance outcomes within RE-AIM. Within the IOF approach

acceptability, appropriateness, and feasibility did not match constitutive definitions

of dissemination or implementation but rather reflected theoretical antecedents of

implementation outcomes. Integration of the IOF approach across RE-AIM indicators

was successfully achieved by expanding the operational definitions of RE-AIM to include

antecedents to reach, adoption, implementation, and organizational maintenance.

Additional combined metrics were also introduced including penetration, individual level

utility, service provider utility, organizational utility, and systemic utility. The expanded

RE-AIM indicators move beyond the current approaches described within both the RE-

AIM framework and IOF and provides additional planning and evaluation targets that can

contribute to the scientific field and increase the translation of evidence into practice.

Keywords: translational reseach, Implementation Outcomes Framework, scale-up, implementation outcomes,

RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation and Maintenance)
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INTRODUCTION

As the field of dissemination and implementation science
matures, there are a myriad of outcomes that can be
considered across individual, organizational, and population
levels (1–4). The RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption,
Implementation, Maintenance) Framework was one of the
first outcomes-focused approaches to address individual and
organizational factors that would, if assessed and optimized,
improve the generalizability of efficacy trials, and speed the
translation of evidence-based interventions into sustained
practice (5, 6). More recently, Proctoret al. introduced the
Implementation Outcomes Framework (IOF)—specific to
dissemination and implementation trials (4). Across these
two approaches, 12 dissemination and implementation
outcomes are proposed—some are distinct, some overlap,
and some are duplicated—which can lead to difficulty in
summarizing literature, comparing across studies, and advancing
translational science.

The RE-AIM Framework includes 6 dimensions that focus
planning and evaluation on balancing internal and external
validity to develop intervention approaches that can achieve

a public health impact (see Table 1). The framework includes
dissemination outcomes at the individual (i.e., patient; reach)
and organizational (i.e., adoption) levels. It also includes

implementation outcomes that are operationalized at the
organizational level (i.e., implementation and organizational

maintenance). Finally, clinical outcomes are operationalized at
the patient/participant level (i.e., effectiveness, maintenance).
The overarching planning and evaluation goals of RE-AIM could
be described as developing and testing interventions that (1)
have the potential to reach a large and representative proportion
of the intended audience, (2) effectively improve and sustain
positive health outcomes, (3) have high adoptability across a
large and representative proportion of the population of staff
and settings intended to enact the intervention, (4) can be
consistently implemented with a high degree of fidelity to
underlying evidence-based principles at a reasonable cost, and (5)
can be sustained in typical clinical or community settings (8).

Conceptualization of the RE-AIM framework has evolved
over the past 20 years (6) to include a focus on qualitative
research (1), cost across dimensions (9), and use in hybrid
effectiveness-implementation research (10, 11). RE-AIM also
provides composite metrics that address different aspects of
intervention impact (Table 1) (12). Specifically, individual level
impact can be determined using a composite measure of
reach and effectiveness/maintenance using participation rate
weighted by representativeness and standardized effect size
weighted by differential effects across population subgroups.
Attributable individual level impact can be determined by
including population prevalence in the equation. Efficiency of
individual level impacts was also proposed using the cost per
unit of reach by effectiveness. Setting level impact measures
can be calculated combining adoption rates and implementation
fidelity—again with an option to include cost differentials.
Finally, an overall summary index can be calculated by including
composite equations for reach, effectiveness (or individual level
maintenance), adoption, and implementation (12).

The IOF presents eight implementation outcomes, including:
acceptability, adoption, appropriateness, costs, feasibility,
fidelity, penetration, and sustainability (Table 1) (4). The
IOF outcomes were conceptualized to improve the quality
of dissemination and implementation trials, through the
inclusion of measurable outcomes to enhance understanding
of implementation success and processes. The IOF was also
developed to distinguish between implementation, service,
and client outcomes, develop a taxonomy of implementation
outcomes, and highlight relationships across implementation
outcomes at various stages in implementation research.
For example, when considering the phases proposed in the
Exploration, Preparation, Implementation, and Sustainment
Model (EPIS) (13) differential levels of salience are proposed
for each outcome. Acceptability, appropriateness, feasibility,
and cost were considered most salient during the exploration
phase, though each were also considered to have a lower degree
of salience during preparation (i.e., appropriateness, feasibility),
implementation (i.e., acceptability, cost), and sustainment
(i.e., acceptability, cost) (7). Adoption was the only outcome
considered to be most salient during preparation and was
not considered salient at any other phase of implementation
research. The outcomes that were considered to have primary
salience for the implementation phase included fidelity and
penetration while fidelity and sustainability were considered the
most salient factors for the sustainment phase (7).

Similar to the RE-AIM framework, the conceptualization of
IOF outcomes has also evolved over the 9 years since its first
publication (4, 7). Of note, the concept of feasibility at the
organizational level was extended to include feasibility at the
service recipient level (7). Similarly, penetration was described as
conceptually similar to reach and some researchers have extended
the definition to include service recipients in addition to the
service setting and its subsystems (7). Finally, similar to the RE-
AIM framework the definition of cost has been refined to include
cost of implementation (4), incremental costs (7), and overall
financial impact of implementation efforts (14).

Both the RE-AIM framework and the IOF have had
a significant impact on the field of implementation and
dissemination science. RE-AIM provides a systematic planning
and evaluation model that is based on individual and
organizational outcomes, while the IOF provides conceptual
clarity to distinguish between implementation, service, and
client outcomes. Yet, there is considerable overlap between the
frameworks and, based on the initial goals of the frameworks, key
distinctions. This manuscript sought to compare, contrast and
integrate dissemination, and implementation science outcomes
included in these frameworks and provide working definitions
that could extend the current RE-AIM indicators and outcome
measurement approach.

METHODS

Operationalization of RE-AIM and IOF
Outcomes
Cross tabular comparisons were made between the constitutive
definitions of the IOF and RE-AIM framework variables
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TABLE 1 | Definitions of IOF and RE-AIM outcomes.

Implementation Outcome Definition

a. Acceptability IOF: The perception among implementation stakeholders that a given treatment, service, practice, or innovation is

agreeable, palatable, or satisfactory

RE-AIM: N/A

b. Adoption IOF: The intention, initial decision, or action to try or employ an innovation or evidence-based practice

RE-AIM: The number, proportion, and representativeness of organizations or settings that agree to deliver the

intervention, as well as the number, proportion, representativeness, and expertise of individuals in those settings that

would ultimately deliver the intervention

c. Appropriateness IOF: The perceived fit, relevance, or compatibility of the innovation or evidence-based practice for a given practice

setting, provider, or consumer; and/or perceived fit of the innovation to address a particular issue or problem

RE-AIM: N/A

d. Attributable individual level impact IOF: N/A

RE-AIM: Population Prevalence X Individual Level Impact (see Row l. below for definition)

e. Attributable organizational level impact IOF: N/A

RE-AIM: Population Prevalence X Organizational Level Impact (see Row o. below for definition)

f. Composite individual and organizational

level impact

IOF: N/A

RE-AIM: Reach + Effectiveness (or individual level Maintenance) + Adoption + Implementation/4 Maintenance (see

below for detailed equations)

g. Costs IOF: The cost impact of an implementation effort and of implementation strategies

RE-AIM: Costs related to implementation and cost-effectiveness assessment

h. Effectiveness IOF: N/A

RE-AIM: A measurement of the degree to which the intervention is producing its intended effects while assessing

potential unintended consequences and changes in quality of life

i. Feasibility IOF: The extent to which a new treatment, or an innovation, can be successfully used or carried out within a given

agency or setting

RE-AIM: N/A

j. Fidelity IOF: The degree to which an intervention was implemented as it was prescribed in the original protocol or as it was

intended by the program developers

RE-AIM: A component of implementation

k. Implementation IOF: Aligns with Fidelity

RE-AIM: Measures of cost and the degree to which the intervention is implemented with fidelity

l. Individual level impact (RE1) IOF: N/A

RE-AIM: Reach X composite Effectiveness = (participation rate - median ESdifferential characteristics ) X (median

ESkey outcomes - median ESnegative outcomes - median ESdifferential impact)

m. Individual level impact efficiency IOF: N/A

RE-AIM: (Incremental cost of treatment - control)/(incremental RE1 of treatment - control)

n. Maintenance IOF: Included as sustainability

RE-AIM: Considered at both the individual (maintenance of health outcomes ≥6 months post-intervention) and the

setting (the degree to which the intervention has been institutionalized or sustainably adopted) levels

o. Organizational level impact AI1 IOF: N/A

RE-AIM: (Organizational adoption rate - median ESdifferential setting characteristics ) X (staff adoption rate X median

ESdifferential staff characteristics ) X (median component implementation rate across staff and Tx components - median

ESdifferential implementation )

p. Penetration IOF: The integration of a practice within a service setting and its subsystems. Later definitions included integration

within service recipients (i.e., reach) (7)

RE-AIM: A component of adoption and, if service recipients included, reach

q. Reach IOF: Included if service recipients included in penetration

RE-AIM: The absolute number, proportion, and representativeness of individuals who are willing to participate in a given

initiative, intervention, or program, and reasons why or why not

r. Sustainability IOF: The extent to which a newly implemented treatment is maintained or institutionalized within a service setting’s

ongoing, stable operations

RE-AIM: Included as organizational maintenance of intervention implementation or institutionalization

(see Table 1). Framework definitions were sourced from both
the source papers as well as updated conceptualizations and
models to increase the likelihood that definitions included
advancements since initial publication (4, 6, 15). Using a content
validity approach, all co-authors independently coded IOF

constructs across the RE-AIM dimensions as either; (i) consistent
between frameworks, (C); (ii) potential combined metrics (CM)
(i.e., IOF construct aggregated across RE-AIM dimensions),
or (iii) predictors (P) (or antecedents) of dissemination or
implementation (Table 2). The study teammet monthly between
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July and December 2019 to discuss and agree on coding for
content analyses, to compare individual coding and resolve
any discrepancies between team members through consensus.
Coding of the framework definitions was completed by a senior
scientist, post-doctoral fellow, and two doctoral candidates all
specializing in dissemination and implementation science.

For the purpose of this comparison, we defined “predictors”
as constructs that act as precursors to implementation and
dissemination of evidence-based interventions. For example,
an intervention would need to be perceived as acceptable in
order for it to be adopted. Characterization as a predictor was
based on the degree to which the construct definition aligned
with constitutive definitions of dissemination (i.e., an active
approach to spreading evidence-based interventions to a target
audience) and implementation (i.e., the process of delivering
or enacting evidence-based interventions according to protocol
or principles) (15). The level of analysis operationalized as
individual (reflecting service recipients, patients, participants) or
organizational (reflecting staff, settings, and organizations) was
also identified. Gaps identified across the RE-AIM framework
and the IOF were also considered and addressed through a
proposed expansion of the operational definitions of RE-AIM
indicators. Specifically, while cost and adaptation have both been
discussed and examined in the context of both frameworks—
methods to operationalize both have been limited (4, 7, 16–19).
Framework operational definitions based on the cross tabular
comparisons are shown in Table 2.

RESULTS

Operationalisation of RE-AIM and
Implementation Outcomes
A great deal of consistency was identified across approaches,
including adoption (i.e., the intention, initial decision, or
action to try or employ an evidence-based intervention),
fidelity/implementation (i.e., the degree to which an
intervention was delivered as intended), organizational
maintenance/sustainability (i.e., extent to which a newly
implemented treatment is maintained or institutionalized),

and cost. However, cost was more explicitly defined in the
IOF as cost of an implementation effort and of any strategies
that targeted improvements in implementation whereas the
RE-AIM conceptualization of cost focused on implementation
and cost-effectiveness. The IOF construct of penetration was
defined as a higher-order construct that may encompass the
reach, adoption, and sustainability outcomes within RE-AIM.
Within the IOF approach there were also a number of constructs
that reflect theoretical antecedents of implementation outcomes
including acceptability, appropriateness, and feasibility—rather
than reflecting the constitutive definitions of dissemination or
implementation. Table 2 outlines the cross tabulation of the
constructs of the IOF and RE-AIM frameworks.

Expanded Operationalization of RE-AIM
Dimensions
Integration of the IOF constructs with the RE-AIM framework
was successfully achieved by extending the operational
definitions of each RE-AIM dimension using IOF outcomes and
antecedents. In addition, adaptation and cost considerations
by RE-AIM dimension—both highlighted, but not explicitly
included across dissemination and implementation outcomes
were included in the expanded indicators; see Table 3. The
dimensions of effectiveness and individual-level maintenance
were the only RE-AIM components that were not expanded
through this process. In addition, the IOF concepts of adoption
and sustainability were identified as duplicates with the RE-AIM
domains of adoption (staff/service provider- and organizational-
level) and organizational-level maintenance, respectively, and
were operationalized as such.

The IOF constructs of acceptability, appropriateness, and
feasibility were included as multi-leveled variables across reach,
adoption, implementation, and organizational maintenance.
However, the level of application is hypothesized to differ by
dimension and temporality of assessment of the construct relative
to the initial implementation (e.g., before, during, and after).
Specifically, initial perceptions of intervention acceptability,
appropriateness, and feasibility were operationalized as unique
antecedents of reach (i.e., individual-level; participants/patients)

TABLE 2 | Cross-tabular comparison of RE-AIM and IOF outcomes.

Implementation outcome framework RE-AIM Level of analysis

Reach Effectiveness Adoption Implementation Maintenance

Acceptability P P P O

Adoption C O

Appropriateness P P P O

Costs C O

Feasibility P P P O

Fidelity P C O

Penetration CM CM CM O

Sustainability C O

Level of analysis I I O O I / O

C, Consistent between frameworks; CM, Potential combined metric; P, Predictor of implementation/dissemination; I, Individual; O, Organizational.
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TABLE 3 | Expanded operationalization of RE-AIM.

Dimension Expanded operational definition

Reach • Number of participants or individuals that participate in or are exposed to a clinical or public health intervention

• Proportion of the intended audience that participate in or are exposed to a clinical or public health intervention

• The representativeness of participants relative to the intended population that participate in or are exposed to a clinical or public health

intervention

• Antecedent assessments—service recipient perceptions of:

◦ Appropriateness (IOF definition—consumer level)

◦ Acceptability (The perception among service recipients that a given treatment, service, practice, or innovation is agreeable, palatable,

or satisfactory)

◦ Feasibility (The extent to which a new treatment, or an innovation, can be successfully used or carried out by a service recipient)

• Cost of dissemination strategies intended to increase participation of those whose health would benefit from the intervention*

Effectiveness • The degree to which the intervention is producing its intended effects while assessing potential unintended consequences and changes

in quality of life

• Cost-benefit based on total intervention costs by magnitude of effectiveness

• No expansion proposed for this dimension

Adoption • Number of settings that participate in or are exposed to the public health intervention

• Proportion of the intended settings and staff that deliver or are exposed to the public health intervention

• Representativeness of settings relative to the intended population that participate in or are exposed to the public health intervention

• Antecedent assessments—organizational staff and stakeholder perceptions of:

◦ Acceptability (organizational satisfaction with various aspects of the public health intervention and intervention congruence with

organizational mission)

◦ Appropriateness (IOF definition—organization or setting level)

◦ Feasibility (IOF definition– The extent to which a new treatment, or an innovation, can be successfully used or carried out within a

given agency or setting)

• Start-up cost assessment

• Costs of dissemination strategies intended to increase participation of staff and settings in implementation of the EBI

Implementation • Consistency of delivery as intended and in the time required across staff and organizations

• Adaptation

◦ Assessing indicators of adaptation prior to, during, and following implementation of the intervention

◦ Document who, what, when, where, and why adaptations were made (18, 20)

◦ Document how the adaptation was consistent with the underlying evidence-based principles of the intervention as previously tested

(20)

• Antecedent assessments:

◦ Organizational experience of acceptability (organizational satisfaction with various aspects of the public health intervention and

intervention congruence with organizational mission)

◦ Organizational experience of appropriateness (IOF definition—organization or setting level)

◦ Organizational experience of feasibility (IOF definition– The extent to which a new treatment, or an innovation, can be successfully

used or carried out within a given agency or setting)

• Cost of implementation

• Cost of strategies targeting quality of implementation

• Budget impact assessment

Maintenance—individual

level

• The extent to which the intervention’s primary outcome is sustained ≥6 months after intervention completion

• No expansion recommended for this dimension

Maintenance—

organizational

level

The public health intervention becomes institutionalized or part of the routine organizational practices and policies

• Antecedent assessments

◦ Experienced acceptability (Organizational satisfaction with various aspects of the public health intervention and intervention

congruence with organizational mission)

◦ Experienced appropriateness (IOF definition—organization or setting level)

◦ Experienced feasibility of EBI to the intended staff and setting intended to implement.

• Cost of sustained implementation

• Cost of strategies targeting sustained implementation

Combined metrics • Individual-level impact: reach X effectiveness

• Individual-level impact efficiency: incremental cost increases by unit of reach X effectiveness

• Organizational level impact: adoption X implementation (or organizational maintenance)

• Attributable individual-level impact: population prevalence X individual level impact

• Attributable organizational-level impact: population prevalence X organizational level impact

• Comprehensive individual/organizational impact: reach + effectiveness (or individual level maintenance) + adoption + implementation/4

maintenance

• Penetration: reach X adoption X organizational maintenance

• Individual level utility: participant ratings of acceptability X appropriateness X feasibility

• Service provider utility: implementation staff ratings of acceptability X appropriateness X feasibility

• Organizational utility: organizational decision maker ratings of acceptability X appropriateness X feasibility

• Systemic Utility: individual utility + service provider utility + organizational utility

*Text in Italics represents new components of each RE-AIM dimension.
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and adoption (i.e., staff, setting, organization-level; service
providers/organizational decision makers). In each of these cases
the temporal assessment of these constructs and the potential for
predictive validity is hypothesized to be dependent on the initial
perceptions of the intervention prior to individual (reach) or
organizational (adoption) decisions on engagement or uptake. In
contrast, organizational experience—indicating a later temporal
assessment following the initial actions of implementation—of
acceptability, appropriateness, and feasibility were hypothesized
to be antecedents of implementation fidelity (i.e., staff, setting,
organizational-level) and organizational-level maintenance.

Cost specification was also expanded across reach, adoption,
implementation, and organizational maintenance outcomes. An
overarching consideration included that for most outcomes
at least two categories of costs could be assessed—the
cost of a dissemination or implementation strategy used
to enhance a specific RE-AIM dimension and the cost of
completing the activities associated with each dimension. For
example, an implementation strategy could include the cost
of training staff on the intervention delivery and the cost of
implementing the intervention itself. The training costs are
distinct from the ongoing operational costs for intervention
implementation. In addition to these two costs, specific budget
impact assessments (16) are included to provide practical
information for implementation sites.

Of note, adaptation was not included in the original
operational definitions provided by the IOF and RE-AIM
framework. Recently, however, there have been suggestions to
advance the consideration of adaptation within the context of
implementation (17). To address this need we expanded the
implementation dimension to include assessing indicators of
adaptation prior to, during, and following implementation of
the intervention. Initial indicators were based on suggestions
from Stirman-Wiltsey et al. to document who, what, when,
where, and why adaptations were made (18, 20). In addition, we
included documentation on how the adaptation was consistent
with the underlying evidence-based principles of the intervention
as previously tested (20).

The final area of expansion of RE-AIM indicators was in
the realm of combined metrics. Penetration was operationalized
to include the product of reach, adoption, and organizational
maintenance to provide an overarching system-based outcome.
Other expanded combined metrics focused on determining the
utility of an intervention at the participant, service provider,
and organizational decision-maker level. In each case, utility was
defined as the product of ratings of acceptability, appropriateness,
and feasibility. Each of these metrics were further combined as an
aggregate rating to produce a measure of systemic utility.

DISCUSSION

This manuscript described the process used to compare,
contrast and integrate dissemination and implementation science
outcomes included in the RE-AIM framework and the IOF. We
used a cross-tabular content analysis to compare between the
frameworks which highlighted similarities and key differences.

In addition, we integrated IOF within the context of the
RE-AIM dimensions which generated an increased depth for
a number of constructs and provided additional guidance
on the possibility to examine combined metrics-particularly
during later stages of scale-up activities. Based on this
work we hypothesize that assessment of the expanded RE-
AIM outcomes will improve the ability of dissemination and
implementation scientists to document key outcomes that reflect
the achievement of translating evidence-based interventions that
promote public health.

The primary distinction between the two frameworks was an
inclusion of individual level factors (RE-AIM) and predictors
or antecedents of dissemination and implementation outcomes
(IOF). The distinctions between these two models is not
surprising when considering the rationale for the development
of each (4, 5). The IOF was developed to better clarify
dissemination and implementation outcomes for the specific
field of dissemination and implementation research (4). In
contrast, the RE-AIM framework was developed to be used
across the translational spectrum of research and encourage
some assessment of external validity in efficacy trials while
also encouraging some assessment of internal validity in
dissemination and implementation trials (21). The comparison
between the frameworks allowed the consideration of variables
that can be assessed at the individual, service-recipient level
and those that can be assessed at an organizational and service
provider level.

As Table 2 demonstrated, the primary overlap between the
frameworks was within the organizational components of the
RE-AIM framework. This highlighted a limitation of the IOF
in the area of understanding a key dissemination outcome—
reach. Reach, which can be considered an operationalization
of consumer-demand for an evidence-based intervention, has
been proposed as a key factor in organizational uptake
and sustainability (22). While the explicit focus on reach
may have been a limitation of the IOF, the focus on
acceptability, appropriateness, and feasibility—albeit at the
level of the service provider, organization, and organizational
sub-systems—was a strength. We proposed that acceptability,
appropriateness, and feasibility could be considered at multiple
levels and at different temporal points across the translation
research spectrum. First, these constructs would enhance the
understanding of acceptability, appropriateness, and feasibility
of service recipients. When applied to service recipients, the
population that would have health benefits from the evidence-
based intervention, understanding these variables can provide
valuable information relative to the potential for an evidence-
based approach to achieve high reach (23). By integrating
these ideas within an expanded operationalization of RE-
AIM indicators, it also provides additional planning and
evaluation metrics that can heighten the likelihood of achieving
broach reach when an intervention is taken to scale. Second,
operationalizing these constructs temporally would entail the
use of future and present tense language that could easily be
applied to existing validated tools. For example, Weiner et al.
(24) measures of intervention appropriateness and feasibility
include temporal language appropriate for reach and adoption
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(e.g., this intervention seems doable) that could be adapted
for prediction of ongoing implementation and organizational
maintenance (e.g., this intervention is/was doable) reflecting
experience in participation and delivery.

The newly expanded RE-AIM indicators has the potential
to perform well due to its expanded definitions, in regards to
assessment within staged research models such as the Pathways
to Scale-Up Model (Pathways) (25), used primarily in Australia,
to determine intervention readiness for broad application.
“Pathways” describes four stages of scaling up evidence-
based interventions: development, efficacy, effectiveness, and
dissemination (25). As the RE-AIM framework was developed
to be applicable across the translational research spectrum
(21, 26), it has greater utility than the IOF for investigators
using models such as “Pathways” —which can be applied to
both evidence-based interventions as well as novel intervention
approaches based on sound theory—and requires the assessment
of service recipient outcomes (25). Similarly, the expanded
RE-AIM metrics also may be ideal for hybrid effectiveness-
implementation trials (27) that necessitate assessing effectiveness
at the service recipient level and implementation at the service
provider or organizational level. Contextual assessment is also
a key component for hybrid type 1 trials that have a primary
outcome of effectiveness. The assessment of context can include
examining barriers and facilitators to future implementation
efforts, potential for adoption and sustainability, and likelihood
of high reach. The expanded RE-AIM metrics provide further
contextual information related to acceptability, appropriateness,
and feasibility that could advance understanding of how best
to design implementation fit for the intended audience or
service provider.

The assessment of cost was increased to move beyond
cost of implementation and implementation strategies,
cost effectiveness, and budget impact analysis to a more
comprehensive assessment across RE-AIM dimensions.
This aligns with the importance of a wide range of cost
considerations used by policy makers and organizational
leaders (16). The area of cost assessment and analysis in
dissemination and implementation science is emerging (16, 19)
and the expanded cost metrics provide a methodology for
assessing costs related to reach, adoption, implementation,
and organizational maintenance—with a focus on both the
strategies used to enhance each outcome and the operational
costs associated with each dimension. This will allow for the
development of cost simulation models (28) that could vary
dissemination and implementation strategy use and provide
variable budget impact scenarios for systems considering the
uptake of a new evidence-based intervention. For example, a
new evidence-based diabetes prevention intervention, being
introduced for community YMCAs could use dissemination
and implementation strategies that include marketing strategies
to increase adoption, participant incentives to increase reach,
auditing and feedback processes to improve implementation,
and a budget matrixing activity to improve likelihood of
organizational maintenance. With the appropriate data on
responsiveness of each RE-AIM outcome to the respective
dissemination and implementation strategy, would allow

a determination of the cost and impact with and without
each strategy.

Adaptation was not explicitly defined in either the RE-
AIM Framework or IOF, but is necessary to consider during
the implementation of an intervention (6). Adaptations (i.e.,
changes to the intervention components, and delivery method)
may elicit changes in the effectiveness of interventions (both
positive and negative), and as such it is vital that these are
noted and assessed when possible, serving as a useful insight
into intervention components across the stages. Despite the
potential for adaptations to alter effectiveness of interventions,
there are several benefits that arise—such as addressing barriers
to program adoption, implementation, and sustainment at the
individual, service and organizational level (29). As noted by
several authors, the key to determining the impact of adaptations
is careful tracking and reporting of how, why, and by whom the
adaptations were made and the resulting changes in individual
and organizational outcomes (20, 30). It is of note that recent
conceptual descriptions of adaptations related to the RE-AIM
framework (31) highlighted the likelihood that adaptations are
iterative and may be addressed across adoption, implementation,
and sustainability—additional research in this area will help to
determine at which points meaningful adaptation occurs.

The combined metrics proposed for the RE-AIM framework
have not been broadly used across the extant public health or
dissemination and implementation science literature. It is unclear
whether this uptake is based on the lack of applicability of these
metrics and/or the difficulty in gathering all the necessary data.
Still, the original combined metrics provided an opportunity to
consider a single number to assess individual and organizational
impact (12). We proposed these metrics to allow for the scientific
comparison of differential impact of various dissemination and
implementation science strategies. Broader evaluation efforts
that include attributable individual-level impact, penetration,
and individual-level utility may help researchers and public
health professionals better understand intervention reach and,
if needed, adapt recruitment and retention efforts to improve
individual-level engagement and sustained participation. This is
also applicable to adoption at the service provider and system
level. These combined metrics may provide additional, and
potentially more practical, ways to assess utility at multiple levels
and across time with relatively simple measures that can be
proactively collected (24). Further, using the expanded RE-AIM
outcomes may not only speed up the translation of evidence
into practice, in an attempt to alleviate the stark difference that
exists between research and policy timelines (32), but may also
help researchers and policy makers to determine cost-impacts of
interventions. For an intervention to be novel to policy makers,
it needs to provide favorable outcomes at the individual and
organizational level, aligned with their specific policy goals, as
well as having cost benefit (33). The expanded RE-AIM indicators
presented here moves beyond current approaches and provided
additional planning and evaluations targets that can contribute
to dissemination and implementation science and increase the
translation of evidence into practice.

A potential limitation of our expanded RE-AIM approach
is that, by including antecedents to dissemination and
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implementation outcomes we are initiating a shift from an
outcome framework to a blended outcome framework and
explanatory model (34). As such, the expanded outcomes we
propose limit other factors that could provide explanation for
specific reach, adoption, implementation, and organizational
maintenance outcomes. For example, the Practical, Robust
Implementation, and Sustainability Model (PRISM) evaluates
the impact of a public health intervention on various domains
of RE-AIM as they translate to real-world practice (35). The
model considers organizational and patient perspectives of the
intervention characteristics, drawing similarities to intervention
beneficiary and organizational evaluations of acceptability,
appropriateness, and feasibility—though they do not explicitly
list these as potential constructs (35, 36). The expanded RE-
AIM indicators presented here may simply set the stage to
consider theoretically-compelling constructs that could be
dissemination and implementation strategy targets to improve
RE-AIM outcomes through theoretically derived mediators
(37). Additionally, conducting concurrent validity testing on
data collected on the indicators that are consistent between
the RE-AIM and IOF frameworks would be valuable in a
future study.

The expansion to RE-AIM indictors is intended to improve
the planning and outcomes related to health-enhancing
interventions. However, a potential unintended consequence
of this paper is that it is counter to the intuitive nature of the
RE-AIM framework (38). That is, by adding complexity to the
breadth of RE-AIM indicators it could be a barrier to applying
the framework. This paper highlights the similarities between
RE-AIM and the IOF, pushes the boundaries of how best to
consider dissemination and implementation outcomes, and
provides opportunities for confirmation or rejection of the

expanded RE-AIM indicators. It is hypothesized that the use
of the expanded RE-AIM indicators across the dissemination
and implementation research continuum may assist in speeding
up the translation of evidence into practice—and advance the
science surrounding that translation. Each of the proposed
expansions should be examined, from a scientific and pragmatic
perspective, to determine the salience of the indicators and
metrics across research and practice stakeholder groups.
Understanding the practicality, reliability, and validity of our
approach will help to advance the planning and evaluation of
future translational research studies focused on developing and
testing evidence-based interventions.
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RE-AIM is a widely adopted, robust implementation science (IS) framework used to

inform intervention and implementation design, planning, and evaluation, as well as

to address short-term maintenance. In recent years, there has been growing focus

on the longer-term sustainability of evidence-based programs, policies and practices

(EBIs). In particular, investigators have conceptualized sustainability as the continued

health impact and delivery of EBIs over a longer period of time (e.g., years after

initial implementation) and incorporated the complex and evolving nature of context.

We propose a reconsideration of RE-AIM to integrate recent conceptualizations of

sustainability with a focus on addressing dynamic context and promoting health equity.

In this Perspective, we present an extension of the RE-AIM framework to guide

planning, measurement/evaluation, and adaptations focused on enhancing sustainability.

We recommend consideration of: (1) extension of “maintenance” within RE-AIM to

include recent conceptualizations of dynamic, longer-term intervention sustainability

and “evolvability” across the life cycle of EBIs, including adaptation and potential

de-implementation in light of changing and evolving evidence, contexts, and population

needs; (2) iterative application of RE-AIM assessments to guide adaptations and enhance

long-term sustainability; (3) explicit consideration of equity and cost as fundamental,

driving forces that need to be addressed across RE-AIM dimensions to enhance

sustainability; and (4) use or integration of RE-AIM with other existing frameworks that

address key contextual factors and examine multi-level determinants of sustainability.

Finally, we provide testable hypotheses and detailed research questions to inform future

research in these areas.

Keywords: RE-AIM, sustainability, sustainment, frameworks, health equity, implementation science, evaluation,

adaptation
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INTRODUCTION

RE-AIM is a robust framework that has been widely applied
over the past 20 years across a range of public health,
clinical, community, and behavioral settings (1–4). RE-AIM
was created to help address the well-documented research-to-
practice gap that hinders the reduction of health inequities
and widespread population health impact. It is one of the
most commonly applied frameworks in public health, health
behavior, and implementation science (IS) (2–5). RE-AIM can
facilitate transparent reporting (1) and enhance planning for
successful dissemination and implementation of evidence-based
interventions, programs, practices, and policies (“EBIs”). Recent
years have seen expansion of RE-AIM to address contextual
factors (e.g., RE-AIM/PRISM); (4, 6) and integrate qualitative
methods (7, 8).

As a framework, RE-AIM has both individual-level and
staff/setting-level dimensions, including Reach and Effectiveness
(individual-level), Adoption and Implementation (staff and
setting levels), andMaintenance (both individual and staff/setting
levels). Recognizing sustained delivery and impact of EBIs as
central challenges across settings, RE-AIM has historically been
one of the few IS frameworks that explicitly built in measurement
and consideration of “maintenance.” “Maintenance” in RE-AIM
has been operationalized at the individual level (e.g., long-
term effectiveness or impact of EBI) and the setting level
(e.g., sustainability of EBI program components after original
implementation). The “maintenance” dimension of RE-AIM
has typically been assessed at relatively short-term intervals
(e.g., 6 months after EBI delivered or initially implemented)
and its evaluation has focused on the extent to which a
program/policy becomes institutionalized (e.g., made part of
routine organizational practices and policies) (4).

Within IS, there is growing recognition of the importance
of understanding and addressing longer-term sustainability of
EBIs (9–12). Achieving sustained impact and delivery of EBIs
over time has been identified as one of the most important
yet understudied challenges across settings, populations, and
health issues (9, 10, 13, 14). There is growing consensus on
conceptualizations and definitions of sustainability; e.g., Moore
et al. (15) described sustainability as “after a defined period of
time, the program, clinical intervention, and/or implementation
strategies continue to be delivered and/or individual behavior
change (i.e., clinician, patient) is maintained; the program
and individual behavior change may evolve or adapt while
continuing to produce benefits for individuals/systems.” Of note,
we recognize that the terms sustainment and sustainability
are both used in reference to the outcome of an intervention
being delivered over time, as well as the characteristics of the
intervention that make it more likely to be delivered over time.
For this paper, we used the term “sustainability” to refer to both
the desired outcome and the characteristics or processes by which
it is more likely maintained.

There has been an important shift away from “static”
conceptualizations of sustainability, with awareness that this may
impede adoption of more effective practices as the environment
changes or new evidence emerges. Investigators also increasingly

recognize the need for a dynamic conceptualization of
sustainability, in light of complex “real-world” contexts in
which EBIs are delivered that require responsiveness, capacity
building, and adaptation of EBIs (10, 11, 16). This is consistent
with the Dynamic Sustainability Framework (DSF) (17), which
focuses on continued learning and evaluation, problem-solving,
improvement and ongoing adaptation of EBIs to enhance
fit with contexts and populations. Just as a balance between
fidelity and adaptation is needed to achieve “fit” in the context
of pre-implementation and implementation efforts (18, 19),
there is a similar balance between sustainability of original
EBIs and ongoing “evolvability” to achieve ongoing fit and
sustained population health impact within broader communities
or health systems. Evolvability (20) relates to the adaptation of
EBIs and implementation strategies in response to changing
contexts and resources over time, as well as emerging needs
and evidence across the life cycle of an EBI. This includes both
the systematic, planned adaptation of EBIs and strategies, as
well as ongoing refinement of EBIs and strategies organically
within specific community or clinical settings. Over an EBI’s life
cycle, this evolution within a changing system or organization
may ultimately involve “de-implementation,” or the removal
or replacement of EBIs that no longer fit or are ineffective
(21, 22).

As explicated below, equity and costs are foundational driving
forces across RE-AIM dimensions that shape sustained impact,
and warrant the need for initial and ongoing adaptation. EBIs can
only succeed at the population health level if they are affordable
across most settings and are delivered routinely and equitably
over time across diverse settings and populations. As we consider
the life cycle of an intervention (18), it may be less useful to think
about “sustainability” of the original EBIs as an “end goal” (17),
and instead consider “evolvability” across the dynamic life cycle
of the EBI within a broader context or system, with the goal of
sustainable and equitable health impact.

Important gaps persist in existing frameworks’ ability
to provide guidance in concretely conceptualizing,
measuring/operationalizing, and planning for longer-term
sustainability within a dynamic context. For example, RE-
AIM does not capture such dynamic conceptualizations of
sustainability, and has often been applied as a “one-time”
evaluation and planning tool. Given the numerous conceptual
frameworks and models in IS (2, 23, 24), we did not seek to
create a new framework. Instead, we propose an expansion of
RE-AIM to enhance sustainability by focusing on key issues
across RE-AIM dimensions, with the goal of increasing health
impact and health equity over time.

The purposes of this article are to: (1) discuss the extension of
RE-AIM to address dynamic conceptualization of sustainability
over time, including iterative application of RE-AIM to
guide adaptation and evolvability of EBIs and implementation
strategies; (2) provide concrete guidance on issues pertinent
to understanding, measuring, and planning for sustainability
in changing context, including explicit consideration of costs
and equity; and (3) propose testable hypotheses and detailed
research questions to guide future research that applies RE-AIM
for sustainability.
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Applying Re-Aim to Enhance Sustainability
The following sections discuss and provide recommendations
to guide planning, adaptation, and measurement when
applying RE-AIM to facilitate sustainability, reflecting dynamic
sustainability with a focus on context and equity. Each section
concludes with example hypotheses to guide research. Five key
issues are discussed below, and summarized in Table 1 and
Figure 1.

1. Extending and Reframing “Maintenance” Within

RE-AIM to Include Recent Conceptualizations of

Sustainability as an Outcome
Given growing consensus of sustainability as dynamic in nature,
it is important that indicators of sustainability reflect this longer-
term conceptualization. While 6 months, as originally proposed
in RE-AIM (1), is useful in providing an indicator of early
maintenance, a more comprehensive approach to also capturing
sustainability over time includes measurement at least 1 year post
initial implementation and over time (e.g., quarterly to annually)
(9, 10).

Consistent with recent conceptualizations (10–
12), we recommend that operational indicators of
maintenance/sustainability include (see Table 1 for details):
(1) extent to which the core components/functions of EBIs
and implementation strategies continue to be delivered over
time with fidelity (e.g., continuation of active ingredients
and essential functions/related activities) (25, 26), and the
“evolvability” of the EBI and implementation strategies (27)
needed to support continued EBI delivery over time, including
adaptations (planned and organic) and why they occur; (2)
extent to which the EBI has continued impact on health
behaviors/outcomes, when feasible, including patterns in health
inequities over time (e.g., who continues to experience health
benefits and who does not); and (3) extent to which community
and organizational capacity and infrastructure to deliver the EBI
are maintained, including partnerships, networks, and coalitions.
It is critical to actively engage with stakeholders (e.g., community
members, implementers, organizational leaders) to prioritize
which maintenance/sustainability outcomes will be measured
and when (e.g., which are meaningful and pragmatic to assess
and how often). We also recognize the challenges of including
ongoing measurement of the effectiveness of EBIs; while in some
cases, existing resources may provide data to monitor frequent
and continued impact on health behaviors/outcomes, we realize
this may not feasible across all settings.

Example Hypothesis: Informed by a broadened, longer-term

conceptualization of sustainability, the dose and nature of

implementation strategies needed to initially implement an EBI will

differ from the strategies needed to sustain an EBI over time (e.g.

implementation strategies focused on sustainability may relate to

providing proactive planning and ongoing evaluation/monitoring

to manage likely changes in the implementation setting, including

turnover, EHR upgrades, treatment guideline updates, changes in

patient population).

2. To Facilitate Sustainability, Planned Adaptations,

and Evolutions Must Be Made Across the Life Cycle

of EBIs to Respond to Changing Context
In many cases it is neither feasible nor optimal to continue to
deliver the same EBI “protocol” with high fidelity, as context
changes over time and across settings. There is often a need
in early program stages to make planned “fidelity-consistent”
adaptations that reflect diverse settings, cultures, and populations
in which they are delivered (16, 18, 28). Failing to make planned
cultural or contextual adaptations may have adverse impact on
effectiveness, and ultimately, perpetuate health inequities (28,
29). EBIs and implementation strategies that are not aligned
with and do not reflect changing community needs, culture, and
context are unlikely to be sustained or have sustained impact
over time.

It is also likely that there will be evolving evidence (e.g.,
guidelines change, new populations are exposed to EBI with
varied results), setting changes (e.g., staff turnover/attrition;
resources change), and shifting population health needs over
time that require ongoing adaptations or refinements over
time. We recommend proactively planning for adaptations, and
documenting why adaptations are needed, and the extent to
which EBIs and implementation strategies evolve over the life
cycle of a program (16). Iterative application and measurement
of RE-AIM dimensions over time enables documentation of
effective adaptations to retain fit with ever evolving context.
De-implementation (e.g., the removal or replacement of low-
value, harmful, costly or non-evidence-based care/EBIs (21, 22),
including the need to make a program and its delivery less
expensive), may also be necessary and should be tracked to
inform changes in implementation.

Example Hypothesis: Settings that maintain core functions of

EBIs but include proactive, planned, iterative adaptations to

intervention components and implementation strategies in response

to changing context and needs will be sustained longer than

those that do not, and will have greater impact on reducing

health inequities.

3. Assessment and Feedback on RE-AIM Indicators

as an Iterative Method to Guide Adaptations
Assessment of RE-AIM dimensions can help guide settings on
how to proactively monitor or adapt and may identify early
indicators of sustainability challenges, including the need to
“change course” to promote the sustainability of EBIs over
time. Results on RE-AIM dimensions should not be assumed
to be static. Thus, as explicated in Table 1, RE-AIM indicators
(e.g., Reach, Effectiveness) should be measured repeatedly and
iteratively when possible to provide insight into how to achieve
sustained health impacts (4, 30), monitor progress, and shed
light on where and when both equity and sustainability issues
arise (e.g., over time, which populations and settings is the
intervention reaching, and why or why not?).

These findings may impact the nature and timing of
actionable solutions across RE-AIM dimensions and program
life cycle —e.g., adapt the recruitment or implementation
strategies. RE-AIM qualitative probes (8) can also be used
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TABLE 1 | Iterative application and operationalization of RE-AIM for Sustainability, with a focus on health equity and dynamic context over time.

Reach

Indicators: Number, proportion, representativeness of individuals who participate in EBI.

Key Questions: Who was the intended audience and who actually participated? Why or why not? How can we better reach them and engage with them?

Health Equity Considerations: Are all populations equitably reached by the EBI? Who is not reached by the EBI (in terms of a range of social dimensions and social

determinants of health) and why? How can we better reach those who are not receiving the EBI and ensure we are reaching those who experience inequities related to

social dimensions and social/structural determinants of health?

Sustainability Considerations: Who is/isn’t reached by the EBI at various time points over time? (e.g., iterative measurement of Reach). Why or why not?

Effectiveness

Indicators: The impact of an intervention on important health behaviors or outcomes, including quality of life (QOL) and unintended negative consequences; consider

heterogeneity of effects.

Key Questions: Is the EBI effective? For whom? Are there any negative and/or unintended effects?

Health Equity Considerations: Are the health impacts experienced equitable across all groups on the basis of various social dimensions and social/structural determinants

of health- why or why not? Do certain groups experience higher levels of negative effects or burdens?

Sustainability Considerations: Does the EBI continue to be effective at various time points over time? Among whom?

Adoption

Indicators: The number, proportion, and representativeness of: (a) settings; and (b) staff/interventionists who deliver the program, including reasons for adoption or

non-adoption across settings and interventionists.

Key Questions: Where was the EBI applied and by who? Which sites/staff were invited and which excluded? Which participated and not? Why? How can the

setting/context/staff be better supported to deliver the EBI?

Health Equity Considerations: Did all settings equitably adopt the EBI? Which settings and staff adopted and applied the EBI? Which did not and why?Were low-resource

settings able to adopt the EBI to the same extent as higher-resource settings? What adaptations might be needed to facilitate adoption?

Sustainability Considerations: Which settings/staff continue to deliver the EBI over time? Which do not and why?

Implementation

Indicators: At multiple setting and staff levels, continued and consistent delivery of the EBI (and implementation strategies) as intended (fidelity), as well as adaptions

made and costs of implementation.

Key Questions: Was the EBI and/or implementation strategies delivered consistently- why or why not? How was it be adapted and why? How much did it cost? How

can we ensure the key functions of the EBI are delivered? Informed by existing implementation frameworks (e.g., PRISM, CFIR), what multi-level contextual determinants

matter for implementation?

Health Equity Considerations: Were the EBI and implementation strategies equitably delivered across settings/staff? Which settings/staff successfully delivered the EBI

and implementation strategies and which did not and why? Do all settings/staff have the capacity and resources to deliver the EBI on an ongoing basis? What adaptations

might be needed to promote equity and address social determinants of health?

Sustainability Considerations: How do we ensure that the EBI continues to be delivered consistently over time, especially in the context of reduced funding? Are

certain implementation strategies more likely to sustain EBIs and have sustained impact than others?

Maintenance/Sustainability

Indicators: Extent to which (a) health impact/benefits, outcomes, behaviors continue for patients/consumers at the individual level, including patterns in health inequities

over time; (b) program activities or core components/functions of the original EBI (and strategies) continue to be delivered at setting/staff level with fidelity (e.g.,

continuation of active ingredients and essential functions/related activities), as well as the “evolvability” of the EBI and implementation strategies needed to support

EBI delivery over time, including adaptations (planned and organic) and why they occur; (c) community and organizational capacity and infrastructure to deliver the EBI

are maintained, including partnerships, networks, and coalitions; and when applicable (d) institutionalization, or extent to which EBI becomes part of routine organizational

practices/policies (when considered dynamically over time) (all above measured initially 6 months after initial implementation and at least 1 year post EBI implementation

and on ongoing basis, e.g., quarterly to annually). For the above, includes proportion and representativeness of settings that continue EBI and reasons why/not.

Key Questions: What sustainability strategies can be used to sustain the program long-term beyond 1 year after implementation and longer? What are the costs and

return on value of sustainability of an EBI? How can we support and incorporate the EBI so it is delivered past initial implementation or after the funding is over? Informed

by existing sustainability frameworks (e.g., PSAT, ISF), what multi-level contextual determinants matter for sustainability?

Health Equity Considerations: Is the EBI being equitably sustained? What settings and populations continue to be reached long-term by the EBI and continue to receive

benefits over time- why or why not? Do adaptations to EBIs reduce or exacerbate health inequities over time? Do all settings have continued capacity and partnerships

to maintain delivery of EBIs? Are the determinants of sustainability the same across low-resource and high-resource settings? How do social determinants of health

shape inequitable implementation and sustainability of EBIs over time?

Sustainability Considerations: As the program continues and the context and evidence changes, what adaptations (to the program, strategies, and setting) are needed

to continue delivering the EBI long-term? Are there opportunities to build capacity at sites with low maintenance to promote longer-term sustainability? What would it

take for sites to sustain the EBI over the long term? What are key multi-level barriers to continued program sustainability over time among a range of stakeholders?

What are factors or strategies that might support continuation of the program? Over time as evidence changes, is de-implementation of some program elements a

more appropriate outcome than continued delivery of the program? Are there sustainability strategies that are effective at maintaining impact and delivery over time?

to (a) help ensure that the perspectives of key stakeholders
and community members are being assessed regularly; and
that (b) stakeholders are being actively engaged in planning

for sustainability in ways consistent with their values (e.g.,
“What would it take for you/your organization/your community
to sustain the EBI over the long term?”) (12). Aligned
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FIGURE 1 | An extension of RE-AIM to enhance sustainability: Cross-cutting issues and iterative application of RE-AIM for sustainability, to guide adaptations and

evolvability of EBIs/implementation strategies, address dynamic context, and promote equity across the life cycle of an EBI.

with existing taxonomies of implementation strategies (e.g.,
evaluation/iterative strategies) (27, 31), RE-AIM can be used as
a tool to complement existing quality improvement (QI) and
performance management resources (e.g., PDSA cycles) (32, 33).
As such, iterative application of RE-AIM can provide guidance
and a conceptually-based, standardized evaluation approach to
understand what is working or not; this information can be used
to inform QI activities (e.g., who participates and why; where
in the system is implementation of highest/lowest quality), with
implications for long-term sustainability and impact.

Example Hypothesis: Programs that iteratively assess and address

RE-AIM dimensions over time to guide their sustainability

planning and adaptations will have stronger sustainability

outcomes (e.g. higher levels of continued delivery of EBI; higher

levels of sustained behavior change across population groups) than

those that do not.

4. Other Sustainability Frameworks Can Be

Integrated With RE-AIM to Understand Key

Sustainability Determinants
While several frameworks provide consideration of multi-level
contextual factors that influence sustainability, many have been
most explicitly applied in the context of implementation (34) e.g.,
PRISM (6, 35); and Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research [CFIR; (36)]. There may be value in also considering
frameworks that have focused specifically on sustainability,
including the Program Sustainability Assessment Tool [PSAT;
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(37)] and the Integrated Sustainability Framework [ISF; (11)],
which provide a strong foundation for understanding multi-
level contextual determinants of sustainability, but less guidance
in measuring sustainability outcomes, or thinking explicitly
about dynamic sustainability. These multi-level determinant
frameworks may call attention to constructs that are particularly
important to sustainability (e.g., sustainability planning, funding
stability, staff retention over time), and can be integrated with
RE-AIM to inform questions, measurements and actions related
to contextual determinants of sustainability. For example, the
ISF could be used to understand and assess multi-level aspects
that may influence sustainability- e.g., “How have program
champions played a role in sustaining the EBI?” Data from
such qualitative assessments would preferably be integrated
with quantitative measures of sustainability determinants (e.g.,
informed by the ISF or PSAT). It is important to recognize that
sustainability determinants themselves are likely not static, and
may change over time.

Example Hypotheses: 1) Programs that explicitly address multi-

level contextual determinants of sustainability will produce higher

levels of sustainability and equity than those that do not;

2) Programs that address changing multi-level context and

determinants of sustainability will be sustained longer than those

addressing only one level.

5. Focus on Costs and Equity as Key Drivers of

Sustainability Can Inform and Guide Dynamic

Sustainability
Promoting health equity1 (39, 40) is a central part of our
conceptualization and measurement of sustainability, and RE-
AIM indicators should be tracked over time to identify
and address inequities when they arise (further explicated in
Table 1). All RE-AIM dimensions include representativeness
(heterogeneity, generalization), which should be assessed across
different types of patient/population subgroups of focus (e.g.,
by race/ethnicity, age, disability, insurance status, literacy level,
social determinants of health), and settings (e.g., urban/rural,
lower vs. higher resource settings). Consistent with notions of
“equitable implementation” (40), it is critical to document and
address inequities as they emerge across all RE-AIM dimensions.
Not doing so risks maintaining or even exacerbating health
inequities, and ultimately inequitable use of EBIs over time.

Issues of cost and resources required are strongly tied to health
equity. For example, if an EBI is not feasible for delivery in certain
settings (e.g., community health centers) due to constrained
resources or insufficient staff, inequities may result. This is
because these settings often reach populations that experience
disproportionate social stressors and greater structural barriers to
care. At the individual level, if participation requires considerable

1“Health equity means that everyone has a fair and just opportunity to be as

healthy as possible. This requires removing obstacles to health such as poverty,

discrimination, and their consequences, including powerlessness and lack of access

to good jobs with fair pay, quality education and housing, safe environments, and

health care. . . For the purposes of measurement, health equity means reducing

and ultimately eliminating disparities in health and its determinants that adversely

effect excluded or marginalized groups” (38).

costs or burden such as travel or time off work, unintentional
health inequities may result. To prevent such consequences,
initial cost estimates and resource requirements should be
discussed with stakeholders at the planning stage, and costs can
be periodically assessed, discussed and necessary adaptations
made over time (41, 42).

We consider “costs” very broadly, including understanding,
planning for, and tracking economic costs, time, resources,
burdens, and unintended political and social consequences
(e.g., social stigma) of an EBI, especially from the perspectives
of different stakeholders (e.g., implementers, administrators,
community members, and patients). Recent IS research (42–
44) provides suggestions for cost assessment to understand
the impact on sustainability. We also encourage consideration
of economic factors more broadly, including the “value”
and return on investment of sustaining the EBI, and the
priorities of, and value to, different stakeholders (42), including
community partners.

Example Hypotheses: 1) Programs that explicitly and repeatedly

assess health equity and equitable implementation, and make

iterative adjustments guided by RE-AIM will produce higher levels

of sustainability than those only considering equity at the planning

stage. 2) Programs that consider and monitor costs (and RE-AIM

outcomes), ‘return on investment’ over time, and discuss and act

on these assessments in partnership with stakeholders will produce

stronger sustainable outcomes than those that do not.

Summary
The discussion above illustrates key issues involved in extending
RE-AIM to enhance sustainability. In Table 1, we outline key
indicators, guiding questions, and equity and sustainability
considerations in applying this extension and iterative
application of RE-AIM. Consistent with complex adaptive
systems (45, 46), it is more complex than the discussion makes it
appear, as the various factors above and the RE-AIM dimensions
are interrelated. Thus, we need to consider interactions among
the issues above and across RE-AIM dimensions over time.
Figure 1 highlights this complexity and considerations for
cross-cutting, intersecting issues and indicators that shift (like
gears) over time in different combinations to guide RE-AIM
for sustainability in dynamic context across the life cycle of an
EBI. This summary figure illustrates the impact of EBIs and
implementation strategies on the RE-AIM dimensions, and how
factors such as health equity and costs influence the likelihood of
sustainability across the phases of a program.

DISCUSSION

This paper encourages iterative application of RE-AIM with
early guidance on understanding, evaluating, and planning for
sustainability, with a focus on changing context and health
equity. While RE-AIM has previously been applied to promote
health equity, this paper reinforces the importance of this
focus within the context of sustainability. It advances the IS
field beyond existing models and prior RE-AIM publications
by providing: (1) consideration of planning for sustainability
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throughout the life cycle of an EBI and across multiple RE-
AIM dimensions; (2) concrete guidance for operationalizing
the dynamic and complex nature of sustainability, including
the “evolvability” of an EBI and where adaptations and de-
implementation may fit within this conceptualization; (3)
attention to iterative measurement of RE-AIM indicators to
inform and enhance sustainability, and (4) explicit consideration
of health equity and costs/value as critical components of
sustainability. In summary:

1. Measuring “maintenance” as a RE-AIM dimension is
important, but needs to be expanded to address longer-term
conceptualizations of sustainability. The conceptualization of
dynamic sustainability includes consideration of “evolvability”
across the life cycle of an EBI, including continued
delivery of the original EBI functions and implementation
strategies, adaptations, and potential de-implementation
across the EBI life cycle to produce sustained and equitable
health outcomes.

2. Multi-level context changes and so must EBIs and
implementation strategies to meet emerging needs, resources
and challenges over time. Iterative (or at least periodic) use
of actionable RE-AIM assessments can guide adaptations to
enhance sustainability and respond to changing context.

3. Equity (both equitable implementation across RE-AIM
dimensions and health equity) and costs/value are important
and understudied cross-cutting issues across all RE-AIM
dimensions that impact sustainability. Researchers should
assess and address these factors in planning for and facilitating
long-term sustainability.

This article has both strengths and limitations. Strengths
include its focus on costs and value, from the perspective of
multiple stakeholders, and health equity and representativeness
across all RE-AIM dimensions as key drivers of sustainability.

Additionally, instead of proposing another IS model, we provide

an extension of, and guidance from, a widely adopted IS
framework. This paper and our recommendations address
sustainability processes and planning, as well as sustainability
outcomes. Finally, we make recommendations and testable
hypotheses that should lead to incremental validation, revision
or rejection as we refine this extension of RE-AIM. Limitations
include that this proposed expansion of RE-AIM needs further
empirical support. We call for future application across diverse
health issues and settings, and mixed-methods research to
investigate and refine this extension of RE-AIM for sustainability.
There is still much to learn about sustainability, and we believe
this application will provide a useful guide and addition to the
IS literature.
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